
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION (MND) ADDENDUM 
 

This Addendum is prepared as a supplemental environmental document to the following 
adopted environmental document: 
  

• November 30, 1993 Mitigated Negative Declaration adopted for the oil and gas 
facility authorized by CUP No. 2491-1. (Attachment 1) 

 
In addition, the following documents are referenced for information and analysis on well 
stimulation techniques: 
 

• July 1, 2015 Environmental Impact Report: Analysis of Oil and Gas Well Stimulation 
Treatments in California; SCH No. 2013112046; Certified by the California 
Department of Conservation. (Attachment 2)  
 

• August 28, 2014 report titled: Advanced Well Stimulation Technologies in California, 
An Independent Review of Scientific and Technical Information. This report was 
prepared by the California Council on Science and Technology and commissioned by 
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management. (Attachment 3) 

 
A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
 

1. Entitlement: Modification of Conditional Use Permit (CUP) No. 2491-1 to authorize 
the continued operation and maintenance of 3 existing oil and gas wells and related 
production equipment within an existing oil and gas production facility, and to utilize a 
former storage tank site for road and facility maintenance. (Case No. PL18-0058).  
 

2. Applicant: Carbon California Operating Company, LLC, and Carbon California 
Company, LLC, (Carbon), (Representative: Jane Farkas) 

 
3. Property Owner: Carbon California Operating Company, LLC, and Carbon California 

Company, LLC, (Carbon), 270 Quail Court, Suite B, Santa Paula, CA  93060 
 

4. Location: The project site is located near the northern terminus of Goodenough Road 
on the Basenberg “A” and “B” leases about 4 miles north of the City of Fillmore. 
(Attachment 4) 

 
5. APNs: The Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APN) of the parcels that encompass the oil 

and gas operations included in the proposed project are 041-0-070-080, 041-0-040-
365, 041-0-040-415, 041-0-040-375. 

 
6. Lot Size: 120-acre Lease “A” area (1.11-acre production pad); 15-acre Lease “B” area 

(1-acre graded pad).  
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7. General Plan Land Use Designation: Open Space  
 
8. Zoning Designation: OS-160 ac (Open Space, 160-acre minimum lot size) 
 
9. Background: Oil exploration and production activities began in the Sespe Oil Field in 

the vicinity of the project site in 1887.  The four existing wells on the Basenberg “A” 
Lease were drilled in 1968 and 1969.  One of these has been abandoned.  The other 
three are active or idle and are included in the proposed project.  

 
10. Project Description:   
 

The applicant requests that a modified conditional use permit be granted to authorize 
the continued operation and maintenance of an existing oil and gas facility for an 
additional 20-year period ending in 2038.     
  
Oil production operations are proposed to continue on the existing 1.11-acre 
unvegetated graded pad located on the 120-acre Basenberg “A” Lease. There are four 
existing oil and gas wells located on this pad as follows:  
  

Well Name API Number Use Status 

Basenberg #1 11120076 O&G Production Active  

Basenberg #2 11120120 O&G Prod./W.D. Abandoned  

Basenberg #3 11120176 Water Disposal Idle 

Basenberg #4 11120187 O&G Production Idle 

 
Standard well repair and maintenance activities (such as pump changes) would 
continue in accordance with California Geologic Energy Management Division 
(CalGEM) guidelines. Ancillary production equipment, such as pumping units, valves, 
electrical connections and pipelines, will continue to be used as part of facility 
operations. No flaring of gas is proposed to occur on the 1.11-acre production site or 
elsewhere on the subject lease. Produced fluids and gas will continue to be transported 
from the production facilities by existing pipelines. Oil will continue to be separated 
from produced wastewater at existing facilities within the Sespe Oil Field. The oil will 
continue to be shipped to market by pipeline. Wastewater will continue to be conveyed 
by pipeline from the separation facilities to existing permitted wastewater disposal wells 
for injection.   
 
The three existing wells may be re-completed (i.e. perforating the existing well casing 
to produce fluid from a new geologic zone) or re-drilled to penetrate and produce fluid 
from new zones in the subsurface. Any re-drilled well would include the subsurface 
installation of new well casing. The existing surface casing would continue to be used.   
 
An existing 0.5-acre graded pad on the Basenberg “A” Lease located south of the oil 
production pad will be revegetated and restored as it is no longer used at part of the 
oil and gas operation.  
  
The 15-acre Basenberg “B” Lease will continue to be included in the permit area. A 
former tank battery site that encompasses approximately 1-acre on this lease will 



 

 

continue to be used as a road maintenance and oil field equipment staging area. It will 
also be used for pipeline inspection and maintenance.  
 
Hydraulic fracturing, acid well stimulation and other “well stimulation treatments” as 
defined in Public Resources Code Section 3157 are not proposed and would not be 
authorized by the requested permit. Additional environmental review pursuant to 
CEQA, a modified CUP and an additional public hearing is required for these 
stimulation techniques to be utilized.   

 
Re-activation of the abandoned well (Basenberg #2) is not proposed and would not be 
authorized by the requested permit.  

 
B. CEQA BASELINE:  
 

Existing Setting: 
 

The existing permitted facility is comprised of two sites on the Basenberg “A” and “B” leases 
in the Sespe Oil Field. Three existing oil and gas wells, and associated ancillary equipment 
such as pipelines, pumping units, valves, and electrical controls are currently operated on an 
existing 1.11-acre unvegetated graded pad on the Basenberg “A” Lease. A 1-acre 
unvegetated graded pad currently exists on the Basenberg “B” Lease that is the former site 
of a permitted produced fluid storage facility (i.e. a tank battery).  
 
The proposed project primarily consists of the continued operation, maintenance, and 
reworking of the three existing wells and the associated production facilities located on the 
Basenberg “A” Lease. The reworking of the three existing wells includes the potential re-
completion and re-drilling of the wells. As with two of the three existing wells on the 
Basenberg “A” Lease, and most of the wells in the Sespe Oil Field, the re-completed or re-
drilled well bores will be subject to “well stimulation techniques” such as hydraulic fracturing 
and acid well stimulation as defined in PRC 3157.  
 
The continued operation, maintenance and reworking of the three existing oil and gas wells 
and associated facilities constitutes a continuation of the existing environmental setting.  No 
new impacts would result from these components of the proposed project. Note that well 
stimulation by hydraulic fracturing has been a common practice in the Sespe Oil Field for 
more than 50 years. However, substantial public concern has been expressed regarding the 
potential for this technique to result in adverse environmental effects. The potential for such 
effects due to the re-completion or re-drilling of the three existing wells is addressed in this 
document.   
 
Project changes: 
 
Changes in the existing project include the use of the 1-acre disturbed pad on the Basenberg 
“B” Lease as a staging area for road and facility maintenance and as a site for the placement 
of portable produced fluid tanks and temporary trucking operations. The potential 
environmental effects of these proposed project changes are evaluated herein. 
 
In addition to the changes in the use of the Basenberg “B” site, the environmental effects of 
anticipated future well re-completion and well re-drilling activities at the Basenberg “A” Lease 
are also evaluated in this document.  Although these activities are considered part of the 



 

 

ongoing operation of the Sespe Oil Field, they are analyzed for environmental effect for 
informational purposes.   
 
Finally, the effects of the existing facility and proposed project changes on the generation of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) are evaluated in this document.  
 

C. STATEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS: 
 

Previous Environmental Review: 
 
On November 30, 1993, the Ventura County Planning Director granted CUP No. 2941-1 and 
adopted a Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND; Attachment 1) that evaluated the 
environmental impacts of the drilling, operation and maintenance of six new oil and gas wells 
in addition to the four existing oil wells (including the now-abandoned Basenberg #2 well) on 
the subject Basenberg Lease. The approved project also included storage of produced fluid 
in an onsite tank battery and truck transport of the oil to market. A maximum of 36 one-way 
truck trips per day (18 truckloads per day) are authorized under CUP 2941-1.  
 
Mitigation measures identified in the MND were required to be implemented by the operator 
of the oil and gas facility authorized by CUP No. 2941-1. These mitigation measures 
addressed impacts on biological resources and visual resources. These measures involved 
actions to reduce the potential effects on the environment of the oil storage facility located 
on the Basenberg “B” Lease.  One measure required that a berm be constructed around the 
storage tanks to prevent spillage of fluids in the event of a tank leak.  The other measure 
required the development and implementation of a lighting plan for this site to minimize the 
spillover of light onto adjacent properties.  
 
The storage tank facility on the Basenberg “B” Lease was taken out of service and 
abandoned in the mid-1990s. Since that time, produced fluid has been conveyed from the 
Basenberg “A” Lease by pipeline rather than by tanker trucks.  
 
The current proposal involves the use of the former tank site as a staging area for the ongoing 
maintenance of the US Forest Service road that provides access to the Sespe Oil Field and 
adjacent federal public lands. The site would also be used for the placement of portable 
storage tanks for up to 120 days in any one year to temporarily hold produced fluid in the 
event of an interruption of pipeline service. During this interim operation, oil would be shipped 
to market by tanker truck. A maximum of 8 one-way truck trips (4 truckloads per day) is 
proposed. A berm consistent with the former tank facility would be constructed to protect 
against fluid spillage during any occasional temporary use of portable storage tanks.  No 
permanent lighting would be installed on the Basenberg “B” Lease. Only temporary lighting 
required by applicable safety regulations would be utilized. Thus, the mitigation measures 
identified in the MND will, in effect, continue to be implemented.  No potentially significant 
impacts were identified in the adopted MND for the oil well operations on the Basenberg “A” 
lease.   
 
On July 1, 2015, the State Oil and Gas Supervisor (Dr. Steve Bohlen) certified the 
environmental impact report (EIR) titled “Analysis of Oil and Gas Well Stimulation Treatments 
in California” (Attachment 2). This EIR was commissioned by the California Legislature 
through the passage of Senate Bill 4 (SB4) in 2013. This document was prepared to “provide 



 

 

the public with detailed information regarding any potential environmental impacts of well 
stimulation in the State.”  
 
The certified EIR (Attachment 2) prepared by the State is a programmatic document that 
identified various significant impacts on the environment due to the cumulative effect of all 
well stimulation activity, and oil and gas development facilitated by such activity, in the State 
of California. Notably, an impact on groundwater quality was not identified in the EIR to result 
from hydraulic fracturing or acid well stimulation. This is consistent with the public statements 
of the now-former State Oil and Gas Supervisor Tim Kustic (i.e. the administrator of the 
California Geologic Energy Management Division or CalGEM).  Mr. Kustic is quoted in the 
December 18, 2012 edition of the San Jose Mercury News as follows: 
 

“There is no evidence of harm from fracking in groundwater in California at this point in 
time. And it has been going on for many years.” 

 
Mr. Kustic made a similar statement to the Ventura County Board of Supervisors in a 2013 
noticed public hearing.  
 
Note that the July 1, 2015 certification of the State EIR has been challenged and is currently 
under consideration by the California appellate court. No injunction against its use has been 
issued and no decision on its adequacy to meet the requirements of CEQA has been 
rendered by the appellate court. 
 
The California Council on Science and Technology (CCST) reached a conclusion similar to 
the findings of the State EIR regarding potential effects on groundwater in an extensive 
August 28, 2014 report (Attachment 3) commissioned by the U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) titled: Advanced Well Stimulation Technologies in California, An 
Independent Review of Scientific and Technical Information. This report reached the 
following conclusion regarding the potential effects of hydraulic fracturing: 
 

“There are no publicly recorded instances of subsurface release of contaminated fluids 
into potable groundwater in California.”  

 
Thus, no substantial evidence that well stimulation techniques have had a significant effect 
on groundwater quality has been identified anywhere in the State of California. The identified 
effects of the well stimulation treatments are limited to changes in the ground surface and 
degradation of air quality.  
 
The impacts identified in the certified EIR are largely due to the cumulative effect of oil and 
gas development in the State that may be facilitated or made economic by the availability 
and use of well stimulation techniques. Increases in air pollutant and greenhouse gas 
emissions, effects on biological or cultural resources due to land clearing for well pads, and 
risk of upset due to hazardous fluid trucking or accidents occurring at the wellsite during well 
stimulation events are potentially significant when considered on a Statewide basis.  
However, these impacts do not reflect the far lower likelihood of potential impacts due to the 
application of hydraulic fracturing to a single well or a few wells in an existing oil field such 
as is proposed in the current project. In the current project, no new well pad is proposed and 
the potential future use of the subject well stimulation techniques would be limited to the 
existing three oil wells. Thus, there would be no new wells to contribute to air pollution and 
GHG generation, and no new effects on biological or cultural resources. The potential for an 



 

 

accident to occur during a well stimulation event at this specific facility is very low and 
speculative given the general rarity of such events and the decades of such activities at the 
Sespe Oil Field without reported incident.     
 
The current operations and anticipated future changes in the Sespe Oil Field are described 
on pages 11.0-7 to 11.0-11 of the certified State EIR. Thus, in each issue area the potential 
contribution of this field to the identified Statewide impacts are considered. As indicated in 
the EIR (Page 11.0-11), it is anticipated that only 2 to 4 wells per year will be drilled in the 
Sespe Oil Field in the next 25 years with hydraulic fracturing treatments expected to be 
limited to new wells. This is in contrast to the 983 wells in the State that were subject to 
hydraulic fracturing treatments in a one-year period from 2012 to 2013. Thus, the activities 
at the Sespe Oil Field do not make a substantial contribution to the Statewide impacts 
identified in the EIR.  
 
Environmental Review of the proposed project: 
 
The potential impacts of the proposed project, and the environmental effects of future well 
re-completion and well re-drilling activities are evaluated by issue area below. 
 
Air Quality: 
 
Thresholds of Significance: 
 

Criteria Pollutants: 
 

25 pounds per day of Reactive Organic Compounds (ROC) 
25 pounds per day of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 

 
Greenhouse gas (GHG): 
 

10,000 MTCO2e per year 
 
Analysis of impacts (long-term): 
 
The proposed project primarily involves the continued operation of three existing oil wells 
located on the Basenberg “A” Lease. No new oil wells are proposed. Thus, no new emissions 
due to oil well installation would result from project implementation. Each oil well would 
continue to contribute approximately 2 pounds/day of ROC emissions.  The total of 6 pounds 
per day of ROC emissions is part of the existing CEQA baseline condition and does not 
constitute an impact of the proposed project. In any case, these emissions are less than the 
25 pound/day Threshold of Significance.  
 
Gas produced from the Basenberg Lease will continue to be conveyed from the project site 
by pipeline to field compression facilities and then conveyed by pipeline to the Torrey Gas 
Plant located south of the Santa Clara Valley. From that plant, gas is sold to the Southern 
California Gas Company (SoCalGas) for distribution to residential and other customers of 
that public utility. There are no permanent or continuously-operated flares in the Sespe Oil 
Field. Only emergency flares are utilized under permit from the Ventura County Air Pollution 
Control District (VCAPCD).  
 



 

 

Because the gas produced from the project wells would continue to serve existing urban 
demand and not be flared, no new NOx emissions would result from project implementation. 
This would be the case even if gas production increased due to anticipated future well re-
completion or well re-redrilling activities. The level of NOx emissions due to the burning of 
natural gas by the customers of a public utility is based on demand, not the source of the 
natural gas.  More gas production in the local oil and gas fields would only result in less gas 
being imported from outside the area by SoCalGas.   
 
Since the project was originally reviewed and the MND adopted, the role of greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions and their potential contribution to global climate change has become an 
important and widely debated scientific, economic and political issue. The GHG emissions 
associated with oil field operations results from oil well operation, flaring of gas, and 
emissions of trucks that transport produced fluids. In the case of the proposed project, there 
is no long-term flaring of gas or fluid trucking. Thus, the ROC emissions of the three existing 
oil wells would be the source of GHG emissions. These emissions are estimated below 
based on the following factors provided by the VCAPCD. 
 

VCAPCD ROC emission factor:  2 lb/day ROC per well 
ROC emissions per year:  0.365 short tons ROC/year per well  
Conversion to metric tonnes:  0.9072 MT/short ton 
ROC emissions per well:  0.3311 MT ROC/year per well 
Ratio of Methane emissions to ROC:  3.04 
Methane emissions per year per well:  1.01 MT 
Ratio of CO2 emissions per unit of methane:  25 

 
Project GHG emissions:  3 wells x 1.01 MT methane/well/year x 25 = 75.7 MTCO2e/year 
 
The estimated 75.7 MTCO2e/year of GHG emissions due to the three existing oil wells is part 
of the existing environmental setting and not an impact of the proposed project. In any case, 
the GHG emissions are far less than the 10,000 MTCO2e/year Threshold of Significance 
recommended by the VCAPCD (Attachment 5). Impacts on climate change would be less 
than significant.  
 
Note that the gas produced in the Sespe Oil Field is sold to the SoCalGas public utility for 
distribution to and use by urban customers. The gas burned by urban consumers does 
produce NOx and GHG emissions.  These emissions are a function of urban demand, 
however, and do not increase or decrease with the fluctuations in supply obtained from oil 
and gas fields.   
 
Each of the facility components on the Basenberg Lease operate in accordance with a Permit 
to Operate issued by the VCAPCD. The VCAPCD permit program involves periodic 
inspections of the oil wells and other facilities by District personnel to detect and require 
correction of any leaks of oil and gas. This Countywide program minimizes the emissions 
from the existing oil fields.  
 
In summary, air quality impacts due to ongoing operations of the three Basenberg wells on 
the Basenberg “A” Lease would be less than significant.   
 
Analysis of impacts (short-term): 
 



 

 

It is anticipated that the three wells will be subject to future re-completion or re-drilling 
activities during the requested permit term. These activities would be a continuation of 
standard oil field practice and not constitute a change from the existing setting. In any case, 
the short-term effects of these activities are evaluated below: 
 
Re-completion of an existing well: 
 
The re-completion of an existing wellbore would be a standard oil field practice involving the 
temporary use of a workover rig to potentially plug existing casing perforations or install new 
perforations in the well casing in order to produce fluids from a different subsurface geologic 
zone. Unless the newly tapped geologic zone is subject to hydraulic fracturing, re-completion 
activities would not be substantially different with other ongoing well maintenance (such as 
pump changes) and would not result in any discernible new impact on air quality.  
 
If a new zone is subject to well stimulation by hydraulic fracturing, a series of truck mounted 
pumps and fluid tanks would be brought to the wellsite to pump fluid under high pressure 
into the wellbore. Additional short-term emissions due to truck travel to the well site and the 
operation of diesel engines to pump fluids into the wellbore. A hydraulic fracturing treatment 
is anticipated to be completed in one day. According to a September 6, 2017 memorandum 
prepared by the VCAPCD (Attachment 6), a drilling rig using a Tier 3 diesel engine and 
consuming 1,000 gallons per day of diesel fuel, will generate 90 pounds of criteria pollutants 
(NOx + ROC) per day of operation. With the assumption that three such engines would be 
operated simultaneously during a hydraulic fracturing treatment and that all three existing 
wells would receive such treatment, it is estimated that 810 pounds of NOx/ROC would be 
generated by hydraulic fracturing of the project wells. Averaged over the 20-year life of the 
project, the average daily increase in emissions due to hydraulic fracturing would be 0.11 
pounds per day. This would be far less than the 25 pound per day Threshold of Significance.  
 
Re-drilling of an existing well: 
 
The re-drilling of an existing well would involve the temporary operation of a drilling rig over 
an estimated three-week period. It would also involve temporary vehicle traffic to and from 
the well site by rig personnel.  According to a September 6, 2017 memorandum prepared by 
the VCAPCD (Attachment 6), a drilling rig using a Tier 3 diesel engine and consuming 1,000 
gallons per day of diesel fuel, will generate 90 pounds of criteria pollutants (NOx + ROC) per 
day of operation. In addition, the daily travel of 15 employees to and from the rig site from a 
10-mile distance would generate an additional 0.06 pounds per day of NOx and 0.06 pounds 
per day of ROC. Thus, over a 21-day period, total emissions (NOx + ROC) is estimated to 
be 1,893 pounds [(90 x 21) + (0.06 x 21) + (0.06 x 21) = 1,893] 
 
As described above for well re-completion, an estimated 810 pounds of NOx/ROC would be 
generated by hydraulic fracturing of the three wells. Thus, a total of 2,703 pounds (810 + 
1893 = 2,703) of criteria pollutants would be generated by the re-drilling and subsequent 
hydraulic fracturing of the three existing wells. Averaged over the 20-year life of the project, 
the average daily increase in emissions due to re-drilling and hydraulic fracturing of the three 
wells would be 0.37 pounds per day. This would be far less than the 25 pound per day 
Threshold of Significance.  
 
The proposed changes in the use of the existing 1-acre pad on the Basenberg “B” Lease 
involve equipment staging for ongoing road maintenance and temporary placement of 



 

 

portable tanks and trucking of produced fluid from the site in the event of an interruption of 
pipeline service.   
 
The use of the existing pad on the Basenberg “B” Lease for road maintenance would not 
involve any substantial new impact on air quality. This is because the road maintenance 
activities by the operator of the Sespe Oil Field have been ongoing for several decades. 
These activities extend from the Basenberg “B” Lease on the south to sections of the 
roadway affected by landslides located about 1 mile to the north.  The incorporation of this 
feature into the project description serves to formalize the historic use of the former tank site 
for equipment staging.  
 
The occasional use of the Basenberg “B” Lease pad for the placement of portable tanks and 
the associated trucking of oil would involve a short-term increase in emissions. It is proposed 
that trucking be limited to a maximum of 120 days in any one year and 8 one-way truck trips 
(4 truckloads) in any one day.  
 
With the assumption that produced oil will be trucked from the project site to the Crimson 
pipeline terminal in Santa Paula, a distance of about 12 miles, the truck traffic would involve 
a maximum of approximately 11,500 vehicle miles travelled in any one year. In a February 
6, 2017 analysis (Attachment 7) prepared by the VCAPCD, tanker trucks generate emissions 
at a rate of 0.0017 pounds of NOx and 0.00025 pounds of ROC per vehicle mile travelled. 
Thus, the maximum emissions in a single year due to temporary trucking operations would 
be 19.55 pounds of NOx and 2.88 pounds of ROC. Averaged over a one-year time period, 
these emissions average 0.054 pounds per day of NOx and 0.008 pounds per day of ROC. 
Thus, even if temporary trucking occurred every year during the 20-year life of the project, 
emissions due to trucking would be less than significant.  
 
Analysis of impacts (Cumulative): 
 
If it is assumed that temporary trucking of produced oil will occur each year for 120 days, the 
combined emissions (NOx + ROC) of trucking and hydraulic fracturing averaged over the 
20-year permit term is estimated to be 0.30 pounds per day (0.37 + 0.054 + 0.008 = 0.432). 
This level of emissions is far below the applicable 25 pounds per day Threshold of 
Significance.   
 
Water Resources: 
 
Threshold of Significance: 
 

Water quality: 
 
A project that is designed to meet all of the applicable requirements set forth in the 
following authorities shall not be considered to have a significant impact in this 
environmental area:  
 

• California Health and Safety Code, Division 104, Part 13, Chapter 4  

• California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 4.   

• Ventura County Building Code, Article 1, Article 6  

• Ventura County Ordinance Code, Division 4, Chapter 8   



 

 

 
Note:  Domestic water quality regulations for water systems with 15 or more service 
connections are enforced by the California Department of Public Health. 
 
Water quantity: 
 
A project has the potential to have a significant impact on water supply - quantity, if it 
either individually or cumulatively when combined with recently approved, current, and 
reasonably foreseeable probable future projects would introduce physical development 
that would adversely affect the water supply - quantity of the hydrologic unit in which the 
project site is located. 

 
Analysis of Impacts (Water quality): 
 
There are no proposed changes in oil field equipment or surface facilities that would affect 
surface water quality.  No new pads or roadways are proposed to be developed and no new 
wells would be drilled.  
 
Future oil field activities are anticipated to involve re-completion or re-drilling of the existing 
three oil wells on the Basenberg “A” Lease and the hydraulic fracture stimulation of those 
wells.  While a valve or conduit failure of the surface equipment could conceivably occur and 
result in a spill of fluids on the surface, such an event is very unlikely and speculative. In the 
six-year period from 2009 to 2014, a total of 949 fluid spills were reported to the State Office 
of Emergency Services. None were reported to be associated with hydraulic fracturing or 
acid well stimulation treatments. Furthermore, of the 7,833 spills in oil fields reported to OES 
from 1993-2014, none involved a confirmed spill of well stimulation flowback or wastewater. 
This information is published on pages 10.15-36 and 10.15-37 of the State EIR (Attachment 
2). Thus, there is no substantial evidence of even an occasional failure of hydraulic fracturing 
equipment, and the resulting leakage of fluids, at a well site.    
 
As indicated in the discussion on Page 6 above, no substantial evidence has been identified 
that well stimulation techniques have had a significant effect on groundwater quality 
anywhere in the State of California. The effects of the well stimulation treatments identified 
in the State EIR are limited to changes in the ground surface and degradation of air quality.  
 
A permit from CalGEM is required to conduct a hydraulic fracturing well treatment. CalGEM 
may approve the treatment only if the geologic conditions and the engineering of the subject 
well is demonstrated by the operator to be adequate to prevent the leakage of injected fluids 
into protected groundwater resources.  
 
The use of the existing pad on the Basenberg “B” Lease for the temporary placement of 
portable storage tanks would not pose a substantial risk to water quality.  The site will be 
required to be bermed such that any leakage from the tanks will be contained and prevented 
from reaching surface water bodies or drainage courses.  
 
In summary, no significant effects on water quality have been identified that would result from 
project implementation.  
 
Analysis of Impacts (Water quantity): 
 



 

 

Hydraulic fracturing treatments and the re-drilling of the three existing wells will involve the 
consumption of fresh water. An average of 130,000 gallons of water are required for a 
hydraulic fracturing well treatment according to the 2014 report by the California Council of 
Science and Technology (Attachment 3).  Thus, if the three existing wells are subject to such 
a treatment, approximately 390,000 gallons of water will be consumed.  
 
If each of the three wells are re-drilled, water will be consumed as part of the drilling process. 
It is estimated that 3500 barrels (147,000 gallons) of water will be consumed in the re-drilling 
of each well. In addition, about 20,000 gallons of water will be stored on the site for fire 
suppression purposes. Thus, an estimated 14,000 barrels (588,000 gallons) will be 
consumed for well re-drilling. The source of the water to be used for oil field activities is an 
existing water well in the Sespe Oil Field owned by the applicant. This well produces fresh 
water from an aquifer that is not used for any domestic potable water supply.  
 
In summary, re-drilling of the wells and hydraulic fracturing will result in the consumption of 
an estimated 978,000 gallons (3.0 acre-feet) of water.  Averaged over the 20-year life of the 
project, the annual water demand will be 0.15 acre-feet per year. This negligible level of 
water demand does not have the potential to result in a significant effect on groundwater 
resources. Impacts on water quantity will be less than significant regardless of whether future 
well re-completion and re-drilling activities are considered part of the existing baseline setting 
or an impact of the proposed project.  
 
Traffic: 
 
Threshold of Significance 
 
Project-Specific Impacts: 
 

A potentially significant adverse project-specific traffic impact is assumed to occur at any 
intersection on the Regional Road Network if the project will exceed the thresholds 
established in Table 2. (For this analysis scenario, projects funded in the County’s Capital 
Improvement Program may be used as mitigation measures. The improvements 
identified in these projects may be incorporated into the capacity analysis to mitigate 
project specific impacts.)  

 
Table 2: Thresholds of Significance for Changes in LOS at Intersections 
 

Intersection LOS (Existing) Increase in V/C or Trips greater than: 

A 0.20 

B 0.15 

C 0.10 

D 10 PHTs* 

E 5 PHTs* 

F 1 PHT* 

*To critical movements. These are the highest combination of left and opposing 
through/right-turn PHTM. 

 
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) 
 



 

 

As determined by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research under State Bill743, 
the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy and Ventura 
County Public Works Roads and Transportation Division, projects that generate or attract 
fewer than 110 trips per day are presumed to have a less than significant impact on VMT. 
The project is authorized to have a maximum of 36 one-way truck trips per day (18 
truckloads per day). Therefore, the project generated VMT is below the significant 
threshold of 110 trips per day and has no significant CEQA impact.  

 
Cumulative Impacts: 
 
A potentially significant adverse cumulative traffic impact is assumed to occur at any 
intersection if any one of the following results from the project:  
 

a. If the project will add one or more PHT to the critical movements at an intersection that 
is part of the regional road network and which is currently operating at an unacceptable 
LOS as defined in Table 1 by the year 2020.   
 
b. If the project will add 10 or more PHT to an intersection that is part of the regional road 
network, which is projected to operate at an unacceptable LOS defined in Table 1 by the 
year 2020. 

 
Analysis of Impacts: 
 
There will be no new long-term traffic associated with the proposed project. Produced fluids 
will continue to be conveyed from the project site by pipeline. Except in emergency situations, 
traffic will be comprised of ongoing field maintenance by existing field personnel.  
 
In the event of an interruption of pipeline service, it is proposed that produced oil be 
transported from the site by tanker truck for up to 120 days in any one year. A maximum of 
8 one-way truck trips (4 truckloads) per day would be authorized by the requested permit.  
 
Averaged over a year, the requested level of tanker truck traffic would be 2.6 one-way trips 
per day. This low level of traffic, even in the unlikely event that it occurred every year, would 
not have the potential to cause a significant effect on traffic safety or circulation. Note that 
transport of oil by tanker trucks (even on an emergency basis) has not occurred from the 
Basenberg leases for more than 20 years.   
 
Biological Resources: 
 
Thresholds of Significance: 
 
Species Project Impact Thresholds: 
 

 A project will have a direct or indirect physical impact to a plant or animal species if a 
project, directly or indirectly:  
 

(a) reduces a species’ population,  
(b) reduces a species’ habitat,   
(c) increases habitat fragmentation, or   
(d) restricts reproductive capacity.   



 

 

 
The determination of whether a project’s impact is significant or not shall be based on 
both the current conservation status of the species affected and the severity or intensity 
of impact caused by the project. Endangered, rare and threatened species, as well as 
special status species, are more susceptible to project impacts than a more common 
species.  If a project’s impact is severe or intense, it may cause a population of a more 
common species to decline substantially or drop below self-sustaining levels, which 
would be considered a significant impact.  

 
Sensitive Plant Communities Project Impact Thresholds: 
 

The following types of impacts to sensitive plant communities are considered potentially 
significant:   
 

• Construction, grading, clearing, or other activities that would temporarily or 
permanently remove sensitive plant communities. Temporary impacts to sensitive 
plant communities would be considered significant unless the sensitive plant 
community is restored once the temporary impact is complete.  

 

• Indirect impacts resulting from project operation at levels that would degrade the 
health of a sensitive plant community.  Cumulative 

 
Waters and Wetlands Thresholds: 
 

An analysis of potential project impacts to waters and wetlands must examine the direct 
and indirect impacts to the entire aquatic or wetland ecosystem potentially impacted by 
the project, including impacts within the watershed that would adversely affect the aquatic 
or wetland ecosystem.  Waters and wetlands depend on a source of water, and therefore 
impacts to the quality, quantity, flow rate, or timing of that water source can adversely 
impact a water or wetland just as much as direct development impacts to aquatic or 
wetland habitat. Wetlands perform numerous beneficial functions, including groundwater 
recharge, stream recharge, pollution filtration, flood control, and wildlife habitat.  Impacts 
that reduce or eliminate the functions provided by a wetland would be considered 
significant.  

 
Analysis of Impacts: 
 
The proposed project does not involve any new disturbance of native habitat. The currently 
disturbed areas on the Basenberg “A” and “B” leases will not be expanded. There is no 
change in the long-term operation or configuration of the equipment and facilities on the 
ground surface.  The use of the Basenberg “B” Lease for temporary trucking operations will 
not have a discernible effect on wildlife as this site is located adjacent to the main oil field 
and forest access road.  Thus, no substantial impacts related to the ongoing operations of 
the three Basenberg wells or the proposed uses of the 1-acre unvegetated pad on the 
Basenberg “B” Lease are anticipated.  
 
A potentially significant impact on biological resources was identified in the adopted MND 
due to the potential for fluid spills at the authorized tank battery at the Basenberg “B” Lease 
pad. As a mitigation measure, a berm was required to be constructed to prevent the flow of 



 

 

any spilled liquids off of the pad. A similar berm will be required by the terms of the requested 
permit to be installed if any temporary tanks are placed on the “B” Lease. Thus, the required 
mitigation measure will continue to be implanted and impacts will be less that significant.  
 
Since the CUP 2941-1 was granted to authorize the Basenberg Lease oil and gas operations, 
public concern has been expressed regarding the potential impacts of such operations on 
the endangered California Condor. This issue is addressed in detail in Section D.3 below. In 
summary, no potentially significant impacts on the Condor have been identified.    
 
Noise: 
 
Thresholds of Significance: 
 

If the noise from the proposed project is estimated to exceed any of the following 
standards at the nearest noise sensitive use, the noise impact is deemed to have a 
potentially significant noise impact and a consultant prepared acoustical analysis must 
be completed:  
 

• 55 dB(A) between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.,  

• 50 dB(A) between 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., or  

• 45 dB(A) between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.  
 
Analysis of Impacts: 
 
The well pad on the Basenberg “A” Lease is located in a remote mountainous area that is 
more than 2,000 feet from any residential use or other sensitive receptor. The noise 
associated with the ongoing operation, maintenance and reworking of the existing three wells 
and associated equipment cannot be heard from any offsite location. Thus, no significant 
noise impact has been identified for future activities on the well pad. 
 
Well re-drilling activities would involve the transport of a truck-mounted drilling rig to and from 
the well pad. It is anticipated that this would occur three times during the 20-year term of the 
requested permit. The noise generated on City streets (Goodenough Road and “A” Street) 
between the well site and State Highway 126 by two truck trips (one in and one out) occurring 
three times over a 20-year period does not have the potential to exceed the established 
Thresholds. At a speed of 25 miles per hour, a truck would be closer than 500 feet to any 
specific sensitive receptor for approximately 30 seconds. This brief time could not increase 
the one-hour average noise level (Leq-1 hour) above any applicable Threshold. Note that 
the noise of any project-related trucking would have no discernible effect on the ambient 
vehicle noise on State Highway 126. Many thousands of heavy truck trips occur each day 
on this highway.  
 
It is also anticipated that each of the existing wells will be subject to hydraulic fracturing well 
stimulation treatments after being re-completed or re-drilled. Assuming that three heavy 
pump trucks will travel to the site, there could be six truck trips (3 in and 3 out) in a 2 or 3-
day period. The 90 seconds (3 trucks x 30 seconds per truck) of noise experienced at a 
sensitive receptor on any one day due to the travel of hydraulic fracturing trucks does not 
have the potential to increase the one-hour average noise level (Leq-1 hour) above any 
applicable Threshold. Although numerous truck trips will be required to deliver fresh water to 



 

 

the well site for use in the hydraulic fracturing process, they would not travel outside of the 
Sespe Oil Field.  This is because the water will be obtained from an onsite well. Note that 
the drilling rig and any trucks associated with a hydraulic fracturing treatment would not travel 
to or from the well site on the same day. 
 
The potential temporary truck transport of produced oil from portable tanks on the Basenberg 
“A” Lease could generate new noise experienced by sensitive receptors along City of 
Fillmore streets.  The requested permit would limit tanker truck traffic to 8 one-way trips (4 
truckloads) per day. Given the time required to load a tanker truck, the 12-mile distance to 
the receiver site in Santa Paula, and the time to offload the oil, it would require at least one 
hour to complete the round trip from the site of the portable tanks on the Basenberg “A” 
Lease. Thus, two truck trips per hour could occur due to temporary oil transport activities. At 
a speed of 25 miles per hour, a truck would be closer than 500 feet to any specific sensitive 
receptor for approximately 30 seconds. Thus, additional truck noise could be experienced 
for about 60 seconds per hour. This brief time could not increase the one-hour average noise 
level (Leq-1 hour) above any applicable Threshold. In any case, such tanker trucking events 
would rarely occur in the unlikely event of a disruption of pipeline service.  
 
In summary, no aspect of the proposed project has been identified that would result in a 
significant noise impact.  
 
Visual Impacts: 
 
Threshold of Significance: 
 

1. A project has the potential to create a significant impact to scenic resources if it:   
 

a. Is located within an area that has a scenic resource that is visible from a public 
viewing location; and,  
 
b. Would physically alter the scenic resource either individually or cumulatively 
when combined with recently approved, current, and reasonably foreseeable 
future projects; or  
 
c. Would substantially obstruct, degrade, or obscure the scenic vista, either 
individually or cumulatively when combined with recently approved, current, and 
reasonably foreseeable future projects. 

 
Analysis of Impacts: 
 
A potentially significant impact was identified in the adopted MND regarding the spillage of 
light from the tank battery on the Basenberg “B” Lease. The Permittee was required to 
prepare and implement a lighting plan for this site to minimize the spillover of light onto 
adjacent properties. The current proposal does not include any permanent lighting fixtures. 
The only lighting that would be installed on this site would be limited to that necessary to 
satisfy applicable safety regulations for the temporary use of portable fluid storage tanks and 
associated trucking operations. Given the limited nature of the lighting and the anticipated 
infrequency of temporary trucking operations, impacts related to lighting will be less than 
significant. 
 



 

 

The well pad on the Basenberg “A” Lease is not visible from any offsite location.  Thus, no 
impacts on visual resources are anticipated for the continued oil field operations on this 
remote site.   
 

D. CEQA GUIDELINES REQUIREMENTS 
 
CEQA Guidelines section 15164(a) states that the lead agency shall prepare an addendum 
to an adopted negative declaration (ND or MND) if only minor technical changes or additions 
are necessary or none of the conditions described in the CEQA Guidelines section 15162 
calling for the preparation of a subsequent EIR or subsequent ND have occurred. This 
Addendum includes a description of the changes or additions that are necessary to the 
adopted MND and certified EIR and, a discussion of why none of the conditions described 
in CEQA Guidelines section 15162 exist which require the preparation of a subsequent EIR 
or ND.   
 
In summary, the proposed project is primarily comprised of the continued operation of an 
existing oil and gas facility. As indicated in the discussion in Section C above, the County 
has not identified any significant impacts that would result from the continued operation, 
maintenance and reworking of the three existing oil and gas wells and associated equipment 
on the Basenberg “A” Lease. Similarly, no significant impacts have been identified for the 
use of the existing graded pad on the Basenberg “B” Lease as a road maintenance and 
facility staging area or as a site for the temporary use of portable fluid storage tanks.    

 
The conditions described in Section 15162 of the CEQA Guidelines which require the 
preparation of an EIR or subsequent negative declaration, are provided below, along with a 
discussion as to why a subsequent EIR or subsequent ND is not required for the proposed 
project: 
 
1. Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions 

of the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new 
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects [§ 15162(a)(1)]. 
 
The requested permit modification would extend the effective period of CUP No. 2941-
1 to authorize continued operation of the existing oil and gas production facility for an 
additional 20-year period ending in 2038. The proposed continued operation of the 
three existing wells does not include a physical change in the environment on the 
ground surface of the Basenberg “A” Lease. The three existing wells and associated 
equipment would continue to be utilized to produce oil and gas. The ongoing well 
operations would continue to include routine maintenance activities such as periodic 
use of a workover drill rig to change or reposition downhole pumping equipment, 
reconfigure wellbore perforations, perform chemical treatments to clean away 
precipitates that obstruct fluid flow, and other similar procedures.  
 
Also included in the proposed project is the subsurface directional re-drilling of the 
three existing wells while utilizing the existing surface casing. The re-drilling of a well 
would involve the installation and temporary use of a drilling rig for several weeks but 
no permanent change in the surface facilities on the Basenberg “A” Lease. Consistent 
with most wells drilled in the Sespe Oil Field, any re-drilled well would likely be subject 



 

 

to stimulation techniques such as hydraulic fracturing and acid well stimulation as 
defined in Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 3157. Two of the existing wells 
(Basenberg #1 and #4) were subject to hydraulic fracturing when they were initially 
drilled in 1968 and 1969.  
 
The existing graded pad on the Basenberg “B” Lease would be used as a staging area 
for road maintenance and for the placement of portable fluid storage tanks.  These tanks 
would be used to temporarily to hold produced fluid for up to 120 days until pipeline 
operations resume. Trucking of produced fluid would be limited to 8 one-way trips (4 
truckloads) per day under the requested permit. The “B” Lease was the site of fluid 
storage tanks that were removed in the 1990s. The “B” Lease pad would not be expanded 
and would be bermed to ensure containment of any temporarily stored produced fluid.  
 
As indicated in Section C above, no potentially significant impacts have been identified 
that would result from the proposed project.  
 
Based on the above discussion, major revisions of the previous MND due to the 
involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects are not required as a result of 
substantial changes in the project.   
 

2. Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the 
project is undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or 
negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental 
effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects [§ 15162(a)(2)].   
 
As explained below, the circumstances under which the potential impacts to the 
environment were evaluated have not substantially changed since the MND was 
adopted in 1993.  
 
The subject oil and gas facility is located on an existing 1.11-acre graded pad in a 
remote area of the extensive Sespe Oil Field. This site (Basenberg Lease “A”) has not 
substantially changed since the facility was last permitted in 1993. Except for other oil 
field facilities, the several square miles of mountainous open space lands that surround 
the site remain undeveloped.  
 
The project site is located about 4 miles north of the City of Fillmore and cannot be 
seen from offsite locations.  
 
There have been no substantial changes in the operation of other oil and gas facilities 
in operation in the Sespe Oil Field since 1993.   

 
Based on the foregoing, substantial changes have not occurred with respect to the 
circumstances under which the project is undertaken which will require major revisions 
of the previous MND due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or 
a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects. 
 



 

 

3. New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not 
have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous 
negative declaration was adopted, shows any of the following: 
 
a. The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the 

previous EIR [§ 15162(a)(3)(A)]. 
 
The impact of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions on climate change were not 
evaluated or disclosed in the 1993 MND. GHG emissions will continue to be 
generated by the ongoing operation of the subject oil and gas facility. These 
emissions will not increase from the existing baseline conditions as no new wells 
or other facilities are proposed. Thus, no new impact on climate change would 
result from project implementation.  
 
Since the project was originally reviewed and the MND adopted, the role of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and their potential contribution to global climate 
change has become an important and widely debated scientific, economic and 
political issue. The GHG emissions associated with oil field operations results from oil 
well operation, flaring of gas, and emissions of trucks that transport produced fluids. 
In the case of the proposed project, there is no long-term flaring of gas or fluid trucking. 
Thus, the ROC emissions of the three existing oil wells would be the source of GHG 
emissions. These emissions are estimated below based on the following factors 
provided by the VCAPCD. 
 

VCAPCD ROC emission factor:  2 lb/day ROC per well 
ROC emissions per year:  0.365 short tons ROC/year per well  
Conversion to metric tonnes:  0.9072 MT/short ton 
ROC emissions per well:  0.3311 MT ROC/year per well 
Ratio of Methane emissions to ROC:  3.04 
Methane emissions per year per well:  1.01 MT 
Ratio of CO2 emissions per unit of methane:  25 

 
Project GHG emissions:  3 wells x 1.01 MT methane/well/year x 25 = 75.7 
MTCO2e/year 
 
The estimated 75.7 MTCO2e/year of GHG emissions due to the three existing oil wells 
is part of the existing environmental setting and not an impact of the proposed project. 
In any case, the GHG emissions are far less than the 10,000 MTCO2e/year Threshold 
of Significance recommended by the VCAPCD (Attachment 5). Impacts on climate 
change would be less than significant.  

 
Impacts involving greenhouse gas emissions pertain to changes in global climate. 
This is a cumulative effect that would not involve project-specific or local impacts. 
As indicated above, the estimated GHG emissions would be less than the 
applicable threshold. Thus, the contribution of the project to the impact of global 
climate change is not cumulatively considerable.  
 

b. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than 
shown in the previous EIR [§ 15162(a)(3)(B)]. 
 



 

 

The environmental conditions that currently exist on site are substantially the same 
as those that existed at the time the MND was adopted.  The continued operation of 
the three oil and gas wells and related production facilities that existed at the time 
the previous MND was adopted will not result in any new significant effects not 
discussed in the previous MND. 

 
c. Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would 

in fact be feasible and would substantially reduce one or more significant 
effects of the project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation 
measure or alternative [§ 15162(a)(3)(C)]. 
 
The potentially significant effects identified in the previous MND were related to the 
storage facilities that were located in the past on the Basenberg Lease “B” site. These 
facilities were largely removed more than 20 years ago with the installation of a 
pipeline system to convey produced oil, water and gas. The remaining 1-acre 
unvegetated pad is proposed to be used as a staging area for road and facility 
maintenance, and as a site for the temporary placement of portable storage tanks in 
the event of an interruption of pipeline service. No significant impacts have been 
identified for the proposed uses on and associated with the Basenberg “B” Lease site.  
 
The environmental conditions that currently exist on Basenberg Lease “A” site are 
substantially the same as those that existed at the time the MND was adopted.  The 
continued operation of the three oil and gas wells and related production facilities 
that existed at the time the previous MND was adopted will not result in any new 
significant effects not discussed in the previous MND. The proposed project primarily 
involves a continuation of the existing environmental setting.  

 
d. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those 

analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant 
effects on the environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the 
mitigation measure or alternative [§15162(a)(3)(D). 
 
Since the County adopted the MND in 1993, concerns about possible effects of oil 
and gas operations on the California condor have been raised in public testimony 
on other proposed oil and gas projects. To date, no substantial evidence has been 
presented or identified that a condor has ever been injured or killed as a result of 
oil and gas operations. Measures have nonetheless been developed in consultation 
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to minimize any potential adverse effect on 
the California condor and other nesting birds resulting from oil and gas operations. 
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife concurs with these measures. 
Although not required to address an identified potentially significant impact, these 
measures (reproduced below) will be incorporated into the recommended conditions 
of approval of the requested permit modification as best management practices to 
protect this important species.  
 
Note that these measures were largely developed based on the experience gained in 
the Condor re-introduction efforts that have taken place in the vicinity of the Sespe Oil 
Field. The applicant, Carbon California Operating Company, LLC, and Carbon 
California Company, LLC, (Carbon), has implemented these measures in all of its 
operations in the Sespe Oil Field in consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 



 

 

(USFWS). By letter dated November 17, 2014 (Attachment 8), the USFWS states that 
“this is to confirm that to our knowledge, no California Condors have been injured or 
killed as a result of Seneca’s operations.” 

 
California Condor Protection Best Management Practices (BMPs) 

 
Purpose: To avoid significant impacts during construction and operation and 
ensure compatibility with conservation efforts outlined in the Recovery Plan for 
California Condor (April 19, 1996) and direction provided by United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) for oil and gas facilities within the range of the California 
Condor in Ventura County (USFWS, 2013).  
 
Requirement: During construction and operation, the Permittee shall adhere to the 
following USFWS recommended California condor Best Management Practices 
(BMPs): 
 
Landing Deterrents 
 
a.  All power lines, poles, and guy wires shall be retrofitted with raptor guards, flight 
diverters, and other anti-perching or anti-collision devices to minimize the potential 
for collision or electrocution of condors. Landing deterrents (e.g. Daddi Long Legs 
or porcupine wire) shall be attached to the walking beams on pumping units.  
 
b.  All surface structures which are identified by the USFWS or County-approved 
qualified biologists as a risk to California condors, shall be modified (e.g. to include 
installation of raptor guards, anti-perching devices, landing deterrents) or relocated 
to reduce or eliminate the risk.  
 
Microtrash 
 
c.  All construction debris, food items, and other trash including micro-trash e.g. 
small items as screws, nuts, washers, nails, coins, rags, small electrical 
components, small pieces of plastic, glass, or wire, and anything that is colorful or 
shiny) will be covered or otherwise removed from a project site at the end of each 
day or prior to periods when workers are not present at the site. 
 
d.  All hoses or cords that must be placed on the ground due to drilling operations 
that are outside of the primary work area (immediate vicinity of the drilling rig) will 
be covered to prevent California condor access. Covering will take the form of 
burying or covering with heavy mats, planks, or grating that will preclude access by 
California condors. 
 
e.  All equipment and work-related materials (including, but not limited to, loose 
wires, open containers, rags, hoses, or other supplies or materials) shall be 
contained in closed containers either in the work area or placed inside vehicles. 
 
f.  Poly chemical lines shall be replaced with stainless steel lines to preclude 
condors from obtaining and ingesting pieces of poly line. 
 



 

 

g.  Prior to issuance of a Zoning Clearance for land clearing activities or 
construction, informational signs describing the threat that micro-trash poses to 
condors, and the cleanup or avoidance measures being implemented, shall be 
posted at the site. 
  
h.  Prior to conducting work on-site, employees and contractors shall be made 
aware of the California condor, and how to avoid impacts on them. Special 
emphasis shall be placed on keeping the well pad site free of micro-trash and other 
hazards. 
 
i.  Wells pads shall be inspected closely for micro-trash on a daily basis. 
 
Chemicals 
 
j.  Ethylene glycol based anti-freeze or other ethylene glycol based liquid 
substances shall be avoided, and propylene glycol based antifreeze will be 
encouraged. Equipment or vehicles that use ethylene glycol based anti-freeze or 
other ethylene glycol based liquid substances shall be inspected daily for leaks, 
including (but not limited to) areas below vehicles for leaks and puddles. Standing 
fluid (e.g. a puddle of anti-freeze) will be remediated (e.g. cleaned up, absorbed, or 
covered) immediately upon discovery. Leaks shall be repaired immediately. The 
changing of antifreeze of any type shall be prohibited onsite. 
 
k.  Open drilling mud, water, oil, or other liquid storage or retention structures shall 
be prohibited. All such structures must have netting or other covering that precludes 
entry or other use by condors or other listed avian species. 
 
l.  The design and location of any flaring equipment shall be subject to review and 
approval by the Planning Director in consultation with the USFWS. 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
m. All food items and associated refuse shall be placed in covered containers that 
preclude access or use by California condors. 
 
n. All equipment and work-related materials (including loose wires, open 
containers, rags, hoses, or other supplies) will be placed in closed containers or 
inside vehicles. 
 
o. No dogs or other potentially predatory domesticated animals shall be allowed 
on the drill site unless on a leash or otherwise contained at all times. 
  
p. All construction equipment, staging areas, materials, and personnel shall 
remain within the perimeter of the disturbed area authorized under the applicable 
permit. 
  
q. The discharge of firearms at the project site or vicinity by any employee or 
contractor of the Permittee shall be prohibited. 
 



 

 

r. Feeding of wildlife by any employee or contractor of the Permittee shall be 
prohibited. 
 
s. Access to the project site shall be made available to the representatives of the 
State and Federal wildlife agencies (California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
(CDFW) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) upon reasonable notice to the Permittee 
and compliance with all required drill site safety measures. Access to the site shall 
be provided within 24 hours of the receipt of the notice. 
 
t. The Permittee shall place signage on the project site to inform personnel and 
visitors of the above requirements. 
 
The Permittee shall implement the BMPs listed above throughout the entire life of 
the project, unless modified by the County Planning Director in consultation with 
USFWS and CDFW. A County-approved qualified biologist shall confirm and photo-
document the installation of the BMPs. 
 
Documentation: The Permittee shall prepare photo documentation of the 
complete installation of the signage and above BMPs.  
 
Timing: Prior to the issuance of the Zoning Clearance for Use Inauguration, the 
Permittee shall take the following actions: 
 

• Install signage.  
 

• Submit photo-documentation of the installation of the signage to the Planning 
Division. 
 

• Arrange for a site inspection by County staff to confirm that the measures 
included in this condition have been implemented. 
 
Monitoring and Reporting: Planning Division staff will review the submitted 
reports. The Planning Division has the authority to conduct site inspections to 
ensure ongoing compliance with this condition consistent with the requirements of 
§ 8114-3 of the Ventura County Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance. 

 
 Additional California Condor Protection Best Management Practices 

Purpose: To avoid significant impacts during construction and operation and 
ensure compatibility with conservation efforts outlined in the Recovery Plan for 
California Condor (April 19, 1996) and direction provided by United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) for oil and gas facilities within the range of the California 
Condor in Ventura County (USFWS, 2013).  
 
Requirement: During construction and operation, the Permittee shall adhere to the 
following additional USFWS recommended California condor Best Management 
Practices (BMPs): 
 
a. All food items and associated refuse shall be placed in covered containers that 

preclude access or use by California condors. 



 

 

 
b. All equipment and work-related materials (including loose wires, open 

containers, rags, hoses, or other supplies) will be placed in closed containers or 
inside vehicles.  

 
c. No dogs or other potentially predatory domesticated animals shall be allowed 

on the drill site unless on a leash or otherwise contained at all times.  
 
d. All construction equipment, staging areas, materials, and personnel shall 

remain within the perimeter of the disturbed area authorized under the 
applicable permit.  

 
e. The discharge of firearms at the project site or vicinity by any employee or 

contractor of the Permittee shall be prohibited.  
 
f. Feeding of wildlife by any employee or contractor of the Permittee shall be 

prohibited. 
 
g. Access to the project site shall be made available to the representatives of the 

State and Federal wildlife agencies (California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) upon reasonable notice to the Permittee and 
compliance with all required drill site safety measures. Access to the site shall 
be provided within 24 hours of the receipt of the notice.   

 
The Permittee shall implement the BMPs listed above throughout the entire life of 
the project, unless waived by USFWS or a County-approved qualified biologist in 
consultation with USFWS, California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), and 
the Planning Division. A County-approved qualified biologist shall confirm and 
photo-document the installation of the BMPs. The Permittee shall place signage on 
the project site to inform personnel and visitors of the above requirements.   
 
Documentation: The application shall prepare photo documentation of the 
complete installation of the signage and implementation of the above BMPs.  
 
Timing: Prior to the issuance of a Zoning Clearance for use inauguration, the 
Permittee must take the following actions: 

• Install signage.  

• Submit photo-documentation of the installation of the signage to the Planning 
Division.  

• Arrange for a site inspection by County staff to confirm that the measures 
included in this condition have been implemented.  

Prior issuance of a Zoning Clearance for Use Inauguration, the Permittee must 
provide the Planning Division with photo documentation of the implementation of 
the above requirements and obtain written concurrence by the Planning Division 
that the required BMPs are in place.  
  
Monitoring and Reporting: Planning Division staff will review the submitted 
reports. The Planning Division has the authority to conduct site inspections to 



 

 

ensure ongoing compliance with this condition consistent with the requirements of 
§ 8114-3 of the Ventura County Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance. 

 
Based on the information provided above, and the whole of the record, none of the 
conditions have occurred set forth in CEQA Guidelines section 15162 to require the 
preparation of a subsequent EIR or subsequent MND.  The decision-making body shall 
consider this Addendum to the adopted MND prior to making a decision on the project. 
 

 
D. PUBLIC REVIEW: 
 

Pursuant to the State CEQA Guidelines section 15164(c), this addendum to the MND does 
not need to be circulated for public review, and shall be included in, or attached to, the 
adopted MND. 
 

Prepared by:  
 
 
____________________________       
Justin Bertoline, Senior Planner 
Commercial & Industrial Permits Section  
 
Attachments to the MND Addendum  
 
Attachment 1: November 30, 1993 adopted MND 
 
Attachment 2: July 1, 2015 Environmental Impact Report: Analysis of Oil and Gas Well Stimulation 

Treatments in California; SCH No. 2013112046; Certified by the California 
Department of Conservation. (Certification statement by State Oil and Gas 
Supervisor only) 

 
Attachment 3: August 28, 2014 report titled: Advanced Well Stimulation Technologies in California, 
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T.IITIGATED NECAIIVE DECI.ARAATON

A. PRO.]ECT DESCRIPTION:

1. Entitlement: CUp-2941, ModificatLon No. 1

2. Aoolicant: Seneca R€aources Corporation

3. L?g?tion: (Eee Exhlbit "1" )s Near terminus Goodenough Road,Ftllmorc, CA

4. 41-O-O7O-081 41-O-O4O-33, -OZ, -O9

5. Parcel Size: t 134.70 acrer (Sltca "A" and "8")
6. General Plan Desionation: Ogcn Spac.

7. Existinq ZonLns: "0-5-16O' (Op.n Spec., 160 acre nininun)
8. Prolect Dgacrlotion: l{odlfy cttP-2941 to edd to thc cxlstlng 120-

acre p.rmlt area (slts 'A") r 14-acn eror (slt. "8") which iniludee
an exletlng but unpcmittcd oll storag. and rhlpBlng faclllty. ThIg
Modificatlon would authorizr u rxlrting unp.rmlttcd wcll (No. 4) on
the exigting drllllng ped on SIto "4", and approvr thc drlllJ.ng of,
an addltional fLvc (5) cxploratlon/productlon wcllr on th. san€
drilling Pad. Thc l.lodifLcetlon would approvo thr transport by
existlng ptpellne from SLtr 'A" to Sttc "8" end then, a3 necesaary,
eouth on Goodenough Road to an exl.rtLng facJ,llty located at the
weatern ter:minus of Fourth Stre.t ln thc Clty of Fillnore. The
l.todification would appaov. thc ur of Sltc '8" ar a 24-hour shipping
facility. (See Exhtblts ,.2,, aad "3,,)

9. Reeponrible Acencieg: Dcpartncnt of Cons.rvrtion, DivlrLon of Oil
and Gag

B. STATEUENT OF 8IN'IRONI,IENTAL FIIIDINCS

state law requtrer that an Intttal Study (cnvLronncntal cvaluatlonl be
conducted to detrralnc lf thtr proJoct could ri,gnlf,icantly affcct the
environment. Berd on th. ftndingr contaLncd ln thc attachcd InLtial
Study' it har bcon dotornined thet thlr proJcct could havr a slgniflcant
effEct on the envlrorrnont; thcnfort, a l,tl.tl,gated Negatlve Declaration
(l,lND) hag been preprrcd. Thc lntcntlally rlgmtflcant effectr ldentlfled
can bc reduced to lerr then aLgnlfl,cant levrlr lf the prolnscd I'tLtigatlon
lleagurcr are adoptcd at Condttionr of Approval.

C. LIdLttrG IEJOTENTIALLY SIGNIFICAI|I EI\TIRONIIENTAL TMPACTS IDENTIFIED (SeE
Inltlal Study Scctton Nott for Hltigetion l,lluuror)
Btologlcrl Rrrourclt, Vttuel R..ourcu, Nolll end Vlbretlon

D. PUBLIC REVIETTI

1. Leoal Notlce l,tethod: DLirct netllng to prog.rty own.r! wi-thln 300
feet of prolnacd proJcct boundery, and e lcArl notlcr ln a newgpaper
of general ctrculatLon.

2. Docunent Postino Perlodr Jenutry 25 - Fcbrutxy 24t 1993

3. Comentgr The public le encouragcd to gubnit written comentg
regarding thc adequaey of thir tlND no latcr thrn 5:OO p.n. on the
laet dey of thr abovc lnrtlng pcrlod to thc ca!3 Planner, Rl,tA/
Planning, 800 S. Vl-ctorta Avenue, Vontura, cA 93009. lhe FN(
nunbcr ig (805) 654-2509.

E. CONSIDERATION Al{D APPROVALT

Prior to approving the proJcct, the dcclrion-mrking body of thc Lead
Agency murt conctdcr thlr l,lND and all comcntr rccctvcd durlng publi'c
revLew. That body ghall approve thc tlllD tf it flndr that all the
significant effectr havc bccn ldcntlflod and that th3 proporcd nLtlgatlon
measurer wil,l reduce thoae effrctr to lcrs than slgnlfLcaht levels.

1. Prepared by: KeIIy scoler, case Planner, Phone No. ,:::, 
?rorfoor.ld?<s2. ReviEwcd for Releaee to the Public by: Robsrt K. Laughltn(ftIageti

Conmerctal/Induetrial Land Uec Section. 7

3. Recornnended for Approval by Lead Agency by: Keith Turner, Dlrector,
Planning Divleion.

l$:ulAlr6?.et EXhibit il}'r - LOCatlOn Map
Exhlblt "2t' - slte "A" Uses
Exhlblt rr3r' - Slte "B" uses

800 South Victoria Avenue, Ventura, CA 93009
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June 2015 ES-1 Final EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report Executive Summary 

This Final Environmental Impact Report (Final EIR) has been prepared to address the environmental 
effects of oil and gas well stimulation treatments in California, as mandated by Public Resources Code 
(PRC) Section 3161 (b)(3)(A) and (B) of Chapter 1, Division 3 (the State’s laws for the conservation of 
petroleum and gas). These provisions are part of Senate Bill 4 (SB 4) (Chapter 313), which was authored 
by State Senator Fran Pavley et al., and signed into law by Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. on Septem-
ber 20, 2013. SB 4 established a comprehensive regulatory program for oil and gas well stimulation 
treatments. SB 4 amended PRC Sections 3213, 3215, 3236.5 and 3401, added a new Article 3 (Sections 
3150 through 3161) to Chapter 1, Division 3, of the PRC, and added a new Section 10783 to Part 2.76 
(Groundwater Quality Monitoring) of the State’s Water Code.1 

PRC Section 3157 (a) and (b) define oil and gas well stimulation treatments as follows: 

(a) For purposes of this article, “well stimulation treatment” means any treatment of a 
well designed to enhance oil and gas production or recovery by increasing the permea-
bility of the formation. Well stimulation treatments include, but are not limited to, 
hydraulic fracturing treatments and acid well stimulation treatments. 

(b) Well stimulation treatments do not include steam flooding, water flooding, or cyclic 
steaming and do not include routine well cleanout work, routine well maintenance, 
routine removal of formation damage due to drilling, bottom hole pressure surveys, or 
routine activities that do not affect the integrity of the well or the formation.2 

As presented in Final EIR Executive Summary Section ES.2 (Summary of the Project), the “project” 
involves either hydraulic fracturing, acid fracturing, or acid matrix stimulation of an oil and gas well 
within the State, where the well either (1) existed prior to January 1, 2014, or (2) could be drilled after 
January 1, 2014, specifically for the purpose of a well stimulation treatment (PRC Section 
3161(b)(3)(B)(ii)). 

This Final EIR Executive Summary contains the following Sections: 

 ES.1 Environmental Review Process and Use of the Final Environmental Impact Report 

 ES.2 Summary of the Project 

 ES.3 Summary of Project Alternatives 

 ES.4 Summary of Content and Conclusions of the Final Environmental Impact Report 

 ES.5 Environmentally Superior Alternative 

 ES.6 Use and Application of the Final Environmental Impact Report Mitigation Measures 

 ES.7 Areas of Known Controversy 

 ES.8 Issues to be Resolved 

                                                            
1 PRC Section 3161 was subsequently amended in 2014 by Senate Bill 861 (Statutes 2014, Chapter 35). 
2 Please refer to Draft EIR Section 7.3.5 (Description of the Project, Testing and Production) (Final EIR Volume II) 

for additional information on routine well cleanout work, routine well maintenance, routine removal of 
formation damage due to drilling, bottom hole pressure surveys, and routine activities that do not affect the 
integrity of a well or formation and are not considered to be well stimulation treatments. 
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ES.1 Environmental Review Process and Use of the Final 
Environmental Impact Report 

Consistent with Section 15082 of the State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, a 
Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the project was issued on November 15, 2013; the NOP requested com-
ments on the Draft EIR’s scope and content from interested parties within a 60-day timeframe 
(November 15, 2013 through January 16, 2014). During this period, five public meetings on the scope 
and content of the Draft EIR were held in Oakland (December 10, 2013), Sacramento (December 11, 
2013), Bakersfield (December 12, 2013), Ventura (January 8, 2014) and Long Beach (January 9, 2014), 
where comments by interested parties were also received. 

The Draft EIR, a Notice of Completion, and a Notice of Availability for the project were released on Janu-
ary 14, 2015. The Draft EIR was made available for review and comment for a 62-day period (January 14, 
2015, through March 16, 2015), during which time six public meetings on the Draft EIR were held in 
Ventura (February 10, 2015), Los Angeles (February 1, 2015), Oakland (February 18, 2015), Sacramento 
(February 19, 2015), Bakersfield (February 23, 2015) and Salinas (February 25, 2015). An estimated 
2,100 written and verbal comments on the Draft EIR were received. In this Final EIR the Department of 
Conservation (DOC), acting on behalf of its Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR), has 
prepared written responses to all significant environmental points contained in those comments, consis-
tent with State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088. 

This Final EIR represents the documentation necessary for the project’s full environmental review under 
CEQA. Section ES.4 of this Executive Summary provides a summation of the Final EIR’s content and con-
clusions. Consistent with PRC Section 3161 (b)(3)(B)(i), this Final EIR will be considered for certification 
by the decision maker for the project on or before July 1, 2015. For the purposes of this Final EIR, the 
“decision maker” is the State Oil and Gas Supervisor. 

ES.2 Summary of the Project 

Description of the Project 

For the purposes of this Final EIR, well stimulation treatments include hydraulic fracturing, acid 
fracturing and acid matrix stimulation. Well stimulation treatments do not include steam flooding, water 
flooding, or cyclic steaming. Additionally, such treatments do not include routine well cleanout work, 
routine well maintenance, routine removal of formation damage due to drilling, bottom hole pressure 
surveys, or routine activities that do not affect the integrity of a well or formation. Further, high rate 
gravel packing is not considered a well stimulation treatment when it is used to control sand within a 
well;3 however, gravel (i.e., sand) packing treatments that are performed for well stimulation with the 
intent of fracturing a geologic formation are considered. 

As directed by PRC Section 3161(b)(3)(A), this document focuses on the physical acts associated with 
hydraulic fracturing, acid fracturing, and acid matrix stimulation as they apply to both existing and future 
oil and gas wells in the State. This Final EIR analyzes the impacts of these well stimulation treatments 
with implementation of DOGGR’s permanent regulations for well stimulation treatments, which were 

                                                            
3 High rate gravel packing is a technique where the annulus (the space between the casing and the drilled hole or 

wellbore) of a well is packed, at a high pumping rate, with gravel, water, and additives to limit the entry of fines 
and sand from a geologic formation into the wellbore. The size of the gravel is similar to the size of the 
proppant (sand) used for hydraulic fracturing. 
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adopted on December 30, 2014, and have amended California Code of Regulations Title 14, Division 2, 
Chapter 4, Subchapter 2. These regulations will go into effect on July 1, 2015, as required by PRC Section 
3161(a). This Final EIR’s analysis assumes that well stimulation treatments, with application of DOGGR’s 
permanent regulations, could occur either within or outside of existing oil and gas field boundaries. For 
the purposes of this Final EIR the “project” is defined as all activities associated with a stimulation treat-
ment that could occur either at an existing oil and gas well, or at an oil and gas well that is drilled in the 
future expressly for the purposes of stimulation treatment. 

The project also assumes implementation of the mitigation measures recommended in this Final EIR, as 
applicable at a site-specific level of analysis, to avoid or minimize potential impacts to certain categories 
of environmental resources. Please refer to Final EIR Executive Summary Section ES.6 (Use and Applica-
tion of the Final Environmental Impact Report Mitigation Measures) for a discussion of the project’s mit-
igation measures. Draft EIR Chapter 7 (Description of the Project), as revised for this Final EIR and con-
tained in Volume II details the activities associated with the well stimulation treatments analyzed. 

Objectives of the Project 

Section 15124(b) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR’s “Project Description” include a 
clearly written statement of a proposed project’s objectives to help a Lead Agency develop a reasonable 
range of alternatives, and aid its decision making body when preparing Findings of Fact and a Statement 
of Overriding Considerations, if necessary. Unlike most EIRs, which are typically prepared in response to 
a specific project proposal such as a permit application or proposed legislative action, this EIR has been 
prepared in response to the mandate set forth in PRC Section 3161(b)(3). Accordingly, this EIR has not 
been prepared in response to a specific project proposal, but rather is an informational document 
regarding the potential impacts of well stimulation which may serve to inform other CEQA documents. 
The statute adds that the mandate to prepare a statewide EIR does not prohibit a local lead agency from 
conducting its own EIR. 

SB 4 also directs other State, regional and local agencies, in collaboration with DOGGR, to establish their 
respective authority, responsibility, notification and reporting requirements as related to various 
aspects of well stimulation treatments. Although the execution of some of the requirements of SB 4 are 
independent and exclusive of each other, they are all inter-related in the sense that they all serve the 
overall objective of SB 4 to rigorously evaluate well stimulation treatments and determine whether they 
can be conducted safely and with minimal impacts to the environment. To this end, the over-arching 
objectives of this EIR are not limited to oil and gas well stimulation treatments alone, but also include 
the objectives of the regulatory processes prescribed by SB 4, as follows: 

1. Objectives of Oil and Gas Well Stimulation Treatments 

a. To increase the recovery of oil and gas resources by increasing the reservoir permeability to 
create an economically feasible production rate from presently unusable formations. 

b. To minimize the number of new wells required for the recovery of hydrocarbon resources. 

c. To maximize the efficiency and production capacity of existing and planned oil and gas wells. 

d. To allow continued development of the State’s hydrocarbon resources. 

e. To conduct well stimulation treatments safely to minimize impacts to the environment and nat-
ural resources. 

f. To reduce the State’s and nation’s reliance on foreign oil and gas resources. 
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2. Objectives of the Environmental Impact Report 

a. To comply with PRC Section 3161, Subdivisions (b)(3)(A) and (B) by providing the public with 
detailed information regarding the practice of well stimulation. 

b. To provide DOGGR and other applicable regulatory agencies with information which may be 
necessary to efficiently and effectively evaluate future permit applications for proposed oil and 
gas well stimulation practices, during or following well completion, in order to ensure a consis-
tent approach to CEQA compliance. 

c. To identify and develop impact avoidance and mitigation strategies to address any significant 
environmental effects directly, indirectly or cumulatively resulting from well stimulation 
practices that are not already sufficiently addressed by the permanent regulations addressing 
well stimulation treatments adopted by DOGGR on December 30, 2014, pursuant to PRC Section 
3160, Subdivision (b)(1). 

d. To facilitate on-going coordination between DOGGR and other federal, State, regional and local 
agencies having regulatory authority over well stimulation practices. 

3. Objectives of the Regulatory Process Mandated by SB 4 

a. To ensure cooperation and communication among regulatory agencies to expressly regulate the 
practice of well stimulation through the imposition of certain standards, to require the collec-
tion of data regarding well stimulation in California, and to require notification to those poten-
tially affected by well stimulation practices. 

b. To prevent, as far as possible, damage to life, health, property, and natural resources resulting 
directly or indirectly from well stimulation, consistent with State statutes authorizing the effi-
cient recovery of hydrocarbon resources, and consistent with impact avoidance and mitigation 
concepts of CEQA. 

c. To prevent damage to underground and surface waters suitable for irrigation or domestic pur-
poses by the infiltration of, or the addition of, detrimental substances resulting directly or indi-
rectly from well stimulation, consistent with State statutes authorizing the efficient recovery of 
hydrocarbon resources, and consistent with impact avoidance and mitigation concepts of CEQA. 

ES.3 Summary of Project Alternatives 

The statutory requirements for an EIR’s evaluation of alternatives are detailed in Draft EIR Chapter 8 
(Description of the Alternatives) and Chapter 14 (Comparison of the Alternatives), as revised for this 
Final EIR (Volumes II and III). Draft EIR Chapter 12 Environmental Analysis of the Alternatives), as also 
revised for this Final EIR (Volume III), provides the subject-specific assessment of the project’s alterna-
tives. Alternatives to the project include the: 

 No Future Well Simulation Treatments Alternative (Alternative 1); 

 No Future Well Stimulation Treatments Outside of Existing Oil and Gas Field Boundaries (Alternative 2); 

 Well Pad Consolidation Alternative (Alternative 3); 

 Urbanized Area Protection Alternative (Alternative 4); 

 Active Fault Zone Restrictions Alternative (Alternative 5); and 

 No Project Alternative (Alternative 6). 
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Additional detail regarding the alternatives can also be found in Draft EIR Section 1.2 (Summary of 
Project Alternatives), as revised for this Final EIR and contained in Volume II. 

ES.4 Summary of Content and Conclusions of the Final 
Environmental Impact Report 

Final Environmental Impact Report Content 

Consistent with State CEQA Guidelines Sections 15088 and 15132, this Final EIR provides all comments 
received on, and written responses to, all significant environmental issues raised on the Draft EIR, as 
well as all revisions to the text of the Draft EIR. All changes to the text of the Draft EIR are contained in 
Volumes II and III of this Final EIR, and are indicated in strikethrough (strikethrough) text for deletions 
and underline (underline) text for additions. 

Volume I of this Final EIR contains this Executive Summary, four chapters and one technical appendix, as 
follows: 

 Executive Summary Summary of the Final EIR’s content and conclusions, including narratives of 
how its mitigation measures will be applied in the future, and new “areas of 
known controversy” and “issues to be resolved” that have been identified 
since publication of the Draft EIR 

 Chapter A Introduction 

 Chapter B Draft Environmental Impact Report Review Comments 

 Chapter C Responses to Review Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report 

 Chapter D Revisions to the Draft Environmental Impact Report Map Book 

 Appendix 1 Draft Environmental Impact Report Comment Correspondence and Public 
Meeting Transcripts 

The Draft EIR, as revised and contained in Volumes II and III of this Final EIR addresses the project and its 
six alternatives at a programmatic level of analysis per the assumptions detailed in revised Draft EIR 
Chapter 9 (Overall Approach to the Environmental Analysis) (Final EIR Volume II). The Final EIR analyzes 
23 subjects including: 

 Aesthetics 
 Agriculture and Forestry Resources 
 Air Quality 
 Biological Resources (Terrestrial Environment) 
 Biological Resources (Coastal and Marine Environment) 
 Coastal Processes and Marine Water Quality 
 Commercial and Recreational Fishing 
 Cultural Resources 
 Paleontological Resources 
 Environmental Justice 
 Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources 
 Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
 Groundwater Resources 
 Surface Water Resources 
 Land Use and Planning 
 Noise and Vibration 
 Population and Housing 
 Public Services 
 Recreation 
 Risk of Upset/Public and Worker Safety 
 Transportation and Traffic 
 Utilities and Service Systems 
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For the purposes of these evaluations, the State was divided into six study regions, which follow the 
boundaries of DOGGR’s six administrative Districts. Further refinement of these study regions was 
applied to reflect where oil and gas development can either be reasonably predicted to occur in the 
future, or has occurred. The study regions are described in revised Draft EIR Chapter 5 (Location and 
Regional Setting for the Project and Alternatives), and revised Draft EIR Section 5.8 details those areas of 
the State that the analysis concentrates on (Study Region Areas of Focus) (Final EIR Volume II). 

For each subject programmatically evaluated, the Draft EIR, as revised for this Final EIR, assesses direct 
and reasonably foreseeable indirect impacts of the project, as well as three specific oil and gas fields, 
including the: Wilmington Oil and Gas Field (Study Region 1); Inglewood Oil and Gas Field (Study 
Region 1); and Sespe Oil and Gas Field (Study Region 2). The Draft EIR, as revised for this Final EIR, addi-
tionally analyzes the project’s incremental contribution to cumulative impacts (revised Draft EIR 
Chapter 13), as well as its effects related to “other CEQA considerations” (revised Draft EIR Chapter 15). 

In total, the Draft EIR, as revised for this Final EIR and contained in Volumes II and III, is made up of an 
Executive Summary, 19 chapters and 11 technical appendices, as follows: 

 Executive 
Summary 

Summary of the Draft EIR, including a narrative of areas of known controversy and 
issues to be resolved 

 Chapter 1 Introduction 

 Chapter 2 Regulatory Framework for the Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources 

 Chapter 3 Other Relevant Regulatory Schemes 

 Chapter 4 Scope and Intent of the Environmental Impact Report 

 Chapter 5 Location and Regional Setting for the Project and Alternatives 

 Chapter 6 Overview of California’s Oil and Gas Resources 

 Chapter 7 Description of the Project 

 Chapter 8 Description of the Alternatives 

 Chapter 9 Overall Approach to the Environmental Analysis 

 Chapter 10 Programmatic Level Analysis of the Project 

 Chapter 11 Programmatic Level Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 Chapter 12 Environmental Analysis of the Alternatives 

 Chapter 13 Cumulative Impact Analysis 

 Chapter 14 Comparison of Alternatives 

 Chapter 15 Other CEQA Considerations 

 Chapter 16 Public Participation and Noticing 

 Chapter 17 References and Organizations/Persons Consulted 

 Chapter 18 List of Acronyms 

 Chapter 19 List of Preparers and Reviewers 

 Appendix A Oil and Gas Glossary of Terms 

 Appendix B Text of Senate Bill No. 4 (as modified in 2014) 

 Appendix C Well Stimulation Treatment Neighborhood Notification Form 

 Appendix D Guidelines and Environmental Checklist for Future Environmental Reviews and Clearances 

 Appendix E Emission Calculation Examples – Well Stimulation Treatments 

 Appendix F California History, Prehistory, and Cultural Resources Types 

 Appendix G Descriptions of Native American Tribes and Reservations 
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 Appendix H Paleontological Resources Assessments for the Wilmington and Sespe Oil and Gas Fields 

 Appendix I Chemicals Used in Hydraulic Fracturing 

 Appendix J Groundwater Basin Data for Study Regions 1 through 6 

 Appendix K Summary of National Train Accident Data for Class I Railroads (excluding Amtrak) 

In addition, the Draft EIR includes a companion Map Book, which contains the maps associated with the 
Draft EIR’s content and subject-specific analyses, as revised for this Final EIR. For the purposes of this 
Final EIR, the Draft EIR Map Book has not been re-published. Revisions to its content can be found in 
Final EIR Volume I, Chapter D (Revisions to the Draft Environmental Impact Report Map Book). The 
entire Draft EIR and its Map Book can be accessed at: 

http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/SB 4DEIR/Pages/SB 4_DEIR_TOC.aspx 

The Draft EIR and Map Book can also be viewed in published form at all six DOGGR District offices, as 
follows: 

DOC Headquarters/DOGGR District 6 
801 K Street, MS 24-01 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

DOGGR District 3 
195 South Broadway, Suite 101 
Orcutt, CA 93455-4655  

DOGGR District 1 
5816 Corporate Avenue, Suite 200 
Cypress, CA 90630-4731 

DOGGR District 4 
4800 Stockdale Highway, Suite 417 
Bakersfield, CA 93309-0279 

DOGGR District 2 
1000 South Hill Road, Suite 116 
Ventura, CA 93003-4458 

DOGGR District 5 
466 North Fifth Street 
Coalinga, CA 93210-1793 

Conclusions of the Final Environmental Impact Report 

For the purposes of calibrating potential impacts and their significance, for each subject-specific impact 
evaluated in this Final EIR, the following impact classification system is applied: 

 Class I: Significant and Unavoidable Impact. Class I impacts are significant adverse environmental 
effects that cannot be mitigated to a level of less than significant through the application of feasible 
mitigation measures. 

 Class II: Less Than Significant Impact With Mitigation Incorporated. Class II Impacts are significant 
adverse environmental effects that can be reduced to a level of less than significant with the applica-
tion of feasible mitigation measures. 

 Class III: Less Than Significant Impact. Class III impacts are adverse environmental effects that have 
been determined to be comparatively minor in the sense that they do not meet or exceed the sub-
ject-specific criteria established to gauge significance. 

 Class IV: No Impact. Class IV impacts do not have any adverse or beneficial environmental effects. 

At a programmatic level of analysis, the Final EIR concludes that the project has the potential to cause 
significant and unavoidable (Class I) impacts to aesthetics, air quality, biological resources (terrestrial 
environment), cultural resources, geology, soils and mineral resources, greenhouse gas emissions, land 
use and planning, risk of upset/public and worker safety, and transportation and traffic, as summarized 
in Table ES-1 (Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project). As the table 

http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/SB4DEIR/Pages/SB4_DEIR_TOC.aspx
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notes, the occurrence of Class I impacts is dependent on the site-specific conditions in particular areas in 
which well stimulation treatments may occur. In some instances, less than significant impacts with miti-
gation incorporated (Class II), less than significant impacts (Class III), or no impact (Class IV) could occur. 

At a programmatic level of analysis, the Final EIR concludes that the project has the potential to cause 
Class II through Class IV impacts, as summarized in Table ES-2 (Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Mea-
sures for the Project), starting on page ES-30. 

At a programmatic level of analysis for specific oil and gas fields, the Final EIR concludes that significant 
and unavoidable impacts (Class I) for air quality, biological resources (terrestrial environment), cultural 
resources, greenhouse gas emissions, land use and planning, risk of upset/public and worker safety, and 
transportation and traffic could occur. These impacts, as well as the less than significant impacts with 
mitigation incorporated (Class II), less than significant impacts (Class III), and no impact (Class IV) that 
could occur at a field-specific level, are summarized in Table ES-3 (Summary of Impacts and Mitigation 
Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields), starting on page ES-46.  

Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Aesthetics    

Impact AES-1: Substantially 
adversely affect scenic vistas 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to 
Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 
AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Class I or II in new areas 
depending on site-specific 
conditions 

Impact AES-2: Substantially alter or 
damage scenic resources 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to 
Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 
AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Class I or II in new areas 
depending on site-specific 
conditions 

Impact AES-3: Substantially degrade 
the existing visual character or quality 
of a site and its surroundings 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to 
Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 
AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Class I or II in new areas 
depending on site-specific 
conditions 

Impact AES-4: Create new sources 
of substantial light and glare 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to 
Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 
AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Class I or II in new areas 
depending on site-specific 
conditions 

Air Quality   

Impact AQ-1: Conflict with or 
obstruct implementation of an 
applicable air quality plan 

AQ-1a: Improve Air Quality Planning Inventories 
and Local Control Measures 
AQ-1b: Improve Methodologies and Emission 
Factors Used in Inventory Development 

Class I (Statewide) 
Class III (in SCAQMD) 

Impact AQ-2: Increase criteria 
pollutants or precursor pollutants to 
levels that violate an air quality 
standard or contribute substantially to 
an existing or projected air quality 
violation 

AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from 
Well Stimulation Treatments 
AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable 
Equipment and Mobile Sources 
AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing 
Activities 

Class I 

Impact AQ-3: Expose sensitive 
receptors to substantial pollutant 
concentrations 

AQ-3a: Comply with Local Air District Protocols 
Relating to the Preparation of a Health Risk 
Assessment and Implement Emission Controls 
AQ-3b: Avoid Unnecessary Exposure to Air 
Pollutants by Improving Local Land Use 
Compatibility 

Class I 
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Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Impact AQ-4: Create objectionable 
odors affecting a substantial number 
of people 

AQ-4a: Prepare and Implement an Odor 
Minimization Plan 
AQ-4b: Avoid Unnecessary Exposure to Odors 
by Improving Local Land Use Compatibility 

Class I 

Biological Resources: Terrestrial Environment  

Impact BIOT-1: Substantially reduce 
the habitat of a fish or wildlife species 

BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and 
Fish and Wildlife Habitat 
BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and 
Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 
AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing 
Activities 
GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the 
Extent Feasible 
GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 
HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan 
Provides Adequate Protection Against Leaks or 
Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other 
Potentially Dangerous Materials 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 
SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions  

Impact BIOT-2: Cause a fish or 
wildlife population to drop below self-
sustaining levels 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive 
Habitat 
BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-2b: California Condor Protection Measures 
BIOT-2c: Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep Protection 
Measures 
BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to 
Special-status Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 
BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat 
Fragmentation and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife 
Movement 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA 
Have Effective Cement Well Seals and Monitor 
Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected 
Groundwater for New Wells Subject to Well 
Stimulation Treatments 
HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan 
Provides Adequate Protection Against Leaks or 
Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other 
Potentially Dangerous Materials 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan 
SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 
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Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Impact BIOT-3: Substantially reduce 
the number or restrict the range of an 
endangered, rare, or threatened 
species 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 
BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to 
Special-status Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-3b: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to 
Special-status Plants 
BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 
BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation 
and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife Movement 
AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact BIOT-4: Have a substantial 
adverse effect, either directly or 
through habitat modifications, on any 
species identified as a candidate, 
sensitive, or special-status species in 
local or regional plans, policies, or 
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 
BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to 
Special-status Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-3b: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to 
Special-status Plants 
BIOT-4a Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to All 
Species Identified as a Candidate, Sensitive, or 
Special-status Species in Local or Regional Plans, 
Policies, or Regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS 
BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 
BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation 
and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife Movement 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact BIOT-5: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on any riparian habitat 
or other sensitive natural community 
identified in local or regional plans, 
policies, regulations, or by CDFW or 
USFWS 

BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Fish and Wildlife Habitat 
BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive 
Habitat 
AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing 
Activities 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA 
Have Effective Cement Well Seals and Monitor 
Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected 
Groundwater for New Wells Subject to Well 
Stimulation Treatments 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 
SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 
SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 
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Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Impact BIOT-6: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on federally protected 
wetlands as defined by Section 404, 
of the Clean Water Act (including, but 
not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, 
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, 
filling, hydrological interruption, or 
other means 

BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Fish and Wildlife Habitat 
BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation 
and Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 
BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to 
Special-status Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-6a: Protect Jurisdictional Waters 
GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the 
Extent Feasible 
GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA 
Have Effective Cement Well Seals and Monitor 
Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected 
Groundwater for New Wells Subject to Well 
Stimulation Treatments 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 
SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 
SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact BIOT-7: Interfere 
substantially with the movement of 
any native resident or migratory fish 
or wildlife species or with established 
native resident or migratory wildlife 
corridors, or impede the use of native 
wildlife nursery sites 

BIOT-7a: Prevent Habitat Fragmentation and 
Impacts to Fish and Wildlife Movement 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact BIOT-8: Conflict with any 
local policies or ordinances protecting 
biological resources, such as a tree 
preservation policy or ordinance 

BIOT-8a: Coordinate with Local Agencies and 
Jurisdictions Regarding Local Policies and 
Conservation Plans 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact BIOT-9: Conflict with the 
provisions of an adopted Habitat 
Conservation Plan, Natural 
Community Conservation Plan, or 
other approved local, regional, or 
state habitat conservation plan 

BIOT-9a: Coordinate with CDFW, USFWS, and 
Permittees Regarding NCCPs, HCPs, and Other 
Conservation Plans 

Class I through III depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact BIOT-10: Contribute to global 
climate change and consequent 
impacts to biodiversity 

AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from 
Well Stimulation Treatments 
AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable 
Equipment and Mobile Sources 
GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from 
Associated Gas and Casinghead gas 
GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing 
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Strategies 
GHG-2a: Require Applicant to Enter into 
Mitigation Programs or Agreements for GHG 
Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from ARB’s 
Cap and Trade Program 

Class I 
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Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Cultural Resources   

Impact CUL-1: Affect historic-era 
archaeological and built-environment 
resources 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate 
Cultural Resources 
CUL-1b: Complete Native American 
Coordination 
CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural 
Resources Management and Treatment Plan 
CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery 
of Human Remains 
CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with 
the Authority to Halt Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program 
CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for 
Cultural Resources 
CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during 
Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for 
the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources 
Associated with Earth Disturbing Activities 

Class I through IV depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact CUL-2: Affect prehistoric 
resources 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural 
Resources 
CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination 
CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural 
Resources Management and Treatment Plan 
CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery 
of Human Remains 
CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with 
the Authority to Halt Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program 
CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for 
Cultural Resources 
CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during 
Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for 
the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources 
Associated with Earth Disturbing Activities 

Class I through IV depending on 
site-specific conditions 
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Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Impact CUL-3: Disturb human 
remains or cultural items, including 
funerary objects, sacred objects, and 
objects of cultural patrimony 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate 
Cultural Resources 
CUL-1b: Complete Native American 
Coordination 
CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural 
Resources Management and Treatment Plan 
CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent 
Discovery of Human Remains 
CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist 
with the Authority to Halt Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program 
CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for 
Cultural Resources 
CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors 
during Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents 
for the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources 
Associated with Earth Disturbing Activities 

Class I through IV depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Impact CUL-4: Affect cultural 
landscapes 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural 
Resources 
CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination 
CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural 
Resources Management and Treatment Plan 
CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery 
of Human Remains 
CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with 
the Authority to Halt Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program 
CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for 
Cultural Resources 
CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during 
Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for 
the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing Activities 
CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources 
Associated with Earth Disturbing Activities 

Class I through IV depending on 
site-specific conditions 

Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources  

Impact GEO-6: Result in the loss of 
availability of known mineral resource, 
or loss of a locally important mineral 
resource recovery site delineated on 
a local general plan, specific plan or 
other land use plan 

No mitigation proposed Class III in most instances; Class 
I in some cases when local 
governments, with proper 
findings, approve land uses that 
preclude further access to 
important mineral resources 
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Table ES-1. Summary of Significant and Unavoidable (Class I) Impacts of the Project*  

Subject / Impact Criteria  Mitigation Measures Significance after Mitigation 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions   

Impact GHG-1: Generate greenhouse 
gas emissions that may have a 
significant impact on the environment 

AQ-2a: Reduce Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 
AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable 
Equipment and Mobile Sources 
GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from 
Associated Gas and Casinghead Gas 
GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing 
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Strategies 
GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and 
Vented Methane and Carbon Dioxide 

Class I 

Impact GHG-2: Conflict with an 
applicable plan, policy or regulation 
adopted for the purpose of reducing 
the emissions of greenhouse gases 

AQ-2a: Reduce Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 
AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable 
Equipment and Mobile Sources 
GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented 
Methane and Carbon Dioxide 
GHG-2a: Require Applicant Enter into Mitigation 
Programs or Agreements for GHG Emissions not 
Covered by or Exempt from ARB’s Cap and 
Trade Program 

Class I 

Land Use and Planning   

Impact LU-1: Preclude existing or 
permitted land uses, or create a 
disturbance that would diminish the 
function of land uses 

(None available for significant and unavoidable 
impacts associated with Risk of Upset/Public and 
Worker Safety) 

Class I 

Risk of Upset/Public and Worker Safety  

Impact RSK-1: Create a hazard to 
the public or environment through 
crude oil transport and reasonably 
foreseeable accidents and releases 

RSK-1a: Increase the Number of CPUC Rail 
Inspectors 
RSK-1b: Expedite the Phase-out of Older Tank 
Cars 
RSK-1c: Implement New Accident Prevention 
Technology 
RSK-1d: Monitor and Enforce New Speed Limits 
RSK-1e: Monitor the Implementation of 
Trackside Safety Technology 
RSK-1f: Improve Emergency Preparedness and 
Response Programs 
RSK-1g: Provide Real-Time Shipment 
Information to Emergency Responders 
RSK-1h: Provide Additional Accident and Injury 
Data to the State 

Class I 

Impact RSK-6: Increase risks to 
public safety by exposing the public 
to accidental hazardous materials 
releases from pipelines 

RSK-6a: Increase Inspection of Mechanical 
Integrity 
RSK-6b: Improve Leak Detection Capability 
RSK-6c: Reduce Mainline Valve Spacing 

Class I 

Transportation and Traffic   

Impact TR-4: Transport hazardous 
materials 

TR-4a: Know Spill Prevention Measures Class I 

*Note: The occurrence of Class I Impacts is contingent on site-specific conditions of where a well stimulation treatment may occur. In some 
instances less than significant impacts with mitigation incorporated (Class II), less than significant impacts (Class III), or no impacts 
(Class IV) could occur. 
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In addition to the project’s direct and indirect effects, the Final EIR concludes that the project would 
have the potential to incrementally contribute to significant and unavoidable impacts related to 
aesthetics, air quality, agricultural and forestry resources, biological resources (terrestrial environment), 
cultural resources, environmental justice, greenhouse gas emissions, geology, soils and mineral resources, 
groundwater resources, land use and planning, risk of upset/public and worker safety, surface water 
resources, and transportation and traffic. These impacts are summarized in Table ES-4 (Summary of the 
Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts). 

Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Aesthetics     

Impact AES-1. Substantially adversely affect scenic vistas Class III in existing fields; Class I or II in new areas; for 
Class I and II impacts the mitigation measures as identified 
in Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AES-2: Substantially alter or damage scenic resources Class III in existing fields; Class I or II in new areas for 
Class I and II impacts the mitigation measures as identified 
in Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AES-3: Substantially degrade the existing visual 
character or quality of a site and its surroundings 

Class III in existing fields; Class I or II in new areas; for 
Class I and II impacts the mitigation measures as identified 
in Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AES-4: Create new sources of substantial light and glare Class III in existing fields; Class I or II in new areas for 
Class I and II impacts the mitigation measures as identified 
in Table ES-2 apply 

Agricultural and Forestry Resources     

Impact AGF-1: Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or 
Farmland of statewide Importance (Important Farmland), as 
designated by the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 
to non-agricultural use 

Class I on or adjacent to Important Farmland; for Class I 
impacts the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AGF-2: Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use 
or with Williamson Act contracts 

Class II on land zoned for agricultural use or enrolled in 
Williamson Act contracts; for Class II impacts the same 
mitigation measures as identified in Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AGF-3: Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause 
rezoning of, forest land, timberland, or timberland zoned 
Timberland Production 

Class II on land zoned as forestland, timberland, or 
Timberland Production; for Class II impacts the same 
mitigation measures as identified in Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AGF-4: Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of 
forest land to non-forest use 

Class I on forest land; for Class I impacts the same 
mitigation measures as identified in Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AGF-5: Directly or indirectly impair the use of agricultural 
land or forest land 

Class II for well stimulation activities on or within 1,500 feet 
of agricultural or forest land; for Class II impacts the same 
mitigation measures as identified in Table ES-2 apply 

Air Quality     

Impact AQ-1: Conflict with or obstruct implementation of an 
applicable air quality plan 

Class I (Statewide); Class III (in SCAQMD). For Class I 
impacts the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AQ-2: Increase criteria pollutants or precursor pollutants 
to levels that violate an air quality standard or contribute 
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 
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Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Impact AQ-3: Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant 
concentrations 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact AQ-4: Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial 
number of people 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Biological Resources: Terrestrial Environment     

Impact BIOT-1: Substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or 
wildlife species 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-2: Cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below 
self-sustaining levels 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-3: Substantially reduce the number or restrict the 
range of an endangered, rare, or threatened species 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-4: Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly 
or through habitat modifications, on any species identified as a 
candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional 
plans, policies, or regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-5: Have a substantial adverse effect on any 
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in 
local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by CDFW or 
USFWS 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-6: Have a substantial adverse effect on federally 
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404, of the Clean 
Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, 
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological 
interruption, or other means 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-7: Interfere substantially with the movement of any 
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-8: Conflict with any local policies or ordinances 
protecting biological resources, such as a tree preservation 
policy or ordinance 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-9: Conflict with the provisions of an adopted 
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation 
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat 
conservation plan 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact BIOT-10: Contribute to global climate change and 
consequent impacts to biodiversity 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Biological Resources: Coastal and Marine Environment     

Impact BIOCM-1: Substantially affect any species identified as a 
candidate, sensitive, or special status species or their habitat 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact BIOCM-2: Interfere substantially with the movement of 
any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites 

Class III; no mitigation required 
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Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Impact BIOCM-3: Have a substantial adverse effect on federally 
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water 
Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, 
etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or 
other means  

Class III; no mitigation required 

Coastal Processes and Marine Water Quality     

Impact CPMWQ-1: Change marine water chemical composition 
with respect to known hazardous substances; or the measured 
water temperature, salinity, conductivity, or turbidity 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact CPMWQ-2: Change the velocity or direction of ocean 
currents 

Class IV; no mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-3: Change the velocity or direction of coastal 
and ocean winds 

Class IV; no mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-4: Change the direction, size, or period of 
ocean waves  

Class IV; no mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-5: Increase the risk of a tsunami Class III; no mitigation required 

Commercial and Recreational Fishing     

Impact CRF-1: Cause long-term exclusion of important 
commercial and recreational fishing areas 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact CRF-2: Result in substantial loss of total catch to 
commercial and recreational fishing industries 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Cultural Resources     

Impact CUL-1: Affect historic-era archaeological and built-
environment resources 

Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment resources 
are present (mitigation measures identified in Table ES-2 
apply); Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are not present 
(no mitigation required) 

Impact CUL-2: Affect prehistoric resources Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment resources 
are present (mitigation measures identified in Table ES-2 
apply); Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are not present 
(no mitigation required) 

Impact CUL-3: Disturb human remains or cultural items, 
including funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural 
patrimony 

Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment resources 
are present (mitigation measures identified in Table ES-2 
apply); Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are not present 
(no mitigation required) 

Impact CUL-4: Affect cultural landscapes Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment resources 
are present (mitigation measures identified in Table ES-2 
apply); Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are not present 
(no mitigation required) 
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Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Environmental Justice     

Impact EJ-1: Disproportionately affect minority or low-income 
populations 

Class I through Class IV depending on site-specific 
demographics; the same mitigation measure as identified 
in Table ES-2 applies to Class I and II impacts 

Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources     

Impact GEO-1: Expose people or structures to potential 
substantial adverse effects as a result of rupture of a known fault, 
seismically induced groundshaking, and/or ground failure 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact GEO-2: Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of 
topsoil 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact GEO-3: Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is 
unstable and result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, 
subsidence or collapse 

Class II; the same mitigation measure as identified in Table 
ES-2 applies 

Impact GEO-4: Be located on expansive soil creating substantial 
risks to life or property 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact GEO-5: Have soils incapable of adequately supporting 
the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal 
systems 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact GEO-6: Result in the loss of availability of known mineral 
resource loss of a locally important mineral resource recovery 
site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land 
use plan 

Class III in most instances; Class I in some cases when 
local governments, with proper findings, approve land uses 
that preclude further access to important mineral 
resources; no mitigation measures proposed 

Impact GEO-7: Cause an induced seismic event including 
ground shaking and ground failure 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions     

Impact GHG-1: Generate greenhouse gas emissions that may 
have a significant impact on the environment 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact GHG-2: Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or 
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of 
greenhouse gases 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials     

Impact HAZ-1: Release hazardous materials into the 
environment from a spill or leak  

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Groundwater Resources     

Impact GW-1: Cause or contribute to overdraft conditions  Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact GW-2: Lower groundwater levels through pumping, 
resulting in inelastic land subsidence or interconnected surface 
water 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact GW-3: Adversely impact groundwater quality through 
surface spills or leaks during well stimulation  

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 
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Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Impact GW-4: Migration of well stimulation fluids or formation 
fluids including gas to protected groundwater through non-
existent or ineffective annular well seals  

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact GW-5: Migration of well stimulation fluids or formation 
fluids including gas into protected groundwater through damaged 
or improperly abandoned wells  

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact GW-6: Improper disposal of flowback in injection wells 
could potentially impact groundwater quality 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact GW-7: Inability to identify specific impacts to 
groundwater quality from well stimulation activities 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Land Use and Planning     

Impact LU-1: Preclude existing or permitted land uses, or create 
a disturbance that would diminish the function of land uses 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact LU-2: Physically divide an established community Class IV; no mitigation required 

Impact LU-3: Conflict with applicable land use plans, policies, 
programs, ordinances or other land use regulations of agencies 
with jurisdiction over a project adopted for the purpose of 
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect 

Class IV; no mitigation required 

Noise and Vibration     

Impact NOI-1: Cause exposure of persons to or generation of 
excessive noise levels or a substantial increase in ambient noise 
levels 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact NOI-2: Cause exposure of persons to or generation of 
excessive groundborne vibration 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Paleontological Resources     

Impact PALEO-1: Destroy or disturb surface or near-surface 
significant paleontological resources 

Class II if fossil bearing geologic units are present (the 
same mitigation measures as identified in Table ES-2 
apply); Class IV if no fossil bearing units are present (no 
mitigation required) 

Population and Housing     

Impact POP-1: Induce substantial population growth Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact POP-2: Displace substantial numbers of people or 
existing housing, necessitating the construction of replacement 
housing elsewhere 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Public Services     

Impact PUB-1: Require new or physically altered governmental 
facilities in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response 
times, or to other performance objectives for fire, police, or 
schools 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Recreation     

Impact REC-1: Result in the physical deterioration of 
recreational resources 

Class III; not mitigation required 
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Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Impact REC-2: Cause disruptions in designated recreation areas Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Risk of Upset/Public and Worker Safety     

Impact RSK-1: Create a hazard to the public or environment 
through crude oil transport and reasonably foreseeable accidents 
and releases 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact RSK-2: Create a hazard to the public, workers, or 
environment through a reasonably foreseeable accidental 
release of hazardous materials due to a hose leak or connection 
leak while pumping well stimulation treatment fluids 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact RSK-3: Substantially increase the potential for major oil 
spills due to ship groundings and collisions 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact RSK-4: Create a hazard to the public, workers, or 
environment through a reasonably foreseeable accidental 
pressure changes during flowback activity caused by blocked 
pump discharge, sudden change in downhole condition, or 
human error 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact RSK-5: Generate risks to public safety by causing a 
flammable atmosphere in the flowback tank 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact RSK-6: Increase risks to public safety by exposing the 
public to accidental hazardous materials releases from pipelines 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact RSK-7: Expose workers and public to hazardous levels 
of airborne silica during the use of proppant 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Surface Water Resources     

Impact SWR-1: Violate water quality standards or waste 
discharge requirements, provide substantial additional sources of 
polluted runoff, or otherwise substantially degrade or diminish 
surface water quality 

Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact SWR-2: Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern 
of the site or area, including through the alteration of the course 
of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial 
erosion or siltation on- or off-site 

Class I in Study Regions 2,4 and 5 (the same mitigation 
measure as identified in Table ES-2 applies); Class III in 
Study Region 1 and Class IV in Study Regions 3 and 6 (no 
mitigation required) 

Impact SWR-3: Substantially diminish surface water quantity Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact SWR-4: Create flood hazard by substantially altering 
existing drainage patterns, substantially increasing the rate or 
amount of surface runoff, impeding or redirecting flood flows, or 
exposing people or structures to flooding 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Transportation and Traffic     

Impact TR-1: Generate additional truck traffic and disrupt traffic 
operations 

Class III for project activities in Study Region 6 and for 
existing fields (no mitigation required); Class II outside of 
existing oil and gas fields in Study Regions 1 through 5 
where 10 or more wells are drilled by a single applicant 
within one square mile (the same mitigation measures as 
identified in Table ES-2 apply) 
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Table ES-4. Summary of the Project’s Incremental Contribution to Cumulative Impacts  

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Impact Significance and Mitigation Measures2,3 

Impact TR-2: Inadvertently damage road rights-of-way Class III for project activities in Study Region 6 and for 
existing fields (no mitigation required); Class II outside of 
existing oil and gas fields in Study Regions 1 through 5 
where 10 or more wells are drilled by a single applicant 
within one square mile (the same mitigation measures as 
identified in Table ES-2 apply) 

Impact TR-3: Cause traffic safety hazards for vehicles, 
bicyclists, and pedestrians 

Class III for project activities in Study Region 6 and for 
existing fields (no mitigation required); Class II outside of 
existing oil and gas fields in Study Regions 1 through 5 
where 10 or more wells are drilled by a single applicant 
within one square mile (the same mitigation measures as 
identified in Table ES-2 apply) 

Impact TR-4: Transport hazardous materials Class I; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact TR-5: Change air traffic patterns Class IV if no airports are nearby (no mitigation required); 
Class III if FAA notification under 14 CFR 77 is required 
(no mitigation required) 

Impact TR-6: Temporarily interfere with emergency response Class III for project activities in Study Region 6 and for 
existing fields (no mitigation required); Class II outside of 
existing oil and gas fields in Study Regions 1 through 5 
where 10 or more wells are drilled by a single applicant 
within one square mile (the same mitigation measures as 
identified in Table ES-2 apply) 

Utilities and Service Systems     

Impact UTL-1: Adversely affect utilities and service systems due 
to population growth from Project-related development 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact UTL-2: Require new or expanded electrical or natural 
gas infrastructure 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact UTL-3: Exceed existing municipal wastewater treatment 
provider capacities 

Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Impact UTL-4: Exceed permitted solid waste capacity of landfills Class II; the same mitigation measures as identified in 
Table ES-2 apply 

Energy Conservation (Other CEQA Considerations)     

Impact EN-1: Result in substantial new energy requirements or 
energy use inefficiencies 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact EN-2: Cause an adverse effect on local and regional 
energy supplies and requirements for additional capacity 
because of inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary energy use 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact EN-3: Cause an adverse effect on peak and base period 
demands for electricity and other forms of energy because of 
inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary energy use 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact EN-4: Disrupt compliance with existing energy standards Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact EN-5: Cause an adverse effect on energy resources 
because of inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary energy use 

Class III; no mitigation required 

Impact EN-6: Result in inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary 
transportation energy use 

Class III; no mitigation required 
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1 - The occurrence of significant and unavoidable impacts (Class I) for some subject areas is contingent on site-specific conditions of where a 
proposed well stimulation treatment may occur. As example, if a proposed well stimulation site’s future environmental review demonstrates 
that no cultural resources are present, no impacts would occur and no mitigation would be required. However, if the site does contain such 
resources, potential impacts could be either significant and unavoidable (Class I), less than significant with mitigation incorporated 
(Class II), less than significant (Class III) or no impact (Class IV). 

2 - Class I = Significant and Unavoidable Impact; Class II = Less Than Significant Impact With Mitigation Incorporated; Class III = Less Than 
Significant Impact; Class IV = No Impact. 

3 - For the purposes of the EIR’s cumulative analysis, the Wilmington and Inglewood Oil and Gas Fields are considered to be part of Study 
Region 1 as a whole and thus are not addressed individually. Similarly, the Sespe Oil and Gas Field is considered to be part of Study 
Region 2 as a whole and thus is not addressed individually. 

The Final EIR concludes that the direct and indirect impacts associated with the project’s six alternatives 
could also range from significant and unavoidable (Class I) to no impact (Class IV). Collectively, significant 
and unavoidable impacts (Class I) were identified for aesthetics, agriculture and forestry resources, air 
quality, biological resources (terrestrial environment), cultural resources, coastal processes and marine 
water quality, geology, soils and mineral resources, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and hazardous 
materials, groundwater resources, land use and planning, noise and vibration, paleontological resources, 
public services, recreation, risk of upset/public and worker safety, surface water resources, and trans-
portation and traffic. Many of the significant and unavoidable impacts identified are related to Alterna-
tive 6 (No Project Alternative) because its implementation would not include application of the mitiga-
tion measures applied to the project and its alternatives (e.g., only implementation of DOGGR’s perma-
nent regulations for well stimulation treatments would occur). All impacts associated with each project 
alternative are identified in Table ES-5 (Summary of Impacts for the Alternatives), starting on page 
ES-64. 

ES.5 Environmentally Superior Alternative 

As noted in the Draft EIR, the determination of an “environmentally superior alternative,” as required by 
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, is often somewhat subjective, as it requires a balancing of dif-
ferent kinds of impacts against one another. Thus, it is possible that an alternative can be superior to 
others in certain impact categories and yet not be considered the overall environmentally superior alter-
native. As such, in addition to identifying an overall environmentally superior alternative, this Final EIR 
also identifies the preferred alternative(s) for each resource area evaluated. An alternative identified as 
“preferred” for one resource topic may still have significant environmental effects, but when compared 
with the other alternatives, its environmental effects would be less than, or the same as, those of the 
other alternatives. Significant and unavoidable (Class I) impacts of the project are noted in Final EIR 
Executive Summary Table ES-1. Highlighting these impacts identifies whether any alternative would be 
capable of eliminating one or more significant and adverse environmental effects of the project, as well 
as which alternatives would create significant and adverse impacts. 

Draft EIR Chapter 14 (Comparison of Alternatives), as revised for this Final EIR (Volume III) presents a 
preference ranking by alternative for each resource/issue-area analyzed, which allows consideration of 
all subjects equally. However, in the overall comparison of the project and its alternatives, the choice of 
the environmentally superior alternative during the decision making process may place more weight on 
certain issue areas than on others. For example, it is common for lead agencies to give greater weight to 
alternatives that reduce impacts to human health and biological resources than to alternatives that 
reduce impacts that are primarily sources of irritation to humans (such as noise impacts or impacts on 
aesthetics or transportation facilities). Here, reflecting what DOGGR considers to be among California’s 
current top regulatory concerns, DOGGR is particularly concerned with greenhouse gas emissions and 
water consumption, and has given greater weight to those categories of impact than to others. As such, 
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although this Final EIR identifies an environmentally superior alternative, it is possible that the decision 
maker may balance the importance of each impact area differently and reach different conclusions. 

The Draft EIR identified the project as the environmentally superior alternative. The basis for this conclu-
sion was that with implementation of the project standards for resource protection as related to water 
recycling, habitat, surface water and groundwater, and all recommended mitigation measures contained 
in that document, the project would have the fewest direct and indirect impacts. Numerous parties 
commented the Draft EIR’s alternatives analysis and the selection of the project as the environmentally 
superior alternative; these comments ranged from agreement with DOGGR’s determination to strong 
condemnation of the selection of any alternative other than the No Future Well Stimulation Treatments 
Alternative (Alternative 1) as the environmentally superior alternative. As a consequence of these com-
ments, and similar comments on the project’s standards, great care was placed on consideration of the 
alternatives, as demonstrated in Final EIR Chapter C (Responses to Review Comments on the Draft Envi-
ronmental Impact Report), and most notably Global Responses GR-15 and GR-16. 

With implementation of all of the mitigation measures contained in this Final EIR, the project is still con-
sidered to be the environmentally superior alternative. Alternatives 3 through 5 were designed to 
consolidate impacts and reduce overall ground disturbance, reduce impacts to urbanized areas, and 
reduce seismic impacts. Based upon the revised analysis contained in this Final EIR, the project would be 
largely similar to Alternatives 3 through 5, although somewhat less area might be affected under these 
alternatives. These alternatives, however, have been developed primarily for consideration by local 
agencies and would not be implemented by DOGGR by itself; thus they are largely outside of DOGGR’s 
control. It is also possible that these alternatives would not be implemented, as the local agencies at 
issue may choose not to take the actions recommended by these alternatives. Therefore, their imple-
mentation is uncertain. Given that the impacts of the project and these three alternatives would be 
largely similar, DOGGR gave preference to the project because it could be solely implemented by 
DOGGR, and its implementation was not uncertain. Therefore, in contrast to Alternatives 3 through 5, 
the actions necessary to mitigate or avoid the environmental effects of the project would be under the 
control of DOGGR and reasonably expected to occur as described in this Final EIR. 

Under Alternative 6 (the No Project Alternative), the project’s mitigation measures as identified in this 
EIR would not be implemented. Therefore, due to much greater environmental impacts associated with 
all issue areas except population and housing, where impacts would remain less than significant (Class 
III), Alternative 6 was not found to be environmentally preferable to the project. 

Because Alternative 1 (the No Future Well Stimulation Alternative) would prohibit all well stimulation 
treatments within and outside of existing oil and gas fields, Alternative 1 would be environmentally 
superior for the programmatic level analysis at the Wilmington, Inglewood, and Sespe Oil and Gas Fields, 
because it would eliminate all direct environmental impacts, including all surface and subsurface distur-
bances, associated with well stimulation activities. Although additional conventional wells would likely 
be drilled to make up for lost production, some wells may also be abandoned within the fields, which 
would partially offset this indirect impact. However, viewed on a larger programmatic level, the indirect 
impacts outside of those fields would create much greater impacts to greenhouse gas emissions from 
the importation of oil and gas from out of the State that would result if Alternative 1 were implemented. 
Given the importance in California law of efforts to address climate change (e.g., Assembly Bill 32, the 
California Global Warming Solutions Act), DOGGR has given considerable weight to this negative 
attribute of Alternative 1, and finds that, for this reason, Alternative 1 cannot be the environmentally 
superior alternative. 
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Similarly, Alternative 2 (the Not Future Well Stimulation Treatments Outside of Existing Oil and Gas Field 
Boundaries Alternative) is better than the project in some ways, because it would eliminate all direct 
impacts related to well stimulation outside of existing oil and gas fields. Additional wells may still be 
developed and stimulated within existing fields, which would reduce the need to drill new conventional 
wells or import oil and gas from out of State compared to Alternative 1. Therefore, indirect environmen-
tal impacts would be reduced compared to those described under Alternative 1. However, because 
many of the mature oil and gas fields in California are in decline and Alternative 2 would prohibit devel-
oping new fields that require well stimulation, there would be some loss of oil and gas reserves and pro-
duction due to implementation of this alternative, which would result in similar indirect impacts as 
associated with Alternative 1. Among these indirect effects would be those associated with increased oil 
imports, most notably, an increase in greenhouse gas emissions. As with Alternative 1, DOGGR has 
concluded that, in light of the centrality of climate change policy under California law, Alternative 2 
cannot be the environmentally superior alternative. 

ES.6 Use and Application of the Final Environmental Impact Report 
Mitigation Measures 

As addressed in Final EIR Volume I, Section A.8.2 (Revised Treatment of Project Standards for Resources 
Protection), DOGGR no longer proposes to implement any of the Project Standards for Resources Pro-
tection (“standards”) as part of the project, as presented in Draft EIR Section 7.5 (Project Standards for 
Resource Protection), starting on Draft EIR page 7-48. Two of the Draft EIR standards, the Water 
Recycling Standard and the Surface Water Protection Standard, have been converted into mitigation 
measure (MM) GW-1a (Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible) and MM SWR-1b (Surface 
Water Protection), respectively. 

DOGGR has also determined that the intent of the Groundwater Protection Standard will be adequately 
addressed by a combination of existing laws and regulations and other mitigation measures, as revised 
and presented in Final EIR Volume II, Sections 10.4 (Biological Resources–Terrestrial Environment) and 
10.14 (Groundwater Resources) (e.g., MMs GW-1a, GW-1b, GW-4a, GW-5a, GW-6a, and GW-7a and 
MMs BIOT-1a through BIOT-9a). 

The Habitat Protection Standard has been eliminated, and has not been replaced. DOGGR has deter-
mined that, taken together, the package of mitigation measures addressing impacts to terrestrial biolog-
ical resources (MMs BIOT-1a through BIOT-9a) will be sufficient to protect the specific habitat types 
mentioned in the former proposed standard. The requirements in the Habitat Protection Standard as 
related to coastal and marine biological resources were always considered redundant because of exist-
ing State and federal regulations that protect sensitive habitat. As a consequence, removal of this stand-
ard did not require the creation of a new mitigation measure. 

In addition to the above, DOGGR has comprehensively reviewed all of the Draft EIR mitigation measures 
in light of concerns expressed by various commenters (see Final EIR Chapter C (Responses to Review 
Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report)), and has revised a number of the mitigation 
measures that were presented in the Draft EIR. DOGGR has also eliminated some previously proposed 
mitigation measures entirely, added others, and, in some instances, has combined mitigation measures 
to avoid redundancy. Throughout this process, DOGGR’s primary objective was to stringently protect 
public health and the environment while avoiding the prospect of imposing generally applicable permit 
conditions on particular permit applicants whose well stimulation projects simply do not require such 
generally applicable conditions. For example, many well stimulation treatment projects, particularly 
those in highly developed existing oil and gas fields, will likely cause very minimal, if any, effects on 
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aesthetics, agricultural and forestry resources, cultural resources, paleontological resources, or habitat 
for special-status species. DOGGR has modified the original mitigation measures for these categories of 
impacts to ensure that conditions of approval will be imposed only where the resources at issue are 
likely actually present and in danger of being impacted. DOGGR’s expert engineers and other 
knowledgeable professionals also participated in this process with respect to certain mitigation mea-
sures presented in the Draft EIR that, after much deliberation, were determined to be either unworkable 
or counterproductive from a practical standpoint. 

The above-referenced revisions to the Draft EIR’s mitigation measures are detailed in Final EIR Volume I, 
Section A.8.3 (Revisions to Mitigation Measures in Response to Comments on the Draft EIR and Further 
Consideration of Their Applicability and Feasibility). These mitigation measures, as well as those that 
have not been modified since publication of the Draft EIR, are all listed in Final EIR Executive Summary 
Table ES-2. 

Seven of the project’s final mitigation measures will be converted into proposed regulations and sub-
jected to a formal rulemaking process under the Administrative Procedure Act. When the final regula-
tions are in place, they will appear in DOGGR’s regulations in Title 14 of the California Code of Regula-
tions. These mitigation measures include: 

 New Mitigation Measure GW-1a, which is based on the former proposed Resource Protection Stand-
ard for Water Recycling; 

 Mitigation Measure GW-4b, as modified in this Final EIR, which requires, for a new well drilled for a 
stimulation treatment, that the well contain an annular 500-foot cement seal extending across the 
base of protected water and that the integrity of the seal will prevent unintended migration of fluids; 

 New Mitigation Measure SWR-1b, which is based on the former proposed Resource Protection Stand-
ard for Surface Water as found in Draft EIR Section 7.5.3; 

 Mitigation Measures GEO-1a and GEO-1b, which require that the Spill Contingency Plan already 
required for each oil and gas well by Section 1722.9 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations 
include as additional contents well control and well shut-in procedures that adequately address the 
consequences of the rupture of a known fault, seismically induced ground shaking, and/or ground 
failure that could occur during the well stimulation process; 

 Mitigation Measure GEO-1e, which requires that the Spill Contingency Plan also include elements of 
an earthquake response plan; and 

 Mitigation Measure HAZ-1a, which requires that the Spill Contingency Plan be sufficient to prevent 
any leaks, spills, or other discharges of well stimulation fluids, flowback fluids, produced water, haz-
ardous chemicals, contaminated surface water runoff, oil, or other potentially dangerous materials 
that might occur before, during, and after the well stimulation process from reaching the soil at all 
site pads. 

The remaining mitigation measures contained in this EIR will be included in a Mitigation Policy Manual 
that DOGGR will use for determining the exact mitigation measures that might be necessary for a partic-
ular proposed well stimulation treatment permit or groups of permits, depending on circumstances and 
the potential severity of impacts that might occur. The measures in the Mitigation Policy Manual will 
represent DOGGR’s starting point for determining what level of site-specific mitigation will be required 
for individual well stimulation treatment permits or groups of permits. Particular mitigation measures 
will not be required absent the kinds of significant impacts to which they are addressed. Further, even 
where there are significant impacts of the kind at which DOGGR’s mitigation measures are aimed, 
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DOGGR may not impose the measures exactly as they are written. Before imposing any measures with-
out change, however, DOGGR will first ascertain whether site-specific revisions might be appropriate, 
and whether there might already be similar alternative mitigation strategies in place based on past local 
government regulatory actions governing the oil and/or gas field in question. In determining whether 
any revisions are required, DOGGR will also consult, through environmental review, with permit appli-
cants, affected or interested State and local agencies, and/or interested members of the public regard-
ing how, if at all, the Final EIR mitigation measures may be modified to address the specific conditions 
applicable to individual permits. 

The mitigation measures in the Mitigation Policy Manual, as used in support of site-specific Mitigated 
Negative Declarations and EIRs, will “set a floor,” albeit a somewhat flexible one, for future mitigation 
that DOGGR will impose as permit conditions. In their final form after input from various stakeholders, 
the mitigation measures for individual permits or groups of permits will have to be substantially consis-
tent with the measures found in the Mitigation Policy Manual. In determining whether a particular mea-
sure is substantially consistent with DOGGR’s own recommended mitigation, DOGGR will take full 
account of the following: (1) any local lead agency’s analysis as to whether a particular impact is signifi-
cant and thus requires feasible mitigation, if any is available; and (2) the extent to which the level of any 
impact reduction that would be achieved by the locally imposed measure would be reasonably compar-
able to the level of mitigation that would have been achieved by the DOGGR-recommended measures. 

The above-referenced seven mitigation measures (MMs GW-1a, GW-4b, SWR-1b, GEO-1a, GEO-1b, GEO-
1e and HAZ-1a) will be temporarily included within the Mitigation Policy Manual with the understanding 
that they will simultaneously be converted into proposed regulations and subjected to a formal 
rulemaking process. When the final regulations are in place, they will be deleted from the Mitigation 
Policy Manual. Similarly, other mitigation measures in the Mitigation Policy Manual might also be 
included only temporarily. Using its authority under PRC Section 3106(a), DOGGR has developed mitiga-
tion measures that it hopes, and in some cases anticipates, will be superseded by new regulation or 
other enforceable requirements imposed in the future by sister agencies, such as the Air Resources 
Board and the State Water Resources Control Board. DOGGR’s measures will function as placeholders, 
ensuring stringent mitigation, until such time as the sister agencies’ requirements are in place. Examples 
of this kind include MM AQ-2a (Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation Treatments), MM 
GHG-1a (Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and Casinghead Gas), MM GHG-1b (Reduce 
Emissions by Implementing Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Strategies), MM GHG-1c (Detect and 
Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and Carbon Dioxide), and MM GW-7a (Add a Tracer to Well Stim-
ulation Fluids or Develop a Reasonable Method to Distinguish Well Stimulation Fluids in the 
Environment). 

ES.7 Areas of Known Controversy 

Draft EIR Executive Summary Section ES.8 (Areas of Known Controversy) (Final EIR Volume II) outlines 
the national and State areas of known controversy related to well stimulation treatments; no 
substantive changes to, or resolution of, these issues has occurred since the Draft EIR’s publication, and 
they are incorporated herein by reference. 

As demonstrated in Final EIR Chapter B (Draft Environmental Impact Report Review Comments) and its 
corresponding Appendix 1 (Draft Environmental Impact Report Comment Correspondence and Public 
Meeting Transcripts), public opinion regarding well stimulation treatments is highly varied, including full 
support, neutrality and acute opposition. Numerous parties that have participated in the EIR’s environ-
mental review process assert that the analyses and mitigation measures contained in the document are 
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not rigorous enough to avoid or minimize the potential impacts of well stimulation treatments, while 
others contend that the document’s analysis and recommended mitigation measures exceed what is 
proportionate to identified impacts and thus should not be required. It is noted that the EIR’s analysis is 
programmatic in nature and that it expressly states, and frequently reiterates, that the potential for 
impacts, their significance, and required mitigation measures at a project level of analysis in the future 
will be contingent on site-specific conditions. It is also noted that the EIR, without bias, considers the 
potential impacts of well stimulation treatments and the potentially feasible mitigation measures that 
can be applied to minimize them, and that, to date, impartial technical and scientific assessment of well 
stimulation treatments both in California and nationally remains a relatively new field of study, and that 
a large percentage of the materials on well stimulation treatments that are publicly available have a 
predisposition either in favor of, or against, these practices. To this end, it is concluded that the public 
remains severely divided on the subject of whether well stimulation treatments should be entirely pro-
hibited at a statewide level, or if they should remain legal practices, with or without implementation of 
DOGGR’s permanent regulations and the mitigation measures recommended in this EIR. 

ES.8 Issues to be Resolved 

The issues to be resolved regarding well stimulation treatments remain the same as those that were 
provided in Draft EIR Executive Summary Section ES.9 (Final EIR Volume II), and they are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

As noted in Final EIR Executive Summary Section ES.7 (Areas of Known Controversy), the controversy 
regarding well stimulation treatments is not expected to be resolved as a consequence of this EIR; the 
effectiveness of DOGGR’s permanent regulations and the mitigation measures recommended herein 
remains to be realized in the future. Once their effectiveness is established, decision makers will then 
need to make a determination as to whether further regulation and/or study is warranted. 

Current Review and Future Regulatory Amendment to DOGGR’s Underground Injection Control Pro-
gram: Background and Discussion. As related to oil and gas exploration and development as a whole, 
within which well stimulation treatments are included, Class II injection wells are defined by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as wells “that inject brines and other fluids associated with oil 
and gas production, or storage of hydrocarbons. Class II well types include salt water disposal wells, 
enhanced recovery wells, and hydrocarbon storage wells.” There are three types of Class II injection 
wells: (1) Enhanced Recovery Wells (or Enhanced Oil Recovery [EOR] Wells), which inject brine, water, 
steam, polymers, or carbon dioxide into oil-bearing formations to recover residual oil and, in some lim-
ited applications, natural gas; (2) Disposal Wells, which inject brines and other fluids associated with the 
production of oil and natural gas or natural gas storage operations; and (3) Hydrocarbon Storage Wells, 
which inject liquid hydrocarbons in underground formations where they are stored, generally, as part of 
the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve. 

States may request that the EPA provide them with direct “primacy,” or regulatory authority, to imple-
ment and enforce the requirements of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) for Class II injection 
wells if it can be demonstrated to the EPA’s satisfaction that that state’s Underground Injection Control 
(UIC) program is fully compliant with either SDWA Section 1422 or Section 1425, as follows: 

 Section 1422 requires states to meet the EPA’s minimum requirements for UIC programs. Programs 
authorized under section 1422 must include the construction, operation, monitoring and testing, 
reporting, and closure requirements for well owners or operators. EOR wells may either be issued 
permits or be authorized by rule (e.g., regulation). Disposal wells are issued permits. The owners or 
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operators of the wells must meet all applicable requirements, including strict construction and con-
version standards and regular testing and inspection. 

 Section 1425 allows states to demonstrate that their existing standards and regulations are effective 
in preventing endangerment of Underground Source[s] of Drinking Water (USDWs). These programs 
must include permitting, inspection, monitoring, and record-keeping and reporting that demonstrates 
the effectiveness of their requirements. 

In regard to SDWA Section 1425, an USDW is defined as an “aquifer or portion of an aquifer that 
supplies any public water system or that contains a sufficient quantity of ground water to supply a public 
water system, and currently supplies drinking water for human consumption, or that contains fewer 
than 10,000 milligrams per liter (mg/l) of total dissolved solids (TDS) and is not an exempted aquifer [40 
Code of Federal Regulations Section 144.3].” An exempted aquifer is defined as an “aquifer, or a portion 
of an aquifer, that meets the criteria for a USDW, for which protection under the SDWA has been 
waived by the UIC Program. [A]n aquifer may be exempted if it is either not currently being used, and 
will not be used in the future, as a drinking water source, or it is not reasonably expected to supply a 
public water system due to a high total dissolved solids content. Without an aquifer exemption, certain 
types of energy production, mining, or waste disposal into USDWs would be prohibited.” The EPA makes 
the final determination on granting or denying all aquifer exemptions. 

In 1983, DOGGR obtained primacy from the EPA to implement and enforce the requirements of the 
SDWA for the protection of USDWs pursuant to the State’s Class II UIC program. In 2011, an audit was 
completed, on behalf of the EPA, to review DOGGR’s practices and regulations to ensure compliance 
with its obligations to properly administer its Class II UIC program pursuant to the federal SDWA and 
applicable California law. The audit identified several areas of concern for which the EPA requested that 
DOGGR and the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board), which assists DOGGR with 
the UIC Program’s implementation, prepare a corrective plan. 

In addition, DOGGR and the EPA have established that some existing Class II wells were injecting into 11 
aquifers that had been treated historically as exempted may not actually qualify for exemption. These 
wells are associated with one oil and gas field located in EIR Study Region 2, six oil and gas fields located 
in EIR Study Region 4, and two gas fields located in EIR Study Region 6. 

In a letter to the EPA dated February 6, 2015, DOGGR and the State Water Board outlined a corrective 
plan to bring DOGGR into compliance with all aspects regarding the SDWA, noting that several items in 
need of correction could be implemented either through existing regulations or with further amend-
ment to existing regulations, but that the development and adoption of these new or amended regula-
tions would be require time. The letter also outlined a schedule for addressing injection into USDWs, 
either by obtaining EPA aquifer exemptions or by prohibiting injection into these aquifers. The Class II 
injection compliance schedule currently includes the following: 

 October 15, 2015: Well shut-in completion date for injection into non-hydrocarbon-bearing aquifers 
with less than 3,000 mg/L TDS that do not have an aquifer exemption. 

 December 31, 2016: Well shut-in completion date for the 11 specific aquifers historically treated as 
exempted by the EPA unless the EPA takes further action to affirm exemption of the pertinent 
aquifer(s) before that date. 

 February 15, 2017: Well shut-in completion date for injection into aquifers with less than 10,000 mg/L 
TDS that do not have an aquifer exemption. 
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On April 20, 2015, emergency regulations for DOGGR’s UIC program were put into effect for the above-
referenced compliance schedule, as approved by the Office of Administrative Law (OAL), adopting Sec-
tions 1760.1 and 1779.1 into Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations. While these regulations are 
in effect, DOGGR will continue its development, finalization, and adoption of both amended and new 
regulations for compliance with the SWDA. DOGGR anticipates consideration of new or amended regula-
tions for the following: 

 Well construction and cementing requirements 

 Plugging and abandoning requirements 

 Evaluation of the zone of endangering influence (ZEI) 

 Requirements for fluid disposal 

 Requirements for monitoring of zone pressure 

 Annual project reviews 

 Well monitoring requirements 

 Inspections and compliance/enforcement practices and tools 

 Idle-well planning and testing program 

 Cyclic steam injection wells 

 Production from diatomite 

These regulations are anticipated to be extensive and will require a considerable amount of time to 
develop. They will also require extensive coordination and input from the EPA, State Water Board, 
Regional Water Quality Control Boards, other State agencies, oil and gas operators, local agencies, non-
government organizations and the public. 

As of the time of this Final EIR’s publication, a schedule for completion and adoption of the above-refer-
enced new and amended regulations had not been established. While it is important to recognize that 
SB 4, through its amendment to the State’s Water Code, specifically Sections 10783(g)(2) and (k)(2), 
requires consideration of the EPA’s definition of USDWs and exempted aquifers as related to well stimu-
lation treatments, it must also be understood that DOGGR’s forthcoming new and amended regulations 
may further govern such practices in the future. 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Aesthetics   

Impact AES-1: Substantially adversely affect 
scenic vistas 

Class III in existing fields; 

Class I or II in new areas 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive 
Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Impact AES-2: Substantially alter or damage 
scenic resources 

Class III in existing fields; 

Class I or II in new areas 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive 
Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Impact AES-3: Substantially degrade the 
existing visual character or quality of a site 
and its surroundings 

Class III in existing fields; 

Class I or II in new areas  

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive 
Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Impact AES-4: Create new sources of 
substantial light and glare 

Class III in existing fields; 

Class I or II in new areas 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual Impacts to Sensitive 
Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

Agricultural and Forestry Resources   

Impact AGF-1: Convert Prime Farmland, 
Unique Farmland, or Farmland of statewide 
Importance (Important Farmland), as 
designated by the Farmland Mapping and 
Monitoring Program, to non-agricultural use 

Class II on or adjacent to Important 
Farmland 

AGF-1a: Minimize Impacts to Important Farmland 

AGF-1b: Develop an Agricultural Resources Protection Plan 

AGF-1c: Compensate for Loss of Important Farmland 

Impact AGF-2: Conflict with existing zoning 
for agricultural use or with Williamson Act 
contracts 

Class II on land zoned for agricultural 
use or enrolled in Williamson Act 
contracts 

AGF-2a: Ensure Compatibility with Agricultural Zoning 

AGF-2b: Ensure Compatibility with Williamson Act Contracts or Terminate Williamson 
Act Contracts 

Impact AGF-3: Conflict with existing zoning 
for, or cause rezoning of, forest land, 
timberland, or timberland zoned Timberland 
Production 

Class II on land zoned as forestland, 
timberland, or Timberland Production 

AGF-3a: Ensure Compatibility with Forest and Timberland Zoning 

Impact AGF-4: Result in the loss of forest 
land or conversion of forest land to non-
forest use 

Class II on forest land AGF-4a: Minimize Impacts to Forest Land 

AGF-4b: Develop a Forest Land Protection Plan 

AGF-4c: Compensate for Loss of Forest Land 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact AGF-5: Directly or indirectly impair 
the use of agricultural land or forest land 

Class II for well stimulation activities 
on or within 1,500 feet of agricultural 
or forest land 

AGF-1a: Minimize Impacts to Important Farmland 

AGF-1b: Develop an Agricultural Resources Protection Plan MM 

AGF-4a: Minimize Impacts to Forest Land 

AGF-4b: Develop a Forest Land Protection Plan 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate Protection Against Leaks 
or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New Wells Subject to 
Well Stimulation Treatments 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

Air Quality   

Impact AQ-1: Conflict with or obstruct 
implementation of an applicable air quality 
plan 

Class I (Statewide) 

Class III (in SCAQMD) 

AQ-1a: Improve Air Quality Planning Inventories and Local Control Measures 

AQ-1b: Improve the Methodologies and Emission Factors Used in Inventory 
Development 

Impact AQ-2: Increase criteria pollutants or 
precursor pollutants to levels that violate an 
air quality standard or contribute 
substantially to an existing or projected air 
quality violation 

Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile Sources 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

Impact AQ-3: Expose sensitive receptors to 
substantial pollutant concentrations 

Class I AQ-3a: Comply with Local Air District Protocols Relating to the Preparation of a 
Health Risk Assessment and Implement Emission Controls 

AQ-3b: Avoid Unnecessary Exposure to Air Pollutants by Improving Local Land Use 
Compatibility 

Impact AQ-4: Create objectionable odors 
affecting a substantial number of people 

Class I AQ-4a: Prepare and Implement an Odor Minimization Plan 

AQ-4b: Avoid Unnecessary Exposure to Odors by Improving Local Land Use 
Compatibility 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Biological Resources: Terrestrial Environment  

Impact BIOT-1: Substantially reduce the 
habitat of a fish or wildlife species 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and Fish and Wildlife Habitat 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 
GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 
GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 

HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate Protection Against 
Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

Impact BIOT-2: Cause a fish or wildlife 
population to drop below self-sustaining 
levels 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-2b: California Condor Protection Measures 

BIOT-2c: Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep Protection Measures 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 

BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife 
Movement 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective Cement Well Seals 
and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New Wells Subject to 
Well Stimulation Treatments 
HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate Protection Against 
Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOT-3: Substantially reduce the 
number or restrict the range of an 
endangered, rare, or threatened species 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3b: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Plants 

BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 

BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife 
Movement 
AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

Impact BIOT-4: Have a substantial adverse 
effect, either directly or through habitat 
modifications, on any species identified as a 
candidate, sensitive, or special-status 
species in local or regional plans, policies, or 
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3b: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Plants 

BIOT-4a Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to all species identified as a candidate, 
sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, 
or by CDFW or USFWS 

BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 

BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife 
Movement 

Impact BIOT-5: Have a substantial adverse 
effect on any riparian habitat or other 
sensitive natural community identified in local 
or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by 
CDFW or USFWS 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and Fish and Wildlife Habitat 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective Cement Well Seals 
and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New Wells Subject to 
Well Stimulation Treatments 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOT-6: Have a substantial adverse 
effect on federally protected wetlands as 
defined by Section 404, of the Clean Water 
Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, 
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct 
removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or 
other means 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and Fish and Wildlife Habitat 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-6a: Protect Jurisdictional Waters 
GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 
GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective Cement Well Seals 
and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 

GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New Wells Subject to 
Well Stimulation Treatments 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

Impact BIOT-7: Interfere substantially with 
the movement of any native resident or 
migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or migratory 
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native 
wildlife nursery sites 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-7a: Prevent Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts to Fish and Wildlife Movement 

Impact BIOT-8: Conflict with any local 
policies or ordinances protecting biological 
resources, such as a tree preservation policy 
or ordinance 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-8a: Coordinate with Local Agencies and Jurisdictions Regarding Local Policies 
and Conservation Plans 

Impact BIOT-9: Conflict with the provisions 
of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, 
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or 
other approved local, regional, or state 
habitat conservation plan 

Class I, II, or III BIOT-9a: Coordinate with CDFW, USFWS, and Permittees Regarding NCCPs, HCPs, 
and Other Conservation Plans 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOT-10: Contribute to global 
climate change and consequent impacts to 
biodiversity 

Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and Casinghead Gas 

GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) 
Strategies 

GHG-2a: Require Applicant to Enter into Mitigation Programs or Agreements for GHG 
Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from ARB’s Cap and Trade Program 

Biological Resources: Coastal and Marine Environment  

Impact BIOCM-1: Substantially affect any 
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, 
or special status species or their habitat 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact BIOCM-2: Interfere substantially with 
the movement of any native resident or 
migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or migratory 
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native 
wildlife nursery sites 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact BIOCM-3: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on federally protected 
wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, 
marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through 
direct removal, filling, hydrological 
interruption, or other means  

Class III No mitigation required 

Coastal Processes and Marine Water Quality  

Impact CPMWQ-1: Change marine water 
chemical composition with respect to known 
hazardous substances; or the measured 
water temperature, salinity, conductivity, or 
turbidity 

Class II CPMWQ-1a: Protect Marine Water Quality 

Impact CPMWQ-2: Change the velocity or 
direction of ocean currents 

Class II CPMWQ-2a: Prepare and Implement Marine Current Plan 

Impact CPMWQ-3: Change the velocity or 
direction of coastal and ocean winds 

Class III No mitigation required 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact CPMWQ-4: Change the direction, 
size, or period of ocean waves  

Class IV No mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-5: Increase the risk of a 
tsunami 

Class III No mitigation required 

Commercial and Recreational Fishing   

Impact CRF-1: Cause long-term exclusion of 
important commercial and recreational 
fishing areas 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact CRF-2: Result in substantial loss of 
total catch to commercial and recreational 
fishing industries 

Class III No mitigation required 

Cultural Resources   

Impact CUL-1: Affect historic-era 
archaeological and built-environment 
resources 

Class I or Class II if historic or built-
environment resources are present 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-
environment resources are not 
considered significant or are not 
present 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural Resources 

CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination 

CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural Resources Management and Treatment 
Plan 

CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains 

CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with the Authority to Halt Earth 
Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for Cultural Resources 

CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during Earth Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing 
Activities 

CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources Associated with Earth Disturbing 
Activities 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact CUL-2: Affect prehistoric resources Class I or II if prehistoric resources 
are present 

Class III or Class IV if prehistoric 
resources are not considered 
significant or are not present 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural Resources 

CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination 

CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural Resources Management and Treatment Plan 

CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains 

CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with the Authority to Halt Earth 
Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for Cultural Resources 

CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during Earth Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing 
Activities 

CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources Associated with Earth Disturbing 
Activities 

Impact CUL-3: Disturb human remains or 
cultural items, including funerary objects, 
sacred objects, and objects of cultural 
patrimony 

Class I or II if human remains or 
cultural items are present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural items 
are not considered significant or are 
not present 

Class IV if human remains are not 
present 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural Resources 

CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination 

CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural Resources Management and Treatment Plan 

CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains 

CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with the Authority to Halt Earth 
Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for Cultural Resources 

CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during Earth Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing 
Activities 

CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources Associated with Earth Disturbing 
Activities 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact CUL-4: Affect cultural landscapes Class I or II if cultural landscapes are 
present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural 
landscapes are not considered 
significant or are not present 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural Resources 

CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination 

CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural Resources Management and Treatment Plan 

CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains 

CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with the Authority to Halt Earth 
Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for Cultural Resources 

CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during Earth Disturbing Activities 

CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for the Monitoring of Earth Disturbing 
Activities 

CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources Associated with Earth Disturbing 
Activities 

Environmental Justice   

Impact EJ-1: Disproportionately affect 
minority or low-income populations 

Unknown EJ-1a: Track Characteristics of Affected Populations in the Vicinity of Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources   

Impact GEO-1: Expose people or structures 
to potential substantial adverse effects as a 
result of rupture of a known fault, seismically 
induced groundshaking, and/or ground 
failure 

Class II GEO-1a: Avoid Active Faults if Necessary 

GEO-1b: Implement an Appropriate Setback if Necessary 

GEO-1c: Implement Industry Accepted Practices 

GEO-1d: Conduct Ground Monitoring 

GEO-1e: Include an Earthquake Response Plan within the Spill Response Plan 

Impact GEO-2: Result in substantial soil 
erosion or the loss of topsoil 

Class II SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

Impact GEO-3: Be located on a geologic 
unit or soil that is unstable and result in on- 
or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, 
subsidence or collapse 

Class II GEO-3a: Prepare Geotechnical Report if Necessary 

Impact GEO-4: Be located on expansive soil 
creating substantial risks to life or property 

Class III No mitigation required 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact GEO-5: Have soils incapable of 
adequately supporting the use of septic 
tanks or alternative wastewater disposal 
systems 

Class IV No mitigation required 

Impact GEO-6: Result in the loss of 
availability of known mineral resource loss of 
a locally important mineral resource recovery 
site delineated on a local general plan, 
specific plan or other land use plan 

Class III in most instances; Class I in 
some instances 

No mitigation proposed 

Impact GEO-7: Cause an induced seismic 
event including ground shaking and ground 
failure 

Class III No mitigation required 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions   

Impact GHG-1: Generate greenhouse gas 
emissions that may have a significant impact 
on the environment 

Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Emissions from Well Stimulation Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and Casinghead Gas 

GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) 
Strategies 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and Carbon Dioxide 

Impact GHG-2: Conflict with an applicable 
plan, policy or regulation adopted for the 
purpose of reducing the emissions of 
greenhouse gases 

Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Emissions from Well stimulation Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile Sources 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and Carbon Dioxide 

GHG-2a: Require Applicant Enter into Mitigation Programs or Agreements for GHG 
Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from ARB’s Cap and Trade Program 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials   

Impact HAZ-1: Release hazardous materials 
into the environment from a spill or leak 

Class II HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate Protection Against 
Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

Groundwater Resources   

Impact GW-1: Cause or contribute to 
overdraft conditions  

Class II GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 

GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact GW-2: Lower groundwater levels 
through pumping, resulting in inelastic land 
subsidence or interconnected surface water 

Class II GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 
GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 
 

Impact GW-3: Adversely impact 
groundwater quality through surface spills or 
leaks during well stimulation  

Class II HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate Protection Against 
Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

Impact GW-4: Migration of well stimulation 
fluids or formation fluids including gas to 
protected groundwater through non-existent 
or ineffective annular well seals  

Class II GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective Cement Well Seals 
and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation Treatment 

GW-4b: Install a Well Seal across Protected Groundwater for New Wells Subject to 
Well Stimulation Treatments 

GW-4c: Install Methane Sensors on Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 

Impact GW-5: Migration of well stimulation 
fluids or formation fluids including gas into 
protected groundwater through damaged or 
improperly abandoned wells  

Class II GW-5a: Conduct Surface Geophysical Surveys or Apply Other Field Methods to 
Locate Improperly Abandoned Wells and Mitigate 

Impact GW-6: Improper disposal of flowback 
in injection wells could potentially impact 
groundwater quality 

Class II GW-6a:  Require Wastewater Disposal Wells to Inject Only into Exempted Aquifers to 
Protect Groundwater 

Impact GW-7: Inability to identify specific 
impacts to groundwater quality from well 
stimulation activities 

Class II GW-7a: Add a Tracer to Well Stimulation Fluids or Develop a Reasonable Method to 
Distinguish Well Stimulation Fluids in the Environment 

Land Use and Planning   

Impact LU-1: Preclude existing or permitted 
land uses, or create a disturbance that would 
diminish the function of land uses 

Class I None available for unavoidable and significant impacts associated with Risk of 
Upset/Public and Worker Safety 

Impact LU-2: Physically divide an 
established community 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact LU-3: Conflict with applicable land 
use plans, policies, programs, ordinances or 
other land use regulations of agencies with 
jurisdiction over a project adopted for the 
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an 
environmental effect 

Class II PRC Section 1783.2 requiring “Neighbor Notification” 

All mitigation measures prescribed in this EIR 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Noise and Vibration   

Impact NOI-1: Cause exposure of persons 
to or generation of excessive noise levels or 
a substantial increase in ambient noise 
levels 

Class II NOI-1a: Control Noise Levels near Sensitive Land Uses 

Impact NOI-2: Cause exposure of persons 
to or generation of excessive groundborne 
vibration 

Class III No mitigation required 

Paleontological Resources   

Impact PALEO-1: Destroy or disturb surface 
or near-surface significant paleontological 
resources 

Class II if fossil bearing geologic 
units are present 

Class IV if no fossil bearing units are 
present 

PALEO-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Paleontological Resources 

PALEO-1b: Develop Paleontological Resource Mitigation Plan 

PALEO-1c: Retain Qualified Paleontological Resources Staff 

PALEO-1d: Conduct a Paleontological Resources Worker Environmental Awareness 
Program 

PALEO-1e: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for Paleontological Resources 

PALEO-1f: Provide Qualified Paleontological Resources Monitor with Authority to Halt 
Earth Disturbing Activities 

PALEO-1g: Prepare Paleontological Resources Report for the Monitoring of Earth 
Disturbing Activities 

PALEO-1h: Curate all Discovered Paleontological Resources Associated with Earth 
Disturbing Activities 

Population and Housing   

Impact POP-1: Induce substantial 
population growth 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact POP-2: Displace substantial 
numbers of people or existing housing, 
necessitating the construction of 
replacement housing elsewhere 

Class III No mitigation required 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Public Services   

Impact PUB-1: Require new or physically 
altered governmental facilities in order to 
maintain acceptable service ratios, response 
times, or to other performance objectives for 
fire, police, or schools 

Class II (Fire or Police Services); 
Class III (Population Growth) 

PUB-1a: Assess Public Service Ratios and Ensure Adequate Compensation 

HAZ-1: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate Protection Against 
Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

Recreation   

Impact REC-1: Result in the physical 
deterioration of recreational resources 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact REC-2: Cause disruptions in 
designated recreation areas 

Class II REC-2a: Coordinate Well Stimulation Treatment Schedule with Managing Officer(s) 
for Affected Recreation Areas 

REC-2b: Provide Noticing of Closures and Identify Alternative Recreation Areas 

Risk of Upset / Public and Worker Safety   

Impact RSK-1: Create a hazard to the public 
or environment through crude oil transport 
and reasonably foreseeable accidents and 
releases 

Class I RSK-1a: Increase the Number of CPUC Rail Inspectors 

RSK-1b: Expedite the Phase-out of Older Tank Cars 

RSK-1c: Implement New Accident Prevention Technology 

RSK-1d: Monitor and Enforce New Speed Limits 

RSK-1e: Monitor the Implementation of Trackside Safety Technology 

RSK-1f: Improve Emergency Preparedness and Response Programs 

RSK-1g: Provide Real-Time Shipment Information to Emergency Responders 

RSK-1h: Provide Additional Accident and Injury Data to the State 

Impact RSK-2: Create a hazard to the 
public, workers, or environment through a 
reasonably foreseeable accidental release of 
hazardous materials due to a hose leak or 
connection leak while pumping well 
stimulation treatment fluids 

Class II RSK-2a: Reduce the Inventory/Volumes Handled with the Hazardous Chemicals 

RSK-2b: Conduct a Facility Siting Study or a Quantitative Risk Assessment 

RSK-2c: Ensure Mechanical Integrity Program Through Compliance with Permanent 
Regulation 

 

Impact RSK-3: Increase the potential for 
major oil spills due to ship groundings and 
collisions 

Class III No mitigation required 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact RSK-4: Create a hazard to the 
public, workers, or environment through a 
reasonably foreseeable accidental pressure 
changes during flowback activity caused by 
blocked pump discharge, sudden change in 
downhole condition, or human error 

Class II RSK-4a: Conduct a Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) followed by a Layer of Protection 
Analysis (LOPA) to Ensure Installation of Proper Safety Interlocks 

Impact RSK-5: Generate risks to public 
safety by causing a flammable atmosphere 
in the flowback tank 

Class II RSK-5a: Prepare and Implement the Procedures to Avoid Pump Cavitation during all 
Well Stimulation Activities 

RSK-5b: Verify the Need of Installation of Flame Arresters on the Tank Vents 

RSK-5c: Prepare and Implement a Control of Ignition Sources Plan 

Impact RSK-6: Increase risks to public 
safety by exposing the public to accidental 
hazardous materials releases from pipelines 

Class I RSK-6a: Increase Inspection of Mechanical Integrity 
RSK-6b: Improve Leak Detection Capability 
RSK-6c: Reduce Mainline Valve Spacing 

Impact RSK-7: Expose workers and public 
to hazardous levels of airborne silica during 
the use of proppant 

Class II RSK-7a: Use Alternative Proppant (e.g., Sintered Bauxite, Ceramics, Resins) or Use 
Alternative Proppant Delivery System 

RSK-7b: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

Surface Water Resources   

Impact SWR-1: Violate water quality 
standards or waste discharge requirements, 
provide substantial additional sources of 
polluted runoff, or otherwise substantially 
degrade or diminish surface water quality 

Class II SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-1c: Provide Adequate Flood Protection 

SWR-1d: Protect Surface Water Reservoirs 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

Impact SWR-2: Substantially alter the 
existing drainage pattern of the site or area, 
including through the alteration of the course 
of a stream or river, in a manner which would 
result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or 
off-site 

Class II SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

Impact SWR-3: Substantially diminish 
surface water quantity 

Class II SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Impact SWR-4: Create flood hazard by 
substantially altering existing drainage 
patterns, substantially increasing the rate 
or amount of surface runoff, impeding or 
redirecting flood flows, or exposing people 
or structures to flooding 

Class II SWR-1c: Provide Adequate Flood Protection 

Transportation and Traffic   

Impact TR-1: Generate additional truck 
traffic and disrupt traffic operations 

Class III for project activities in Study 
Region 6 and for existing fields 

Class II outside of existing oil and 
gas fields in Study Regions 1-5 where 
10 or more wells are drilled by a single 
applicant within one square mile 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

Impact TR-2: Inadvertently damage road 
rights-of-way 

Class III for project activities in Study 
Region 6 and in existing oil and gas 
fields 

Class II outside of existing oil and 
gas fields in Study Regions 1-5 where 
10 or more wells are drilled by a single 
applicant within one square mile 

TR-2a: Repair Roadway Damage 

Impact TR-3: Cause traffic safety hazards 
for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians 

Class III for project activities in Study 
Region 6 and for existing fields 

Class II outside of existing oil and 
gas fields in Study Regions 1-5 where 
10 or more wells are drilled by a single 
applicant within one square mile 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

Impact TR-4: Transport hazardous materials Class I TR-4a: Know Spill Prevention Measures 

Impact TR-5: Change air traffic patterns Class IV if no airports are nearby 

Class III if FAA notification under 
14 CFR 77 is required 

No mitigation required 

Impact TR-6: Temporarily interfere with 
emergency response 

Class III for project activities in Study 
Region 6 and for existing fields 

Class II in Study Regions 1-5 outside 
of existing oil and gas fields 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 
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Table ES-2. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 
Impact Significance  

with Mitigation Incoporated2 Mitigation Measures 

Utilities and Service Systems   

Impact UTL-1: Adversely affect utilities and 
service systems due to population growth 
from Project-related development 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact UTL-2: Require new or expanded 
electrical or natural gas infrastructure 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact UTL-3: Exceed existing municipal 
wastewater treatment provider capacities 

Class II UTL-3a: Assess Wastewater Quality and Ensure Adequate Capacity to Process 
Wastewater at Municipal and Private Wastewater Treatment Plants 

Impact UTL-4: Exceed permitted solid waste 
capacity of landfills 

Class II UTL-4a: Assess Non-Hazardous Solid Waste Generation and Ensure Adequate 
Capacity to Accept Solid Waste at Municipal and Private Solid Waste Facilities 

Energy Conservation (Other CEQA Considerations)  

Impact EN-1: Result in substantial new 
energy requirements or energy use 
inefficiencies 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact EN-2: Cause an adverse effect on 
local and regional energy supplies and 
requirements for additional capacity because 
of inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary 
energy use 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact EN-3: Cause an adverse effect on 
peak and base period demands for electricity 
and other forms of energy because of ineffi-
cient, wasteful, or unnecessary energy use 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact EN-4: Disrupt compliance with 
existing energy standards 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact EN-5: Cause an adverse effect on 
energy resources because of inefficient, 
wasteful, or unnecessary energy use 

Class III No mitigation required 

Impact EN-6: Result in inefficient, wasteful, 
or unnecessary transportation energy use 

Class III No mitigation required 

1 - The occurrence of significant and unavoidable impacts (Class I) for some subject areas is contingent on site-specific conditions of where a proposed well stimulation treatment may occur. As 
example, if a proposed well stimulation site’s future environmental review demonstrates that no cultural resources are present, no impacts would occur and no mitigation would be required. 
However, if the site does contain such resources, potential impacts could be either significant and unavoidable (Class I), less than significant with mitigation incorporated (Class II), less than 
significant (Class III) or no impact (Class IV). 

2 - Class I = Significant and Unavoidable Impact; Class II = Less Than Significant Impact With Mitigation Incorporated; Class III = Less Than Significant Impact; Class IV = No Impact.  
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Aesthetics      

Impact AES-1: Substantially 
adversely affect scenic vistas 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact AES-2: Substantially alter or 
damage scenic resources 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact AES-3: Substantially 
degrade the existing visual character 
or quality of a site and its 
surroundings 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact AES-4: Create new sources 
of substantial light and glare 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Agricultural and Forestry 
Resources 

     

Impact AGF-1: Convert Prime 
Farmland, Unique Farmland, or 
Farmland of statewide Importance 
(Important Farmland), as designated 
by the Farmland Mapping and 
Monitoring Program, to non-
agricultural use 

Class IV Class IV Class II  Wilmington and Inglewood: No mitigation required 
Sespe: 
AGF-2b: Ensure Compatibility with Williamson Act Contracts or 
Terminate Williamson Act Contracts 

Impact AGF-2: Conflict with existing 
zoning for agricultural use or with 
Williamson Act contracts 

Class IV Class IV Class II  Wilmington and Inglewood: No mitigation required 
Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact AGF-3: Conflict with existing 
zoning for, or cause rezoning of, 
forest land, timberland, or timberland 
zoned Timberland Production 

Class IV Class IV Class IV  No mitigation required 

Impact AGF-4: Result in the loss of 
forest land or conversion of forest 
land to non-forest use 

Class IV Class IV Class II  Wilmington and Inglewood: No mitigation required 
Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact AGF-5: Directly or indirectly 
impair the use of agricultural land or 
forest land 

Class IV Class II Class II  Wilmington: No mitigation required 
Inglewood and Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2)  

Air Quality      

Impact AQ-1: Conflict with or 
obstruct implementation of an 
applicable air quality plan 

Class III Class III Class III  Wilmington and Inglewood: No mitigation required 
Sespe: 
AQ-1a: Improve Air Quality Planning Inventories and Local 
Control Measures 
AQ-1b: Improve the Methodologies and Emission Factors Used in 
Inventory Development 

Impact AQ-2: Increase criteria 
pollutants or precursor pollutants to 
levels that violate an air quality 
standard or contribute substantially 
to an existing or projected air quality 
violation 

Class I Class I Class I  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact AQ-3: Expose sensitive 
receptors to substantial pollutant 
concentrations 

Class I Class I Class I  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact AQ-4: Create objectionable 
odors affecting a substantial number 
of people 

Class I Class I Class I  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Biological Resources: Terrestrial Environment     

Impact BIOT-1: Substantially 
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife 
species 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOT-2: Cause a fish or 
wildlife population to drop below 
self-sustaining levels 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: 
Wilmington and Inglewood: 
BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 
BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 
BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 
BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish 
and Wildlife 
BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 
BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts 
to Fish and Wildlife Movement 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective 
Cement Well Seals and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for 
New Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 
HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate 
Protection Against Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and 
Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 
Sespe: Same as above and 
BIOT-2b: California Condor Protection Measures 
BIOT-2c: Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep Protection Measures 

Impact BIOT-3: Substantially 
reduce the number or restrict the 
range of an endangered, rare, or 
threatened species 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: 
Wilmington and Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-
2) 
Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and 
BIOT-2b: California Condor Protection Measures 
BIOT-2c: Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep Protection Measures 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOT-4: Have a substantial 
adverse effect, either directly or 
through habitat modifications, on 
any species identified as a 
candidate, sensitive, or special-
status species in local or regional 
plans, policies, or regulations, or by 
CDFW or USFWS 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: 
Wilmington and Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-
2) 
Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and 
BIOT-2b: California Condor Protection Measures 
BIOT-2c: Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep Protection Measures 

Impact BIOT-5: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on any riparian 
habitat or other sensitive natural 
community identified in local or 
regional plans, policies, regulations, 
or by CDFW or USFWS 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact BIOT-6: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on federally protected 
wetlands as defined by Section 404, 
of the Clean Water Act (including, 
but not limited to, marsh, vernal 
pool, coastal, etc.) through direct 
removal, filling, hydrological 
interruption, or other means 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact BIOT-7: Interfere 
substantially with the movement of 
any native resident or migratory fish 
or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or 
migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife 
nursery sites 

Class III Class III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOT-8: Conflict with any 
local policies or ordinances 
protecting biological resources, such 
as a tree preservation policy or 
ordinance 

Class II or III Class III Class II or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact BIOT-9: Conflict with the 
provisions of an adopted Habitat 
Conservation Plan, Natural 
Community Conservation Plan, or 
other approved local, regional, or 
state habitat conservation plan 

Class II  
or III 

Class II  
or III 

Class II or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact BIOT-10: Contribute to 
global climate change and 
consequent impacts to biodiversity 

Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III Class I, II, or III  Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 
Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Biological Resources: Coastal and Marine Environment     

Impact BIOCM-1: Substantially 
affect any species identified as a 
candidate, sensitive, or special 
status species or their habitat 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 

Impact BIOCM-2: Interfere 
substantially with the movement of 
any native resident or migratory fish 
or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or 
migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife 
nursery sites 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact BIOCM-3: Have a 
substantial adverse effect on 
federally protected wetlands as 
defined by Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act (including, but not 
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, 
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, 
filling, hydrological interruption, or 
other means 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 

Coastal Processes and Marine Water Quality     

Impact CPMWQ-1: Change marine 
water chemical composition with 
respect to known hazardous 
substances; or the measured water 
temperature, salinity, conductivity, or 
turbidity 

Class II N/A N/A  Wilmington: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Inglewood and Sespe: No mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-2: Change the 
velocity or direction of ocean 
currents 

Class II N/A N/A  Wilmington: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Inglewood and Sespe: No mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-3: Change the 
velocity or direction of coastal and 
ocean winds 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-4: Change the 
direction, size, or period of ocean 
waves  

Class IV N/A N/A  No mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-5: Increase the risk 
of a tsunami 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Commercial and Recreational 
Fishing 

     

Impact CRF-1: Cause long-term 
exclusion of important commercial 
and recreational fishing areas 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 

Impact CRF-2: Result in substantial 
loss of total catch to commercial and 
recreational fishing industries 

Class III N/A N/A  No mitigation required 

Cultural Resources      

Impact CUL-1: Affect historic-era 
archaeological and built-
environment resources 

Class I or Class II 
if historic or built-
environment 
resources are 
present; Class III or 
Class IV if historic or 
built-environment 
resources are not 
considered 
significant or are not 
present 

Class I or Class II 
if historic or built-
environment 
resources are 
present; Class III 
or Class IV if 
historic or built-
environment 
resources are not 
considered 
significant or are 
not present 

Class I or Class II 
if historic or built-
environment 
resources are 
present; Class III or 
Class IV if historic or 
built-environment 
resources are not 
considered 
significant or are not 
present 

 Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class III and IV Impacts: No mitigation required 

Impact CUL-2: Affect prehistoric 
resources 

Class I or II if pre-
historic resources 
are present; Class 
III or Class IV if 
prehistoric 
resources are not 
considered 
significant or are not 
present 

Class I or II if pre-
historic resources 
are present; 
Class III or Class 
IV if prehistoric 
resources are not 
considered 
significant or are 
not present 

Class I or II if pre-
historic resources 
are present; Class III 
or Class IV if 
prehistoric resources 
are not considered 
significant or are not 
present 

 Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class III and IV Impacts: No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact CUL-3: Disturb human 
remains or cultural items, including 
funerary objects, sacred objects, 
and objects of cultural patrimony 

Class I or II if 
human remains or 
cultural items are 
present; Class III or 
Class IV if cultural 
items are not 
considered 
significant or are not 
present 
Class IV if human 
remains are not 
present 

Class I or II if 
human remains or 
cultural items are 
present; Class III 
or Class IV if 
cultural items are 
not considered 
significant or are 
not present 
Class IV if human 
remains are not 
present 

Class I or II if human 
remains or cultural 
items are present; 
Class III or Class IV 
if cultural items are 
not considered 
significant or are not 
present 
Class IV if human 
remains are not 
present 

 Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class III and IV Impacts: No mitigation required 

Impact CUL-4: Affect cultural 
landscapes 

Class I or II if 
cultural landscapes 
are present; Class 
III or Class IV if 
cultural landscapes 
are not considered 
significant or are not 
present 

Class I or II if 
cultural 
landscapes are 
present; Class III 
or Class IV if 
cultural 
landscapes are 
not considered 
significant or are 
not present 

Class I or II if cultural 
landscapes are 
present; Class III or 
Class IV if cultural 
landscapes are not 
considered 
significant or are not 
present 

 Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class III and IV Impacts: No mitigation required 

Environmental Justice      

Impact EJ-1: Disproportionately 
affect minority or low-income 
populations 

Unknown Unknown Unknown  Wilmington: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2), except 
GEO-1a would not be required (see Table ES-2) 
Inglewood and Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Geology, Soils and Mineral 
Resources 

     

Impact GEO-1: Expose people or 
structures to potential substantial 
adverse effects as a result of rupture 
of a known fault, seismically induced 
groundshaking, and/or ground 
failure 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact GEO-2: Result in substantial 
soil erosion or the loss of topsoil 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact GEO-3: Be located on a 
geologic unit or soil that is unstable 
and result in on- or off-site landslide, 
lateral spreading, subsidence or 
collapse 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact GEO-4: Be located on 
expansive soil creating substantial 
risks to life or property 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact GEO-5: Have soils 
incapable of adequately supporting 
the use of septic tanks or alternative 
wastewater disposal systems 

Class IV Class IV Class IV  No mitigation required 

Impact GEO-6: Result in the loss of 
availability of known mineral 
resource or loss of a locally 
important mineral resource recovery 
site delineated on a local general 
plan, specific plan or other land use 
plan 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact GEO-7: Cause an induced 
seismic event including ground 
shaking and ground failure 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions      

Impact GHG-1: Generate 
greenhouse gas emissions that may 
have a significant impact on the 
environment 

Class I to Class III Class I Class I to Class III  Class I and II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class III Impacts: No mitigation required 

Impact GHG-2: Conflict with an 
applicable plan, policy or regulation 
adopted for the purpose of reducing 
the emissions of greenhouse gases 

Class III Class I Class III  Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Wilmington and Sespe: No mitigation required 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials      

Impact HAZ-1: Release hazardous 
materials into the environment from 
a spill or leak 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and HAZ-1b: Require 
the Operator to Conduct an Annual Inventory of Its Well Stim-
ulation Equipment and Report of the Aged Infrastructure and Its 
Likelihood of Failure Leading to Spills or Leaks to DOGGR 

Groundwater Resources      

Impact GW-1: Cause or contribute 
to overdraft conditions  

Class II Class II Class III  Wilmington and Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table 
ES-2) 
Sespe: No mitigation required 

Impact GW-2: Lower groundwater 
levels through pumping, resulting in 
inelastic land subsidence or 
interconnected surface water 

Class II Class II Class III  Wilmington and Inglewood: 
GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 
Sespe: No mitigation required 

Impact GW-3: Adversely impact 
groundwater quality through surface 
spills or leaks during well stimulation  

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2)  

Impact GW-4: Migration of well 
stimulation fluids or formation fluids 
including gas to protected groundwater 
through non-existent or ineffective 
annular well seals  

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact GW-5: Migration of well 
stimulation fluids or formation fluids 
including gas into protected 
groundwater through damaged or 
improperly abandoned wells  

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact GW-6: Improper disposal of 
flowback in injection wells could 
potentially impact groundwater 
quality 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact GW-7: Inability to identify 
specific impacts to groundwater 
quality from well stimulation 
activities 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Land Use and Planning      

Impact LU-1: Preclude existing or 
permitted land uses, or create a 
disturbance that would diminish the 
function of land uses 

Class II Class I Class III  Wilmington: 
HAZ-1a: Provide a Physical Barrier on the Ground Surface at the 
Site Pad for All Production Facilities, Regardless of the Amount of 
Time They Are in Place, Prior to Moving in Hazardous Materials 
and Manage Surface Water Runoff and Drainage on the Barrier 
Using Best Management Practices 
HAZ-1b: Require the Operator to Conduct an Annual Inventory of 
its Well Stimulation Equipment and Report of the Aged Infrastructure 
and its Likelihood of Failure Leading to Spills or Leaks to DOGGR 
RSK-2a: Conduct a Reactive Hazard Assessment (RHA) 
RSK-2b: Reduce the Inventory/Volumes Handled with the 
Hazardous Chemicals 
RSK-2c: Install an Upgraded SCADA System 
RSK-2d: Conduct a Facility Siting Study or a Quantitative Risk 
Assessment 
RSK-2e: Use Totes or Hazardous Materials Storage Containers 
Provided with a Protective Outer Shell or a Double Containment 
Storage System 
RSK-2f: Ensure Mechanical Integrity Program Complies with 
Regulation 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact LU-1, continued     RSK-4a: Conduct a Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) Followed by 
a Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) to Ensure Installation of 
Proper Safety Interlocks 
RSK-5a: Prepare and Implement the Procedures to Avoid Pump 
Cavitation during all Well Stimulation Activities 
RSK-5b: Verify the Need of Installation of Flame Arresters on the 
Tank Vents 
RSK-5c: Prepare and Implement a Control of Ignition Sources Plan 
RSK-7a: Use Alternative Proppant (e.g., Sintered Bauxite, 
Ceramics, Resins) 
RSK-7b: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 
REC-2a: Coordinate Well Stimulation Treatment Schedule with 
Managing Officer(s) for Affected Recreation Areas 
REC-2b: Provide Noticing of Closures and Identify Alternative 
Recreation Areas 
Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Sespe: No mitigation required 

Impact LU-2: Physically divide an 
established community 

Class IV Class IV Class IV  No mitigation required 

Impact LU-3: Conflict with 
applicable land use plans, policies, 
programs, ordinances or other land 
use regulations of agencies with 
jurisdiction over a project adopted 
for the purpose of avoiding or 
mitigating an environmental effect 

Class II Class II Class II  Wilmington and Sespe: 
HAZ-1a: Provide a Physical Barrier on the Ground Surface at the 
Site Pad for All Production Facilities, Regardless of the Amount of 
Time They Are in Place, Prior to Moving in Hazardous Materials 
and Manage Surface Water Runoff and Drainage on the Barrier 
Using Best Management Practices 
HAZ-1b: Require the Operator to Conduct an Annual Inventory of 
its Well Stimulation Equipment and Report of the Aged 
Infrastructure and its Likelihood of Failure Leading to Spills or 
Leaks to DOGGR 
RSK-2a: Reduce the Inventory/Volumes Handled with the 
Hazardous Chemicals 
RSK-2b: Conduct a Facility Siting Study or Quantitative Risk 
Assessment 
RSK-2c: Ensure Mechanical Integrity Through Compliance with 
Permanent Regulation 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact LU-3. continued     RSK-4a: Conduct a Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) Followed by 
a Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) to Ensure Installation of 
Proper Safety Interlocks 
RSK-5a: Prepare and Implement the Procedures to Avoid Pump 
Cavitation during all Well Stimulation Activities 
RSK-5b: Verify the Need of Installation of Flame Arresters on the 
Tank Vents 
RSK-5c: Prepare and Implement a Control of Ignition Sources 
Plan 
RSK-7a: Use Alternative Proppant (e.g., Sintered Bauxite, 
Ceramics, Resins) 
RSK-7b: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 
REC-2a: Coordinate Well Stimulation Treatment Schedule with 
Managing Officer(s) for Affected Recreation Areas 
REC-2b: Provide Noticing of Closures and Identify Alternative 
Recreation Areas 
Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Noise and Vibration      

Impact NOI-1: Cause exposure of 
persons to or generation of 
excessive noise levels or a 
substantial increase in ambient 
noise levels 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact NOI-2: Cause exposure of 
persons to or generation of 
excessive groundborne vibration 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Paleontological Resources      

Impact PALEO-1: Destroy or 
disturb surface or near-surface 
significant paleontological resources 

Class II if fossil 
bearing geologic 
units are present; 
Class IV if no fossil 
bearing units are 
present 

Class II if fossil 
bearing geologic 
units are present; 
Class IV if no 
fossil bearing 
units are present 

Class II if fossil 
bearing geologic units 
are present; Class IV 
if no fossil bearing 
units are present 

 Class II Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class IV Impacts: No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Population and Housing      

Impact POP-1: Induce substantial 
population growth 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact POP-2: Displace substantial 
numbers of people or existing 
housing, necessitating the 
construction of replacement housing 
elsewhere 

Class IV Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Public Services      

Impact PUB-1: Require new or 
physically altered governmental 
facilities in order to maintain 
acceptable service ratios, response 
times, or to other performance 
objectives for fire, police, or schools 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and HAZ-1b: Require the 
Operator to Conduct an Annual Inventory of Its Well Stimulation 
Equipment and Report of the Aged Infrastructure and Its 
Likelihood of Failure Leading to Spills or Leaks to DOGGR 

Recreation      

Impact REC-1: Result in the physical 
deterioration of recreational 
resources 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact REC-2: Cause disruptions in 
designated recreation areas 

Class II Class II Class II  Sespe: No mitigation required 
Wilmington an Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-
2) 

Risk of Upset/Public and Worker 
Safety 

     

Impact RSK-1: Create a hazard to 
the public or environment through 
crude oil transport and reasonably 
foreseeable accidents and releases 

Class I Class IV Class I  Class I Impacts: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Class IV Impacts: No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact RSK-2: Create a hazard to 
the public, workers, or environment 
through a reasonably foreseeable 
accidental release of hazardous 
materials due to a hose leak or 
connection leak while pumping well 
stimulation treatment fluids 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
 
 

Impact RSK-3: Increase the 
potential for major oil spills due to 
ship groundings and collisions 

Class III Class IV Class IV  No mitigation required 

Impact RSK-4: Create a hazard to 
the public, workers, or environment 
through a reasonably foreseeable 
accidental pressure changes during 
flowback activity caused by blocked 
pump discharge, sudden change in 
downhole condition, or human error 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact RSK-5: Generate risks to 
public safety by causing a 
flammable atmosphere in the 
flowback tank 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact RSK-6: Increase risks to 
public safety by exposing the public 
to accidental hazardous materials 
releases from pipelines 

Class I Class I Class I  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

RSK-7: Expose workers and public 
to hazardous levels of airborne silica 
during the use of proppant 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Surface Water Resources      

Impact SWR-1: Violate water quality 
standards or waste discharge 
requirements, provide substantial 
additional sources of polluted runoff, 
or otherwise substantially degrade 
or diminish surface water quality 

Class II Class II Class II  Wilmington, Inglewood, and Sespe: 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 
SWR-1c: Provide Adequate Flood Protection 

Impact SWR-2: Substantially alter 
the existing drainage pattern of the 
site or area, including through the 
alteration of the course of a stream 
or river, in a manner which would 
result in substantial erosion or 
siltation on- or off-site 

Class II Class II Class II  Wilmington: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and 
mitigation measures in the Baldwin Hills CSD Final EIR (LA 
County, 2008) 
Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and SWR-1d: 
Protect Surface Water 

Impact SWR-3: Substantially 
diminish surface water quantity 

Class II Class II Class II  Wilmington and Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and 
mitigation measures in the Baldwin Hills CSD Final EIR (LA 
County, 2008) 

Impact SWR-4: Create flood hazard 
by substantially altering existing 
drainage patterns, substantially 
increasing the rate or amount of 
surface runoff, impeding or 
redirecting flood flows, or exposing 
people or structures to flooding 

Class II Class II Class II  Wilmington and Sespe: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 
Inglewood: Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) and 
mitigation measures in the Baldwin Hills CSD Final EIR (LA 
County, 2008) 
 

Transportation and Traffic      

Impact TR-1: Generate additional 
truck traffic and disrupt traffic 
operations 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact TR-2: Inadvertently damage 
road rights-of-way 

Class III Class III Class II  Wilmington and Inglewood: No mitigation required 
Sespe: Same as for the project in the City of Fillmore (see Table 
ES-2) 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact TR-3: Cause traffic safety 
hazards for vehicles, bicyclists, and 
pedestrians 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact TR-4: Transport hazardous 
materials 

Class I Class I Class I  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact TR-5: Change air traffic 
patterns 

Class III Class III Class IV  No mitigation required 

Impact TR-6: Temporarily interfere 
with emergency response 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Utilities and Service Systems      

Impact UTL-1: Adversely affect 
utilities and service systems due to 
population growth from Project-
related development 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact UTL-2: Require new or 
expanded electrical or natural gas 
infrastructure 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact UTL-3: Exceed existing 
municipal wastewater treatment 
provider capacities 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Impact UTL-4: Exceed permitted 
solid waste capacity of landfills 

Class II Class II Class II  Same as for the project (see Table ES-2) 

Energy Conservation (Other CEQA Considerations)     

Impact EN-1: Result in substantial 
new energy requirements or energy 
use inefficiencies 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 
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Table ES-3. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Project: Analysis of Specific Oil and Gas Fields 

 
Impact Significance with Mitigation Incorporated, 

 by Oil & Gas Field2 
 

 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Wilmington Inglewood Sespe  Mitigation Measures 

Impact EN-2: Cause an adverse 
effect on local and regional energy 
supplies and requirements for 
additional capacity because of 
inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary 
energy use 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact EN-3: Cause an adverse 
effect on peak and base period 
demands for electricity and other 
forms of energy because of 
inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary 
energy use 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact EN-4: Disrupt compliance 
with existing energy standards 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact EN-5: Cause an adverse 
effect on energy resources because 
of inefficient, wasteful, or 
unnecessary energy use 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

Impact EN-6: Result in inefficient, 
wasteful, or unnecessary 
transportation energy use 

Class III Class III Class III  No mitigation required 

1 - The occurrence of significant and unavoidable impacts (Class I) for some subject areas is contingent on site-specific conditions of where a proposed well stimulation treatment may occur. As 
example, if a proposed well stimulation site’s future environmental review demonstrates that no cultural resources are present, no impacts would occur and no mitigation would be required. 
However, if the site does contain such resources, potential impacts could be either significant and unavoidable (Class I), less than significant with mitigation incorporated (Class II), less than 
significant (Class III) or no impact (Class IV). 

2 - Class I = Significant and Unavoidable Impact; Class II = Less Than Significant Impact With Mitigation Incorporated; Class III = Less Than Significant Impact; Class IV = No Impact. 

N/A - Not applicable to the resource because the Inglewood and Sespe Oil and Gas Fields are located inland. 
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Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts for the Alternatives 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Aesthetics    

Impact AES-1: Substantially adversely 
affect scenic vistas 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class I, II, III and IV (Indirect) 

Class I, II, III for new or expanded terminals 

None available for new or expanded areas 

2 Class III or IV (Direct) 

Class IIII (Indirect) 

None available for new or expanded areas 

3 New well pad: Class I or Class II; 

Existing well pad: Class III 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual 
Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

4 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Existing Fields: No mitigation required 

New Areas: 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

5 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

6 Class III in existing fields 
Class I in new areas 

No mitigation applied 

Impact AES-2: Substantially alter or 
damage scenic resources 
 
 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class I, II, III, and IV (Indirect) 

No mitigation available for new or expanded areas 

2 Class I, II, III, or IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

Class I or II for new or expanded terminals 

No mitigation available for new or expanded areas 

3 New well pad: Class I or Class II; 

Existing well pad: Class III 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual 
Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact AES-2, continued 4 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Existing Fields: No mitigation required 

New Areas: 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual 
Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Offsite Lighting Visibility.  

5 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

6 Class III in existing fields 
Class I in new areas 

No mitigation applied 

Impact AES-3: Substantially degrade the 
existing visual character or quality of a 
site and its surroundings 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class I, II, III, and IV (Indirect) 

No mitigation available for new or expanded areas 

2 Class III or IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

Class I, II, III for new or expanded terminals 

No mitigation available for new or expanded areas 

3 New well pad: Class I or Class II; 

Existing well pad: Class III 

New areas: 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual 
Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

4 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Existing Fields: No mitigation required 

New Areas: 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

5 New well pad: Class I or Class II; 

Existing well pad: Class III 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

6 Class III in existing fields 
Class I in new areas 

No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact AES-4: Create new sources of 
substantial light and glare 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class I, II, III, and IV (Indirect) 

No mitigation available for new or expanded areas 

 2 Class III or IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

Class II for new or expanded terminals 

No mitigation available for new or expanded areas 

 3 New well pad: Class I or Class II; 

Existing well pad: Class III 

AES-1a: Prepare and Implement a Site Plan to Reduce Visual 
Impacts to Sensitive Receptors 

AES-1b: Minimize Lighting Visibility Offsite 

 4 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Existing Fields: No mitigation required 

New Areas: 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

 5 Class III in existing fields 

Class I or II in new areas 

Existing Fields: No mitigation required 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AES-1a and AES-1b 
for new areas) 

 6 Class III in existing fields 
Class I in new areas 

No mitigation applied 

Agricultural and Forestry Resources    

Impact AGF-1: Convert Prime Farmland, 
Unique Farmland, or Farmland of 
statewide Importance (Important 
Farmland), as designated by the 
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring 
Program, to non-agricultural use 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class V and II (Indirect) 

AGF-1a: Minimize Impacts to Important Farmland 

AGF-1b: Develop an Agricultural Resources Protection Plan 

AGF-1c: Compensate for Loss of Important Farmland 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II or V (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a through 
AGF-1c) 

3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a through 
AGF-1c) 

4 Class II on or adjacent to Important Farmland Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a through 
AGF-1c) 

5 Class II on or adjacent to Important Farmland Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a through 
AGF-1c) 

6 Class I on or adjacent to Important Farmland No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact AGF-2: Conflict with existing 
zoning for agricultural use or with 
Williamson Act contracts 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class V and II (Indirect) 

AGF-2a: Ensure Compatibility with Agricultural Zoning 

AGF-2b: Ensure Compatibility with Williamson Act Contracts or 
Terminate Williamson Act Contracts 

 2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II or V (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-2a and 
AGF-2b) 

 3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-2a and 
AGF-2b) 

 4 Class II on land zoned for agricultural use or enrolled 
in Williamson Act contracts 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-2a and 
AGF-2b) 

 5 Class II on land zoned for agricultural use or 
enrolled in Williamson Act contracts 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-2a and 
AGF-2b) 

 6 Class I on land zoned for agricultural use or 
enrolled in Williamson Act contracts 

No mitigation applied 

Impact AGF-3: Conflict with existing 
zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest 
land, timberland, or timberland zoned 
Timberland Production 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class V and II (Indirect) 

AGF-3a: Ensure Compatibility with Forest and Timberland Zoning 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II or V (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-3a)  

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-3a) 

4 Class II on land zoned as forestland, 
timberland, or Timberland Production 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-3a) 

5 Class II on land zoned as forestland, 
timberland, or Timberland Production 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-3a) 

6 Class I on land zoned as forestland, timberland, 
or Timberland Production 

No mitigation applied 

Impact AGF-4: Result in the loss of 
forest land or conversion of forest land to 
non-forest use 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class V and II (Indirect) 

AGF-4a: Minimize Impacts to Forest Land 

AGF-4b: Develop a Forest Land Protection Plan 

AGF-4c: Compensate for Loss of Forest Land 

 2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II or V (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-4a through 
AGF-4c) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact AGF-4, continued 3 Class II on forest land Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-4a through 
AGF-4c) 

 4 Class II on forest land Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-4a through 
AGF-4c) 

 5 Class II on forest land Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-4a through 
AGF-4c) 

 6 Class I on forest land No mitigation applied 

Impact AGF-5: Directly or indirectly 
impair the use of agricultural land or 
forest land 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class V and II (Indirect) 

AGF-1a: Minimize Impacts to Important Farmland 

AGF-1b: Develop an Agricultural Resources Protection Plan 

AGF-4a: Minimize Impacts to Forest Land 

AGF-4b: Develop a Forest Land Protection Plan 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate 
Protection Against Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and 
Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New 
Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

 2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II or V (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a, AGF-1b, 
AGF-4a, AGF-4b, AQ-2c, BIOT-2a, HAZ-1a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, 
SWR-2a, SWR-3a, TR-1a) 

 3 Class II for well stimulation activities on or within 
1,500 feet of agricultural or forest land 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a, AGF-1b, 
AGF-4a, AGF-4b, AQ-2c, BIOT-2a, HAZ-1a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, 
SWR-2a, SWR-3a, TR-1a) 

 4 Class II for well stimulation activities on or within 
1,500 feet of agricultural or forest land 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a, AGF-1b, 
AGF-4a, AGF-4b, AQ-2c, BIOT-2a, HAZ-1a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, 
SWR-2a, SWR-3a, TR-1a) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact AGF-5, continued 5 Class II for well stimulation activities on or within 
1,500 feet of agricultural or forest land 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AGF-1a, AGF-1b, 
AGF-4a, AGF-4b, AQ-2c, BIOT-2a, HAZ-1a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, 
SWR-2a, SWR-3a, TR-1a) 

 6 Class I for well stimulation activities on or within 
1,500 feet of agricultural or forest land 

No mitigation applied 

Air Quality    

Impact AQ-1: Conflict with or obstruct 
implementation of an applicable air 
quality plan 

1 Class I (Indirect) AQ-1a: Improve Air Quality Planning Inventories and Local Control 
Measures 

2 Class I (Indirect) AQ-1a: Improve Air Quality Planning Inventories and Local Control 
Measures 

AQ-1b: Improve the Methodologies and Emission Factors Used in 
Inventory Development 

3 Class I (Statewide) 

Class III (in SCAQMD) 

 Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (AQ-1a and AQ-1b) 

4 Class I (Statewide) 

Class III (in SCAQMD) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (AQ-1a and AQ-1b) 

5 Class I (Statewide) 

Class III (in SCAQMD) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (AQ-1a and AQ-1b) 

6 Class I (Statewide) 

Class III (in SCAQMD) 

No mitigation applied 

Impact AQ-2: Increase criteria pollutants 
or precursor pollutants to levels that 
violate an air quality standard or 
contribute substantially to an existing or 
projected air quality violation 

1 Class I (Indirect) AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

2 Class I (Indirect) AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

 3 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (AQ-2a through 
AQ-2c)  
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact AQ-2, continued 4 Class I (Indirect) Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 ( AQ-2a through 
AQ-2c)  

 5 Class I (Indirect) Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 ( AQ-2a through 
AQ-2c)  

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact AQ-3: Expose sensitive receptors 
to substantial pollutant concentrations 

1 Class I (Indirect) AQ-3a: Comply with Local Air District Protocols Relating to the Preparation 
of a Health Risk Assessment and Implement Emission Controls 

AQ-3b: Avoid Unnecessary Exposure to Air Pollutants by 
Improving Local Land Use Compatibility.  

2 Class I (Indirect) Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-3a and AQ-3b) 

3 Class I  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-3a and AQ-3b) 

4 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-3a and AQ-3b) 

5 Class II (Indirect) Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-3a and AQ-3b) 

6 Class I  No mitigation applied 

Impact AQ-4: Create objectionable odors 
affecting a substantial number of people 

1 Class I (Indirect) AQ-4a: Prepare and Implement an Odor Minimization Plan 

AQ-4b: Avoid Unnecessary Exposure to Odors by Improving Local 
Land Use Compatibility. 

2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-4a and AQ-4b) 

3 Class I (Indirect) Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-4a) 

4 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-4a and AQ-4b) 

5 Class I (Indirect) Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-4a and AQ-4b) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 
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Biological Resources: Terrestrial Environment   

Impact BIOT-1: Substantially reduce the 
habitat of a fish or wildlife species 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and Fish and 
Wildlife Habitat 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace of Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

 2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, SWR-1a, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 3 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, SWR-1a, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, SWR-1a, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 5 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, SWR-1a, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact BIOT-2: Cause a fish or wildlife 
population to drop below self-sustaining 
levels 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish and 
Wildlife 

BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 

BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts 
to Fish and Wildlife Movement 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective 
Cement Well Seals and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New 
Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 
HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate 
Protection Against Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and 
Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 
SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, GW-4a, GW-4b, HAZ-1a, 
SWR-1a, SWR-2a) 

3 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, GW-4a, GW-4b, HAZ-1a, 
SWR-1a, SWR-2a) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, GW-4a, GW-4b, HAZ-1a, 
SWR-1a, SWR-2a) 

5 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, GW-4a, GW-4b, HAZ-1a, 
SWR-1a, SWR-2a) 

6 Class I or III No mitigation applied 
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Impact BIOT-3: Substantially reduce the 
number or restrict the range of an 
endangered, rare, or threatened species 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish 
and Wildlife 

BIOT-3b: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Plants 

BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 

BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts 
to Fish and Wildlife Movement 
AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

 2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, AQ-2c, SWR-1a) 

 3 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, AQ-2c, SWR-1a) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-3b, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, AQ-2c, SWR-1a) 

 5 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a, AQ-2c, SWR-1a) 

 6 Class I or III No mitigation applied 

Impact BIOT-4: Have a substantial 
adverse effect, either directly or through 
habitat modifications, on any species 
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or 
special-status species in local or regional 
plans, policies, or regulations, or by 
CDFW or USFWS 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish 
and Wildlife 

BIOT-3b: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Plants 

BIOT-4a Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to all Species Identified as 
a Candidate, Sensitive, or Special-Status Species in Local or 
Regional Plans, Policies, or Regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS 

BIOT-4b: Minimize Impacts to Protected Birds 

BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts 
to Fish and Wildlife Movement 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact BIOT-4, continued 2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIO-3b, BIOT-4a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a) 

 3 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIO-3b, BIOT-4a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1(BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIO-3b, BIOT-4a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a) 

 5 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1b, BIOT-1c, 
BIOT-2a, BIOT-3a, BIO-3b, BIOT-4a, BIOT-4b, BIOT-7a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact BIOT-5: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on any riparian habitat or 
other sensitive natural community 
identified in local or regional plans, 
policies, regulations, or by CDFW or 
USFWS 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and Fish and 
Wildlife Habitat 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

AQ-2c: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 
GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective 
Cement Well Seals and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 
GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New 
Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability 

 2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, GW-4a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, 
SWR-3a) 

 3 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, GW-4a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, 
SWR-3a) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, GW-4a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, 
SWR-3a) 
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Impact BIOT-5, continued 5 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, AQ-2c, GW-4a, GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b. SWR-2a, 
SWR-3a) 

 6 Class I or III No mitigation applied 

Impact BIOT-6: Have a substantial 
adverse effect on federally protected 
wetlands as defined by Section 404, of 
the Clean Water Act (including, but not 
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, 
etc.) through direct removal, filling, 
hydrological interruption, or other means 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-1a: Evaluate Impacts to Native Vegetation and Fish and 
Wildlife Habitat 

BIOT-1b: Minimize Impacts to Native Vegetation and Habitat 

BIOT-1c: Replace or Offset Loss of Sensitive Habitat 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

BIOT-3a: Minimize and Mitigate Impacts to Special-status Fish 
and Wildlife 

BIOT-6a: Protect Jurisdictional Waters 

GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 

GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 

GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective 
Cement Well Seals and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 

GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New 
Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water Availability  

 2 Class I  Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, BIOT-2a, BIO-3a, BIOT-6a, GW-1a, GW-1b, GW-4a, 
GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 3 Class I, II or III Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, BIOT-2a, BIO-3a, BIOT-6a, GW-1a, GW-1b, GW-4a, 
GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, BIOT-2a, BIO-3a, BIOT-6a, GW-1a, GW-1b, GW-4a, 
GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact BIOT-6, continued 5 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-1a, BIOT-1b, 
BIOT-1c, BIOT-2a, BIO-3a, BIOT-6a, GW-1a, GW-1b, GW-4a, 
GW-4b, SWR-1a, SWR-1b, SWR-2a, SWR-3a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact BIOT-7: Interfere substantially 
with the movement of any native resident 
or migratory fish or wildlife species or with 
established native resident or migratory 
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of 
native wildlife nursery sites 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

 BIOT-7a: Prevent or Mitigate Habitat Fragmentation and Impacts 
to Fish and Wildlife Movement 

2 Class I  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-7a) 

3 Class II or III Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-7a) 

4 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-7a) 

5 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-7a) 

6 Class I or III No mitigation applied 

Impact BIOT-8: Conflict with any local 
policies or ordinances protecting 
biological resources, such as a tree 
preservation policy or ordinance 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-8a: Coordinate with Local Agencies and Jurisdictions 
Regarding Local Policies and Conservation Plans 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-8a) 

3 Class II or III Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-8a) 

4 Class II  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-8a) 

5 Class II  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-8a) 

6 Class I or III No mitigation applied 

Impact BIOT-9: Conflict with the 
provisions of an adopted Habitat 
Conservation Plan, Natural Community 
Conservation Plan, or other approved 
local, regional, or state habitat 
conservation plan 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

BIOT-9a: Coordinate with CDFW, USFWS, and Permittees 
Regarding NCCPs, HCPs, and Other Conservation Plans 

 2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-9a) 

 3 Class II or III Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-9a) 

 4 Class II  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-9a) 

 5 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (BIOT-9a) 

 6 Class I or III No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact BIOT-10: Contribute to global 
climate change and consequent impacts 
to biodiversity 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

AQ-2a: Reduce Emissions from Well Stimulation Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas 

GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM) Strategies 

GHG-2a: Require Applicant to Enter into Mitigation Programs or 
Agreements for GHG Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from 
ARB’s Cap and Trade Program  

2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-2a, AQ-2b, 
GHG-1a, GHG-1b, GHG-2a) 

3 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-2a, AQ-2b, 
GHG-1a, GHG-1b, GHG-2a) 

4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-2a, AQ-2b, 
GHG-1a, GHG-1b, GHG-2a) 

5 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (AQ-2a, AQ-2b, 
GHG-1a, GHG-1b, GHG-2a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Biological Resources: Coastal and Marine Environment 

Impact BIOCM-1: Substantially affect 
rare, threatened, or endangered 
coastal/marine species or their habitat 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Impact BIOCM-2: Interfere with migration 
or movement of coastal/marine fish or 
wildlife 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 
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Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts for the Alternatives 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact BIOCM-3: Result in substantial 
loss or alteration of coastal/marine habitat 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Impact BIOCM-4: Substantially disrupt or 
affect local coastal/marine biological 
communities or habitats 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Coastal Processes and Marine Water Quality   

Impact CPMWQ-1: Change marine water 
chemical composition with respect to known 
hazardous substances; or the measured 
water temperature, salinity, conductivity, 
or turbidity 

1 Class II CPMWQ-1a: Protect Marine Water Quality 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (CPMWQ-1a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (CPMWQ-1a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact CPMWQ-2: Change the velocity 
or direction of ocean currents 

1 Class II CPMWQ-2a: Prepare and Implement Marine Current Plan 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (CPMWQ-2a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (CPMWQ-2a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact CPMWQ-3: Change the velocity 
or direction of coastal and ocean winds 

1 Class III No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact CPMWQ-4: Change the direction, 
size, or period of ocean waves  

1 Class IV No mitigation required 

2 Class IV No mitigation required 

5 Class IV No mitigation required 

6 Class IV No mitigation required 

Impact CPMWQ-5: Increase the risk of a 
tsunami 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 
No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Commercial and Recreational Fishing    

Impact CRF-1: Cause long-term 
exclusion of important commercial and 
recreational fishing areas 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation applied 

Impact CRF-2: Result in substantial 
economic losses to local commercial and 
recreational fishing industries 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Cultural Resources    

Impact CUL-1: Affect historic-era 
archaeological and built-environment 
resources 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

CUL-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Cultural Resources. 

CUL-1b: Complete Native American Coordination. 

CUL-1c: Prepare and Implement Cultural Resources Management 
and Treatment Plan. 

CUL-1d: Prepare Plan for the Inadvertent Discovery of Human 
Remains. 

CUL-1e: Provide Cultural Resources Specialist with the Authority 
to Halt Earth Disturbing Activities. 

CUL-1f: Conduct a Cultural Resources Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program. 

CUL-1g: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for Cultural Resources. 

CUL-1h: Provide Native American Monitors during Earth 
Disturbing Activities. 

CUL-1i: Prepare Cultural Resources Documents for the Monitoring 
of Earth Disturbing Activities. 

CUL-1j: Curate all Discovered Cultural Resources Associated with 
Earth Disturbing Activities 

 2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 3 Class I or II if cultural landscapes are present; 

Class III or Class IV if cultural landscapes are 
not considered significant or are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 4 Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment 
resources are present; 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are 
not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 5 Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment 
resources are present; 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are 
not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact CUL-1, continued 6 Class I if historic or built-environment resources are 
present 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are not 
present 

No mitigation applied 

Impact CUL-2: Affect prehistoric 
resources 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 
Same mitigations as applied to Impact CUL-1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 3 Class I or II if cultural landscapes are present; 

Class III or Class IV if cultural landscapes are 
not considered significant or are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1 (CUL-1a 
through CUL-1j) 

 4 Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment resources 
are present; 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment resources 
are not considered significant or are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 5 Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment 
resources are present; 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are 
not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 6 Class I if prehistoric resources are present 

Class III or Class IV if prehistoric resources are 
not considered significant or are not present 

No mitigation applied 

Impact CUL-3: Disturb human remains 
or cultural items, including funerary 
objects, sacred objects, and objects of 
cultural patrimony 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Impact CUL-1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact CUL-3, continued 3 Class I or II if human remains or cultural items 
are present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural items are not 
considered significant or are not present 

Class IV if human remains are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 4 Class I or II if human remains or cultural items 
are present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural items are not 
considered significant or are not present 

Class IV if human remains are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1(CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 5 Class I or Class II if historic or built-environment 
resources are present; 

Class III or Class IV if historic or built-environment 
resources are not considered significant or are 
not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 6 Class I if human remains or cultural items are 
present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural items are not 
considered significant or are not present 

Class IV if human remains are not present 

No mitigation applied 

Impact CUL-4: Affect cultural landscapes 1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Impact CUL-1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

3 Class I or II if cultural landscapes are present; 

Class III or Class IV if cultural landscapes are 
not considered significant or are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 4 Class I if cultural landscapes are present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural landscapes are 
not considered significant or are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact CUL-4, continued 5 Class I if cultural landscapes are present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural landscapes are 
not considered significant or are not present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (CUL-1a through 
CUL-1j) 

 6 Class I if cultural landscapes are present 

Class III or Class IV if cultural landscapes are 
not considered significant or are not present 

No mitigation applied 

Environmental Justice    

Impact EJ-1: Significant impacts would 
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations 

1 Unknown, possibly Class I (Indirect) EJ-1a: Track Characteristics of Affected Populations in the 
Vicinity of Well Stimulation Treatments 

2 Unknown, possibly Class I (Indirect) Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (EJ-1a) 

3 Unknown, possibly Class I (Indirect) Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (EJ-1a) 

4 Unknown, possibly Class I  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (EJ-1a) 

5 Unknown, possibly Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (EJ-1a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources    

Impact GEO-1: Expose people or 
structures to potential substantial adverse 
effects as a result of rupture of a known 
fault, seismically induced groundshaking, 
and/or ground failure 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

GEO-1a: Avoid Active Faults if Necessary 

GEO-1b: Implement an Appropriate Setback if Necessary 

GEO-1e: Include an Earthquake Response Plan within the Spill 
Contingency Plan 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (GEO-1a, GEO-1b, 
GEO-1e) 

3 Class II GEO-1a: Avoid Active Faults if Necessary 

GEO-1b: Implement an Appropriate Setback if Necessary 

GEO-1d: Conduct Ground Monitoring 

GEO-1e: Include an Earthquake Response Plan with the Spill 
Contingency Plan 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact GEO-1, continued 4 Class II GEO-1a: Avoid Active Faults if Necessary 

GEO-1b: Implement an Appropriate Setback if Necessary 

GEO-1c: Implement Industry Accepted Practices 

GEO-1d: Conduct Ground Monitoring 

GEO-1e: Include an Earthquake Response Plan within the Spill 
Contingency Plan 

5 Class II GEO-1b: Implement Appropriate Setback 

GEO-1c: Implement Industry Accepted Practices 

GEO-1d: Conduct Ground Monitoring 

GEO-1e: Include an Earthquake Response Plan with the Spill 
Contingency Plan 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GEO-2: Result in substantial soil 
erosion or the loss of topsoil 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

 2 Class IV outside of existing fields (Direct) 

Class II within existing fields (Indirect) 

Class III (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-1a) 

 3 Class II No mitigation required 

 4 Class III SWR 1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

SWR 2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan  

 5 Class III Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 4 (SWR-1a and SWR-2a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GEO-3: Be located on a geologic 
unit or soil that is unstable and result in 
on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, 
subsidence or collapse 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

GEO-3a: Prepare Geotechnical Report if Necessary 

2 Class IV outside of existing fields (Direct) 

Class II within existing fields (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GEO-3a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GEO-3a) 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact GEO-3, continued 4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GEO-3a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GEO-3a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GEO-4: Be located on expansive 
soil creating substantial risks to life or 
property 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class IV outside of existing fields (Direct) 

Class III within existing fields (Indirect) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Impact GEO-5: Have soils incapable of 
adequately supporting the use of septic 
tanks or alternative wastewater disposal 
systems 

1 Class IV No mitigation required 

2 Class IV No mitigation required 

3 Class IV No mitigation required 

4 Class IV No mitigation required 

5 Class IV No mitigation required 

6 Class IV No mitigation required 

Impact GEO-6: Result in the loss of 
availability of known mineral resource, 
loss of a locally important mineral 
resource recovery site delineated on a 
local general plan, specific plan or other 
land use plan 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (loss of fossil fuels) Indirect) 

Class III (loss of non-fuel resources) (Indirect) 

No mitigation proposed 

2 Class IV (loss of non-fuel resources) (Direct) 

Class I (loss of fossil fuels) (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation proposed 

3 Class III in most instances; Class I in some 
instances 

No mitigation proposed 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact GEO-6, continued 4 Class III in most instances; Class I in some 
instances 

No mitigation proposed 

5 Class III in most instances; Class I in some 
instances 

No mitigation proposed 

6 Class I or III No mitigation proposed 

Impact GEO-7: Cause an induced 
seismic event including ground shaking 
and ground failure 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions    

Impact GHG-1: Generate greenhouse 
gas emissions that may have a significant 
impact on the environment 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I (Indirect) 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas  

 2 Class I GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas 

GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) Strategies 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and 
Carbon Dioxide 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact GHG-1, continued 3 Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas 

GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) Strategies 

GHG 1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and 
Carbon Dioxide 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 3 (AQ-2a, AQ-2b, 
GHG-1a, GHG-1b, GHG-1c) 

 5 Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas 

GHG-1b: Reduce Emissions by Implementing Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) Strategies. 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and 
Carbon Dioxide 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GHG-2: Conflict with an 
applicable plan, policy or regulation 
adopted for the purpose of reducing the 
emissions of greenhouse gases 

1 Class I AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact GHG-2, continued 2 Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-1a: Prevent Methane Emissions from Associated Gas and 
Casinghead Gas 

GHG-2a: Require Applicant to Enter into Mitigation Programs or 
Agreements for GHG Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from 
ARB’s Cap and Trade Program  

 3 Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-2a: Require Applicant to Enter into Mitigation Programs or 
Agreements for GHG Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from 
ARB’s Cap and Trade Program 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and 
Carbon Dioxide 

 4 Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and 
Carbon Dioxide 
GHG-2a: Require Applicant Enter into Mitigation Programs or 
Agreements for GHG Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from 
ARB’s Cap and Trade Program 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact GHG-2, continued 5 Class I AQ-2a: Reduce Hydrocarbon Emissions from Well Stimulation 
Treatments. 

AQ-2b: Reduce Emissions from Portable Equipment and Mobile 
Sources. 

GHG-1c: Detect and Quantify Fugitive and Vented Methane and 
Carbon Dioxide 

GHG 2a: Require Applicant Enter into Mitigation Programs or 
Agreements for GHG Emissions not Covered by or Exempt from 
ARB’s Cap and Trade Program 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials    

Impact HAZ-1: Hazardous materials 
associated with well stimulation fluids could be 
released to the environment from a spill or leak 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class I and III (Indirect) 

No mitigation available 

2 Class II HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate 
Protection Against Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and 
Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (HAZ-1a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (HAZ-1a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (HAZ-1a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Groundwater Resources    

Impact GW-1: Cause or contribute to 
overdraft conditions in critically impacted 
groundwater basins 

1 Class II (federal lands), III, and IV GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

GW-1a: Use Alternative Water Sources to the Extent Feasible 

GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 

3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (GW-1a, GW-1b) 

4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (GW-1a, GW-1b) 

5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (GW-1a, GW-1b) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 
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Impact GW-2: Lower groundwater levels 
through pumping, resulting in subsidence or 
impacts to nearby water wells 

1 Class II (federal lands), III, and IV GW-1b: Minimize Groundwater Impacts 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-1b) 

 3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-1b) 

 4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-2a) 

 5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-2a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GW-3: Water quality in the Protected 
Water zone is adversely affected through 
surface spill or leak during well stimulation 
treatment 

1 Class II (federal lands) HAZ-1a: Ensure that Spill Contingency Plan Provides Adequate 
Protection Against Leaks or Discharges of Dangerous Fluids and 
Other Potentially Dangerous Materials 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (HAZ-1a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (HAZ-1a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (HAZ-1a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (HAZ-1a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GW-4: Non-existent or ineffective 
well seals in annular space resulting in 
migration of fluids 

1 Class II (federal lands) and IV GW-4a: Demonstrate that Wells within the ADSA Have Effective 
Cement Well Seals and Monitor Wells during Well Stimulation 
Treatment 

GW-4b: Install a Well Seal Across Protected Groundwater for New 
Wells Subject to Well Stimulation Treatments 

GW-4c: Install Methane Sensors on Wells Subject to Well 
Stimulation Treatments. 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-4a through 
GW-4c) 

3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-4a through 
GW-4c) 
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Impact GW-4, continued 4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-4a through 
GW-4c) 

5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-4a through 
GW-4c) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GW-5: Fluids introduced to Protected 
Water through damaged or improperly 
abandoned wells within area of influence of 
new well. 

1 Class II (federal lands) and IV GW-5a: Conduct Surface Geophysical Surveys or Apply Other 
Field Methods to Locate Improperly Abandoned Wells and Mitigate 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-5a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-5a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-5a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-5a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GW-6: Improper disposal of 
flowback in injection wells could potentially 
impact groundwater quality 

1 Class II (federal lands) and IV GW-6a: Require Wastewater Disposal Wells to Inject Only into 
Exempted Aquifers to Protect Groundwater 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-6a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-6a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-6a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-6a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact GW-7: Inability to identify specific 
impacts to groundwater quality from well 
stimulation activities 

1 Class II (federal lands) and IV GW-7a: Add a Tracer to Well Stimulation Fluids or Develop a 
Reasonable Method to Distinguish These Fluids in the Environment 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-7a) 

 3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-7a) 

 4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-7a) 
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Impact GW-7, continued 5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (GW-7a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Land Use and Planning    

LU-1: Preclude existing or permitted land 
uses, or create a disturbance that would 
diminish the function of land uses 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I or III(Indirect) 

(No mitigation available for impacts associated with Risk of 
Upset/Public and Worker Safety) 

2 Class I (No mitigation for impacts associated with Risk of Upset/Public 
and Worker Safety) 

 3 Class I (No mitigation available for impacts associated with Risk of 
Upset/Public and Worker Safety) 

 4 Class I (No mitigation available for impacts associated with Risk of 
Upset/Public and Worker Safety) 

 5 Class I (No mitigation available for impacts associated with Risk of 
Upset/Public and Worker Safety) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact LU-2: Physically divide an 
established community 

1 Class IV No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Impact LU-3: Conflict with applicable 
land use plans, policies, programs, 
ordinances or other land use regulations 
of agencies with jurisdiction over a project 
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or 
mitigating an environmental effect 

1 Class IV No mitigation required 

2 Class II (PRC Section 1783.2 requiring “Neighbor Notification”) 
(All mitigation measures prescribed in this EIR) 

3 Class II (PRC Section 1783.2 requiring “Neighbor Notification”) 
(All mitigation measures prescribed in this EIR) 

4 Class II (PRC Section 1783.2 requiring “Neighbor Notification”) 
(All mitigation measures prescribed in this EIR) 
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Impact LU-3, continued 5 Class II (PRC Section 1783.2 requiring “Neighbor Notification”) 
(All mitigation measures prescribed in this EIR) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Noise and Vibration    

Impact NOI-1: Cause exposure of persons 
to or generation of excessive noise levels 
or a substantial increase in ambient noise 
levels 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class II (federal lands) and V (Indirect) 

NOI-1a: Control Noise Levels near Sensitive Land Uses 

NOI-1b: Control Noise Levels from Well Drilling Near Noise Sensitive 
Land Uses 

2 Class II (Direct) 

Class II to Class IV (Indirect) 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 ( NOI-1a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 ( NOI-1a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 ( NOI-1a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 ( NOI-1a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact NOI-2: Cause exposure of 
persons to or generation of excessive 
groundborne vibration 

1 Class IV and V (Direct) 

Class II and V (Indirect) 

Mitigation may be required if new infrastructure is closer to noise 
sensitive receivers 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class I to IV (Indirect) 

Mitigation may be required if new infrastructure is closer to noise 
sensitive receivers 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation applied 
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Paleontological Resources    

Impact PALEO-1: Well stimulation 
treatments would destroy or disturb 
surface or near-surface significant 
paleontological resources 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

PALEO-1a: Require Information and Evaluate Paleontological 
Resources 

PALEO-1b: Develop Paleontological Resource Mitigation Plan 

PALEO-1c: Retain Qualified Paleontological Resources Staff 

PALEO-1d: Conduct a Paleontological Resources Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program 

PALEO-1e: Monitor Earth Disturbing Activities for 
Paleontological Resources 

PALEO-1f: Provide Qualified Paleontological Resources Monitor 
with Authority to Halt Earth Disturbing Activities 

PALEO-1g: Prepare Paleontological Resources Report for the 
Monitoring of Earth Disturbing Activities 

 PALEO-1h: Curate all Discovered Paleontological Resources 
Associated with Earth Disturbing Activities 

2 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (PALEO-1a through 
PALEO-1h) 

3 Class II if fossil bearing geologic units are 
present 

Class IV if no fossil bearing units are present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (PALEO-1a through 
PALEO-1h) 

4 Class II if fossil bearing geologic units are 
present 

Class IV if no fossil bearing units are present 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (PALEO-1a through 
PALEO-1h) 

5 Class II if fossil bearing geologic units are 
present 

Class IV if no fossil bearing units are present 

Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (PALEO-1a through 
PALEO-1h) 

6 Class I if fossil bearing geologic units are present No mitigation applied 

Population and Housing    

Impact POP-1: Induce substantial 
population growth 

1 Class III  No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

 3 Class III No mitigation required 
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Impact POP-1, continued 4 Class III No mitigation required 

 5 Class III No mitigation required 

 6 Class III No mitigation applied 

Impact POP-2: Displace substantial 
numbers of people or existing housing, 
necessitating the construction of 
replacement housing elsewhere 

1 Class III  No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Public Services    

Impact PUB-1: Require new or physically 
altered governmental facilities in order to 
maintain acceptable service ratios, 
response times, or to other performance 
objectives for fire, police, or schools 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

PUB-1a: Assess Public Service Ratios and Ensure Adequate 
Compensation 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (PUB-1a)  

3 Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields 
where 10 or more wells are drilled by a single 
applicant within 1 square mile; 

Otherwise, Class III 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (PUB-1a) 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

4 Class II  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (PUB-1a) 

5 Class II  Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (PUB-1a) 

6 Class I for Increased Need for Fire or Police 
Services Due to Project Activities 

Class III for Increased Need for Public Services 
Due to Population Growth 

No mitigation applied 
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Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Recreation    

REC-1: Result in the physical 
deterioration of recreational resources 

1 Class IV No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation applied 

Impact REC-2: Cause disruptions in 
designated recreation areas 

1 Class IV No mitigation required 

2 Class II REC-2a: Coordinate Well Stimulation Treatment Schedule with 
Managing Officer(s) for Affected Recreation Areas 

REC-2b: Provide Noticing of Closures and Identify Alternative 
Recreation Areas 

3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (REC-2a and REC-2b) 

4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (REC-2a and REC-2b) 

5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (REC-2a and REC-2b) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Risk of Upset/Public and Worker Safety   

Impact RSK-1: Create a hazard to the 
public or environment through crude oil 
transport and reasonably foreseeable 
accidents and releases 

1 Class I RSK-1a: Increase the Number of CPUC Rail Inspectors 

RSK-1b: Expedite the Phase-out of Older Tank Cars 

RSK-1c: Implement New Accident Prevention Technology 

RSK-1d: Monitor and Enforce New Speed Limits 

RSK-1e: Monitor the Implementation of Trackside Safety 
Technology 

RSK-1f: Improve Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Programs 

RSK-1g: Provide Real-Time Shipment Information to Emergency 
Responders 

RSK-1h: Provide Additional Accident and Injury Data to the State 
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Impact RSK-1, continued 2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-1a through 
RSK-1h) 

 3 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-1a through 
RSK-1h) 

 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-1a through 
RSK-1h) 

 5 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-1a through 
RSK-1h) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact RSK-2: Create a hazard to the 
public, workers, or environment through a 
reasonably foreseeable accidental 
release of hazardous materials due to a 
hose leak or connection leak while 
pumping well stimulation treatment fluids 

1 Class II RSK-2a: Reduce the Inventory/Volumes Handled with the 
Hazardous Chemicals 

RSK-2b: Conduct a Facility Siting Study or a Quantitative Risk 
Assessment 

RSK-2c: Ensure Mechanical Integrity Through Compliance with 
Regulation 

 2 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-2a through 
RSK-2c) 

 3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-2a through 
RSK-2c) 

 4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-2a through 
RSK-2c) 

 5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-2a through 
RSK-2c) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact RSK-3: Substantially increase the 
potential for major oil spills due to ship 
groundings and collisions 

1 Class III No mitigation required 

2 Class III No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation applied 
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Impact RSK-4: Create a hazard to the 
public, workers, or environment through 
reasonably foreseeable accidental 
pressure changes during flowback activity 
caused by blocked pump discharge, 
sudden change in downhole condition, or 
human error 

1 Class II RSK-4a: Conduct a Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) Followed by 
a Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) to Ensure Installation of 
Proper Safety Interlocks 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-4a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-4a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-4a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-4a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact RSK-5: Generate risks to public 
safety by causing a flammable 
atmosphere in the flowback tank 

1 Class II RSK-5a: Prepare and Implement the Procedures to Avoid Pump 
Cavitation during all Well Stimulation Activities 

RSK-5b: Verify the Need of Installation of Flame Arresters on the 
Tank Vents 

RSK-5c: Prepare and Implement a Control of Ignition Sources Plan 

2 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-5a through 
RSK-5c) 

3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-5a through 
RSK-5c) 

 4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-5a through 
RSK-5c) 

5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-5a through 
RSK-5c) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact RSK-6: Increase risks to public 
safety by exposing the public to 
accidental crude oil or produced gas 
releases from pipelines 

1 Class I RSK-6a: Increase Inspection of Mechanical Integrity 
RSK-6b: Improve Leak Detection Capability 
RSK-6c: Reduce Mainline Valve Spacing 

 2 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-6a through 
RSK-6c) 

 3 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-6a through 
RSK-6c) 
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Impact RSK-6, continued 4 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-6a through 
RSK-6c) 

 5 Class I Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-6a through 
RSK-6c) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact RSK-7: Expose workers and 
public to hazardous levels of airborne 
silica during the use of proppant 

1 Class II RSK-7a: Use Alternative Proppant (e.g., Sintered Bauxite, 
Ceramics, Resins) or Use Alternative Proppant Delivery System 

RSK-7b: Reduce Emissions from Dust-Causing Activities 

2 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-7a and 
RSK-7b) 

3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-7a and 
RSK-7b) 

 4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-7a and 
RSK-7b) 

5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (RSK-7a and 
RSK-7b) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Surface Water Resources    

Impact SWR-1: Violate water quality 
standards or waste discharge 
requirements, provide substantial 
additional sources of polluted runoff, or 
otherwise substantially degrade or 
diminish surface water quality 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (federal lands) and III (Indirect) 

SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-1c: Provide Adequate Flood Protection 

SWR-1d: Protect Surface Water Reservoirs 

BIOT-2a: Prevent Hazards to Fish and Wildlife 

2 Class II SWR-1a: Require Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
SWR-1b: Surface Water Protection 

SWR-1c: Provide Adequate Flood Protection 

SWR-1d: Protect Surface Water Reservoirs 

 3 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (SWR-1a through 
SWR-1d) 
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Impact SWR-1, continued 4 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-1a through 
SWR-1d, BIOT-2a) 

 5 Class II Same mitigations as applied to Alternative 2 (SWR-1a through 
SWR-1d, BIOT-2a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact SWR-2: Substantially alter the 
existing drainage pattern of the site or 
area, including through the alteration of 
the course of a stream or river, in a 
manner which would result in substantial 
erosion or siltation on- or off-site 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (federal lands) and IV (Indirect) 

SWR-2a: Implement Erosion Control Plan 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-2a) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-2a) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-2a) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-2a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact SWR-3: Substantially diminish 
surface water quantity 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (federal lands) and IV (Indirect) 

SWR-3a: Ensure Adequate Water  

 2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-3a) 

 3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-3a) 

 4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-3a) 

 5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-3a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact SWR-4: Create flood hazard by 
substantially altering existing drainage 
patterns, substantially increasing the rate 
or amount of surface runoff, impeding or 
redirecting flood flows, or exposing 
people or structures to flooding 

1 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (federal lands) and IV (Indirect) 

SWR-1c: Provide Adequate Flood Protection 

2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-1c) 

3 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-1c) 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-1c) 

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (SWR-1c) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 
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Transportation and Traffic    

Impact TR-1: Generate additional truck 
traffic and disrupt traffic operations 

1 Class V (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

 2 Class I (transport of hazardous materials) or V No mitigation available 

 3 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

 4 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 3 (TR-1a) 

 5 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 3 (TR-1a) 

 6 Class I outside of existing fields in Study 
Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are drilled 
by a single applicant within one square mile 

Class III in existing fields and Study Region 6 

No mitigation applied 

Impact TR-2: Inadvertently damage road 
rights-of-way 

1 Class V (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

TR-2a: Repair Roadway Damage 

 2 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (TR-2a) 

 3 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (TR-2a) 
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Impact TR-2, continued 4 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (TR-2a) 

 5 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 1 (TR-2a) 

 6 Class I (as above for TR-1) 

Class III (as above for TR-1) 

No mitigation applied 

Impact TR-3: Cause traffic safety hazards 
for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians 

1 Class V (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

 2 Class III No mitigation required 

 3 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

 4 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 3 (TR-1a) 

 5 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 3 (TR-1a) 

 6 Class I outside of existing fields in Study Regions 
1-55 where 10 or more wells are drilled by a 
single applicant within one square mile 

Class III in existing fields and Study Region 6 

No mitigation applied 
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Impact TR-4: Transport hazardous 
materials 

1 Class I No mitigation available 

2 Class I TR-4a: Know Spill Prevention Measures 

3 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (TR-4a)  

4 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (TR-4a) 

5 Class I Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (TR-4a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact TR-5: Change air traffic patterns 1 Class V (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

 2 Class III No mitigation required 

 3 Class IV if no airports are nearby 

Class III if FAA notification under 14 CFR 77 is 
required 

No mitigation required 

 4 Class IV if no airports are nearby 

Class III if FAA notification under 14 CFR 77 is 
required 

No mitigation required 

 5 Class IV if no airports are nearby 

Class III if FAA notification under 14 CFR 77 is 
required 

No mitigation required 

 6 Class IV if no airports are nearby No mitigation applied 

Impact TR-6: Temporarily interfere with 
emergency response 

1 Class V (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

 2 Class III No mitigation required 

 3 Class II PUB-1a: Assess Public Service Ratios and Ensure Adequate 
Compensation 

 4 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II in Study Regions 1-5 outside of existing 
oil and gas fields where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

TR-1a: Prepare Traffic Plan 

TR-2a: Repair Roadway Damage 

TR-4a: Know Spill Prevention Measures 
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Impact TR-6, continued 5 Class III for Project activities in Study Region 6 
and for existing fields; 

Class II outside of existing oil and gas fields in 
Study Regions 1-5 where 10 or more wells are 
drilled by a single applicant within 1 square mile 

Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 4 (TR-1a, TR-2a, TR-
4a) 

 6 Class I (as above for TR-1) 

Class III 

No mitigation applied 

Utilities and Service Systems    

Impact UTL-1: Adversely affect utilities 
and service systems due to population 
growth from Project-related development 

1 Class III  No mitigation required 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

 3 Class II PUB-1a: Assess Public Service Ratios and Ensure Adequate 
Compensation 

 4 Class III No mitigation required 

 5 Class III No mitigation required 

 6 Class III No mitigation required 

Impact UTL-2: Require new or expanded 
electrical or natural gas infrastructure 

1 Class III  No mitigation required 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class III (Indirect) 

No mitigation required 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class III No mitigation required 

5 Class III No mitigation required 

6 Class III No mitigation required 

Impact UTL-3: Exceed existing municipal 
wastewater treatment provider capacities 

1 Class III  No mitigation required 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

UTL-3a: Assess Wastewater Quality and Ensure Adequate 
Capacity to Process Wastewater at Municipal and Private 
Wastewater Treatment Plants 

 3 Class III No mitigation required 
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June 2015 ES-105 Final EIR 

Table ES-5. Summary of Impacts for the Alternatives 

Subject / Impact Criteria1 Alternative2   Impact Significance with Mitigation  Incorporated3 Mitigation Measures  

Impact UTL-3, continued 4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (UTL-3a)  

 5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (UTL-3a) 

 6 Class I No mitigation applied 

Impact UTL-4: Exceed permitted solid 
waste capacity of landfills 

1 Class III  No mitigation required 

2 Class IV (Direct) 

Class II (Indirect) 

UTL-4a: Assess Non-Hazardous Solid Waste Generation and 
Ensure Adequate Capacity to Accept Solid Waste at Municipal 
and Private Solid Waste Facilities 

3 Class III No mitigation required 

4 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (UTL-4a)  

5 Class II Same mitigation as applied to Alternative 2 (UTL-4a) 

6 Class I No mitigation applied 

1 - The occurrence of significant and unavoidable impacts (Class I) for some subject areas is contingent on site-specific conditions of where a proposed well stimulation treatment may occur. As 
example, if a proposed well stimulation site’s future environmental review demonstrates that no cultural resources are present, no impacts would occur and no mitigation would be required. 
However, if the site does contain such resources, potential impacts could be either significant and unavoidable (Class I), less than significant with mitigation incorporated (Class II), less than sig-
nificant (Class III), no impact (Class IV), or beneficial impact (Class V). 

2 - Alternatives:  
1 No Future Well Stimulation Treatments Alternative 
2 No Future Well Stimulation Treatments Outside of Existing Oil and Gas Field Boundaries Alternative 
3 Well Pad Consolidation Alternative 
4 Urbanized Area Protection Alternative 
5 Active Fault Zone Restrictions Alternative 
6 No Project Alternative 

3 - Class I = Significant and Unavoidable Impact; Class II = Less Than Significant Impact With Mitigation Incorporated; Class III = Less Than Significant Impact; Class IV = No Impact. 
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Executive Summary
California Council on Science and Technology (CCST) Steering Committee 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) 
Pacific Institute (PI) 

August 28, 2014

Background and Key Objectives

In the context of rapidly increasing oil production from low-permeability rocks, including  
hydrocarbon source rocks, elsewhere in the country, the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) as an owner of federal lands with potential for expanded oil exploration and  
production in California was interested in an up-to-date independent technical assessment 
of well stimulation technologies (WST), with a focus on hydraulic fracturing, employed  
in this state. WST increase the permeability of rocks around a well to allow or increase  
oil production. The three WST considered in this report include hydraulic fracturing,  
acid fracturing, and matrix acid stimulation as practiced in California.

The purpose of this report, commissioned in September 2013, is to provide BLM with the 
required independent technical assessment. (Appendix A provides BLM’s charge to the 
California Council on Science and Technology (CCST).) This information will be used in 
future planning, leasing, and development decisions regarding oil and gas issues on the 
Federal mineral estate in California. The report provides a synthesis and assessment of 
the scientific and engineering information available up to February 2014 associated with 
hydraulic fracturing and other WST in onshore oil reservoirs in California. 

This report addresses three key questions posed by BLM:

• Key Question 1: What are the past, current and potential future practices in  
well stimulation technologies including hydraulic fracturing, acid fracturing,  
and matrix acidizing in California?

• Key Question 2: Where will well stimulation technologies allow expanded  
production of oil onshore in California?

• Key Question 3: What are the potential environmental hazards of well stimulation 
 technologies in California?

CCST Committee Process

A WST steering committee was assembled and vetted by CCST. Members were appointed 
based on technical expertise and a balance of technical viewpoints. (Appendix A provides 
information about CCST’s steering committee.) In parallel, BLM contracted with Lawrence 
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Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to support the analysis and develop the findings 
based on the literature review and analyses. Appendix B provides information about the 
LBNL review team, which authored Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 of this report.

For each of the three key questions asked by the BLM, investigations conducted by LBNL 
and their contractors led to a series of findings, and based on these findings, the steering 
committee reached a series of consensus conclusions. These findings and conclusions are 
included below. The literature and analyses are described in the bulk of this report in  
Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5.

This report has also undergone extensive peer review. (Peer reviewers are listed in  
Appendix H, “California Council on Science and Technology Study Process.”) Reviewers 
were chosen for their relevant technical expertise. Following the receipt of peer review 
comments in May 2014, this report was revised.

Method and Data Sets Available for the Report

This assessment is based on review and analysis of existing data and scientific literature. 
Preference is given to using the findings in peer-reviewed scientific literature. Peer-reviewed  
scientific literature is principally found in peer-reviewed scholarly journals. Certain  
institutions such as the National Academies of Sciences and United States federal  
regulatory agencies such as the United States Geological Survey also self-publish scientific  
papers that undergo a rigorous peer review process. Scientific papers that undergo  
independent peer review by a panel of experts are considered to provide information that 
is more likely to be accurate than non-peer reviewed literature. Peer review entails experts 
not involved in the work assessing the thoroughness, accuracy and relevance of the work. 
If the reviewers find omissions or errors in the work, they provide comments describing 
these to the authors of the paper and the editor of the publication. In order for the paper 
to be published, the authors must address these to the satisfaction of the editor. Because 
of this process, such papers are referred to as “peer-reviewed scientific literature.”

During the conduct of this review, it was found that the body of relevant peer-reviewed  
literature — the source that meets the highest standard of scientific quality control —  
is very limited. For instance, there is little information on water demand in California for  
hydraulic fracturing. Consequently other material was considered, such as government 
data and reports including well records collected by California’s Division of Oil, Gas and 
Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) and recent notices submitted pursuant to California 
Senate Bill 4 (SB 4, Pavley, Chapter 313, Statutes of 2013), and so-called “grey literature” 
if this literature was topically relevant and met scientific standards for inclusion. We also 
accessed and analyzed voluntary web-based databases such as FracFocus. In some cases 
where specific data on California were not available, analogues from other locations 
were used, while recognizing the limitations of the analogues. Much of the data 
available to analyze current practice in California come from voluntary sources plus six 
weeks of data from well stimulation notices required by SB4. Data from well stimulation 
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notices submitted through January 15th, 2014, were considered. Data through the end 
of 2013 were considered from the other sources. Relevant scientific literature available as 
of February, 2014, was reviewed. A reference to a report from US EIA published in June 
2014 was added during the peer review process because the updated assessment had a 
substantial bearing on our findings and conclusions.

Extensive efforts were made to survey all information relevant to this report, including 
peer-reviewed scientific literature, government-collected data, voluntary reporting by 
industry, and non-peer reviewed literature. Categories of non-peer reviewed literature  
considered admissible to the report were government reports, studies issued by universities  
and non-government organizations, textbooks, and papers from technical conferences.  
To be considered admissible to the report, literature needed to be based on data that drew 
traceable conclusions clearly supported by the data. Opinion-based materials were not 
included in the assessment.

Avenues for finding relevant literature and data included:

1. Keyword searches in databases of scientific literature;

2. Finding literature and data, regardless of peer-review status, referenced  
in other literature;

3. Soliciting data and literature submissions from the public via two webinars,  
a website, and a press release;

4. Discussions with outside experts in the field, consisting of informal dialogues  
and organized technical meetings;

5. Data mining of voluntary industry reporting to FracFocus.org;

6. Data mining of government-collected data; and

7. Internet keyword searches.

Further details on the process for reviewing data and literature for the report can be found 
in Appendix E, “Bibliography of Submitted Literature.”

We caution that official government records were not necessarily designed to answer 
all the questions posed by BLM to CCST. Records filed with DOGGR in the past do not 
comprehensively record well stimulation events. Voluntarily submitted data, such as those 
available on FracFocus, although very useful, are not required to be either complete or 
accurate. We describe the challenges with the quality of the data in order to transparently 
qualify the limitations in our conclusions.
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More information pertinent to this assessment may exist, but was unavailable at the time 
of writing. This is particularly the case for research and development and exploration 
results. Oil companies and their service providers spend billions of dollars per year on 
research and development (IHS, 2013).  This compares to hundreds of millions of dollars 
per year in Federal Government funding for all research related to fossil fuels, including 
coal (US Department of Energy, 2013). The resulting disparity in private versus publicly 
available information makes it particularly difficult to assess the prospects for further  
application of well stimulation in California in the future.

Furthermore, due to the timing of this report, the mandatory reporting requirements  
pursuant to California Senate Bill 4 (SB 4, Pavley, Chapter 313, Statutes of 2013) were 
only just becoming available for analysis in this study. Effective January 1, 2014, SB4 
required that notices have to be submitted at least 30 days prior to each well stimulation 
operation, and that well stimulation records have to be filed within 60 days after  
stimulation. These well records will provide information on well stimulation locations, 
fluid volumes, and constituents, as well as the composition and disposition of flowback 
fluids. Such information will in the future allow a much improved assessment of potential 
hazards specific to California associated with well stimulation, including material and 
equipment supply for stimulation, disposal of stimulation fluids, and land-use changes.  
For our study, however, no well records had yet been submitted, and only a limited 
amount of well stimulation notices projecting future activity could be considered,  
submitted during a 6-week period between November 1, 2013 and January 15, 2014.

In future months, more disclosures required by SB4 will be filed, and the picture we  
obtained from the limited data available for this report may change. Some important data 
gaps will likely remain, for example: (1) the depth of the base of groundwater in the  
vicinity of well stimulations (which varies depending upon the definition of groundwater, 
the location, and other factors); (2) the means of delivery of stimulation fluids to and 
removal from well stimulation sites; (3) emissions from venting and flaring of gases from 
flowback fluids; and (4) the number of oil and gas wells that show indications of structural  
integrity impairment. Lack of data on structural integrity impairment of oil and gas well 
casing and cement limits the ability to identify the extent of the sub-surface migratory 
mechanisms through which fluids and gases can move from the well and the well bore 
into the environment. 

Well Stimulation Technologies

Hydraulic fracturing creates fractures in reservoir rocks in order to enhance the flow of  
petroleum or natural gases to the well. This is accomplished by pumping fluids into a zone 
of the well until the fluid pressure is sufficient to break the rock. Then, small particles 
called “proppant” are pumped into the fracture to keep it from closing back down when 
the fluid pressure is reduced, e.g., during subsequent fluid production. The hydraulic  
fracturing fluid that returns up the well bore is called “flowback” fluid. Fluid removed 
from the well gradually changes from flowback fluid to “produced water”; the time at 
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which a well changes from the hydraulic fracturing process to the production process  
is not precisely defined.

Acid fracturing accomplishes the same goal as hydraulic fracturing by injecting low pH fluids  
instead of proppants into a created fracture.  This process is not intended to create new 
fractures via high fluid pressures. The acid is intended to non-uniformly etch the walls of 
the fracture so that some fracture conductivity is maintained after the fracture closes.

Matrix acidizing is the process of injecting strong acids into the formations around a well 
at pressures below the fracturing pressure of the rock. The most common acid systems 
used are hydrochloric acid (HCl) in carbonate formations, and hydrofluoric/hydrochloric 
acid (HF/HCl) mixtures in sandstone formations. Matrix acidizing in carbonates can  
create small channels or tubes called wormholes that can propagate as much as 20 feet 
into the formation. This can provide a true stimulation of a well, analogous to that of 
a small hydraulic fracturing treatment. Because of much smaller reaction rates, the acid 
dissolution in sandstones is limited to a much smaller distance, of less than one to perhaps 
two feet into the formation. Because of this limited penetration distance, the benefit of 
matrix acidizing in sandstones comes primarily from removing damaging solids that have 
reduced the near-well permeability. However, there are some instances of matrix acidizing  
using HF/HCl reported in the Monterey Formation in California that may have greater 
penetration because of the presence of natural fractures.

Below we summarize the findings and conclusions relevant to the three key questions 
asked by BLM.  Despite cautions with respect to the quality of data, steering committee 
members were able to draw a set of consensus conclusions, with appropriate qualifications.  
The findings and conclusion below give pointers to the relevant sections in report where 
the detailed synthesis and assessment of technical information is provided.

Results

Key Question 1: What are the past, current and potential future practices in well 
stimulation technologies including hydraulic fracturing, acid fracturing, and matrix 
acidizing in California?

Many of the concerns about WST and hydraulic fracturing in particular arise because  
practices in other states have come under scrutiny and criticism. Over the last decade,  
application of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing has allowed a substantial 
increase in production of oil from low-permeability rocks containing this resource, such 
as the Bakken Formation in Montana and North Dakota (Pearson et al., 2013; Hughes, 
2013). This report critically evaluates the practices in California and the differences  
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between the practice in California and the major hydraulic fracturing practice in other 
states.  In the Bakken and the Eagle Ford, for example, oil is found in thin, but very 
extensive layers that have very low permeability because they are lacking many natural 
fractures in the rock.  Producers drill long, horizontal wells and create permeability by 
creating networks of connected fractures.  In California, reservoirs that are produced using 
hydraulic fracturing tend to be thick and not laterally extensive and they typically have 
higher initial permeability than the shale oil formations mentioned above. Consequently 
the practice in our state is significantly different than elsewhere.

Conclusion 1: Available data suggests that present day well stimulation practices  
in California differ significantly from practices used for unconventional shale  
reservoirs in states such as North Dakota and Texas. For example, California  
hydraulic fractures tend to use less water, the hydraulic fracturing fluids tend to 
have higher chemical concentrations, the wells tend to be shallower and more  
vertical, and the target geologies present different challenges. Therefore the impacts 
of hydraulic fracturing observed in other states are not necessarily applicable to  
current hydraulic fracturing practices in California.

Hydraulic fracturing in a variety of forms has been widely applied over many decades in 
California with records of application in at least 69 onshore oil fields identified through 
well-record searches in central and southern California out of more than 300 fields in the 
state. The vast majority (85%) of past and current recorded fracturing activities occur in 
the North and South Belridge, Lost Hills, and Elk Hills fields, located in the southwestern 
portion of the San Joaquin Valley, in Kern County. Data from FracFocus, Division of Oil, 
Gas and Geothermal Resources’ (DOGGR’s) well records, well stimulation notices filed 
from December 1, 2013 to January 15, 2014 pursuant to SB 4 requirements, and  
well-record searches suggest hydraulic fracturing is conducted in 100 to 150 wells per 
month. Well-record searches indicate that this rate has increased since the end of the  
most recent recession, but is the same as before the recession. For comparison, over one 
million hydraulic fracturing operations are estimated to have occurred throughout the 
United States, with over 100,000 of these in recent years. (Sections 3.2.1, Historical Use  
of Hydraulic Fracturing, and 3.2.2, Current Use of Hydraulic Fracturing)

Large-scale application of high-fluid-volume hydraulic fracturing has not found much  
application in California, apparently because it has not been successful, and for reasons  
discussed below is unlikely in the future (see Conclusion 3). The majority of the oil  
produced from fields in California is not in the low-permeability shale source rock  
(i.e., shale in the Monterey Formation), but rather from other more permeable geologic 
formations that often contain oil that has migrated from source rocks. These reservoirs do 
not resemble the low-permeability extensive, and continuous shale layers that are amenable  
to production with high volume hydraulic fracturing from long-reach horizontal wells. 
(Section 4, Prospective Application of Well-Stimulation Technologies in California)
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According to DOGGR well data and SB 4 stimulation notices, most of the hydraulically 
fractured wells in California are vertical or near vertical. These shorter wells require less 
fluid for hydraulic fracturing applications than wells that have long lateral (i.e., horizontal)  
legs. More than 95% of the hydraulic fracture events in California employ a gel for the 
stimulation fluid as opposed to applications of “slickwater.” Slickwater includes a friction 
reducer to allow injection of more stimulation fluid volume in a given time period. This is 
useful where the goal is to create a new network of fractures in rocks that are relatively 
brittle with low permeability. Gel is used in California because the main rocks targeted for 
stimulation are less brittle and more permeable than areas where slickwater is used.  
Additionally, gel is capable of carrying more proppant than slickwater to hold existing 
fractures open. Because of the predominance of stimulation in vertical and near-vertical 
wells, and the use of gel, the volumes of water used in hydraulic fracturing in California 
are much smaller than in oil source rock plays elsewhere. 

The average amount of reported water used in the recent past and currently in California 
for each hydraulic fracturing operation is 490 to 790 m3 (130,000 to 210,000 gallons) per 
well. These volumes are similar to the annual water use of 580 m3 (153,000 gallons) in an 
average household in California over the last decade and are significantly less than the  
average 16,100 m3 of water per well (4.25 million gallons) reported for the Eagle Ford 
shale tight oil play in Texas. Further, the volume per treatment length in California is  
2.3 to 3.0 m3/m (188 to 244 gallons per ft) based on FracFocus and notice data.  
This is much less than the 9.5 m3/m (770 gallons per foot) used in the Eagle Ford formation.  
It is slightly below the 3.4 m3/m (277 gallons/ft) for cross-linked gel used in the Bakken 
formation, in North Dakota, but considerably below the 13.2 m3/m (1,063 gallons/ft) for 
slickwater used in that location. (Section 3.2.3, Fluid Volume, and 3.2.4, Fluid Type)

Conclusion 2: Acid fracturing is a small fraction of reported WST to date in California.  
Acid fracturing is usually applied in carbonate reservoirs, and these are rare in  
California. Matrix acidizing has been used successfully but rarely in California.  
These technologies are not expected to lead to major increases in oil and gas  
development in the state.

Acid fracturing is commonly limited to carbonate reservoirs, because the acid-mineral 
reaction rates in in a sandstone or siliceous shale rock as found in California are too slow 
to create significant etching of the fracture walls. For the process to work in such rocks 
as it does in carbonates, the acid-rock reaction rates would have to be increased by many 
orders of magnitude (4-8 orders). It is not reasonable to expect any innovation that would 
accomplish this. A few instances of acid fracturing in siliceous rock in California were 
reported in SB 4 well stimulation notices. However, given that acid fracturing of siliceous 
rocks is otherwise unknown, these may be cases of misreported matrix acidization.

As mentioned above, acid fracturing is generally applied only to carbonate reservoirs, 
which include those consisting of dolomite. The only onshore carbonate oil reservoirs 
identified in California are in the Santa Maria and possibly the Los Angeles basins.  
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The carbonate reservoirs occurring in a few fields in the Santa Maria Basin consist of  
naturally fractured dolomite. Reports of the use of acid fracturing in these reservoirs in 
California were not identified in the literature. 

Hydrochloric acid mixed with hydrofluoric acid is generally reported as used for matrix 
acidizing of siliclastic reservoirs, which predominate in California. In these reservoirs,  
matrix acidizing is typically used to overcome the effects of formation damage (reduction 
in the rock permeability near the wellbore) that occurs during drilling and completion  
operations in conventional reservoirs. In the absence of formation damage, matrix acidizing  
can increase well productivity by only about 20%. In a very-low-permeability reservoir, 
this limited increase in productivity is far less than the stimulation level necessary to make 
oil or gas recovery economic.

By comparison, the large-scale fracturing treatments being applied in shale formations like 
the Eagle Ford or the Bakken increase well productivity by orders of magnitudes above the 
productivity of an unstimulated well. Thus, matrix acidizing technology is not expected to 
lead to dramatic increases in oil and gas development as has hydraulic fracturing  
technology in many shale formations.

Use of matrix acidizing is only reported in three onshore oil fields in California, which 
contrasts with the tens of fields identified where hydraulic fracturing has been used. 
Stimulation notices submitted to the State to date indicate matrix acidizing only in the  
Elk Hills Field. There were 26 matrix acid notices submitted and not withdrawn in the first  
six weeks of SB 4 permitting, as compared to 208 hydraulic fracture notifications.

All the notices specify use of “mud” acid, either by combining HCl and HF acids directly  
or by producing an HCl-HF acid mixture by reacting NH4HF2 (ammonium bifluoride) with 
an excess of HCl. The notices indicate an average matrix acidizing water volume per well 
of 109 m3 (40,000 gallons), which represents a fraction of that needed for hydraulic  
fracturing. The average volume per treatment length implied by the notices is 1.7 m3/m 
(137 gallons per ft). (Section 3.3, Acid Fracturing, and 3.4, Matrix Acidizing)

Key Question 2: Where will well stimulation technologies allow expanded  
production of oil onshore in California?

As shown in Figure ES-1, the current production from low-permeability portions of the 
Monterey Formation in California is modest compared to production from other  
low-permeability strata in the United States. Furthermore, the Monterey production level 
has remained fairly constant between 2000 and 2012, a trend quite different from oil shales  
such as the Eagle Ford and the Bakken formations. However, in 2011 the United States 
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Energy Information Administration (US EIA) estimated the Monterey Formation contains 
2.45 billion cubic meters (m3), (15.4 billion barrels) of recoverable tight oil. The report 
estimated this to be 64% of the recoverable oil from low-permeability rocks in the United 
States (US EIA, 2011). This estimate of recoverable tight oil in the Monterey Formation 
gained broad attention and raised the question whether California might experience the 
same type of rapid increase in oil production and development of associated infrastructure  
as has occurred elsewhere in the country, such as in Montana and North Dakota (e.g. 
Garthwaite, 2013).  Our report examined the assumptions in the original EIA estimate  
and the likelihood for WST technology to expand production in California. We found the 
original EIA estimate to be based on a series of highly skewed assumptions that resulted in 
a very high estimate for the amount of recoverable oil in the Monterey. Notably, since this 
report was prepared, the EIA has revised their estimate of recoverable oil in the Monterey 
Formation downward to about one thirtieth of the original estimate (US EIA, 2014).

Figure ES-1. Oil production through time from selected low permeability (“tight”)  

oil plays in the United States US EIA (2013).

Conclusion 3. The most likely scenario for expanded onshore oil production using 
WST in California is production in and near reservoirs that are currently using WST.  
Thus, existing and likely future production is expected to come from reservoirs 
containing oil migrated from source rocks, not from the Monterey Formation source 
rock. Credible estimates of the potential for oil recovery in and near 19 existing 
giant fields (> 1 billion barrels of oil) in the San Joaquin and Los Angeles basins 
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indicate that almost 10 billion barrels of additional oil might be produced but  
would require unrestricted application of current best-practice technology, including,  
but not restricted to WST. In 2011 the EIA estimated about 15 billion barrels of  
technically recoverable oil from new plays in the Monterey Formation source rock, 
but these estimates have been revised in 2014 to a value of 0.6 billion barrels.  
Neither of these estimates of unconventional oil resources in California source  
rocks are well constrained.

There are significant resources in existing oil fields, and estimates of these resources are 
relatively consistent. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) estimates that an  
additional 6.5 billion barrels and 3.2 billion barrels can be recovered from the largest 
fields in the San Joaquin and Los Angeles basins, respectively, using existing oil production  
technology (see Figures ES-2(A) and (B)). Figures ES-2(A), (B) and (C) show existing oil 
and gas fields in California and locations where expanded production might occur in 
the San Joaquin and Los Angeles basins, respectively. Some but not all of this expanded 
production requires WST.  In California today, WST enables production in the diatomite 
reservoirs of the San Joaquin Valley and expanded production in similar reservoirs would 
likely also be enabled by WST.  In contrast, WST may not be required to expand production  
in the Los Angeles Basin where its use is not common today.

New oil and gas production in regions removed from existing fields is more uncertain 
than increased production in existing oil and gas fields. There is a considerable amount 
of source rock, including the Monterey Formation and other geologic units within the 
deeper portions of major basins, which could potentially contain oil that has not migrated 
(“source” oil), and could perhaps be extracted using WST. However, there is little published  
information on these deep sedimentary sections, so it is difficult to estimate the potential 
recoverable reserves associated with these rocks. No reports of significant production of 
source oil from these rocks were identified.

The US EIA 2011 INTEK report has garnered considerable attention because of its large 
estimate of 2.45 billion (m3), (15.4 billion barrels) of technically recoverable oil in 
Monterey Formation source rock. Very little empirical data is available to support this 
analysis and the assumptions used to make this estimate appear to be consistently on the 
high side. INTEK estimated that the average well in low-permeability source rock in the 
Monterey Formation would produce 87.5 thousand m3 (550 thousand barrels) of oil. This 
amount greatly exceeds the production that has occurred to date from low-permeability 
rocks in known oil accumulations in this formation, with single-well oil production of only 
10.7 and 22.4 thousand m3 (67 and 141 thousand barrels) in the San Joaquin and Santa 
Maria basins, respectively. Consequently the INTEK estimate requires a four- to five-fold 
increase in productivity per well from an essentially unproven resource.

In addition, the Monterey Formation was formed by complex depositional processes and 
subsequently deformed in many tectonic events, resulting in highly heterogeneous as well 
as folded and faulted rocks that are difficult to characterize. INTEK posited production 
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Figure ES-2. Maps of major sedimentary basins and associated oil fields in California.  

(A) The San Joaquin Basin with outlines of producing oil fields. USGS estimates an additional 

6.5 billion barrels of oil could be recovered from existing fields in the San Joaquin Basin.  

(B) The Los Angeles Basin with outlines of producing oil fields. USGS estimates an additional  

3.2 billion barrels of oil could be recovered from existing fields in the Los Angeles Basin.  

(C) All major sedimentary basins and associated oil fields in California.  

Data from DOGGR, Wright (1991), and Gautier (2014).
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over an area of 4,538 km2 (1,752 square miles), but this is almost the entire source rock 
area estimated in this report. (Note that the updated US EIA (2014b) report has reduced 
this areal extent significantly to 497 km2 (192 square miles).  There has not been enough 
exploration to know how much of the Monterey source rock has retained oil, or if the oil 
has largely migrated away, but it is unlikely the entire source rock area will be productive, 
given the extreme heterogeneity in the Monterey Formation. Finally, even if significant 
amounts of oil do remain in the Monterey Shale, and wells reach this oil, it still remains  
to be determined if hydraulic fracturing of Monterey source rock will result in economically  
viable production. For all these reasons, the INTEK estimate of recoverable oil in Monterey  
Formation source rock warranted skepticism. The EIA has recently issued a revised 
estimate (0.6 billion barrels) of this unconventional oil resource (US EIA, 2014b); this 
decrease is mainly due to a nine-fold reduction in the estimated potential resource area.  
The information and understanding necessary to develop a meaningful forecast, or even  
a suite of scenarios about possible recoverable unconventional oil in the Monterey shale, 
are not available.

While major production increases from oil shale source rock are considered highly uncertain,  
they are not impossible. High-volume proppant fracturing is the enabling technology for 
significant increases in development of low permeability reservoirs. If large-scale proppant  
fracturing can be shown to work in source rocks in California as it has in other low  
permeability plays in the United States, it would change the outlook for oil and gas  
production in the state. The oil and gas industry is constantly innovating, and research 
and development could improve the utility of proppant fracturing in the future. Deep test 
wells in source rock-shale plays have been drilled in California that with research and  
development may eventually prove successful. (Section 4.5, Oil-Producing Sedimentary 
Basins in California, and 4.7, Review of the US EIA Estimate of Monterey Source Rock Oil)

Key Question 3: What are the potential environmental hazards of well stimulation 
technologies in California?

This report focuses on what we refer to as the “direct” environmental impacts caused by 
application of WST. We define direct impacts as the impacts incurred by the act of using 
WST themselves, either a single application or the additive impacts of many applications. 
Direct impacts include, for example, those that might arise from the use of large volumes 
of water for stimulation, from the addition of chemicals in the WST fluids that may be 
toxic, or those related to injecting at high pressures into the subsurface to break the rock. 
Each well stimulation treatment requires the use of water, incurs transportation of  
materials, can cause emission of pollutants or greenhouse gases, and pumps chemically 
loaded water underground. 
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In this report we attempted to carefully assess the direct environmental, climate, and 
public health impacts of WST within the limits of data availability. The direct impacts 
in general have not been monitored, but some can be inferred from operations data and 
California practice. In other cases, it is not possible to make inferences and all that can be 
done is to review and summarize what has been observed in other states or the published 
literature. This information should be taken as background material, which can direct 
further monitoring and observation in California.  We do not claim that what has been 
observed in other states is happening in California or directly applicable to California.  
The vast majority of California hydraulic fractures are conducted in shallower wells that 
tend to be vertical rather than horizontal, and use a relatively small amount of water that 
is more highly concentrated in chemicals in geologic settings that differ significantly from 
those in other states.  Regulations are different in California and some practices in other 
states are not allowed in California. 

WST applications can slow the decline of production in existing fields or increase that 
production. WST may allow production in new greenfield sites that could not be produced 
with more conventional technologies. We refer to all of this collectively as “WST-enabled 
production.” Because WST can enable oil production, WST can have indirect environmental  
impacts in addition to the direct impacts of well stimulation. If well stimulation enables 
greater oil and gas production1, which has additional environmental impacts, we refer to 
these as “indirect” impacts. The report identifies issues and impacts that may arise because 
of well stimulation-enabled production. Indirect impacts arise because oil and gas  
production involves building, supplying, and managing oil and gas well operations,  
including land clearing and construction, general truck traffic to bring and remove materials,  
energy operations at the wellheads, and wastewater management. The report identifies 
indirect issues and impacts that may arise because of well stimulation-enabled production; 
however, they receive only cursory treatment in the synthesis and assessment conducted 
here. As noted in the conclusions and the assessments below, there is evidence that the 
indirect impacts of WST-enabled oil and gas production may be significant, and we  
recommend that a more detailed analysis should be undertaken. The scientific literature 
indicates that indirect impacts should not be dismissed and will be the focus of future 
work. Indirect effects are beyond the scope of this study, but we provide key issues for 
future study at the end of this summary.

WST-enabled oil and gas production presents environmental, health and safety impacts 
that can be very different depending on the history of land use where it takes place.  
For example, environmental impacts of oil and gas production depend on whether it 
occurs in an existing oil and gas field versus a greenfield location, or if the surrounding 
area is urban, agricultural, or undeveloped. Local conditions also affect the environmental 
impacts of expanded production, such as the depth and quality of the local groundwater, 
availability of surface water, local air quality, distance to human population centers, and 
the proximity of sensitive species and habitats. 

1 Although the focus of the report is on oil production, the fact is that oil contains natural gas in solution which can 

vaporize from the oil, and therefore we cannot avoid consideration of this “associated gas” along with oil.
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Important conditions that affect impacts associated with expanded production include: 

• Quality and depth of groundwater; 

• Local air quality; 

• Proximity to population centers; 

• Proximity to species and habitats;

• Volume of fluids requiring disposal; and

• Proximity to active faults. 

In some cases, the line between direct and indirect effects is not absolutely clear.  
Wastewater disposal presents an illustrative example of an indirect impact, but some  
assessment was made in this report. Wastewater includes “flowback water,” which is the 
water used in a hydraulic fracturing operation that returns to the surface, as well as  
“produced water,” which comes up with the produced oil and gas and is subsequently  
separated and disposed of. Flowback water is directly attributable to WST, whereas  
produced water is an indirect effect of WST enabled production. After a hydraulic fracturing  
event, the fluid that comes out of the well changes gradually from flowback water to 
produced water. There is no formal distinction between the two fluids. In California, the 
volumes of water used in WST applications are currently a very small fraction of the total 
volume of produced water. We refer to this fluid as flowback/produced water, to make it 
clear we are discussing the combined direct and indirect issues. Produced water disposal 
in dedicated injection wells (Class II wells according to EPA’s regulation for underground 
injection) presents the possibility of triggering earthquakes. Given concerns about this  
issue, we briefly address some issues with flowback/produced water disposal.

Although the focus of this report is primarily on the direct impacts of WST, rather than  
the lifetime processes and environmental hazards of oil and gas production as a whole as 
enabled by the technologies, it seems likely that the major environmental effects of WST 
are not from the WST itself, but rather from new or expanded production enabled by WST.  
Direct impacts represent a very narrowly defined marginal change in risks associated only 
with actual conduct of the WST itself. The impacts associated with these technologies exist 
within the overall context of environmental risks associated with oil and gas development 
in general. For example, dozens of chemical constituents may be present in hydraulic  
fracturing fluids, but operators typically combine fluids associated with hydraulic fracturing  
with produced water streams, which, by themselves typically contain high concentrations 
of salt, trace elements, and hydrocarbons.  The volumes of flowback water are extremely 
small relative to the volume of water produced along with the oil.  The emissions associated  
with WST operations are a small fraction of emissions from the highly energy-intensive oil 
production industry.
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A large number of other impacts associated with WST in California were not covered in 
this report including local and state economic and employment impacts; local, state, and 
federal tax and royalty payment impacts; increased industry research and technology 
investments resulting from expanded WST applications; and of particular importance to 
Californian, the impact of increased WST-driven production on the level of imported crude 
to the state from non-U.S. sources. The CCST steering committee recognizes the importance  
of these impacts which have had material effects in other states, but notes that they were 
not within the defined scope of the of this report.

Direct impacts on water supply, water quality, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions and 
induced seismicity are described below. 

Water Supply

Conclusion 4: While current water demand for WST operations is a small fraction 
of statewide water use, it can contribute to local constraints on water availability, 
especially during droughts.

The upper estimate of current annual water demand for WST in California is 1.4 million 
m3 (1,200 acre-feet), based on estimates of water use from notices filed with DOGGR; 
the lower estimate is 560 thousand m3 (450 acre-feet) based on water volumes reported 
voluntarily to FracFocus. Ninety-five percent of water currently used is fresh water; the 
remainder is produced water. Most of this demand is in the southwestern San Joaquin 
Valley. Stimulation notices indicate the Belridge Water Storage District, supplied by the 
State Water Project, meets most of the demand in this area. The demand indicated by 
the notices represents less than 1% of this District’s allocation. However, their allocation 
from the State Water Project can be cut in average and in drier years. The notices indicate 
use of well water for stimulation fluid as an alternative to supply from the District, but it 
is unclear under which conditions this would occur. If well water is used, it could draw 
down the groundwater table. (Section 5.1.1, Quantities and Sources of Water Used for Well 
Stimulation in California)

Water Quality

Conclusion 5: Of the chemicals reported for WST treatments in California for which 
toxicity information is available (compiled from the voluntary industry database, 
FracFocus), most are considered to be of low toxicity or non-toxic. However, a few 
reported chemicals present concerns for acute toxicity. These include biocides (e.g., 
tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium sulfate; 2,2-dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide; 
and glutaraldehyde), corrosion inhibitors (e.g. propargyl alcohol), and mineral acids 
(e.g. hydrofluoric acid and hydrochloric acid). Potential risks posed by chronic  
exposure to most chemicals used in WST are unknown at this time.
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A list of chemicals used for hydraulic fracturing was developed from disclosures in  
FracFocus. These data are not required to be either complete or accurate. For matrix 
acidization, a list of chemicals used was developed from stimulation notices, which did not 
indicate any undisclosed chemicals. Information on acute oral toxicity was available for 
some of these chemicals. This toxicological assessment is limited, because it considers only 
oral toxicity as an indicator of potential impacts to human health, and does not consider 
other effects such as biological responses to acute and chronic exposure to many of the 
stimulation chemicals, eco-toxicological effects of fluid constituents, overall toxicological 
effects of fluids as a mixture of compounds (compared to single-chemical exposure), and 
potential time-dependent changes in toxicological impacts of fluid constituents, due to 
their potential degradation or transformations in the environment. Thus, further review 
of the constituents of injection fluids used in well stimulation jobs in California is needed, 
which additionally considers information that is now required to be submitted to DOGGR 
by operators, and some of the above mentioned toxicological effects.

After hydraulic fracturing fluids are injected, they return along with some formation  
water as flowback water and are subsequently either disposed off or sometimes used for 
other purposes (see Conclusion 7). At this time, it is not possible to evaluate flowback  
contaminants in California, because there is very limited information regarding the  
concentrations of these substances in flowback/produced waters from well stimulation 
operations in California. Flowback and produced water compositions vary considerably 
across regions, and their characteristics can change according to the fluids injected during 
well stimulation, the amount of fluids recovered at the surface, and over the duration of 
the flowback period. The chemistry of produced waters from unconventional oil production  
could potentially differ from that of conventional oil production due to differences in the 
target formations and interactions of fracturing fluids with formation rocks and water, 
although this does not generally appear to be the case based on the limited data that  
is available. More California-specific data will become available starting in 2014 as  
operators are now required to report the composition of waters recovered from well 
stimulation operations to DOGGR. (Section 5.1.2, Chemistry of Fluids Related to  
Well Stimulation Operations)

Conclusion 6: There are no publicly recorded instances of subsurface release of 
contaminated fluids into potable groundwater in California, but a lack of studies, 
consistent and transparent data collection, and reporting makes it difficult to  
evaluate the extent to which this may have occurred. Existing wells are generally 
considered as the most likely pathway for subsurface transport of WST and  
subsurface fluids (water, brines, gas).  California needs to characterize this potential 
hazard in order to evaluate risk to groundwater resources. In California, hydraulic 
fracturing is occurring at relatively shallow depths and presents an inherent risk for 
fractures to intersect nearby aquifers if they contain usable water. Fracturing has 
occurred in many fields at a depth less than 600 m (2000 ft).  Available research 
indicates 600 m is likely the maximum distance for vertical propagation of hydraulic 
fractures, although the maximum vertical length of a fracture may be less than 600 m  
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for fracturing in shallow formations because of the different stress conditions.  
California needs to develop an accurate understanding about the location, depth, 
and quality of groundwater in oil and gas producing regions in order to evaluate  
the risks of WST operations to groundwater. This information on groundwater must 
be integrated with additional information to map the actual extent of hydraulic  
fractures to assess whether and where water contamination from WST activities  
has been or will be a problem.

More complete information about the quality and location of groundwater resources  
relative to the depth at which hydraulic fracturing is occurring would make it possible  
to identify inherently hazardous situations that could and should be avoided. Data on  
the location and quality of groundwater must be obtained in order to assess risks from 
proposed hydraulic fracturing.

Hydraulic fracturing at shallow depths poses a greater potential risk to water resources 
because of its proximity to groundwater and the potential for fractures to intersect nearby 
aquifers. Geomechanical studies conducted for WST in other states have indicated that 
fracturing directly from the stimulated reservoir into groundwater is unlikely when well 
stimulation is applied in formations that are sufficiently far below overlying aquifers. 
However, according to FracFocus and DOGGR’s GIS well data files, the depth of roughly 
half of the wells in California that have been stimulated using hydraulic fracturing lie 
within 610 m (2,000 feet) of the ground surface, where 600 m (1,969 feet) has been 
identified as a threshold for vertical disturbance by hydraulic fracturing. Based on well 
stimulation notices filed to date with DOGGR, much of the current and planned hydraulic 
fracturing operations in California occur at depths of less than 305 m (1,000 feet) below 
the ground surface. Because of the shallow depth of well stimulation and the typically 
lower injection volumes in California, the stress and damage behavior is very different 
from high-volume hydraulic fracturing elsewhere, meaning the separation distance of  
600 m suggested may not be applicable to the conditions in this state. However, the  
potential for hydraulic fractures to intercept groundwater in these conditions warrants 
more careful investigation and monitoring (see Figure ES-3), including geomechanical 
studies and surveys of fracture extent relative to groundwater location, depth, and quality. 

Even when well stimulation occurs well below groundwater levels, leakage paths along  
existing wells or other permeable pathways in the rock— either naturally existing or 
generated by hydraulic fractures propagating beyond the target reservoir— may cause 
contamination. Some studies in other regions outside California have found a correlation 
between the location of hydraulically-fractured production wells and elevated  
concentrations of methane, arsenic, selenium, strontium, and, to a lesser extent, total 
dissolved solids (TDS). However, there is no consensus as to whether these are naturally 
occurring, due to hydraulic fracturing, production well defects, abandoned wells, or a 
combination of mechanisms. Pathways due to compromised or failed structural integrity  
of cement in oil and gas wells and well bores are generally considered the most likely 
potential pathway for groundwater contamination. While well integrity is a concern for all 
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types of wells, including conventional oil and gas exploration wells, the risk of long-term  
damage or deterioration may be higher for hydraulic fracturing operations because of 
higher induced pressure and multi-stage fracturing. California-specific studies of the  
proportion of wells that exhibit indications of compromised wellbore integrity and  
corresponding groundwater contamination have not been conducted. California needs  
to determine the locations and conditions of preexisting wells near hydraulic fracturing 
operations in order to assess potential leakage hazards. Continued monitoring and data 
collection are warranted to avoid potential risks.

Figure ES-3. A map showing the shallowest hydraulic fracturing depth from the well stimulation  

notices or hydraulically fractured well total depth (measured depth from DOGGR for wells 

drilled after 2001 or true vertical depth from FracFocus) in each field. Pink areas show regions 

in the San Joaquin Valley where the shallow groundwater has total dissolved solids above  

California’s short-term secondary maximum contaminant level for drinking water of 1,500 mg/L.  

Note the oil fields colored orange and yellow in the San Joaquin Valley, indicating shallow 

hydraulic fracturing, that are located in areas with better groundwater quality. Data from 

DOGGR 2014(a), DOGGR 2014(b), FracFocus (2013), and Bertoldi et al. (1991).
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Conclusion 7: Current practice could allow flowback water to be mixed with  
produced water for use in irrigation. California needs to monitor the quality of  
flowback/produced water and review regulations on the appropriate use of  
flowback/produced water, based on its quality and the intended uses.

In California, there are documented cases of intentional and accidental surface releases 
of flowback fluids or chemicals associated with well stimulation. Detailed assessments are 
not available as to whether these releases contaminated surface water and/or groundwater,  
but this is a common pathway for surface and groundwater contamination. In other  
states, disposal of water in surface facilities causes more groundwater contamination than 
disposal by injection (Kell, 2011), and surface spills of various constituents have  
contaminated both groundwater and surface water. 

Most flowback water is disposed of by Class II injection in California, but DOGGR does  
not distinguish between flowback and produced water. Current management practices in 
California also allow for the disposal of oil and gas wastewater, including the co-mingled 
well stimulation fluids, into unlined pits if the electrical conductivity (EC) is less than or 
equal to 1,000 micromhos per centimeter (µmhos/cm), chloride concentration is less than 
or equal to 200 milligrams per liter (mg/l), and boron concentration is less than or equal 
to 1 mg/l, with no testing required for, or limits on, other contaminants. Some produced 
water is permitted for irrigation, but data do not exist to determine if flowback fluid is  
included in that water. A more detailed assessment of wastewater disposal practices is 
needed to determine their levels of risk to surface water, groundwater, or agriculture.  
A lack of baseline data on groundwater quality is a major impediment to identifying or 
clearly assessing the key water-related risks associated with hydraulic fracturing and  
other well stimulation techniques. (Section 5.1.3, Potential Release Pathways, and 5.1.4, 
Case Studies of Surface and Groundwater Contamination)

Air Quality and Climate Impacts

Conclusion 8: Estimated marginal emissions of NOx, PM2.5, VOCs directly from 
activities directly related to WST appear small compared to oil and gas production 
emissions in total in the San Joaquin Valley, where the vast majority of hydraulic 
fracturing takes place. However, the San Joaquin Valley is often out of compliance 
with respect to air quality standards and as a result, possible emission reductions 
remain relevant.

Three major sources of air pollutants include the use of diesel engines, flaring of gas,  
and the volatilization of flowback water. The first, diesel engines (used for transport  
and pumping of estimated fluid volumes required for WST) emit a small portion of  
total-emissions nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM2.5), and volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) associated with other oil and gas production operations as a whole. 
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Emissions from flaring in California are uncertain, because of variability in flare combustion  
conditions and a lack of information regarding the frequency of flare-use during WST 
operations. However, current California Air Resource Board inventories of pollutant  
emissions from all flaring suggest that flares as a whole emit less than 0.1% of the VOCs 
and are not a major regional air quality hazard. 

Emissions from volatilization of flow-back water constituents have not been measured  
but might be bracketed. The California Air Resource Board has conducted a “bottom-up”  
VOC emission inventory by adding up all known sources of emissions. It is unknown 
whether these sources included emissions from WST-related produced or flowback water. 
However, the sum of the emissions in the inventory matches well with “top-down”  
measurements taken from the air in the San Joaquin Valley. This agreement between 
“bottom-up” and “top-down” estimates of VOC emissions from oil and gas production  
indicates California’s inventory probably included all major sources. 

The inventory indicates that VOC emissions from oil and gas evaporative sources, such  
as from flowback water, might occur from stimulation fluids produced back after the  
application of WST, are small compared to other emission sources in the oil and gas  
development process. Data suggest that emissions from oil and upstream operations in 
general contribute to roughly 10% of anthropogenic VOC ozone precursor emissions  
in the San Joaquin Valley. 

Some of the potential air-quality impacts can be addressed by regulation and largely 
avoided. (Section 5.2.1, Air Quality)

Conclusion 9: Fugitive methane emissions from the direct application of WST to oil 
wells are likely to be small compared to the total greenhouse gas emissions from 
oil and gas production in California. This is because current California oil and gas 
operations are energy intensive. However, all greenhouse gas emissions are relevant 
under California’s climate laws, and many emissions sources can be addressed  
successfully with best-available control technology and good practice.

While WST will require additional energy use and could result in fugitive methane  
emissions, it is unlikely that these emissions will be large in comparison to other California 
oil and gas greenhouse gas emissions. California oil and gas production operations are 
generally energy intensive, due to steam-based thermal recovery operations and depleted 
oil fields with high water handling requirements. Therefore, greenhouse gas emissions 
from California oil and gas operations mostly result from energy consumption that releases  
CO2. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) inventory indicates that methane  
emissions represent less than 10% of total greenhouse gas emissions, on a CO2e basis,  
from all oil and gas production.
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Greenhouse gas emissions due to WST activities would include the same three sources  
discussed above for air quality. For the same reasons listed above, these sources are 
likely to be small compared to other oil and gas production sources. Nevertheless, to help 
achieve California’s climate goals, many significant sources of fugitive methane emissions 
associated with WST could be controlled through the requirement of green completions 
and by requiring vapor controls for flow-back water.

Emissions estimates from inventories are subject to uncertainty. Evidence across all scales 
(individual devices to continental atmospheric measurements) suggests that methane 
emissions from the natural gas and petroleum industries are likely larger than those  
expected from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) inventories. More  
specifically to California, atmospheric measurement studies in Southern California  
indicate that state inventories of methane emissions from oil and gas production activities 
may be underestimated by a factor of about 5. Adjusting the CARB inventory by this factor 
would make the global warming potential of oil and gas production-related methane  
emissions larger, although still less than direct CO2 emissions from fuel use.

New US EPA regulations requiring reduced emission completions (so called “green 
completions”) for gas wells beginning in 2015 do not apply to the majority of wells in the 
San Joaquin Valley, as they are principally oil and associated gas wells. Similar control 
standards could be applied to oil wells in California.

While other regions are currently using WST for the production of oil (e.g., the Bakken 
formation of North Dakota) or gas (e.g., the Barnett shale of Texas), emissions from these 
regions may not be representative of emissions from California-specific application of 
WST. For example, the volume of fluid used for WST operations in California is typically 
lower than operations in other shale plays, potentially leading to lower evaporative  
emissions of methane from flowback fluid. (Section 5.2.2, Climate Impacts)

Seismic Risk

Conclusion 10: Hydraulic fracturing rarely involves large enough volumes of fluids 
injected at sufficient rate to cause induced seismicity of concern. Current hydraulic 
fracturing for oil and gas production in California is not considered to pose a  
significant seismic hazard. In contrast, disposal of produced water from oil and gas 
production in deep injection wells has caused felt seismic events in several states. 
Expanded oil and gas production due to extensive hydraulic fracturing activity in  
California would lead to increased injection volumes for disposal. If this produced 
water is disposed of by injection and not handled through an expansion of water 
treatment and re-use systems, it could increase seismic hazards. 

Induced seismicity is a term used to describe seismic events caused by human activities.  
These include injection of fluids into the subsurface, when elevated fluid pore pressures  
can lower the frictional strengths of faults and fractures leading to seismic rupture.  
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Induced seismicity can produce felt or even damaging ground motions when large volumes  
of water are injected over long time periods into zones in or near potentially active  
earthquake sources. The relatively small fluid volumes and short time durations involved 
in most hydraulic fracturing operations themselves are generally not sufficient to create 
pore pressure perturbations of large enough spatial extent to generate induced seismicity 
of concern.  Current hydraulic fracturing activity is not considered to pose a significant 
seismic hazard in California. To date, only one felt earthquake attributed to hydraulic  
fracturing in California has been documented, and that was an isolated, low-energy event.

In contrast to hydraulic fracturing, earthquakes as large as magnitude 5.7 have been 
linked to injection of large volumes of wastewater into deep disposal wells in the eastern 
and central United States. To date, compared to some other states, water disposal wells  
in California have been relatively shallow and volumes disposed per well relatively small.  
There are no published reports of induced seismicity caused by wastewater disposal 
related to oil and gas operations in California, and at present the seismic hazard posed by 
wastewater injection is likely to be low.  However, possible correlations between seismicity  
and wastewater injection in California have not yet been studied in detail.  Injection of 
much larger volumes of produced water from increased WST activity and the subsequent 
increase in oil and gas production could increase the hazard, particularly in areas of high, 
naturally-occurring seismicity.  Therefore, given the active tectonic setting of California, it 
will be important to carry out quantitative assessments of induced seismic hazard and risk. 
The chance of inducing larger, hazardous earthquakes most likely could be reduced by 
following protocols similar to those that have been developed for other types of injection 
operations. Even though hydraulic fracturing itself rarely induces felt earthquakes,  
application of similar protocols could protect against potential worst-case outcomes  
resulting from these operations as well. (Section 5.3, Potential Seismic Impacts)

Indirect Environmental Effects of WST-Enabled Production

Conclusion 11: Based on Conclusions 1 through 10 above, the direct impacts of WST 
appear to be relatively limited for industry practice of today and will likely be limited  
in the future if proper management practices are followed. If the future brings 
significantly increased production enabled by WST, the primary impacts of WST 
on California’s environment will be indirect impacts, i.e., those due to increases and 
expansion in production, not the WST activity itself. Indirect impacts of WST through 
WST-enabled production will vary depending on whether this production occurs in 
existing rural or urban environments or in regions that have not previously been 
developed for oil and gas — as well as on the nature of the ecosystems, wildlife, 
geology and groundwater in the vicinity.

The indirect effects of WST were not a focus of this study. However, an understanding of 
the future of WST in California is incomplete without consideration of the idea that WST 
and other advanced technologies can enable more and new production. Consequently,  
we provide here a few comments relevant to future study.
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If new plays in formations such as the Monterey Formation source rocks prove to be  
attractive economic targets, the industry is likely to want to explore them and find WST 
and production technologies that work in these environments. Existing, or as yet unidentified  
technologies might be developed for these specific circumstances. Then, some years in  
the future — much like the unconventional gas plays that came into production because of 
high-volume hydraulic fracturing from horizontal wells — there could be novel technologies  
appropriate to novel plays in California. Such new technologies could have different  
environmental impacts over what is experienced today. To the extent that producers  
develop successful new methods, these technologies will deserve new scrutiny to ensure 
that they do not damage the environment of California.

Oil and gas production activities in general are known to present environmental, health, 
and safety risks via an array of industrial activities and technologies — including, but not 
limited to, drilling, truck traffic, land clearing, gas compressor stations, separator tanks, 
wastewater processing and disposal, and land subsidence. Our assessment of current WST 
practices in California suggests that the per-barrel impacts of producing oil with WST are 
comparable to the impacts of producing oil without WST. As a result, WST will mainly  
affect California’s environment through indirect effects caused by an increase in production.

The intensity and extent of expanded production impacts will vary, depending on where 
operations occur: in new greenfield sites, existing rural fields, or in existing fields in 
dense, urban environments. Some locations for expanded production may present few 
new impacts and some may present unique challenges to public health and safety, because 
of high population densities, vulnerable demographics, and geographic proximity to oil 
and gas development activities and their corresponding environmental emissions.

Expanded WST-enable production in California oil and gas fields could have the indirect 
effect of increasing the risk of contamination to groundwater water systems, by exposing  
greater areas of groundwater to contaminants and increasing the number of adverse 
events. The overall risks, however, will depend on groundwater and geological  
characteristics and operating practices, including (especially) practices to dispose of  
produced/flowback water and ensure the integrity of well casings and wellbore cement.  
If the use of WST expands oil and gas production in California, strategies for better  
understanding and mitigating any increased groundwater risk should be considered during  
planning and implementation efforts. Similarly, expanded production could lead to an 
increase in VOC, methane, carbon dioxide and other associated air-pollutant emissions  
if other measures to reduce these emissions are not undertaken.

There is a large body of work showing that habitats are altered to the detriment of wildlife  
and vegetation in areas where oil and gas production occurs. While it is obvious that 
wildlife and vegetation will be impacted if well stimulation converts pristine areas to oil 
and gas fields, increasing the level of production in existing fields will also have negative 
impacts on organisms that inhabit the fields. (Section 5, Potential Direct Environmental  
Effects of Well Stimulation)
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Summary

Hydraulic fracturing in a variety of forms has been widely applied over many decades  
in California. However, the practice of using well stimulation has mostly been different 
from the high-volume hydraulic fracturing (using long-reach horizontal wells) conducted 
elsewhere, such as in the Bakken formation in North Dakota or the Eagle Ford formation 
in Texas. In California, hydraulic fracturing tends to use less water, the hydraulic fracturing  
fluids tend to have higher chemical concentrations, the wells tend to be shallower and 
more vertical, and the target geologies present different challenges. This is because the 
majority of the oil produced from fields in California is not from oil source rocks  
(i.e., organic-rich shales in the Monterey Formation), but rather from porous sandstone 
and diatomite reservoirs, or from naturally fractured siliceous mudstones, porcelanites, and  
dolomitic mudstones, which contain oil that has migrated from source rocks. Consequently,  
the experiences in other states are largely not applicable to California. 

As to the prospects for expanded oil production in California using hydraulic fracturing  
in the future, the likelihood of finding major new shale plays similar to what has occurred 
in other states is quite uncertain. However, about 5 to 16 billion barrels of oil from  
additional oil production, beyond currently reported reserves, could be produced through 
the application of currently used technology in existing oil fields of the San Joaquin and 
the Los Angeles Basins. Production from Monterey diatomite reservoirs the San Joaquin 
Basin depends heavily on hydraulic fracturing. New production in and around these  
existing production sites would likely also be amenable to production with hydraulic 
fracturing as well.  New production in and around existing fields that currently does not 
depend on WST, such as in the Los Angeles Basin, could well continue to be produced 
without WST in the future.

Current water demand for well stimulation operations in California is a small fraction of 
statewide water use.  Even so, it can contribute to local constraints on water availability, 
especially during extreme droughts, such as the drought California is currently  
experiencing. Most of the chemicals reported for hydraulic fracturing treatments in  
California are not considered to be acutely toxic, but a few reported chemicals do present 
concerns for acute toxicity. Groundwater contamination from hydraulic fracturing has not 
been observed in this state, but a lack of data about the location and quality of groundwater  
resources, lack of knowledge about existing wells which might provide leakage paths, 
and inconsistent monitoring of potential groundwater impacts, limit our ability to assess 
whether and where water contamination from hydraulic fracturing activities has been or 
will be a problem. In some cases, hydraulic fracturing is taking place in shallow wells, in 
regions where the quality and location of the groundwater is not specified. These situations  
lack the inherent safety provided by conducting hydraulic fracturing thousands of feet 
below potable groundwater resources, and thus deserve closer scrutiny.
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Executive Summary

Hydraulic fracturing as currently practiced in California does not present a risk for induced  
seismic events of significance. The duration and extent of pressure increases due to  
hydraulic fracturing is relatively small compared to what is normally required to produce 
a felt, let alone a damaging, earthquake. In contrast, disposal of produced water from oil 
and gas production in deep injection wells has caused felt seismic events across the United 
States. Protocols similar to those that have been developed for other types of injection 
wells, such as for geothermal injections, can be applied to limit this risk. The direct  
emissions of hydraulic fracturing are a small component of total air pollution and methane,  
but these emissions occur largely in the San Joaquin Valley, which is often out of compliance  
for air quality. Another consideration is that all greenhouse gas emissions are relevant 
under California’s climate laws. 

This review focuses on direct environmental impacts of WST, including direct impacts to 
water supply, water quality, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, seismicity, ecology, 
traffic and noise, while indirect impacts of WST-enabled oil and gas production receive 
only cursory treatment. Based on this limited assessment, there is evidence that if the 
future brings significantly increased production enabled by WST, the primary impacts of 
WST on California’s environment will be indirect impacts, i.e., those due to increases and 
expansion in production, not the WST activity itself. Impacts of WST-enabled production 
will vary depending on whether this production occurs in existing rural or urban  
environments or in regions that have not previously been developed for oil and gas and 
the nature of the ecosystems, wildlife, geology and groundwater in the vicinity.
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VËNTURA COUNTY
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

Memorandum

'to:

FROM

Brian Baca

Planning/RMA

4-t'

Chuck Thomas, Manager C-'l
Plann i nglRu les/l ncentives

DATE: September 6,2017

SUBJECT: Renaissance Petroleum Project (PLl4-0 103)

As you requested, we've estimated daily air emissions flrom drilling one generic oil well and

l5 daily employee commute trips associated with the proposed Renaissance Petroleum

Pro.iecl near Oxnard.

Oil Well Drilling: 90 lbs/day (NOx + ROG)

Assumptions: Tier 3 dieselengine: 3.Û grams/BHP-hr

1,000 gallcns diesel fuellday

l5 Daily Employee Commute Trips: 0.06 lbs/day NÛx; 0.06 lbslday ROC
Assumptions: i 5 employees, 30 one-way trips/day; l0 miles/one-way trip

If you have any questions, please contact me at chuck¡.dvcapcd.org or 8A5/645-1427

c: Mike Villegas, VCAPCD
Kerby Zozula, VCAPCD
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Attachment 7 - VCAPCD Calculation of Tanker Truck Emissions
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Site Plans

Renaissance Petroleum Project
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RESOURCE MAN'^Gl IENT AGENCY
Planning Division

countu of v€ntura
FINAL

XIT16ATT,I] NCGAI] VE DECIARATION

A, PRO.IICT DISCRIPTION:

I. unttLlemerltr UofldiLionaL l]se Pennir, No, 4384

?. lff f!Snn!!, Cj.Lies Scrvicc Oi.l aari Cas Corp.

J:$3*!l: {see 'rl. tached nap): Betrseen Etting Roari ald Srate
lliglivay 1, approxirralcLy 112 mil: casl of Pleasant Vallel' t{es4; City of
i.lxn:rC irrea of Inte res !.

gsqgg:-gr Pareel No(s). 232-062-03

larcgl Ejq,q;. 26.87 acre.s; Perrnit Area: 28,000 sq. ft.

!ryfi{-llg11JSgttlgglg Agriculture (0pen Space xleneat)

3.

4

6

I

7. Existi&e Zoning l "A-Er' (AgricuJ.tural ExcLusive)

I

Sfgi_€!"!*ge_F5:ipLlgg: lrilling of one exploratory oil/gas well. and
productien if hydrocarbons are found,

Resp.o:rsible Ageacres: California !jvj.sion o{ 0i1 and Gas

B gt$'r'Ht{rN1' or' lly{gqNrrx

Calit'*rnia $a.lLe l:rt' leqrrirc$ thit ;t{1 [nittitl $tudy (enviromrr:nLrl
evllu:rliotJ h{: condlcte{l to d{:tcr&:lrt i{ tki* projcet coulrl s{grilicalrtly
iffecL thc sfiviroilment.. i* lllii.inl $t"udy eir coftducisd by f.he Pl;rnning
0Ivision l.{r cvoLurte Lhe !oLf.llLiLl cffecl o{ this Fr{rjsi".t Dn thr:
cttvi.rqtrntcnL" ll:raetl an lhs f indi.nls c*ntrr{netl in l}r* *t tschcd init-r:rl Strrrly
lr ha* be*n rL:Lerm:It:d ihaL Lltls prrrJoct gqgLd hrvr a significln* e{f,cet,0rr
f,hc ervlro:uneni;. Therefore, a Hi!i6;rtctl' {caative DsclatuLiorr ha$ bt:err
greparcd, lturruant t.o llrr: provisions $f C*lifarn{a llnvironmenlal Qusl,ity If,t
t$r:c, ,5C73)" Thc {rat*ntl.r'lly ai6nlfi.catrt irtpacts con be satirfaccortly
ffiLignled thro{3h :tdopt.idn of Lhe folloning ldenrlfiod nrclsrr{s ,t
ccrndiliuns of apprrrva!."

PS|BIITIALLY St6ftlttcAN'r rilvlRoHlJt:ll'tAl, lltp^cT$ ItlENttrll:n i"\D pno}0s!:n
rl ITlc[fI dil r'rE/iSuH!$-

;-,-
?he subject siLe is currently planted in citrrs (lernon) orchard, and is
under an LCA Coltract. The proposed Iro acre permiL alea $ill hAve Co
be cl.eared of all the lernon lrees prior to the start of drilling and
through the l"ife of the perrnit, if production is reached.

14iLigation

a, The propoxod LRo acre permit area vill be redocad to 28,000 sq.
tt, This afl:a is adegrrat-e Lo drill one expLoratory oi.l/gas well,
and to ins[sl] produclion if oil andlor gas i* lound.

b, Trees of Lhe satre variety shall be plan[ed as close to the well as
possible/ptactical nhen the well is abaadoucd, or completed.

c, Dusl liill be kepL to an absolute ninimun along iccess roads, and
within the permil area.

C

80o Soulh Vicloria Avense, Venrsra, CA 93009



D, PT)BLIC REVIEI,I:

1. l,ggal ttg.t,ietFlethg4! Dltect n:iling to properLy olroers wichin 30O teet of,progosed project boundary.

2. Doqu$e&t Posclag.lerio4: October 31, 1986 to lecemler Z, l.gg6

3, Envilonrneglql Beporl *evi*lr_Conrnilree llearigs D?Ej: ]ccenber 3, 1986

4" Place: Xall of Administ.rarion, Multi-purpose Room, Room 344, ?hird Floor,

5. IiIt, l:30 p.m.

Prepared by:

Revielr Con$iltee

RKt: bb/J225

Jocrcs Carutor-If
ffi-e-?iinrre;-l'

Reviewed byl
t

Comoercial/
Sectton

Use

Jb1 Bllr.rogental. Report Revie* conmiLlee recommend$ rhlt tbe decision-{aking
body find thst tbis docunent has bcen coorpleted in eonplionce ryith the Californii
Snvironmeotal Quality Act,

M ;zl:',f*r,
Date



cour'l lT 0I' vEilfuliA
RSSOIIRCE XANAGE}M}TT ACEXIY

I}OO S. ?]CTOR]A AV.bNUi:
VINTUFA, CA 9:1009

Ii{JR

COUNfi OI'!'fi}ITURA
IItr:$I,XJRCE I'ANAEE}'1UTI? ACINCY

Blf]'ITIJlllN'l' |i0. : CUP-4384

t. 0lllsd Ser:/i{:1 O:f;!, Cjl" !g"frt,t ,, n{rpl tralrl, hr:re}y agre* Lrr l,llr f rnf osed
!{.ril.tg:rr.t+tz llr'*:tttrli lvirTill ii,tv* he."tr ,jrr,,i*'1 ,:t3 irlrtjuar.tiotr *irh th{. !u..:P.rr.:rLlo!r
tl " ltlti.S+Lr:.i iir5alivt: l*elar;ltrul f$r iitf: pr:opased ptolrret". I urderstalrii lhat
Lhe:te ll;tiSnfi*n lle*sur*s r:r' *rrh*lsll{alIy si.n{1lr in$xsut.: rllts{ trr' }dopfrd as
i:ot.lrLrorg rti spfroval {,ilh thla 1rr:r'tull e{tlrtrsl in *r*r:r tn rrrdrlt'r: i.dr:{Lified
potcntial enviroxlenlal inltacl6 L0 an accept.ahle level : ali{ ts avoid the
rrecessity 0f preporing an Envirormental Inpact Repor! fcr lilis pr-ojEct.

The pctenlially si-gni:lir:nnt elrvirormacta.l issues and Lhe proprrsed !li.rigat.ion
llcasures are ag follows:

#i : !i.:-Fqgsjiic'i] qL bngqt
'lhe rubjerL *J.Ee is curr€nLLy plfnrdd ir ritrus (lemon) o.chard, arrd is
rrstlet {t LCA fonrract. tle propored ewo nerc penlil sr€$ *ill heva f,o be
cl.ared of al.l the 1eo$o Lrees prlor [o the et:rrt ;rf drllling lnd Lhrough
the life {rf the pe{mi[, if prorluctlofi i$ reoched

|lJ t,!g{tior

a. The propoced t1',o scre lrermit ar*t !$111 be t:6duced Eo 28,000 sq. ft,
This ilrsr k adequnte Lo dril.l one axploreLory oillgas roel-1, aad to
j.n:rCali. $r:odtlc!iod il uil nnd,/or gt* is fflurd.

Tr:ees of Lhe same vsri€ty shaLl lie pianted as close to Lhe veil os
possible/practical wtlen thc, rve11 is ab4ndoned, o: conpleted,

Oust wiLl be kepl Lo an absolule ni.rj.nuu! alorrg ar:r:ess tlads, ald uithin
thc !ernii area,

b

Applicaat'E Signat{re
Applicent'9 Address

.iH.{? t_ta.- 1.-a" .zt-*:::-7
P.0, 3ox 939

Sakerisfield. CA 93302

Dale Decenber 2, 1986

JC: bb/J258
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A.

INITIAI. STIIDY

P[oJrcr_JrE!!Is::10{

L 9roj.ct llo, I Condltlonal. Use t Nor 4384

2" lhs o! lppltc.o! r Cl rles .sorvlco 0t.l and Ges C0.

and tha na

-lf hr0rlrrrt{S'r la tsta{,h{i 

- 

- , -

i. Al|tl&lllttfiirl f$rr? cr6&I$t
l,nr.l? Siuillcrqr?&rEE ilo E-Efr- xo

f,tllllqllo 0tvl3l04

t. Frg lrr.

l'ill rl. projccir hdlvidqlly or
ill.tlvcly, rllrr a!. llluad x-__ __x

2, 6rarc! ledHor

3lll l.i. projcct, ltrdlvidu.lly or
ilclstlvalyr llrlIcc alotti la .A
ttat?

3. &cr&l
Itlll tb. t!oj.ei, tldiyidullt o!
euulallraly! .fl!<t, rrlltiqg loullg
03 c:!i!t I d9{[d tor.ddialolal
Lourl.!!t

4. grof.l tlt0 cootit?loc

tll.ll $C gtojlcl, hdividully e!
suuh!{eelt, c.nflict riih &y
algleegBrl torl I ohl.erl,Y.l
9011c? 08 pro|rar of tf,r Gcms!
Plarl

5, llloFrrl rqd oil nrrourcGr

Itill tb. ppJrct. iodieidull,y or
C[ulrtiyrlyr r.ault ir!

'.. tl. d.plcciot oJ'oiaeni or
oi! rc.ourc.rt

b. llrapcria3 e. prcslldi.og
accc!! to or lh. tt?ltcgior
oa, alrcr6l or otl ralourecr?

3. proroci Locorj.oc: Betucon gitlo0 Rd trnd StoJ
app"oir*"tety Il.

4.
(3

gas ee ll
I l.t

__{

A

*_x

_*.'d

_x x



lFrcr? Slrolflcast?
1qr_--ffi!s lo tsi@-A

b. Aa offecr oa lxj,rti.t tsrllsS
f.cili!ic!, o. d.orDd !or s.t
p.lkiat?

c. An i{pell upoo aflislirg ltats-
to(trLild !yr!r.!?

i. llleQtiods to ,.er.ct lrtbarlr
of ctrcultlioo 9r co!.N[t ot
tcotk.adlo! lood!?

c. Altaleeioni !! rri! lrlf.iicl

f. Aq L[€.(.ra i! cr.tftc h..$do
to elor lehicl.ar btayclitgr or
pad..tfi.ort

l_gll-ctprp!

f,ill tir Froj.c!, alaividlrlly or
Gulhrly.ly, u!ul! i! o! be
irp.ci.d by!

t, Chrotlc io tlloryti.o t.tca,
draiorla t.ttcn!, or tL. .ost.
asd/sr i!au! qf sultr€c tlcer
reoif?

__*

*'(

i
.l

- r:-

x

-a_

,{

_-x

__ )(

{
--l-:

,(

l0

l, ?!a tlt(r.3los lc tir cou.r! or
{loY ot f.i,ood *a!!ar?

thr lrtblura ot lcopllr troprriy
ot uilua frtsnl raaousctc to
Lltrrat ruc! .. alsadi!! or
trunit

qr gtlrs
Cootrol

an cff€ct.! r shro!€l
!rtul.!!d by t!! rlood
Dlrtrict?

d-

c. GhatFr k crrlcrtlr or lhc coutgc
of di..clioo of rrt,er sv.n!at! !,! rot body ot vrt.r?

'f. I tlood Dllr! t!d1r.t4{ o! tbc
9rlauar Coqtly flood totuaas€B
nrt. l.ltl

ll, lLE r tcrourcrr

rlll thc Aroj€c?, td{v:dqu,y cG
cHlltlvrlyr rcrult tl or b! jr?.c!ed byl

r. A drcrcerr ol rurfac! yr!!r
quq!i.ty?

b- lh. drtrrd.tiq ol rutilct urtrr
qullrgt

a, A d:.!!$. of troedelaer
{€!lltt?

d, thc dcarodrtlE ot t(oudraas.qulily?

a, l llSl troEd{ilr tablc?

-x
I
x
xg__



GEIIEIAL SERVICES AGEIICY

l(, i.t!!rtto[

llll tbs froj.€i' lldividsllt ot
a6[!.liv.lyr rasult j! is!-cr!
ol rrcla.lioor! rFPo!tuit{et
.r f.cilitiei?

te. E!:g
lliil tl. !rrjrct, iadi{ld{alll or
csalcivlly, r.rvl! lq rq tfltci
o! !!abct!?

tihrorts ttp$lx$.t
f0. till ti. projcctr iddividurlly or

suulati!.ly...rula iq lrpectg o4i

r. Al! l.rffla irfray?

h, trisaht .irport f.cili!i(rt

r!6R:Curfln$.. rgpn8ncit

:r' &3!s!rl!rg*-!r:$rs:!
[lU t!. pr.J.€t, iodividlsllt os
cul,rlivclyr ..ruLt iEi

!. tla cwtrlrioo sl p!i*
rrrialltutsl- lrnd ln otlcr
utrt?

b. lA. latt of prqdqeaive crop lard
o. roiht

C. Aa rdv.lrc cffrcl oc .djrcldl
rtrl.rltrral 1.qd?

gill the prol.cr
o..lehttally,
totrrc ol ,!o81.
or vlbrttloor?

, todl.vidqlly o!
lrlglt iq ihr cx-
lo lq(rcrrcd aois.

21. Publtc frdlll,tlcr .rd ljtl,llllcr
gill lhc Droj.ct, hdivido.lly or
cslat!,vrly, lsva so ltacct utoo,
or r?*ul3 i! r o6d lor rev or
.lrc.rd tcricca i! aay of t[c
fgltorlnS a:arr,

r, larclt or resla araat[eq!
tl.ors?

hnact ttrottlcro(?
Ycg--@g 8o ts! @-&

x

__x
t
d

x
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d
L

x
d

_*-d
&u8 to s! t|leu$,g 9l ac "i0txcr rusrot6tBl' I08 r!!r{!Ennrxgn$ psldtct

2!. ytrerl lltr.r!
lflll 3b. ?lojrctr trdivi.dsllt or
ffilrt!,y.Iy, s.!ul3 ii ric obrtructi,!!
of..a.!lc leroulca o3 vi.t olct to
tla F$ltcr o! eill tlc l!oj.c! ratulr
lr ti. cr!.lid of rd.lrl6rtic.lly
offcrai,vc rile otcr 3o psb1le yl.c!

a3, }lr!t rud ltrft

Ulll cb. tFjeca, hdividu.lly or
rqlrtig.ly, groduc. litlt o. Bl:!.?

24. ll.tr. rnd VltFltolt
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c.

c. Iaitoductloi .f !!c l!.b!
tgacica ilts i! r!ra. or lt:c
lat.qd{qtioa !f r be.!i!t to
lh. sorll lellarrdEsc of
slr!l!3 sprcirt?

d, Ct.rlt ll tba dierrtitY of
3laclar, o@b.rt ot brbi,ht of
aly aBiE.l sp.ci6t rhlcb.(c
hq.lly s$riaivr or alqc.t

a" !lrtsr!.a.. cr !!dscli9! i! tbc
rub.rr of rBy Sarra o! Fcd..rllY
llttcd rarar ghra.t6.d os
aodarlcrld rllul !9!ciet or
ti.ir hrbiul!?

l. &E!cdu!{o[ of lat rdDl
!9c<iet &to ra rttr?

!i llrrr6lart!! ot brrrtaE f5
IQYS.! .f tOy foidldt ar
.ltr|t3rt Jtr! $ vtl0Lft
tSCei!!t

b- tntrodqctllq ol frctorc rde.rr.
cs tlc qlrdtt G.ologiarl

- 
brt:nc.t

1,, htaoducrlan of lobitroc.r,
hfll r.!.lrl.ltr rlr!.tus I
ot!G! lrcto(' ibli vould daege,
c!u3r or hrrrt rs crlrSllt
Le.llt ..nr1!1* or ul,qu.
rcoryrta?

DtSCUgStoI Ot MSP0I8?3 tO eXECr([lSl

-

(rfr++.q+.aHct.d lc.)

lmscLt Slulllc{rt?
t.r--@ uo l."--tt"-fi:-89
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:.iL,. IAdEI!. -NT AGENCY

,r:fi*" yfventund*
0fr(

,,':) '

Planning Division

NA'ilCU 0r tullr,lt RtiY:l:\./ ot A

ultArT ]l I Tl GA1 r $'l ri! GiTI vE irit CL.{RAT I 0N

TO COXCI'RNUL] }AiiTI[S;

?h! Flnnning llivisio$ is currenlly pr.trtls:iin* lltr lrrd rrse p*rrnit /trluerL
de*r:'l"l'e:l l:c!:lr. C.:llf;rn:.r Sirt, lrr'- ',,ldii.'.s :.1,,,L lirili"l Slu.ly
(crruir,ilruural. evuluarlorr) or: colrilucLed !o .1.!etslrc 1t thls ?r$.:ect cir$ld
:;i"g:iiflcaafly affr,-l: th; .:i.frr.runc..l. liosr.l otr LLr: Jtril-isi $lu,iy, it" ho* ircert
found ilrar signif ir--;rr! ef f e tls upcn the e.!virgnnctt coil-ld occuri hocever,
nl!igation neaules c5n be adopled slich $il1 rcd*rs Llrase ilrpcrls to acceplable
lcrreJ-s - Therefore, a lli!igated Negative DeclJr:ri{t?r lial becg preparr:d, ltursuaill
Lo lhe provirioui oi CI,QA (Sec, 150?3).

A. PROJtrCT }ESCRI?TION;

t lirtitlemsrrt:

Anpllqnr:t:

f:g!g"uJif hydro

Conditianal Use Fersil No. 4384

3, ln-qllllet, {see attached nap): lelwc*It lilling lloaLl ald State llighray
1, approxi.matelv lL miles eost o{ Pleasant VeL}e1: Road, CiLy of 0xnarrl
Area of Inlercsb, California.

4. ilgseqgsr E{-:gq4 !lot.!Lr 232-062-03

5. lercelJpizc: 28.67 acres.

6, fg$Cls!-g]gS-lgnl;ttt-!1gl: "Agticullure" iOpel. Slace Elernent)

7 . llx'isti.ng ,&n;LtS' 'rA-Ur' (.{gricultr:ra1 [xclusive].

Cities Ser:vice {}il ind Cas Corp

: Irilliag o{ .l explr:raLory ni} arld gas wel1, and producLior
carbons are io*nd,

levieserl or
please phone

l;

B. PUNI,]C RIlVliJt{:

?he pubLic review pcriod of Lhe Drxfl Ulliglted Negativc Declaration i8 fron
Octohar llr 1986 Lr Orcoarber ?, 1r86. In .rrldlrion, lh{: Vcnturr Collllty
Snvirc.n&errLirl Xcpurt llevicrrr CofiilllLtr!.t wtlI hold n publi* lrcarrltX orl Llra
adcqilncy of th" llraft lll.LiBeled il**otive lrecl{rst.ion {rb lt30 P.n. on
0ecember 3, 1986, in ghe ltult,i-l)rtrpose llehring Rooflr. Rcors !d6, tltird .Tloort
l{nll of Adnlci.rlrnrlorr, 80ll South itictorla Avenuc, Vantuta, CA ,3009. Yau
are qeltomc t"o a.Ltend t.hi6 hearing, and to coument $n lhe adequacy of Lhe
Drafl l{itigated Negative Declarat-iou. ff you are unable to altend, writtcn
connrelrts on thls docunorrl nay be subnilted t.c Janeg Coruso, PlanrritLg
livisi.ori, Resource llaragement Agencyr 800 Soutb Victoria Avente, Ventllr:a, CA

93009.

Copies of Lliis lraft l{!tigtled l{cgativa }ecJarat.ion may be
otrlained al lhe above addtess. If you have 4ny qu€at.iorsl
Ja$es Cau:so ac (805) 6\4-2453.

Jc : j rlJ3{9

At tachment.:
Locatioa f{ap

800 sou(h Viclor:a Avenue. Venrula, CA 93009



C 0!scU!.s,i.ou ol bp"S;C

!, l,alrrl Us* * l'he prc*e1l lrrrrrl rsrr iI th.' ;r,..:!t l* ugr{cultrrr* {lgnol
orchrd su slta). &rilLluS of ont: r.xploraloty *ell &ntl lnstjlllrtiou ol
prathtcLior {ri}r}iptd}n{ {frlxp, !:alkri, at,r:,) rr'ill rr*ccrs;rrily rcnnve land
It'.u ngrir'rtltnr;rl pr<rrlrrr:!ior, Thc 2S.000 srlutrc fec! of lanri ncerltrl
flr rlrr lling nnd !lrdrlurt iot reprr:;;r-.nt$ lr:i$ Lhxn 0.0IX of the 2$ .rcrc
p;rrc*l ort *hirh t.hc wcll i:r to br' Lo*ak:d. fhin liguru i.:r rleernn;l to br
in* ign I fi*ruL .

2, Cr"owth laducenrexL - llrilij.lg oi and produclion frlri r,r1e well. hac no
Foliti;T,tr cjt* ttrpr]crs -

,t. !191iq; r.J i.rii.m;. l-;r., r{ li,. -1,piir":ri. uijiLr ,r.c,lr,i .'' (uurl,,c;e
llrjr rvcil , .lhtret!:rl . ns Lelr iln$rrn& tr:il be oe&did.

:i, fretrt: r.tl Itl;r linrrg I xl,-l*cy - i\ r.:v ies o f t frc {,Ierrt.urr County Gcnrr:a I Pl l:;
fifititr,.'s*n$;;ii-i ;r1. ti*tru.err thc l,roject alri lhe crnr:ral Flarr.

:r ' S-*L-g":l--f-q<, -llt I lli.:rtlll(a$ - i'ltr lrtrr ltrir: irt Lllt lta'i}'t,r8rrl l:L!]1c.i is Lo
lrlc*!e anrl ri("v$loF li I lnd gre rn!9fli!rrrg. 'l'h*f,efere , il lrj.! snd,/or *a:;
ix fnllnrl , inrl lrtrfltlri,{l f nrm l.h* i]rr'unil . l.|r: rerrlirrrplsl vi1l lr; rlrflcte,'j .

ll*ucv*r, llre rentrlr-'lj..rtr ul arrr: we.iI r,;il-l iloL ri!{ttlfreantiy dr:p]rte t]re
(e60ul'cc(s).

b, tioli{_!rl*qte l';rrl li!.ic.l - ?he Venlura *crrnty flrdinal*t: Corl* S.:.:ti6n
SJ07-5,6,4 r?.lxrxos thc propcr hnrrdling and d{upo*tl df ronl.itt{ntllus.
tltkor rnntcrial:; *urh as lrr*ktrr e$nr:iratf , pap*r, hr$r!, {lc. | ..ill lr(
tJirpa*ncl of al npirroprirLc lrnrlfill *ittn, Tlt* prcjecr rhall grorlur;e
sttrh rastrs iu very $nillI qilrntili*s, lrtd [herefore *hall not htrvr: a
*igni f irlnl el{*ct on s*l !d vrnaLe l;r<:i I iti*:r.

4!r
(a)(ti Uolrnty' s

,qrUse!
rilr6Iity,
advers*

S;txrrrl on thc cr{Leria contalx(fl in llrrltta
$n!dqlj.1y:* {9I lltg l1'$rr.rigl g{ Ur .Q,.el{.t lpES!f*r rl*t*rrninin{ n prr.lfcrr$ foltiltial impoct on a1r
thr: sub,jelL fn'l.iert, rllll noI h*v* :r signi.iicatt
inrpir{:l 0t},ri:,- quoliry.

l.a) {.2 i

{a I (:t)

ib) (1)

(b) {2)

CiI Fel I

orlor s .

&re Lo the leLrrre and locacion. of ilte propcscd projr.:t:1. rnd
the sna.Ll. am+llrl of sarlh {17 cu. yds,) t.o be mor;,.d f,o.rea!{:
lhe drilljng ir;rr1. ll:: Irro.ject is ngL ex!ecLeti io r:auge lacar1
rir quaiir]" ir[]]ac!s,

pro.lctls gancrally do nol pro<iuce objeciir:nr}le

Agricult.ur:a1 spraying in thr- area fiay iftpacL Lhe ?rojecl.
sile. llhe degrce o{ i$pact. wi}.1 depend orr such factors as
Lypc arrd cnrou|ll 0f naLcriaJ Eprayudr rnelltorl .rnd frerguetrcy of
spray{$9. di*!ar(.'e of rlte dr i l.l {ng ra8 iton artad $p$yed ,
:rnd *ild rlitci:t.ion ard $;reed, Si.nrc lhe drillirg oprjrrLion
is icr$psr{ry, au(l sBrlcrrltural spraying $$(rrtlolts ill lhe
ares infrequent, personnel aL the drilllag Rite are not
expected Lo be advnr$*1y i/opacted by lhe spPlicatloIl cf
pesticides .o nerrby [r$ps.

odors n*socioled t'ilh sgr{cullilral sprilyillg lrt th( {r'ea nlay
ifiln{:L thc }roj.:(:l sil.:. thu dcgrae of top$ct *11.1 d*pend on
sur.lr tai:Lors a& lype en{ {rnobnl of o{terirl $prayeilr rnelhod
ind fre{illrylcy of spraylng, rlistancr: o{ t-he drilling ri6 f ronr
srens sprlyed! lrrd qin.l dire{tio$ nnd rpcrr.l, $jnce thc
dril1i16 oprlrdti$n js s*npor,ury; arul ngrieulLilrol 6ltayinx
operalioils in 0he area infreqrcnt, pr:rsrrol!l al rhi' r.lrillin6
siL{r rra nrrt axpectcrl ls tre a{llrrrs(}y imprrLe{ by orlars
rrrrrlLi'lg frnrn lhe aFplIrflt.irt! tt trr*tici{lr.s on n€ilrby {rofs.

i.1.4 I 1
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Iri

14.

f,urLh
l.on tnx

- Tltu l\rbl ir lJo**
0rdiunr* $crLlorr
lrul be iurprtrtrrd

Agrnrlt corunrnl$ thilt *llr6u{ot t:o tlia] tlounly's
8107-3, lhe Fropo$ed lrdla{'l :*it* rsr}ld nor
by, alty enrth elraracterirtl.ri th;tt ni*hl heiulllsct,

preserr!" Tlt* p|oposerl JnnDuilt .rf gr*(ling idr,rtifild i}i insi.grificant Lc
Corrtty *tatdnrds,

9. lliq,tlllqrlaligr{ililr.'ullrriorr -'l'!c Fublic l,rorl<s Agerl:y cclulerts thal !]re
proputed pro,ieet- l*ill lnrlrlcl- lhe County!r roi:<1 syeic$ in Lhe arer"
llc$cver, the Ageory consid*rs Lire inrpacl Lo bt iasignificsc! sinte the
roadg are odequately developed lo handle lhr amounl and typ. of l-raffjc
identified il lhc environ$eolal assesenetr|.

flr:l:tluent-li', '"hr: J.6rnc; ;r ll i., 1. i.,yi: i F rrLy rnit i.ga'. i.;'

Flgud Coni.l*rl -'Iilt lul,lrr 'Jurk; igenr.y !.urxrlcrtL, Lira'. vjtllirr !he
t|-Inc-ilAfi;€d ,rra.l.'r'l sr.tr, the ,{gency's records sbos lllaL !.1}e

xrs no btsiortcal e!j.derce ot bei.ng inr;rarLed 1,1', or ifipacliilg
llond slr:rrr1 vater,

a l'da
:;ile
any

I I , !/at.er Resou.rces - ['ire Prrb li r i{orks

1.2, Sanit*t.ion - ?he

Agen' )' co,r!fleuts rha t luIsusflL
Sr:clinn &l$:'l;,6,1 of Lire CounLv's Zr)niog 0rdilaBce. any inl;:rr"s
suri'ace ard ground ?aLers rortld bc alleviated by lhe reqrrire:nertLc
the ordi,nance.

The Agency's recorrls .irrdieato the pl:eeence cf high grouu<i i{rler lab1e.
Ho{tcverJ ihe rlaLuril oi the p-roposed }roiect wolLd not inr}racL, Dr be
i{rpattsd by, rhe le':rl of the ground I'uler.

Lo
In
a{

project will not- uli.li.ze an individua-i disprrsal

13

sys t:em

htg: q!1ll& ' The projecr is nol requjred !o provirle a i.oog-terrn rlater
supply,

Ridk o"f--Upset -'fhe provi6ions of hazarrlotrs nflteri3ls and zoniDg
orrlinanee*, rcqui.e siep$ h* taken to ni8i.,lliae Ute irossitJili!y of ri.sk
of ttpxl:1. Tlrc*s ordtnalces reduca Fq86iblc ltrplcts Lo insigoificaot
l*.vet*,

llunraa lleallh - Sec nuntber 14 above

"i6 - Irire lrot-ccLion -

(n] Twu fire sl.al-lons arc iocaLeil irit.h:l five rnil.es cf iire ptc,ject
::ire.

ib) Arlequate personrre-l arrd equipmeat are avajlable ac t.ires€ sLaLions.

(") The p:oject j"s trot locatBd irr a high j:ite lrazard area.

(d) The stte is loctte{l 500 leet ofl a poved road. Adequat€ acces$
{or fire eq'.;ripment js avai.labla-

{e) (fJ The proviciorrs of Lhe Unif{rxn ,fire Goda :rrl*quately addross these
is.quo.e, l{o furlLer uri.Ligatton ia required. lhe applicaul- nusl
apply fcr rnd oblnln a Unlform fire Parnil.

17. ghe$fff..q lg.pltrunt?t -

(e) The agplicant: proposes td secure rhe projecl by fentirlg.

ibj Adequale toads are available !:a Lhe siLe.

(c) N6 locational inpBcts ore 4videnl from the projecl's locat.iort.
llegular $[erif{ paLrols freqxen! the nrea,

L7412
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iu$J:!3
t-h:: elrl

li . Arritul Lrttir.l Rr:uurrrcr.: s
;;ii;,,rt ?T..m";)' il;Ia r;i
acr'F per"mit a|r:a 9iII
LiLf, ir(d.ll JI !rrlLrrirB

rs reacircd.

- Thr: subjecl slte i ) .iurrcxtly tl?nled .iu
elii ls onrJer an LCA forrt-rart, The proposed t*o

h:vi: ro be cleared o{:i-i Lcrnort t}ees prlor t4l
.i,,.i ;i;:.rrgir {.irc iile cr. Lhr pcrnriL ii producrion

to thc cortrolLir:g
SecLior E.:01-5. c. i .

Le iusignificaat dlt€
ll1d7 -5 .6 . 13 t-hr8}1gb

Rgcrei!-tir.n - Thp proiect !s not l.{ieaLi:{i nfar lrly recteatjorral
fac.iliLj.es. arJ shdll. rloL gtnrraL.r Llte tultil i'o]:lilditii)tla.i reiirt'alionaI
facili t.i€s.

19, Horbor* - -\io La.rbrrr inpacis art itav, 
' 
hlrr fr3n t.hi s prcject

- The 1ro-1r:ri js iocat-ed aplroxirnaLaiy ttrJ n1lcs viorthtlesl af
ol tirc !r:ili- i4ugu rttrtelys- lhe Ffui I'e{lrrr.es.: u;rr*ing beacon

be jnstalied atcp tle drilling nasl, ?his irnpler is insigailicatt

ll:iliAaLii$

22

.i'hc p:oi:c::t:d t.!)n ai:ra iieirnii l1a.i tii"li l.,c re.l,rtr,,l i, triic atLr" or
less. llr.i s area is ;r,lertuar-: Lo drill olu e;e1>.i :rat.orv oi I lt:rs
vell, and t,.-' 

'ns1..lil 
proCucl-iori eqti?tnenl.

tr, Trees ci. i.be sar,e uariety shall b€ piar:Led a$ clas. Lo l-hc tvcli as
passiblelpracl-tcal when lhe tlci I is rbandoued or clmpleled,

c. i)i|6t- shili" i"lt kept lo an absoltrLe mittimum alotrg access rcads atd
wiLhin the paymal area Ly darttping or chemical dusr hinding.

Virual Effcr:t$ - Ilrte to tbc surroundjnS o.chard, t"he only phase of lite
t;i{e;t-l6.Tr: visihlc fron public rta{rs or tt}.ighlt&'ring priirerly rcill be
lire drilli16 riB mnxt, 'l'his nasi rrll lx',ilproxinn[*ly 1t0 l-ceL ]iigh
and vi 1l temairt in p.lncr: f or 30-35 dlys, {hia i.nrpac! is decmed cc' tre
ilsignificant duD !o iLs tenpotary nalure,

?.3. J*g:tq {,ltt 91.!r3 - lhis iirp{ct j.s insignifieant drte
yrovision of Lhe Ventura iortnr:y 0rriinance Csde

21+" l{oire anr.l V-ibxat.iot| - Neiss intpacts are deerled Lo
Io - tl- pirvGiirls oJ 0rdinanca Code Se ctioer;
$107-i,6.21.

25, P$blic fnciliti$* ttr{l Ut..l I iti.3 - ?}r:: lro-l*r:L r*i.l I hovro tr$ ilrLFraciitn
tiLh tny of Lhe rnenti.n{td fsciJitir:s t{ith Lh* !ro$sibl.t: .rricepti,olr ct
el*ctric:rl Lf,orrsroisriiort, A<:*rrrdinli Lo Al]Cl] rttlo$r lhe 4rlll.itrg phase
au.l 9{ .lny$ $f tlr* prnrlrt*lirrtt phnre rrtt bc p*t+ernd by ditsei-ilcrlrit:
ganeraLors, AlL.;:r rhe iniL ial. 90 dzrys it Froducltioll, permairenl grid
Iar,|er Jills', be brougltt t-o Lbe Eii:c, 'lhis sirrgla gcrvice extens.toa is
-i:rsignificlut.

2A keiw - As rotred above, a dietel -e,LecLric geoeraLor w.i1l power
dxili"ing rig, The atrourt of fuel needed for this getrernLor
relaLiv*iy snra11. No sign-i{icanl impacL ia expecLed.

SuLturali/filhoic llc.lgulc-eq - iccorilllg
Areh*eological toci€Ly, ao in'pncLe en
expect€d.

lhe

!o Lhe VenLtrra Couaty
ctrllusal or elhnic resources arr

lr

2B

JC: i l L7+

$lS]gglgef R"q9::tc-gg - The l.iological systens pr.'Ya]eltt i.n the area
,;ve- 6aeB givelr-uni:r eot.ir.ly to permarrert :igrjculturc. the pelnil'
sile* and all adjac*nt lands rgithi.l aypro:inraLely onc-half mi1e, hnve
been cleared ci tralurll. vegeLaLion. The prrrnii area itsell viil nor
a{it as * barrier io wildlife rnovemellt due to ils eLze attd thc fact tlta!
it. is sirr"oiinded on all sides 1y agricullur:a1 lalds'

Llt+/3



clTY Or

nerb

f{t', Ro}ert, Laughi in, Supervi sor
ComrFrcial llndustrial Land Use Secti0n
Pl.nn1 ng 0ivi sion
Resource Ma naeement Agency
800 South Victoria Avenoe
Verrturd. Col'i fornia 93009

Dear Mr. Laugnllnl

SubJect: Draft Mittgated Negatlve 0eclanati0n for Conditl0nal Use permit
{CUPI No, 4384 and Mltigdti0n of 0ll 0evelopment-Rel.red Impncts on
the 0xna rd P'la i n

After revlellng the oraft llltigated Nogrtl!,e lJeclaratiorr for CUp 438.1 snd ihe
hlstory of slnl'lor types of proposed explorabory and productton otl
developnrent. proJects over thc pagt ieverql yeargr li seerffi tifl{rly to sirlte
tiit t{e are becunlng concerned about tlre total number of froFotals for the
{rreo_$urround{n$ the City of oxnord. I nould ljke rg ldke the ogportuntlry t0
h'lghllght,ouf conc€ffl$ and ask thatyou apply than to cup 4394, ns vlell 05
other appilcatlons, as approlrldte. The ioncerns are cs follo*st

1. V{sual tnpicts--Ihe Clty has 3ev€ral prlnclpal entrsnceways and ntny that
mlght te6t nlnor flot{, but nlll have greaierlmportonc€ !n the futsr...
Visual seporotlon and scrc€ntng of entr6ncq.0ys should be proyided
Iher,Cver posclble by requiring lnat tne actua'l drlll{rg slts be loeated
ar far as posslblo fran the entr.ncersy road ond thar ix{stln! or add€d
plant nf,tenlal be used io ds gr*nt an exr,ent as pr.actJcal ts etther
$creen the drllllng eqtlprEnt dr intsrrupt 'lts rectlllnear" proftle. ln
ldd'ltlon. use of low-proflle equlprnenr Jnstesd of hlgtr-profile equtprnent,
mul d be pref€rtbi€,

?. l'loise lmpacts--tt should be kepi Jn mind xhar Hllie nnny of tho drill
rt!e3 hsye.been propo$ed for seanlngly unoccupled areas, fr.equently
otthsr lsolat0d houses or ra$ldentlil areas mtght octually be in
relatlve'ly close praxlm{ty t{h€n yl€red frrm thi *ay that l0ts0 con travsl
ln ceria{n aulospnorlc ntd tE'lporelsr€ condition$, Therefore, lt is
fequested thut conslderatlon tre gly8n to provld{n$ nojs€ atteluotl0n
devlce$ thEt are sufflcleat !0 prevent {tstorbanco of dayt{n8 or
nlghltlme tct{vitles ln nearby rerldences.

CoMMUNITY DEVTTOPMENT rlf P^RTM rN r . ',J05 !V. I H iltD ST, . OX\AR D, CA 9303., . {s05r es4-4657

ncH {o,, usoro, ornlFoR Noveilbgt^ 21, 1986



l.lr. Robert Laughl ln November 21, 1986

3. Dust and pdrtlculate lopacts--Any increase of particuiate mntter in the
atnospher€ ls of c0ncern not on]y for pub'lic hea'lth reasons, brt besnrse
of potentlnlly negative {mpdcts on adjacent crops. Therefore, jt is
hereby requested that a1l unpaved service roads, as well as tne drill
slte area, be kept danp or that the use of chefiical dust binders be
requl red.

4. odor--A1'l reasonable steps 5nould be taken to ensure that odors
assoclated t{ith either exploratony drilling or production cannot be
detected beyond the actudl pennitted sJte boundary.

5. Site Slze aod pemittlng--It is requested lhat only the site size
actua'lly needed be perilltted and that separate permits be tltilized for
the exgloratory d11'lling phase and, subsequently, for the produc?ion
pha se.

6. 0n-site Pover Generatjon--8iven that v€nt,ura County has been designat€d
by tbe gPA as a non-dttalnment area fo. olone, it 1s tnereby necessarJ to
take every possible opporcunrW to reduce N0- emisslons from tnternal
csnburtion {IC) engine generator5. This cnn^best be acconplisned by
requiring the use of grid power to drive the drilling rig {f it is
avalloble rrithln close proximity {1.e., one qudrter lnile), lf grid power
cnflno? b€ used because of the distance factor then lt should be required
that the IC eng{ne generat0r be adjusted and operated 1n a manner that
r*i1l produce the lolest prdci,cal enissions (LPE's).

l. Contro'lling other Enissions Sources--To the extent feasjble, lhe tanks
ured to support exploratory drilling operat'lons should have vapor
recovery systsns and t,he utnost shoul d be done to contro] other sources
of fugitiYe srJssions.

After you have revie*ed the above, please give conslderation to vrhether your
agency's curpent oil deve'loPment standard$ include ali of the above
requirenents. If they do not, I would llke to ask that consideration be
given to amendlng the standards, or as an alternate that consideratlon be
given to developlng a mone specific set of standards for the 0xnard Plain.

Very truly yours,

l'1a

Clty Pl

tGt: RIS:Jly

cc: Ton Berg
DavJd ilora
Rtchard llagg{ o

ner
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Discussion:

The San Cayetano Fault intersects the ground surface approximately 1'5 miles south of

tne Uriling site for the proposed exploraiory oil wells. This fault.is classlfied as Active

Ou" to ev-id"nce of movement during the Holocene period (i.e. less than 11,000 years

b;ft; presen$. This maior fault trends east-west along the. base of the Topatopa

Mountalns at the northern edge of the Santa Clara Rlver valley. This north-dipping

thrust fault forms the northeniboundary of the thick accumulalion of Pleistocene and

Holocene sediments that underlie the valley.

Small magnitude earthquakes occur on or near the San Cayetano Fault. According to

Oi;;; lidlzy,the fottowing earthquakes have been recorded in the vicinity of the project

site and communitY of Piru,

DCOR Oiland Gas Proiect, PLt3'0046

Topical Response to Comment on the MND

Seismic Hazards and Produced Fluld Spills:

Date Magnitude
(Richter
scale)

2-14-1936 3.0
3-23-1938 3.5

941
6-1-1946

3,6
4.1

4-20-1 959 2.4
't-20-1964 2.5
5-21 -1 960 2.7
1',|-25-1987 2.1

2-23-1989 2.1

1-1 9-1 994 2.9
9-1 3-1 9e4 2.O

8-1-1995 2.8
6-7-2000 2.4
12-27-2048 2.2

Although Active, there is no definitive evidence of substantial movement (a large

""*r.rqi"r.") 
or iurface rupture along the San Cayetano Fa_ultwlthin the recent historic

p".i ti,". wiitrin the past ZbO years). ns reported in Olson (2012) and Dolan (2009)'

itrOii* of displaced'sedimeniary rbck units exposed in trenches excavated along the

fault about 1 mile west of the community of Piru suggest that two major earthquakes

o..r*O 
"fong 

this fault sometime afteithe year 1660 A.D. (i.e' in the last 450 years)'

323



DCOR Oil and Gas Project, PL13-0046

Topical ResPonse to Comment on MND
Page 2 of 4

The hazard represented by the San Gayetano Fault is addressed in State Law (the

Alquist-priolo Act) and in tire California Building C9!e. Progosed structures intended for

human occupancy must be set back a minimum of 50 feet from the trace of the fault to

avoid possibie surface rupture. All above-ground structures must also be constructed in

ac"ordance with the Seismic Zone lV Building Code standards to resist ground shaking

during an earthquake. Compliance with lhese standard State reguirements is

considered adequate to address seisrnic hazards.

W1h regard to the proposed project, any above ground structures will be required to

meet giitding Codi siandards. ihe proposed oilwells will be required to meet State

construction ltandards enforced by the Division of Oil and Gas and Geothermal

Rurour"". (DOGGR). No evidence has been presented or i.s available to lndicate that

these standards are inadequate to protect the environment (including groundwater

aquifers) from contamination by fluids produced from oil wells. There is no historic

evidenc6 that fault movement or earthquake shaking is a substantial risk of well leakage

to the surface or to groundwater aquifers. Fault movement in past historlc earthquakes
(such as the 1g33 Long Beach Earthquake) has resulted in.wellcasings being sheared

otf O"tow ground, Thisiare occurrence effectively seals and abandons the subject wells.

Thus, DObGR has no regulatory prohibition on drilling through the plane of an active

fault to reach oil-bearing zones below. Many (if not most) of the oilfields in the Ventura

and Los Angeles basini have been created by fault movement'

As indicated above, the San Cayetano Fault ls estimated to have generated two major

earthquakes in the iast 450 yeais (with none in the last 200 years)' lt is hlghly

specuiative that a major earthquake would occur on this fault in the vicinity of the
pioposed project within the naxt 5 to 30 years. There is no substantial evidence that

.uch 
"n 

earthquake event will occur within the timeframe of the proposed project.

Should a malor quake occur there is no substantial evidence that a significant

environmentil inipact will result from the presence of lhe proposed oil facilities.

The District 2 (Ventura Basin) office of DOGGR maintains a publically-available list of all

produced fluid spills that have occurred in the Distrlcl since 1994. This llst documents

bAg spill lncidenis that range from the loss of a tablespoon of_crude oil to major plpeline

breaks that involve the spiiiage of several thousand barrels of crude oil' Leaks of

froduceO water and other fluids are also included in the list. As indicated in the chart

below, most of the spills involve a minor amount of petroleum'

Quantity of oil
spilled

{Barrels)

Number of
incidents

% of total

0-2 443 49.8
2-10 219 24.6

10.99 2A2 22.8

100 or greater 25 2.8

Total= 889 r00
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As indicated above, approximately 75 percent of the oil spills reported for the 2O-year

p"rioo of record spills'involved lobanels of oilor less. Most of these incidents involve

iield maintenance issues such as flowline or tank conosion. only 25 oil spills in the 20-

v"ur p"iioo involved more than 100 barrels of crude oil (i.e. more than the equivalent of

i,ne oiit"nL"r truck). The largest spills in the 1994-2013 record involve damage during

the January 1994 NiorthriOgJEartnquake. During the earthquake, six breaks of 10-inch

crude oil trinsmission pipe'iines occurred. This includes a pipeline break in ihe Valencia

area of Los Angeles Ciinty that spilled an estimated 3,500 barrels of erude oil into the

Santa Clara River.

The record assembled by DOGGR reflects a low level of oil spillage given the following

factors:

r There are more than 30 oilfields in Ventura County
. over 12,000 0il wells have been drilled in the Ventura Basin

r Over 2,000 wells are currently active
. There are 318 miles of oil transmission pipelines in Ventura County alone.

r There are $everal hundred miles of production flowlines within the oil fields

. There are hundreds of tanks and processing facilltles ln the oil fields

The operator of the facility where a spill has occirred is respon-sible for the clean-up of

n" rfift"O fluid under the direction of State agencies includilg.DOGGR, the Regional

Water euality Control Board, and Califrornia Department of Fish and Wildlife. Thls

oversight hai assured adequate'clean-up of affected lands'

The spillage events associated with the 1994 Northridge earthquake do not rellect

wiOespreia damage of oil field facilities in Ventura County. The only incident in the

DOGGR list cited as "possibly due" to the earthquake that occurred in Ventura County

invoived a rupture of a tank in tne nincon Tank Farm. A total of 30 barrels of crude oil

was spilled in that event.

The addition of the two oil wells and associated facilities included in the proposed

proj".t to the existing 2,000 active wells and associated production facilities would not

iubstantially cnange tne existing risk of oil sp-ills in the Ventura Basin. The DCOR

protect *oujd not iivolve any chiange in the i'isk of a transmission pipeline leak since no

such pipeline is included in the proposal.

The issue of a major salt water leak frorn the Vintage, Ojai #36 well has been raised in

pr6fi. 
"brrentary. 

This well is located in the Ojai Field and.was originally drilled in

i gi i -f 9f + to a depth of at least 2,408 feet. lt was deepened in 1 91 7-1918 to a total

depth of 3,402 feei. ln a reportfiled on June 13, 1917 with the California State Mining

Bureau, the operator rePorted;
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,Strataof sa/f water encountered containlng heavy gas prassure which made

flaw of water about every 25 minutes."

ln February 2006, the Ojai#36 well began flowing s-alt waterfrom the annulus of the

casing. Aclording to theDOGGR recoid, the flow of salt waterwas contained and the

water-hauled from the site. The operator plugged and abandoned the well under

DOGGR supervision, DOGGR approved the plugging of the well on May 30, 2006'

There is no known residualenvironmental effect of this incident'

The incident involving the Ojai #36 does not constitute substantial evldence that the

proposed exploratoriwells will suffer a casing failure. The.failure of the casing in a well

iriil"o in 1911 that ii one of the 12,000 wells drilled in the Ventura Basin does not make

it reasonably foreseeable that a similar fate awaits the proposed wells.

Summary:

No substantial evidence has been identified that the proposed exploratory wells would

be damaged during an earthquake such that substantlal environmentaldamage would

result.

References:

Olson, grian (ZO1Z), "Eastern San Cayetano Fault in the Piru Quadrangle", California

Geological Survey Fault Evaluation Report #FER'257

Dolan, Jamos (2009), "Paleoseismiclty and Seismic Hazards of the San Cayetano Fault

Zane."
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AGENCY Planning Division
Kimberly L. Prillhart

Directorcounty of ventura
February 7,2017

Board of Supervisors
County of Ventura
800 South Victoria Avenue
Ventura, CA 93009

SUBJECT: Gonsideration of Supplemental Response to the FY 2015-2016 Ventura
County Grand Jury Report on "Ventura County Crude Oil Pipelines."

RECOMIT'IENDED ACTION$

Staff recommends that the Board of Supervisors take the following actions:

1. Receive and File this supplemental response to the subject Grand Jury report

"Ventura County Crude Oil Pipelines" (Exhibit 1) and direct that it be sent to the Grand

Jury.

2. Provide direction on whether County staff should prepare any periodic repoft(s) on

pipeline monitoring activities conducted by state and federalagencies.

FISCAL MANDATESTIMPACTS

Receiving this supplemental response to the subject Grand Jury report would not have a new

fiscal impact. The bosts associated with the preparation of this response are accommodated

within the existing budget of the Resource Management Agency and the County Executive

Office.

Should your Board direct that a periodic report on the ongoing regulatory oversight of crude

oiland gas pipelines be prepared by County staff, there would be a fiscal impact as additional

funds would be required for the staff time necessary to gather and organize information and

report back to the Eioard. The annual County cost would depend on the scope of any reporting

directed by the Board.

The Board of Supervisors directed that staff, in consultation with County Counsel, explore

the potential for ihe recovery of County costs from pipeline operators to prepare periodic

reports on pipeline safety. Pipeline operators (including oil and gas permittees) cunently pay

fees to staie'and federai agencies that fund safety inspection, monitoring and enforcement

activities. The County may-be pre-empted from levying a similarfee to fund a periodic report

on the oversight of pipeline saiety by these other agencies. ln the case of County-permitted

oil and gas operations, the County cannot unilaterally impose a new fee because the

800 South Victoria Avenue, L# 1740, Ventura, CA 93009 (805) 654-2481 Fax (805) 654-2509

Pilnted on necYclod PaPer@
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permittees are vested in the terms of the existing permits. ln addition, the County does not

exercise land use authority over most of the majoi pipelines in the county as they are located

in the public rignt-oi;y"outsioe of the coastil zone. Given these factors, a non-county

iunOing sour"Jfo, the contemplated periodic report has not been identified'

DrscussloN

On July 1,g,2a16, your Board approved a response to the Grand Jury report titled "Ventura

countv crude oit Fipelines' (Exhibit 1). This supple.mental letter outlines the regulatory

irii"oi6tion of each .g"n"y regarding ihe safety and. maintenance of crude oil and gas

pipelines. Representaiivestrom thes6 agencies ire scheduled to be at your Board meeting

to present information regarding their iesponsibilities and programs related to pipeline

monitoring and safetY.

A. BACKGROUND

As indicated in the Board-approved July 19, 2016 response to the Grand Jury Report (Exhibit

1), your Board 
"gr*O 

*ith many of tneiindings made by the Grand Jury regarding regulatory

oversight of crule oit and gas pipelines. Tile County response describ.ed the separation

between the state and fedeial responsibilities for maintenance and monitoring of pipelines

"nJ 
tn" County's land use authority to grant permits for oil and gas facilities.

Recommendation R-01 of the Grand Jury report calls for the preparation of an annual report

summarizing the state of crude oil pipelines located in Ventura County' ln the July 19, 2016

i"iponr" (E-xniUit ij, yort Board toirnO that this issue required further analysis and would be

addressed in a lat# ieport to the Board prepardd by the county Executive office and the

Resource ruanagement Agency. This boiro letter includes the further analysis and

constitutes the County's adJition-al response to the annual report recommendation made by

the Grand Jury.

B. HAZARDOUS LIQUID (CRUDE OIL) AND NATURAL GAS PIPELINE

REGULATORY JURISDICTION

ln its 2015-2016 report, the Grand Jury accurately stated that no single agency is responsible

for the regulation'ot oit and gas pipelines within Ventura County' However' the agency

responsible for oversight for each category of pipeline is clear and depends on the type of

regulatory activity 
"no-tn" 

use of tne siru;ect pipeline. The categories of oversight and the

reJponsible agency for each category are outlined below in Table 1'

Land Use Permittinq Authoiltvl

The County has the authority, pursuant to the Coastal and Non-Coastal Zoning ordinances,

to grant oiicretionary permits io authorize pipeline installation and use as a land use matter
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within unincorporated Ventura County, but not within the boundaries of any city located within

Ventura County. pipelines within the County's jurisdiction are generally permitted by the

County as part of an oil and gas production ficility, As part of the initial permitting of oil and

gas pipelines, the County planning Division evaluates the potential for adverse impacts on

the environment as part of the environmental review conducted in accordance with the

California Environmental euality Act (CEQA). Note that a discretionary land use permit is not

required for a pipeline located in a public road right-ofn"y (RgW) that is outside of the

coastal zone poriion of the unincorporated areas of the County. Such pipelines only require

a ministerial encroachment permit issued by the County Public Works Agency.

Monitorinq of Pioeline Maintenance and Safetv:

The County does not have the authority to oversee the maintenance and safety of pipelines

once permitt"o. mir responsibility is held by state and federal agencies as outlined below in

Table 1.

TABLE 1

Pipeline Monitoring Responsibility

Gategory Type Description Responsible Agency

Transmission lnterstate
(extending to
multiple States)

Major collection lines
that convey crude oil
and natural gas
collected from multiPle
operators to refinery
facilities.

FEDERAL: U.S.
Department of
Transportation - PiPeline
and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration
(PHMSA) as exercised
through the Office of
Pipeline Safety.

Transmission lntrastate (within
California)

STATE: CAL FIRE -
Office of the State Fire
Marshal, Pipeline SafetY
Division (OSFM)

Oil Field Production Gathering lines and
flowlines

These pipelines
convey produced fluid
from oilwells to onsite
storage and
separation facilities.

STATE: Department of
Conservation - State
Division of Oil, Gas and
Geothermal Resources
(DOGGR)
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Oil Field Production Connection
pipelines to Lease
Automatic Custody
Transfer (LACT)
meter

These pipelines
convey separated oil
and gas to the
transmission piPelines.

STATE: Department of
Conservation - State
Division of Oil, Gas and
Geothermal Resources
(DoGGR)

Although the pipelines themselves are not under direct County regulation, the County

maintJins a Geographical lnformation Systems (GlS) map of the pipelines within the County

that are regulateJ by the CAL FIRE - Office of the State Fire Marshal, Pipeline Safety Division

(OSFM) 
"-nO 

ttor" overseen by the U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline and

Haza rdo us Materiats Safety ad m i nistration (PH MSA)'

STATE AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR TESTING AND INSPECTION OF

HAZARDOUS LIQUID (CRUDE OIL) AND NATURAL GAS PIPELINES

As stated above in Section B, the County holds land use permitting authority over new or

replacement pipelines that are located in the coastal zone, and new, relocated or modified

pipelines located outside of the public road ROW in the non-coastal area. As part of the land

use permitting process, the County conducts environmental review of propo.sed pipeline

project pursuini to CEQA. The other two state agencies with regulatory oversight are both

the OSFM and the Department of Conservation, Division of Oil and Gas and Geothermal

Resources (DOGGR). Below is an overview of each agency, as outlined on their respective

websites, their regulatory authority over pipelines, as well as legislative updates and ongoing

process improvements that both oSFM and DOGGR are undergoing.

Overutew - Office of the State Fire Marshall. Piaeline Safetv Divlslon:

ln 1981, the California Legislature enacted the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline-Safety Act with the

intent that the osFM shall exercise exclusive safety regulatory and enforcement authority

over intrastate hazardous liquid pipelines. The OSFM currently regulates the safety of

approximately 6,500 miles of inirastate hazardous liquid transportation pipelines. The

Odru'* pipjine Safety Division consists of engineers, analyticalgtaff.a$ clerical support

located in northern, central and southern California. Pipeline Safety Division staff inspect

pipeline operators io 
"nrrr" 

compliance with federal and state pipeline safety laws and

reiulations. The pipeline Safety tiivision is also responsible for the investigation of spills,

,uf,tur"", fires, and pipeline incidents for cause and determination of probable violations.

Pipetine inspection and testing overseen by OSFM:

The requirements for pipeline integrity testing overseen. by tle OSFM are stated in Section

51013.5 (Exhibit Z) oi lne California Government Code. This section reads, in part, as

follows:
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$5t0t3'5 - Required Testing

(a) Every newly constructed pipeline, existing pipeline, or part of a pipeline sysfem

that has beenielocated or repi16s"6, und every pipeline that transpgrts a hazardaus

liquid subsfance or highty voiatite liquid subsfglce, shall be tested in accordance

wiyt Subpart E (comieicing wfth Section $195.300) of Part $195 of Title 49 or the

Code of Federal Regulations.

(b) Every pipetine not provided with property size.d automatic pressure relief devices

oi prop"riy'designedpressure limitiig devices shaltbe hydrostatically tested

annually.

(c) Every pipetine over 10 years of age and not provided with effective cathadic

protection inuf O" hydrosiaticatty teite! eY.ry three years, except.for those on the

Stafe Fire Marshal,s trsf of higher risk pipelines, which shalt be hydrostatically tested

annuallY.

(d) Every pipeline over 10 years of age and nrotllded with effective cathodic
'piotection in"tt n" hydrosiaticalty teited every five years, except for those on the

Sfafe Fire Marshals"lrsr of higher risk pipelines which shalt be hydrostatically tested

every two Years.

(e) piping within a refined products butk toading facility serued by pipeline shall be

i"ifeO hydrostaticatty at 125 percent of maximum allowable operating pressure

utitizing tnlte- iroauciordinarily transported i1 tha! pipetine if tha! gigina is operated at

a sfress levet of 20 percent or /ess'of the specified minimum yield strength of the

pipe. The frequency for pressure testing fhese pipelines shalt. be every five years for

fhose pipetines wi{h effective cathodic protectio1 and every three years for those

pipelines without effective cathodic protection, tf that piping is obseruable, visual

inispection may be the method of testing'

The above measures apply to the 378 miles of intrastate oil transmission pipelines that

traverse Ventura County.'giseO on information provided to the County Planning Division by

' h; OiFnll^ 11f iy 2o$,360 of the 378 rniles of pipeline in Ventura County were subject to

an inspection or iesting between 2011 and zarc. of the remaining eighteen miles, fourteen

miles were last inspecLo in 2}o2,three miles were last inspected in 2006, and a one-mile

segment was repaired (and inspected) following a leak in 2009'

Legislative UPdates:

california sB 295 (2015-2016 Reg. sess.): Directed the osFM to develop regulations

requiring tne annuaiinspection of aI intrastate hazardous liquid pipelines and operators of
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intrastate hazardous liquid pipelines under their jurisdiction. Pipeline operators have until

July 1 , 2A17 to submit required information to the OSFM for conducting the necessary

inspections.

Catifornia AB 864 (2015-2016 Reg. Sess.): Directed the OSFM to develop regulations

requiring an operator of an existing hazardous liquid pipeline near environmentally and

ecologic-alty sensitive areas in the coastal zone to submit a plan to retrofit pipelines to !!e
OSFt\i by july 1, 2018 and complete the retrofit by January 1, 2A20, with the best available

technology. 
-Best 

available technology includes, but is not limited to, installation of leak

detection iechnologies, automatic shutoff systems, or remote controlled sectionalized block

valves, or any comlination of these technologies based on a risk analysis conducted by the

operator to reduce the amount of oil released in an oil spill to protect state waters and wildlife.
pu6lic workshops are scheduled to solicit public comment on the AB 864 draft regulations at

the following locations, dates, and times (past workshops may be viewed on the State Fire

Ma rsha l's CbOe Development webpag e osfm. fi re. ca. gov/cod ed eve lo pme nt) :

1. California Natural Resources Agency - January 5,2017 at 3:00 pm

1416 9th Street, Public Hearing Auditorium l"tFloor
Sacramento, CA 95814

County of Santa Barbara - February 2,2A17 at 4:30 pm

105 E. Anapamu St. - Board Meeting Room, Fourth Floor
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

3. City of Huntington Beach - February 16,2017 at 3:00 pm

2000 Main Street, City Council Chambers
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

More detailed information on how to participate in the public workshops and submit

comrnents can be found in the attached public workshop notices (Exhibit 12).

Reg u I atory/P roc ess I m Prov e ments :

The goal of SB 295 and AB 864 is to prevent similar incidents like the 2015 Refugio Spill in

Santl Barbara from occurring on intrastate hazardous liquid pipelines and to protect

California's vital natural resources. To meet that goal, the OSFM formed a Pipeline Safety

Regulations Workgroup comprised of non-governmental entities, local agencies, and

indistry representJtives with expertise in the field to develop the new regulations. This

workgroup has met regularly and engaged in extensive discussion and analysis resulting in

prop6sed'regulations that aie essentialio the successful implementation of both SB 295 and

Ag'gO+. The annual inspection regulations developed for SB 295 are completed and have

been submitted to the Office of Administrative Law for final approval. As noted above, the

AB 864 regulations are still in development, and open for public comment'

2
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with the added safgty and regulatory authority under sB 295 and AB 864, the osFM will

continue to conduct'inspecti6ns to ensure pipelines_transporting hazardous liquids in

California meet State and federal requiremenis. The OSFM received approval to hire 11

additional pipeline safety engineer positions for Fiscal Year 2016 -2a17 to meet the increased

inspJction'tr"qu"niy JbB e"gs and the review of operator plans and construction inspections

for AB g64. The o'srv is in the process of filling these positions and believes that the

regulations will meet the goals of SB 295 and AB 864'

Resources:

DOGGR was formed in 1915 to address the needs of the state, local governments' and

incustry oy regulating tt"t"*io" oil and gas activities with uniform laws and regulations.

DOGGR reviews rni p*trits the drilliig, operation, maintenance, and .plugging and

abandonment of onshore and offshore oil, gas, and geothermalwells, preventing damage to

ii) lit", health, property, and naturalresourles, (2) uhderground and surface waters suitable

for irrigation or domerti" ,.", and (3) oil, gas, and geothermal reservoirs' lts requirements

are intended to ";il;rg"'wise 
deveb[ment of carifornia's oir, gas, and geothermal

resources while protecting the public and the environment.

DOGGR',s programs include: well permitting anq testing, safety q$ environmental

inipections,'ovjrsifnt of production and injection projects, environmental lease inspections,

idle-welltesting, inipecting oilfield facilities, pipelines, and sumps, orphan well plugging and

abandonment contracts, and subsidence monitoring'

Pipetine fesfing and inspections overseen by DOGGR:

Section 1774.1of the California Code of Regulations (14 CCR Section 1774'1; Exhibit 3)'

establishes standards for pipeline testing and maintenance within oilfields' These regulations

require mechanicar integriiy tests be ierformed "on. all active environmentally sensifive

pipelines that are gatheing 1ines, a.n-d all urban pipetines over 4 rnches in diameter, every
'tii y"ru. Pipetiies /esi fhan 10 years otd . ar. gxemPt from the two-year fesfing

,rqui"*"nt." fne operator is required to make the tests results available to DoGGR' The

operator is required io r"rou" from service any pipeline that fails a mechanical integrity test'

The term ,,environmentally sensitive" is defined in 14 CCR section 1760 as a production

t""ilitv located within 300 ?eet of a public recreation area or building for human occupancy,

or located within zoo teet of any officially recognized wildlife preserve or environmentally

sensitive habitat, designated waterways, or othei surface waters. The term "environmentally

sensitive,, also apptiei to 
"ny 

produition facility which the state oil and Gas supervisor
,'determines fo be i iigniifiruri tnreat to life, heatlh, property or naturalresources in the event

of a !eak, or that has a history of ieaks."
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DOGGR has recenly required each operator to prepare and submit a Pipeline Management
plan in accordance with CCR Section 1774.2 (Exhibit 4) for each oil and gas facility in the

Coastal District which includes all of Ventura County. These plans are currently being

received and reviewed by DOGGR staff.

14 CCR Section 1774.1a1so authorizes a County Board of Supervisors to petition the State

Oil and Gas Supervisor to include other pipelines within their jurisdictign as "environmentally

sensitive." This request must be in writing and based on the findings of a competent,

professional evaluation that shows there is a probability of significant public danger or

environmental damage if a leak were to occur'

Legislative Updates:

california AB 142O (2015-2016 Reg. Sess.): Authorizes local health offices, if appropriatg fol
a spill in a sensitive area, to requirJ a responsible partyto test, provide assistance, and fund

relocation of residents, if necessary. The Resource Management Agency, Environmental

Health Division will be ihe County entity to irnplement this local responsibility. DOGGR sent

a Notice to Operators on December 22, 2015 (Exhibit 5) outlining_ the operator's

responsibilities under the new Public Resource Code (PRC) Sections 3270.5 and 3270'6

enacted by this law.

Reg u I atory/P roc ess I mProvements :

DOGGR conducts annual environmental inspections of oil, gas and underground inj"gt,gl
(UlC)wells and associated facilities. Although it is,a goalof the southern office of the DOGGR

bo"rtrt District (Ventura County and a portion of northern Los Angeles County) to "inspect

l}Oo/o of all Non-BLM wells, tanks, pipelines, and all other associated equipment on an

annual basis', (Exhibit 6), every facility'is not inspected in each year. To address this and

other enforcement and'regulatory oversight deficiencies, in October 2O15, the California

Department of Conservatio-n aOopteO a Renewal Plan (Exhibit 7). This Plan is intended to

overhaul the DOGGR regulatory program to refocus on the guiding principles of

environmental protection anl public health. ln the Renewal Plan, Mr. David Bunn, who was

appointed as birector of the Department of Conservation in June of 2015 states "Ihe

Renewal ptan is an ongoing, foir-year effort to correct past problems and to create a

regulatory program that'ensires public health and the environment are protected while we

produce oil in California".

D. OIL COMPANY MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

ln response to the Grand Jury Report, Aera Energy (Aera) and Seneca Resources

Corpoiation (Seneca) provided- summaries of their regulatory compliance and facility

maintenance efforts and submitted them to the County. These summaries are attached as
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Exhibit g, Aera's ongoing pipeline management overview states that in addition to regulatory

requirements, they also trave an extensive internal and external pipe corrosion program

which, since the year 2000, has resulted in the replacement of approximately 1.2 million feet

of piping (exceeding $100 million dollars in investment). The summary also states that in

order to minimize intemal corrosion in oil pipelines, they are using concrete lined piping that

is resistant to internal corrosion. Aera has been implementing this standard since 2000 and

have now replaced 80% of their oil service piping with internally concrete lined piping.

Seneca also provided a summary regarding their pipelines. Their report states that their 8.2

mile oil pipeline has 2 automatic shuidown valves that can be remotely closed and was last

hydro tesied in2015. This pipeline is audited and inspected bythe OSFM. $eneca's separate

gis line is monitored 24lT by a third-party contractor and has 2 automatic shutdown valves.

tnis tine is audited and in-spected by U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline and

Hazardous Materiats Safety administration (PHMSA). Additionally, PRC Section 1774'2

requires Aera, Seneca, and alloperators to have a Pipeline Management Plan in place. This

regulatory requirement was the result of A81960 which became effective in January 2011

"n? 
r"quiteo ifre plans to be in place by January 2013. The plarts must be updated within

90 days whenever pipelines are acquired, installed, altered, or when requested.

E. RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENT

By letter dated July 18, 2016 (Exhibit 9), the Citizens for Responsible Oil and Gas (CFROG)

piovided .orr"nis to your Board regarding the County response to lhe Grand Jury on oil

and gas pipeline regulation in Ventura County (Exhibit 1). Staff committed to responding to

tne bfiOG letter as part of this report back. The attached January 19, 2017 statl

memorandum (Exhibit 10) provides detailed responses to each of the issues raised in the

CFROG letter. The County memorandum points out that the County cannot separately

regulate the operation, maintenance and monitoring of oil field pipelines that are under the

exitusive jurisdiction of DOGGR pursuant to Section 3106 of the Public Resources Code.

Simila1y, the County cannot exercise regulatory authority over the maintenance or

monitoring of transmiision pipelines that are under the exclusive jurisdiction of the OSFM.

The CFROG letter references Chapter 25 af the Santa Barbara County Code (referred to as

"the County petroleum ordinance") as evidence that Ventura County can concurrently

regulate oil-and gas pipelines that are under the exclusive jurisdiction of DOGGR and the

O$pvr pursuant io stite law. yet, Chapter 25 ol the Santa Barbara County Code specifically

states ihat "where there is conflict with State regulations or laws, such sfafe regulations or

laws shall prevail over any conflicting provisions of this chapter 25. . .', Thus, Santa Barbara

County recognizes that itate law pre-empts local regulations in the area of oil and gas

pipeline regul-ation. County Planning staff confirmed this point with the Deputy Director of the

banta Bardara County Energy Division who oversees that County's oil and gas program.

The CFROG letter (Exhibit 9; marked comments 14 and 15) also raises the issue of the
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County,s responsibility to oversee the work of other agencies that monitor and regulate the

maintenance of oil ,nb g". pipelines. This issue is addressed in the County memorandum

(Exhibit 10) and in the following discussion.

F. OIL SPILLS IN VENTURA COUNTY

DOGGR maintains a record of each oil spill within District 2. Table 2 below summarizes oil

spill information provided by the DOGGR District 2 office in June 2016. The table shows

there have been 45 pipeline leaks of various magnitude within the District 2 area from

January 2010 to June 2016 (a 6.5-year period)'

TABLE 2

DOGGR District 2 Pipeline Leaks 2010-2016

Oilvolume (barrels) #of
incidents

Explanation

700 1 Crimson pipeline leak in City of Ventura. Cause
under i n

200 1 Crimson pipeline struck bY

Southern California Edison
auger rig during
pole replacement

along State Highway 118. (Leak did not oocur
in an oilfield.

25 1 Four-inch diametdr gathering line leaked from
corrosion

24 1 Leak in sales line from Tank

15 1 Break of flowline from earth movement

10 I Possible round break.

9 1 Pinhole leak in ne due to corrosion

Between 1 and 5 23 Minor ine leaks due to corrosion.

1 or less 15 Minor ine leaks due to corrosion.

As indicated in the above table, there have been seven pipeline leaks in which more than

five barrels of oil were spilled in period from January 2O1O to June 2016. The June 20'16

Crimson pipeline leak in the City of Ventura accounted for more than half of the total volume

of oil spilled during this period. ihe other major incident involved a construction accident that

did noi occur in an oilfieid and was unrelated to pipeline operation. Two hundred barrels were

spilled when an underground Crimson pipeline was struck by earth-moving equipment during

the replacement of ai Edison power pole. ln sum, the number of leaks is relatively small

fiu"n tn" szg miles of major oil transmission lines in Ventura County and the hundreds of

itile. of oil well flow lines and oil field gathering lines in operation in Ventura County.
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Although oil spills must always be prevented to the maximum extent feasible, the relative

magnitlude of the problem in Ventura County should also be considered. According to

DObGR records, over the six-and-a-half year period covered by the above table,

approximately 1,100 barrels of crude oil were spilled out of the 58 million barrels of oil

produced. The volume of the spilled oil represents 0.002 percent of the oil produced in

Ventura County from 2010-2016.

G. REGULATION OF NATURAL GAS PIPELINES

Background:

The operation of interstate natural gas transmission pipelines in the United States is

overseen by the federal Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA).

On behalf oi pnUSn, the California public Utilities Commission (CPUC) oversees the safety

and maintenance of natural.gas transmission pipelines within the State of California. The

CpUC is responsible to ensu-re that the state's natural gas and liquid petroleum gas (LlG)
pipeline systems are designed, constructed, operated, and maintained according to safety

itinOarOs. set by the CPUC and the federal government. The CPUC employs gas safety

engineers traine-d and qualified by the federal government to enforce safety regulations. The

CCuC conducts operation and maintenance compliance inspections, accident investigations,

reviews utility company reports and records, conducts construction inspections, conducts

special studies, and taies action in response to complaints and inquiries from the public on

issues regarding gas pipeline safety. The CPUC also develops and adopts amendments to

regulations in order to improve public safety.

The CpUC and pHMSA are tasked with ensuring that pipeline operators have established

risk management programs designed in conformance with state and federal laws and

regulations-, and effective in enhancing public and employee safety'

The CpUC oversees the operation and safety practices of the five major investor-owned

utilities who serve natural gas and LPG to the bulk of California residents and businesses.

These include:

. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)

. Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas)
r San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E)
r Southwest Gas CorPoration
r Southern California Edison (Avalon LPG).

The CpUC performs field and headquarter inspections and audits of practices and

procedures developed by these gas utilities. The utilities also perform audits and report to

the CpUC on an ongoing basis their practices, procedures, and progress on a variety of

issues.
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CPUC pipeline safety improvements:

The 2010 rupture of a pG&E natural gas pipeline in San Bruno, California, resulted in are

assessment of CPUC safety and eniorcement programs. The CPUC developed, and in

2012 adopted, the Natural Gas Safety Action Plan. This plan was developed to attain the

following goals:

. Ensuring the Safety of the existing gas system

. upgrading and replacing the gas system to make it safer
r Reforming the CPUC - making safety its first priority

e lnstilling safety culture in gas operators

A Table oulining the specific tasks included in this Safety Plan is attached as Exhibit 11.

These tasks include pipeline inspection, testing, replacement, facility improvements (such as

automatic shut-off valves), and audils of operator safety procedures and emergency

response plans.

Gas pipelines in Ventura CountY:

Approximately 240 miles of natural gas transmission pipelines traverse the County of Ventura

as'part of the Southern California Gas Company distribution system. Leading from these

*"jo, transmission lines are thousands of miles of minor gas pipelines that connect the

system to consumers.

The Resource Management Agency GIS mapping system includes the location of each of

the gas transmission pipelines based on data provided by the CPUC.

The County of Ventura does not exercise land use authority over the installation,

maintenance or safety monitoring of the natural gas transmission pipelines or the associated

distribution system. The CPUC is the agency with authority over these facilities'

H. COUNTY OVERSIGHT OF STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

The Grand Jury recommends that your Board require the preparationbf an annual report that

summarizes the state of the crude oil pipelines within all of Ventura County. This would

require County staff to compile information obtained from DOGGR and the OSFM in an

annual report lo your Board. The information in an annual report could include an updated

tabulation of spill incidents to include those that occurred in the previous year, a description

oi 
"nV 

identified causes for each incident, and a discussion of any new regulations under

consideration by the various agencies that monitor pipelines. County staff could also develop

draft regulatory changes thal your Board could consider ree,ommending to the state
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legislature. The compiled information would be made publicly available on the County

website and be presented to your Board in a public hearing.

The cost of annual report preparation and its presentation to your Board depends on the

ultimate scope of the data collection and coordination effort with the state and federal

agencies, as well as to the extent of related legislative initiatives and any recommended

"[anges 
to County regulations. lt is anticipated that a minimum of 150 hours of staff time (at

a cosi of about $25,000) would be annually required to assemble, organize and evaluate the

data; it is difficult to estimate the additional costs associated with the legislative

review/regulatory changes and preparation of Board presentation materials.

County staff has been in contact with the management of DOGGR and the OSFM and staff

from both of these agencies will be present at the hearing to make brief presentations on

their pipeline inspection programs as well as current efforts undenruay to address increased
pipeline oversight.

Local government agencies can and should provide comments to the state and federal

authoriiies when deficiencies in a regulatory program are identified. Local governments

should also comment on proposed regulatory changes such as California AB 2729 (2015-

2010 Reg. Sess.) aimed at reducing the number of idle oilwells. Your Board provided a letter

of comment to the state on this legislation on May 3, 2016 and the legislation was signed into

law by the Governor on September 9, 2016.

I. SUMMARY

Although the number is modest, there have been a number of reported oil spills in Ventura

County since 2010. ln addition, recent efforts have been undertaken by several State

agencies to further improve the safety of petroleum and natural gas pipelines within

Citifornia. While the various state agencies collect information related to pipeline events and

activities, the information is not assembled and provided in a single report. lf the Board were

to direct staff to prepare a report on an annual basis, how the effort would impact other project

assignments would need to be addressed. The Planning Division's -queue of other Board-

OireJted priorities includes the General Plan Update, Subdivision Ordinance update, Local

Coastal 
'Prograr 

update, wildlife corridors, night-time sky ordinance, short-term rental

ordinance, and medical marijuana ordinance, among others. Should the Board elect not to

pursue the preparation of the annual report, Planning staff would continue to periodically

contact DOGGR, CPUC and OSFM to obtain new information regarding the recently-

implemented and ongoing regulatory safety improvements, continue to participate in the rule

making process, and report back to the Board with issues of concern and recommendations

for regulatory changes as needed.
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Cabrillo Oil Field
Oil Productio n 2OO7 -2OL6 {in barrels)
Data from DOGGR

2007-2016 Total Oil Production =
2007-2016 Average BOlYear =

2012-2016 Average BO/Year
Peak Annual Production (2011) =

(Note: Shaded years indlcates that the well had not yet been drilled.)

Y€ar Rosenmund{+Z Rosenmund #4 Ros€nmund Ss Ro3enmund*7 RosenmundtE ft fotal

2016
20L5

0 4t67
s883

0
0

0 4337 6260 0

24

133

147

5014 19911

20t4 0 6792 7 0 666€ 7315 92 275 3231 24378

2013 0 9324 0 0 12018 8750 247 108 3467 33914

2At2 0 16558 0 0 25990 7341'] 0 0 7253 63218

2011 0 2A6a7 0 0 55011 7S7E 79L9 91187

2010 0 2776e 0 0 43115 10581 80862

2009 0 34231, 0 c t4289 48520

2008 0 42693 c c 7605 50298

20Q7 0 19898 c c 8093 27997

462993 BBLS

46299.3 BBIS

32827 BBLS

91187 BBLS
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FINAL REPORT

The contents of this report reflect the views of the author, who is responsible for the facts and accuracy

of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of

SCAG or DOT. This report does not constitute a standard, specification or regulation.
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CITIES OF PORT H UENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Cities of port Hueneme and Oxnard Truck Traffic Study analyzes existing traffic conditions and

identifies traffic impacts and areas of congestion caused by trucks traveling on local arterial roadways in

the two cities. The study was commissioned by the Southern California Association of Governments

(SCAG). A Technical Aduisory Committee (TAC) was formed to steer the project, and includes

iepresentatives of the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard, the Port of Hueneme, Naval Base Ventura

County (NBVC), Caltrans District 7, the Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC)' and the

local trucking industry. The members of the Study TAC are:

. Akiko Yamagami, southern california Association of Governments (scAG)

r MichaelJones, SCAG
r Andres Santamaria, City of Port Hueneme
. Jason Samonte, City of Oxnard
r Anthony Taormina, Port of Hueneme
r Chris Birkelo, Port of Hueneme
. Michaela Brown, Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC)

. Vinod Kumar, California State Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 7

r Robert Wong, California State Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 7

r Kerry Forsythe, Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC)

. Greg Dineen, Greg Dineen & Associates lndustry Transportation Consultant

. Seth Hammond, Specialty Crane and Rigging

The study included the collection of existing traffic data for general vehicle traffic and truck traffic

traveling inrougfr the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard. Written surveys were conducted at the Port

of Huerieme 
"nO 

N3VC to obtain information on truck trip generation rates and distribution patterns for

these land uses. Telephone surveys were also conducted with a small sample of private business

located in the study aiea to obtain additional information regarding truck trip generation and travel

patterns.

The data collection and analysis effort revealed that there are numerous sources of truck trips within the

study area. The sources surveyed as part of this study (Port of Hueneme, NBVC, selected private

business) comprise a small portion of the total number of truck trips traveling on roadways in Port

Hueneme and Oxnard. However, the information obtained through the traffic analysis and the survey

efforts is valuable for the two cities in identifying the most heavily used truck routes, areas and

intersections in need of improvement to provide for better traffic flow, and additional steps that could be

taken in the future to address potential increases in truck traffic volumes from new developments or

expansions of existing operations.

Traffic Analysis MethodologY

The traffic analysis presented in this report was conducted consistent with the adopted methodologies

for the Ventura County Congestion Management Plan, the City of Port Hueneme, and the City of

Oxnard. Traffic operattns ai signalized intersections are analyzed using the lntersection Capacity

Utitization (lCU) methodology, which evaluates capacity in terms of the volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio.

Existing Traffic Conditions

Existing traffic conditions were evaluated at 25 study intersections, using traffic counts collected in

January 2008. Roadway average daily traffic (ADT) volumes were also collected at 13 locations along

designated truck routes in the study area.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

The five highest daily truck volumes are observed on the following roadway segments:

1. Rose Avenue - north of 5th Street

2. Rice Avenue - north of 5th Street

3. Rice Avenue - north of Hueneme Road

4. Victoria Avenue - north of Sth Street

5. Victoria Avenue - between Channel lslands Blvd and sth Street

This pattern of truck traffic volumes shows that the highest volumes of truck traffic are typically observed

on roadway segments located closerto US-101 interchanges and along the designated preferred truck

routes.

The five roadway segments identified below have the highest percentage of truck traffic relative to total

traffic volume of the 13 locations included in the traffic counts:

1. Rose Avenue - north of Sth Street

2. Rice Avenue - north of 5th Street

3. Hueneme Road - east of Saviers Road

4. Rice Avenue - between Hueneme Road and sth Street

5. Ventura Road - north of Channel lslands Boulevard

The peak hour study intersection analysis identified the following intersections that do not operate at a

satisfactory level of service, along with the identified peak hour:

1. Victoria Avenue and Channel lslands Boulevard - PM peak hour

2. Oxnard Boulevard/Saviers Road and Wooley Road - PM peak hour

3. Rose Avenue and Gonzales Road - PM peak hour

4. Rice Avenue and Gonzales Road - AM peak hour

5. Rice Avenue and US-101 Southbound Ramps - AM and PM peak hour

Many of these intersections are located along roadway segments that have the highest observed total

traffic volumes and truck traffic volumes. Several intersections are located near the US-1 01 freeway,

where traffic volumes are typically higher as automobiles and trucks attempt to access the freeway.

Study Area Truck Trips

Written questionnaires were developed to survey truck drivers at the Port of Hueneme and NBVC with

the objective of collecting information directly from truck drivers regarding origins and destinations, the

routes used to access the Port of Hueneme and NBVC, and the types of cargo carried by the trucks.

The written survey was conducted over a period of multiple days at each location and both surveys had

a response rate of about 90%.

The data collected through the questionnaire and historic gate counts provided by the Oxnard Harbor

District show that the Port of Hueneme generates about 140 entering and 140 exiting truck trips on a

daily basis during the spring season. These truck trips represent a small percentage of the overall

number of trucks traveling on roadways within the study area. On Port Hueneme Road just east of

Ventura Road, Port-related truck trips comprise about 25% of the total trucks traveling on this segment

of roadway. The Port's share of total truck trips diminishes rapidly further away from the Port's main

gate as truck trips are dispersed within the study area. The Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue corridors

were observed to have the greatest use by trucks traveling to and from the Port of Hueneme

IBI
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CITIE S OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

NBVC generates even fewertruck trips on a daily basis, with approximately 90 to 100 trucks entering

and exiiing the base's Victoria Gate during the surveyed time period. Victoria Avenue was the most

commonly cited route for trucks traveling between the US-101 freeway and NBVC. These truck trips

comprise about 5% of the total number of trucks that travel on Victoria Avenue on a daily basis.

A small sample of private businesses was also surveyed by telephone to supplement the data collected

from the Port of Hueneme, NBVC, and traffic counts. The information collected from these private

businesses shows utilization of existing truck routes, such as Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue is strong

in the existing condition.

lmpacts of Truck Traffic on Residential Neighborhoods

Existing truck routes can cause impacts on adjacent residential neighborhoods resulting from traffic

"ong".-tion, 
noise, and vibration. The Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard have a well-defined network

of truck routes that appears to adequately serve the Port of Hueneme, NBVC, and other private

businesses in the arej. There are a number of new residential developments in the planning or

construction stages along study area truck routes within the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard' These

developments will expoJe more people to the existing traffic on the truck routes, and increase the

magnitude of the impacts created when incompatible land uses are combined. Measures to reduce the

imp-act of truck traffic on residential neighborhoods include encouraging truck drivers to utilize existing

truck routes and requiring residential developers to provide acoustical design features such as

pavement surfaces, sound barriers, setbacks, and sound-dampening materials.

Recommendations

A series of recommendations are identified for the Study Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to

consider to address existing traffic deficiencies present in the study area, improve the identification and

use of existing truck routes, and to develop strategies for future improvements or studies that would be

intended to maintain or enhance traffic operations for both trucks and general traffic in the study area'

lntersection and roadway improvements include increasing the capacity of the Victoria Avenue/Channel

lslands Boulevard intersection, widening Hueneme Road to a full four lanes (two in each direction) for

the full length between Ventura Road and Rice Avenue, and monitoring the traffic impacts that would be

anticipatedwith the now-funded improvements to the US-10'1/Rice Avenue interchange'

Strategies to address residential neighborhood impacts include encouraging trucks traveling to and from

malor-generators in the study area (Port of Hueneme, NBVC, private businesses) to utilize the

estaUtisneO preferred truck routes on Hueneme Road/Rice Avenue and Victoria Avenue as much as

possible to limit the potential impacts of high truck volumes on other streets near residential areas such

as Ventura Road and Channel lslands Boulevard and designing residential neighborhoods to consider

the potential impacts caused by trucks traveling on the adjacent truck route.

Truck driver's awareness and the use of designated truck routes may be improved by:

o Continuing to emphasize the use of Port Hueneme Road/Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue as

the primary truck access corridors to the Port of Hueneme'

. lnstalling directional signage along Port Hueneme Road/Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue

directing trucks exiting the Port of Hueneme main gate to access the US-101 freeway via this

route.

r Exploring the feasibility of implementing traffic signal coordination along Port Hueneme

Road/Hueneme Road between Ventura Road and Rice Avenue to improve traffic flow and truck

travel times in the corridor'
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ctTtEs oF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

. Continuing to pursue funding for the grade separation of Rice Avenue at the Union Pacific rail

corridor immediately north of Fifth Street.

o Working with Caltrans District 7 to install signage along US-101 identifying Rice Avenue as a

designJted access truck route to the Port of Hueneme and identifying Victoria Avenue as a

designated access truck route to NBVC Port Hueneme.

Recommended next steps include the following:

o ldentify potential funding sources and the responsible agencies for implementing the

recommendations identified in this report.

o Explore performing an analysis of future traffic conditions, truck trip generation rates, and the

operation of the future study area roadway network'

4
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clTlEs OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

1 INTRODUGTION

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) and the Cities of Port Hueneme and

Oxnard have commissioned this Truck Traffic Study to analyze existing traffic conditions and identify

traffic impacts and congestion generated by truck trips traveling on local arterial roadways' Truck trips in

the study area are generated by a variety of land uses located in the Cities of Port Hueneme and

Oxnard. Some of these uses intlude the Port of Hueneme, the Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC),

and numerous other private businesses such as agricultural uses, automobile distributors, sod farms,

offshore oil operations, and community commercial uses. The study is focused on assessing the

impacts caused by existing truck traffic in the study area and identifying strategies for addressing the

identified impacts.

This report consists of the following sections:

1 lntroduction
2 frafficAnalysis MethodologY
3 Existing Traflic Conditions
4 Study Area Truck Trips (Origins and Destinations)

5 lmpacts of Truck Traffic through Residential Neighborhoods

6 Recommendations

Section 1 provides an introduction to the report and background information. Section 2 describes the

methodology used for various types of analysis presented in this study. Section 3 includes descriptions

of the study area roadway network and existing operations. Section 4 is a compilation of the results of

questionnaires, surveys, ind observations of truck trip origins, destinations, and travel routes within the

study area. Section 5 examines the potential to improve truck route corridors through signal timing

coordination. ln Section 6, the impacts of truck traffic through local residential neighborhoods are

discussed. Section 7 presents an overall summary of the impacts of truck traffic on the roadway

network, recommendations to mitigate these impacts, and a list of areas that merit further study.

1.1 BACKGROUND

Freight goods movement is a significant regional issue in Southern California that is growing in

importance each year. lssues including traffic congestion, air quality, and noise must be addressed

when considering the impacts of increased goods movement and truck traffic. While a large portion of

the freight trafficln Southern California is generated by the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, there

are numerous other smaller sources of truck trips in Southern California. The Oxnard/Port Hueneme

area is home to several of these smaller truck trip generators. These land uses include the Port of

Hueneme, Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) - Port Hueneme, as well as several private businesses

comprised of automobile distributors, sod farms, agricultural uses, and off-shore oil operations'

The port of Hueneme is the U.S. Port of Entry for California's central coast region. lt serves niche

markets that include the import and export of automobiles, fresh fruit and other produce. lt is the only

deep water harbor between Los Angeles and San Francisco, and serves as a primary support facility for

the offshore oil industry.
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ctTtEs OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Agency Coordination

The information presented in this report has been reviewed by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC),

which was formed to support the study effort. The Study TAC is comprised of the following staff

representatives from the identified agencies:

. Akiko Yamagami, Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

o MichaelJones, SCAG
. Andres Santamaria, City of Port Hueneme
. Jason Samonte, City of Oxnard
r Anthony Taormina, Port of Hueneme
r Chris Birkelo, Port of Hueneme
. Michaela Brown, Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC)

. Vinod Kumar, California State Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 7

r Robert Wong, California State Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 7

. Kerry Forsythe, Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC)

r Greg Dineen, Greg Dineen & Associates lndustry Transportation Consultant

. Seth Hammond, Specialty Crane and Rigging

6
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c ITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

2 TRAFFIC ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The traffic analysis summarized in this report is performed in accordance with the City of Port Hueneme,

City of Oxnard, and Ventura County Congestion Management Program (CMP) traffic impact analysis

guidelines. The methodology used in the technical analysis presented in this report is briefly described

in this section.

2.1 SIGNALIZEDINTERSECTIONANALYSIS

Traffic operations at signalized intersections are analyzed using the lntersection Capacity Utilization

(lCU) methodologyl, which evaluates capacity in terms of the volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio' The

Ventura County Ctrrtp, tfre City of Port Hueneme, and the City of Oxnard have adopted the ICU

methodology as the preferred method for assessing intersection level of service.

The ICU methodology measures the efficiency of traffic operations with a grading system called Level of

Service (LOS). Evaluation of roadways and intersections involves the assignment of grades from A to

F, with ;'A' representing the highest level of operating conditions and "F" representing extremely

congested and restricted operations. The LOS is determined by measuring the ratio of volume-to-

capicity (V/C) for each roadway and intersection. Each letter grade corresponds to a range of V/C

values, which are described in detail in Table 2-1'

Threshold of Significance

The Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard have established level of service (LOS) "C" as the minimum

acceptable LOS for intersections located in each city. Selected study intersections are also monitored

by the Ventura County CMP, which defines the minimum acceptable level of service as LOS "E". For

the purposes of this report, the more conservative LOS standard established by the Cities of Port

Hueneme and Oxnard will be used as the governing measure regarding the minimum acceptable

intersection LOS.

1 
Att tCU analysis conducted for this study was completed using a traffic impact analysis software program known as TRAFFIX.

TRAFFIX is a network-based interactive computer program that enables calculation of levels of service at signalized and

unsignalized intersections for multiple locations and scenarios.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Table 2-l Level of Service for Signalized Intersections

Source: Los Angeles County Congestion Management Program, 2000

At level of service A there are no cycles that are fully loaded, and few are

even close to loaded. No approach phase is utilized by traffic and no vehicle

waits longer than one red indication. Typically, the approach appears quite

open, turning movements are easily made, and nearly all drivers find

freedom of operation.

Level of service B represents stable operation. An occasional approach

phase is fully utilized and a substantial number are approaching full use.

Many drivers begin to feel somewhat restricted within platoons of vehicles.

ln level of service C stable operation continues. Full signal cycle loading is

still intermittent, but more frequent. Occasionally drivers may have to wait

through more than one red signal indication, and back-ups may develop

behind turning vehicles.

Level of service D encompasses a zone of increasing restriction,

approaching instability. Delay to approaching vehicles may be substantial

during short peaks within the peak period, but enough cycles with lower

demand occur to permit periodic clearance of developing queues, thus

preventing excessive back-ups.

Level of service E represents the most vehicles that any particular

intersection approach can accommodate' At capacity (V/C = 1.00) there

may be long queues of vehicles waiting upstream of the intersection and

delays may be great (up to several signal cycles).

Level of service F represents jammed conditions. Back-ups from locations

downstream or on the cross street may restrict or prevent movement of
vehicles out of the approach under consideration; hence, volumes carried

are not predictable. V/c values are highly variable, because full utilization of

the approach may be prevented by outside conditions'

B

A

c

0.00 - 0.60

0.61 - 0.70

0.71 - 0.80

0.81 - 0.90

0.91 - 1.00

>1.00

D

E

F

Level of
Service

Description of Traffic Gonditions V/C Ratio
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ctTlEs oF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

3 EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

Descriptions of the project study area arterial roadway network, truck routes, and major intersections are

included in this section. Summaries of existing traffic volumes, the percentage of heavy vehicles, and

arterial and intersection level of service are also presented.

3.1 PROJECT SETTING

The project study area was determined in consultation with the Project TAC. The study area was

chosen based on the presence of corridors and intersections that carry a high percentage of trucks on a

daily basis and that serve as essential connections between the US-101 freeway and local land uses.

The project study area is shown in Figure 3-1. The study area is located within the Cities of Port

Hueneme and Oxnard, and is bordered by the US-101 freeway on the north, Victoria Avenue on the

west, Hueneme Road on the south, and Rice Avenue on the east.

Study Area Roadways

Major roadways analyzed in the study include:

. Victoria Avenue - Victoria Avenue runs in a north-south direction and serves as the western

border of the study area. The roadway currently has four lanes (two lanes in each direction) for

a majority of its length in the study area. Selected locations near Sth Street and Channel lslands

Boulevard have been widened to provide an additional lane in one or both directions of travel'

. Ghannel lslands Boulevard - Channel lslands Boulevard provides four lanes of travel between

Victoria Avenue and Rose Avenue. Between Rose Avenue and Rice Avenue the street narrows

to a single lane in each direction.

. Ventura Road - Ventura Road is a four-lane arterial roadway that travels north and south

through both the City of Port Hueneme and the City of Oxnard in the study area. The roadway is

locatJd along the eastern edge of NBVC and intersects Hueneme Road just east of the main

gate to the Port of Hueneme.

. Hueneme Road - Hueneme Road is an east-west arterial roadway that travels between the Port

of Hueneme on the west and Naval Station Point Mugu on the east. lt varies in width from two

lanes to four lanes within the study area. Hueneme Road is the southern boundary of the study

area for this study and is designated as a preferred access route for trucks in the City of Oxnard

General Plan. The City of Oxnard is currently planning to widen a portion of Hueneme Road

from saviers Road to Arctucus Avenue from two lanes to four lanes.

. Oxnard Boulevard - Oxnard Boulevard is a major north-south arterial roadway in the City of

Oxnard. The street is currently designated as State Route 1 (SR-1) or Pacific Coast Highway

between Pleasant Valley Road and lnterstate 101 (US-101). Oxnard Boulevard serves as a

primary access route to Downtown Oxnard.

. Vineyard Avenue - Vineyard Avenue is designated as State Route 232 (SR-232) north of

Oxnard Boulevard. Vineyard Avenue has six lanes north of Oxnard Boulevard to US-101 and

four lanes of travel south and west of Oxnard Boulevard. Vineyard Avenue also serves as a

main access point to Downtown Oxnard from US-101'
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Rose Avenue - Rose Avenue is a four-lane divided arterial that runs north and south. South of

Sth Street, Rose Avenue functions as a local arterial, primarily serving local land uses. The

roadway widens to six lanes near the US-101 freeway, and is bordered by retail and medical

land uses.

Rice Avenue - Rice Avenue forms the western boundary of the study area. The roadway is a

four lane north-south roadway that is designated as a preferred access route to the Port of

Hueneme. Rice Avenue currently provides a single lane of travel in each direction over the US-

101 freeway, resulting in a traffic bottleneck in the northeast portion of the study area.

Truck Routes

The City of Oxnard General Plan Circulation Element identifies arterial roadway truck routes that serve

the City and provide connections to the US-101 freeway. The truck routes are typically arterial

roadways that serve as important roadways within the City of Oxnard, providing access to the US-101

freeway, the Port of Hueneme, and NBVC. Alltruck routes are located along arterial roadways that are

designated as Secondary or Primary Arterials by the City of Oxnard. This distinction assists in focusing

truck traffic on arterial roadways that provide greater traffic capacity, wider lanes, larger intersections,

and design characteristics that are better able to accommodate large trucks when compared to smaller

arterial roadways or local streets. Generally, the truck routes are so designated in an attempt to avoid

residential neighborhoods and minimize potential traffic, noise, and vibration impacts. Study area truck

routes are illustrated in Figure 3-2.

IBIcnow
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

3.2 ARTERIAL ANALYSIS

ADT Count Volumes

The analysis of existing traffic conditions in the project study area is based on new traffic counts for

roadway average daily traffic (ADT) volumes and peak hour intersection turning movements. All traffic

counts include the collection of vehicle classification data to identify truck traffic volumes in the general

traffic stream. Existing traffic counts were also collected from the City of Port Hueneme, the City of

Oxnard, and Caltrans District 7 to supplement the new traffic counts conducted for this study effort. All

collected traffic count data is provided in the Appendix of this report.

ADT counts were conducted on a single day on January 15, 2008 at the following locations:

1. Victoria Avenue - between Channel lslands Boulevard and sth Street

2. Victoria Avenue - north of Sth Street
3. Ventura Road - between Hueneme Road and Channel lslands Boulevard

4. Ventura Road - north of Channel lslands Boulevard
5. Saviers Road - north of Channel lslands Boulevard
6. Oxnard Boulevard - north of 5th Street
7. Rose Avenue - north of 5th Street
8. Rice Avenue - between Hueneme Road and sth Street
9. Rice Avenue - north of 5th Street
10. Hueneme Road - between Ventura Road and Saviers Road
11. Hueneme Road - between Saviers Road and Rice Road
12. Channel lslands Boulevard - between Victoria Avenue and Ventura Road

13. Channel lslands Boulevard - between Ventura Road and Rose Avenue

The ADT counts were conducted with vehicle classifications based on the Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA) vehicle classification scheme. Under this program, vehicles are classified into

categories depending on whether the vehicle carries passengers or commodities. Non-passenger

vehicles are further subdivided by the number of axles and number of units. FHWA vehicle classes are

summarized in Table 3-1.

IBI
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Table 3-l FHWA Vehicle Classifications

Additional detail on the types of vehicle classifications established by FHWA is provided in the Appendix.

The traffic counts collected for this study assigned each vehicle that crossed the counting location into a

specific classification. Roadway trafiic volumes and count locations are shown graphically in Figure 3-3.

Fbr the purpose of this study, a "heavy truck" is a vehicle of Class 7 through Class 13. Table 3-2

summarizes the existing average daily traffic counts and identifies the total number of heavy trucks and

percentage of the vehicles in relation to total traffic along each roadway segment'

IBI
GROUT

All two or three-wheeled motorized vehicles. This vehicle type may be

reported at the option of the State.MotorcyclesClass 1

All sedans, coupes, and station wagons manufactured primarily for

the purpose of carrying passengers and including those passenger

cars pulling recreational or other light trailers'
Class 2 Passenger Cars

All two-axle, fourtire, vehicles, other than passenger cars' lncluded

in this classification are pickups, panels, vans, and other vehicles

such as campers, motor homes, ambulances, hearses, carryalls, and

minibuses. Other two-axle, four-tire single-unit vehicles pulling

recreational or other light trailers are included in this classification.

Class 3
Other Two-Axle, Four-Tire

Single Unit Vehicles

All vehicles manufactured as traditional passenger-carrying buses

with two axles and six tires or three or more axles. This category

includes only traditional buses (including school buses) functioning as

passenger-carrying vehicles. Modified buses should be considered to

be a truck and should be appropriately classified.

BusesClass 4

All vehicles on a single frame including trucks, camping and

recreational vehicles, motor homes, etc., with two axles and dual rear

wheels.
Class 5

Two-Axle, Six-Tire, Single-Unit
Trucks

All vehicles on a single frame including trucks, camping and

recreational vehicles, motor homes, etc., with three axles.Class 6 Three-Axle Single-Unit Trucks

All trucks on a single frame with four or more axles.Four or More Axle Single-Unit
TrucksClass 7

All vehicles with four or fewer axles consisting of two units, one of
which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.

Four or Fewer Axle Single-
Trailer TrucksClass 8

All five-axle vehicles consisting of two units, one of which is a tractor
or straight truck power unit.Class 9 Five-Axle Single-Trailer Trucks

All vehicles with six or more axles consisting of two units, one of
which is a tractor or straight truck power unit'Class 10

Six or More Axle Single-Trailer
Trucks

All vehicles with six or more axles consisting of two units, one of
which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.Class 11

Five or fewer Axle Multi-Trailer
Trucks

All six-axle vehicles consisting of three or more units, one of which is

a tractor or straight truck power unit.Six-Axle Multi-Trailer TrucksClass 12

All vehicles with seven or more axles consisting of three or more

units, one of which is a tractor or straight truck power unit.
Seven or More Axle Multi-

Trailer TrucksClass 13

DescriptionVehicle TypeClass
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Table 3-2 Existing Roadway Daily Traffic Counts

Source: Daily traffic counts collected on January 15, 2008

Heavy trucks are vehicles of Class 7 through Class13.

The five highest daily truck volumes are observed on the following roadway segments:

1. Rose Avenue - north of 5th Street
2. Rice Avenue - north of 5th Street
3. Rice Avenue - between Hueneme Rd and Sth street
4. Victoria Avenue - north of 5th Street
5. Victoria Avenue - between Channel lslands Blvd and sth Street

This pattern of truck traffic volumes shows that the highest volumes of truck traffic are typically observed

on roadway segments located closerto US-101 interchanges and along the designated preferred truck

routes.

The 1ve roadway segments identified below have the highest percentage of truck traffic relative to total

traffic volume of the 13 locations included in the traffic counts:

1. Rose Avenue - north of 5th Street
2. Rice Avenue - north of 5th Street
3. Hueneme Road - east of Saviers Road
4. Rice Avenue - between Hueneme Road and sth Street

5. Ventura Road - north of Channel lslands Boulevard

IBI
CROUP

1,585 5.0%31,793Victoria Ave
Between Channel lslands
Blvd and Sth St1

1,771 4.5%39,1 01Victoria Ave North of 5th St2

1.5o/o28,538 428Between Hueneme Rd and
Channel lslands Blvd3 Ventura Rd

65%16,834 1,101North of Channel lslands
Blvd4 Ventura Rd

995 3.7%27,OO1Saviers Rd
North of Channel lslands
Blvd5

1,477 5-1o/"28,6966 Oxnard Blvd North of 5th St

2,608 8.4YoNorth of Sth St 30,9667 Rose Ave

6.6%29,190 1,930Between Hueneme Rd and
5th st8 Rice Ave

7.6%28,6'10 2,187North of 5th StI Rice Ave

719 5.1%14,190Hueneme Rd
Between Ventura Rd and
Saviers Rd10

7.2%13,512 975Between Saviers Rd and
Rice Ave11 Hueneme Rd

1,065 3.3%32,519Between Victoria and
Ventura Rd12

Channel lslands
Blvd

4.3%31,679 1,369Between Ventura Rd and
Rose Ave13

Channel lslands
Blvd

ADT
(veh/day)

Total

Truck ADT
(veh/day)

Total

Percentage of
Heavy TrucksLocationNo. RoadwaY
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ctTtEs OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

The truck percentage data corresponds well with the total truck volumes. However, it is observed that

the section of Ventura Road north of Channel lslands Boulevard does serve a high percentage of truck

traffic compared to most of the other roadway segments studied in this report.

Traffic Signal Goordination

Traffic signal coordination is the practice of using a common cycle length2 for a group of adjacent

signals, ,nd tn"n setting the beginning of green for a route through the signals so that vehicles starting

at one intersection are likely to receive a green indication when they arrive at successive signals after

the first. Under certain circumstances, traffic signal coordination can reduce delay, unnecessary stops at

traffic signals, vehicle emissions, and potential for accidents.

Within the study area there are existing coordinated signals on Rice Avenue between Fifth Street and

Auto Center Drive, on Rose Avenue between Fifth Street and Auto Center Drive, and on Victoria

Avenue between Channel lslands Boulevard and Doris Avenue.

2 The cycle length for a signalized intersection is the time required to complete one full sequence of traffic

IBI
cRom

movements.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

3.3 INTERSECTIONANALYSIS

Study lntersections

Twenty-five intersections located within the boundaries of the study area were selected for inclusion in

the traffic analysis. The intersection locations are shown in Figure 3-4, and the lane geometry at each

intersection is illustrated in Figure 3-5. The study intersections were selected based on their location

along major truck routes, their proximity to land uses that generate truck trips, the location of the

intersection in relation to the US-101 freeway, and the potential to serve large numbers of heavy trucks.

Turning Movement Gounts

The ADT count data was used to establish the peak period for vehicle traffic and to verify the

appropriate time periods for conducting the intersection turning movement counts. The peak period

intersection counts were then scheduled to take into account the peak hours for ambient traffic as well

as the peak hours for truck trips in the project study area. The peak periods identified for this study

were from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and from 3:00 PM to 6:00 PM. lntersection turning movement counts

were completed on January 22, 2008 and January 29, 2008 at the following project study area

intersections:

1. Victoria Avenue and Channel lslands Boulevard
2. Victoria Avenue and Sth Street
3. Victoria Avenue and Gonzales Road
4. Ventura Road and Port Hueneme Road
5. Ventura Road and Channel lslands Boulevard
6. Saviers Road and Hueneme Road
7. Arcturus Avenue and Hueneme Road
8. Edison Drive and Hueneme Road
9. Oxnard Boulevard/Saviers Road and Wooley Road
10. Oxnard Boulevard and Northbound US-101 Ramps
11. Oxnard Boulevard and Southbound US-101 Ramps
12. Vineyard Avenue and Northbound US-101 Ramps
13. Vineyard Avenue and Southbound US-101 Ramps
14. Rose Avenue and Channel lslands Boulevard
15. Rose Avenue and Oxnard Boulevard
16. Rose Avenue and Sth Street
17. Rose Avenue and Gonzales Road
18. Rose Avenue and Northbound US-101 Ramps
19. Rose Avenue and Southbound US-101 Ramps
20. Rice Avenue and Hueneme Road
21. Rice Avenue and Channel lslands Boulevard
22. Rice Avenue and Sth Street
23. Rice Avenue and Gonzales Road
24. Rice Avenue and US-101 Southbound Ramps
25. Rice Avenue/Santa Clara Avenue and Auto Center Drive

IBI
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

lntersection turning movement counts for trucks and cars were recorded separately. For the purposes of

traffic analysis, truck counts have been converted to passenger car equivalent (PCE) volumes by

applying a PCE factor of 2.0. This means that each heavy truck recorded by the traffic counts is

incorporated into the analysis as two passenger cars. PCE values are used as a method to convert a

mix of different vehicle types in a traffic stream to an equivalent traffic stream composed entirely of

passenger cars. PCE conversion is important as larger and heavier trucks reduce the quality of traffic

itow Oue to their size, weight and operational characteristics. A level of service analysis based on traffic

volumes without applying the PCE factor for trucks could underestimate their impact.

lntersection turning movement counts for trucks and cars taken at all 25 study intersections are shown

separately in Figure 3-6 and 3-7. Combined traffic counts by turning movement with PCE conversion

factors applied for truck volumes are shown in Figure 3-8 and 3-9.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

lntersection Level of Service (LOS) Results

peak hour intersection level of service for the existing condition is analyzed for each of the 25 study

intersections. Table 3-3 summarizes the results of the AM and PM peak hour existing conditions

analysis.

Table 3-3 Existing (Year 2008) AM and PM Peak Hour LOS Summary

Source: ICU traffic analysis completed by lBl Group

lO/glf ] lntersection LbS exceeds minimum acceptable LOS established by the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard

The following intersections do not operate at a satisfactory level of service in the identified peak hour:

Victoria Avenue and Channel lslands Boulevard (#1) - PM peak hour

Oxnard Boulevard/Saviers Road and Wooley Road (#9) - PM peak hour

Rose Avenue and Gonzales Road (#17) -PM peak hour

Rice Avenue and Gonzales Road (#23) - AM peak hour

Rice Avenue and US-101 Southbound Ramps (#24) - AM and PM peak hour

a

Dc 0.900.78Victoria Ave and Channel lslands Blvd1

B 0.54 A0.662 Victoria Ave and Sth St

B 0.59 A0.643 Victoria Ave and Gonzales Rd

0.50 A0.35 A4 Ventura Rd and Hueneme Rd

0.68 B0.67 B5 Ventura Rd and Channel lslands Blvd

0.36 A0.27 A6 Saviers Rd and Hueneme Rd

0.54 A0,28 A7 Arcturus Ave and Hueneme Rd

0.51 A0.37 A8 Edison Dr and Hueneme Rd

0.91 E0.72 cI Oxnard Blvd/Saviers Rd and Wooley Rd

0.49 A0.38 A10 Oxnard Blvd and NB US-101 RamPs

0.20 A0.22 A11 Oxnard Blvd and SB US-101 RamPs

B0.54 A 0.66Vineyard Ave and NB US-101 RamPs12

A0.48 A 0.60Vineyard Ave and SB US-10'l RamPs13

B0.56 A 0.69Rose Ave and Channel lslands Blvd14

c0.49 A 0.80Rose Ave and Oxnard Blvd15

c0.7'l c 0.74Rose Ave and Sth St16

D0.69 B 0.88Rose Ave and Gonzales Rd17

AA 0.530.39Rose Ave and NB US-101 RamPs18

BA 0.690.57Rose Ave and SB US-101 RamPs19

AA 0.420.48Rice Ave and Hueneme Rd20

BA 0.670.57Rice Ave and Channel lslands Blvd21

BA 0.640.5922 Rice Ave and Sth St

D 0.60 A0.8223 Rice Ave and Gonzales Rd

E 0.86 D0.9124 Rice Ave and US-101 SB RamPs

0.78 c0.79 c25 Rice/Santa Clara Ave and Auto Center Dr

Weekday AM Peak

v/c Los

Weekday PM Peak

v/c LosI ntersectionNo.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Many of these intersections are located along roadway segments that have the highest observed total

traffic volumes and truck traffic volumes. Several intersections are located near the US-101 freeway,

where traffic volumes are typically higher as automobiles and trucks attempt to access the freeway.

A separate analysis is provided based only on the auto traffic volumes observed at each intersection to

assess the impacts of truck traffic on each intersection. The results are summarized in Table 3-4.

Table 3.4 Existing (2008) AM and PM Peak Hour LOS Summary - Autos Only

Source: ICU traffic analysis completed by lBl Group

fDlg/F l lntersection LOS exceeds minimum acceptable LOS established by the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard

D0.76 c 0.891 Victoria Ave and Channel lslands Blvd

A0.62 B 0.512 Victoria Ave and 5th St

AB 0.570.623 Victoria Ave and Gonzales Rd

AA 0.500.354 Ventura Rd and Hueneme Rd

B 0.67 B0.65Ventura Rd and Channel lslands Blvd5

A 0.35 A0.25Saviers Rd and Hueneme Rd6

A o.52 A0.23Arcturus Ave and Hueneme Rd7

A 0.49 A0.35Edison Dr and Hueneme Rd8

B 0.88 D0.66Oxnard Blvd/Saviers Rd and Wooley RdI
A 0.48 A0.36Oxnard Blvd and NB US-101 RamPs10

0.20 A0.22 AOxnard Blvd and SB US-101 RamPs11

A 0.63 B0.47Vineyard Ave and NB US-101 RamPs12

B 0.57 A0.68Vineyard Ave and SB US-101 RamPs13

0.67 B0.52 ARose Ave and Channel lslands Blvd14

0.78 c0.53 ARose Ave and Oxnard Blvd15

0.67 B0.62 B16 Rose Ave and 5th St

0.87 D0.65 B17 Rose Ave and Gonzales Rd

0.49 A0.35 A't8 Rose Ave and NB US-101 RamPs

0.65 B0.52 A19 RoseAve and SB US-101 RamPs

0.39 A0.44 A20 Rice Ave and Hueneme Rd

B0.52 A 0.6121 Rice Ave and Channel lslands Blvd

B0.53 A 0.6122 Rice Ave and 5th St

A0.79 c 0.5423 Rice Ave and Gonzales Rd

cc 0.760.7924 Rice Ave and US-101 SB RamPs

cB 0.730.67Rice/Santa Clara Ave and Auto Center Dr25

Weekday AM Peak

t#lrr Los

Weekday PM Peak

r#ln LoslntersectionNo.
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ctrtEs o F PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

ln this scenario, the following intersections do not operate at an acceptable level of service:

. Victoria Avenue and channel lslands Boulevard (#5) - PM peak hour

. oxnard Boulevard/saviers Road and wooley Road (#9)- PM peak hour

. Rose Avenue and Gonzales Road (#17) - PM peak hour

The comparison between the above mentioned analyses show that level of service at two intersections

is impacted due to truck traffic. lncrease in volume to capacity ratio and associated level of service at

these intersections is as follows:

. Rice Avenue and Gonzales Road (#29') - During AM peak hour v/c increases by 2.8 percent and

LOS changes from LOS C to LOS D due to truck traffic'

. Rice Avenue and US-101 Southbound Ramps (#24) - During AM peak hour v/c increases by

12.4 percenland LOS changes from LOS C to LOS E due to truck traffic. During PM peak hour

v/c increases by 10 percent and LOS changes from LOS C to LOS D due to truck traffic.

3,4 FREEWAYINTERCHANGEASSESSMENT

The US-101 freeway is the only freeway in the study area, linking the Oxnard/Port Hueneme area to the

Los Angeles Basin to the south and Ventura and Santa Barbara to the north. Trucks traveling to and

from loiations in the Oxnard/port Hueneme area use the US-101 freeway as the primary access route

to destinations outside of the study area. State Route 1 and State Route 126 also fulfill secondary roles

as regional corridors for trucks traveling to and from the study area'

Given the important role of the US-101 freeway in serving regionaltrucktraffic, it is essentialthatthere

be efficient and convenient connections between arterial streets and the freeway. Major freeway/arterial

street interchanges in the study area are:

. US-101 at Victoria Avenue

. US-101 at Ventura Road (southbound exit only)

. US-101 at Oxnard Boulevard (State Route 1)

. US-101 at Vineyard Avenue (State Route 232)

. US-101 at Rose Avenue

. US-101 at Rice Avenue

Figure 3-10 identifies the existing interchanges and illustrates the location of on-ramps and off-ramps at

ea-ch interchange. Truck and tolal vehicle traffic volumes on the US-101 freeway were collected from

Caltrans for thJyear 2006, which is the most recent year available. Traffic volumes are shown in Figure

3-11.

IBI
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

A brief summary of the existing conditions at each interchange is provided below along with a

discussion of the existing connectivity between the arterial street and the freeway. Several of the

existing interchanges have been recently improved or expanded to better serve traffic. These

improvements are also discussed below.

US-101 at Victoria Avenue

The US-101A/ictoria Avenue interchange is located in the City of Ventura. While the interchange is

outside of the city limits of the City of Oxnard, the street is a major north-south truck corridor in western

Oxnard and serves as a major route for trucks traveling to and from the Port of Hueneme and NBVC.

This location is a full interchange, providing on and off-ramps serving both directions of the US-101'

The northbound on/off-ramps are a compact diamond design, while the southbound ramps are designed

as hook ramps. Vehicles exiting and entering the northbound US-101 access Victoria Avenue directly.

Vehicles exiting the southbound US-101 must first turn onto Valentine Road to access Victoria Avenue.

Two southbound on-ramps are provided, one from Valentine Road for vehicles traveling south on

Victoria Avenue and a second ramp on Victoria Avenue for vehicles traveling northbound on Victoria

Avenue.

Victoria Avenue has five through traffic lanes at the interchange, with two southbound lanes and three

northbound lanes. ln addition to the through lanes, two southbound right turn lanes are provided to

Valentine Road and the southbound freeway on-ramp. Dual northbound left turn lanes are provided for

access to the northbound freeway on ramp. The off-ramps also provide substantial traffic capacity with

three turning lanes provided for the southbound off-ramp and four turning lanes for the northbound off-

ramp.

Adjacent land uses include commercial retail and residential uses to the northwest and northeast of the

interchange. Land uses on the south side of the interchange include a hotel to the southeast, as well as

commercial uses and agricultural uses to the southwest.

US-101 at Ventura Road

The US-1Q1A/entura Road interchange consists of a single southbound off-ramp, providing access to

Wagon Wheel Road and Ventura Road. The design of southbound off-ramp is not conducive to serving

large trucks given the steep grade of the off-ramp and tight right turn necessary to access Wagon Wheel

Road from the off-ramp. Trucks traveling to the study area from the north would be better served

accessing the street network from the Victoria Avenue and Oxnard Boulevard interchanges.

US-101 at Oxnard Boulevard

The US-101/Oxnard Boulevard interchange was recently reconfigured and enhanced to provide

additional traffic capacity. The enhancement and reconfiguration created a full interchange with on and

off-ramps serving both directions of the US-101 freeway. The new interchange is designed as a

compact diamond interchange per Caltrans design standards. The Oxnard Boulevard interchange

serves as an important gateway from the US-101 to the new Esplanade Shopping Center and

Downtown Oxnard. Oxnard Boulevard is also currently designated as State Route 1 in the City of

Oxnard, serving as a major regional traffic corridor. Given the recent completion of traffic capacity and

safety improvements, the existing interchange is capable of serving truck traffic.

Adjacent land uses include the RiverPark development to the northwest, industrial uses to the northeast,

the Esplanade Shopping Center to the southeast and industrial uses to the southwest. The RiverPark

development is a 700-acre mixed-use development that includes a town center retail

development/lifestyle center, about 1,800 homes and 1,000 apartment units. Construction of several of

residential communities is underuvay.

IBI
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Table 3-5 summarizes the volume of trucks observed to enter and exit the US-101 freeway at Oxnard

Boulevard during the counts made in January 2008, and identifies the percentage of trucks in

comparison to the total volume of vehicles entering and exiting the freeway at this location. Trucks

ideniitieo as entering the freeway are traveling from oxnard Boulevard to the northbound or southbound

US-101. Trucks identified as exiting the freeway are using the off-ramps to exit the northbound and

southbound US-101 to access Oxnard Boulevard.

Table 3-5 Truck Volumes Entering and Exiting US'l01 at Oxnard Boulevard

Source: lntersection turning movement counts made in January 2008.

NB Trucks Entering Freeway: the number of trucks from Oxnard Boulevard that enter the northbound US-1 01 onramp'

NB Trucks Exiting Freeway: the number of trucks from northbound US-101 that exit to Oxnard Boulevard.

Trucks comprise a small percentage of the existing traffic volumes entering and exiting the US-101

freeway at dxnard Boulevard. ln many cases, trucks are less than 1% of the total volume entering or

exiting the freeway.

US-10't at Vineyard Avenue

The US-101A/ineyard Avenue is also a full interchange that provides an important connection between

the US-101 corridor and Downtown Oxnard. The interchange is a partial cloverleaf design' Vineyard

Avenue is designated as State Route 232 north of Oxnard Boulevard. Vineyard Avenue is identified as

a truck route by the City of Oxnard. The interchange is,a recent design that is capable of serving truck

traffic in the existing condition.

Adjacent land uses include residential and some undeveloped property to the northwest and commercial

retiil and office to the northeast of the interchange. Land uses on the south side of the interchange

include commercial office uses to the southeast, and the Esplanade Shopping Center to the southwest.

Vineyard Avenue serves as a major gateway to Downtown Oxnard along with Oxnard Boulevard.

Table 3-6 summarizes the volume of trucks observed to enter and exit the US-101 freeway at Vineyard

Avenue, and identifies the percentage of trucks in comparison to the total volume of vehicles entering

and exiting the freeway at this location. Trucks identified as entering the freeway are traveling from

Vineyard Au"nu" to the northbound or southbound US-101 . Trucks identified as exiting the freeway are

using tne off-ramps to exit the northbound and southbound US-101 to access Vineyard Avenue.

Table 3-6 Truck volumes Entering and Exiting us-l01 at Vineyard Avenue

2 <1o/o0 nla13 4%10 ttoAM Peak Hour
<1o/onla 22 <1o/" 017 2%PM Peak Hour

NB
Trucks

Entering
Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

NB
Trucks
Exiting

Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

SB
Trucks

Entering
Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

SB
Trucks
Exiting

Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

Time Period

9o/o6% 31X 5910% 30AM Peak Hour 32
4%3% 193% 294% 3016PM Peak Hour

NB
Trucks

Entering
Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

NB
Trucks
Exiting

Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

SB
Trucks

Entering
Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

SB
Trucks
Exiting

Freeway

Percent
of Total
Volume

Time Period

Source: lntersection turning movement counts made in January 2008.

NB Trucks Entering Freewiy: the number of trucks from Vineyard Avenue that enter the northbound US-1 01 onramp'

NB Trucks Exiting Freeway: the number of trucks from northbound US-101 that exit to Vineyard Avenue.
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ctrlEs OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Trucks comprise a higher percentage of the existing traffic volumes entering and exiting the US-101

freeway at Vineyard Avenue when compared to Oxnard Boulevard. Truck volumes tend to be higher

during iir" Rtt peak hour when compared to the PM peak hour, and a greater number of trucks are

traveling southbound on the US-101 than northbound during this time period.

US-101 at Rose Avenue

The US-101/Rose Avenue interchange was recently reconfigured and enhanced to provide additional

traffic capacity. The enhancement included the expansion and reconfiguration of the old interchange to

increase the traffic capacity of the on and off-ramps, improve safety, and improve traffic flow. This

interchange provides an important connection to the nearby Rose Shopping Center and Saint John's

Regional-Medical Center. The interchange is a partial cloverleaf design, providing on and off-ramps for

both directions of the US-101 freeway. Rose Avenue is identified as a truck route by the City of Oxnard.

The interchange is a recent design that is capable of serving truck traffic in the existing condition.

Adjacent land uses include residential to the northwest. The Oxnard Auto Center is located to the

northeast of the interchange. Land uses on the south side of the interchange include the Rose

Shopping Center to the southeast, additional retail and auto sales uses to the southwest, and the Saint

John's Regional Medical Center further south along Rose Avenue.

Table 3-7 summarizes the volume of trucks observed to enter and exit the US-101 freeway at Rose

Avenue during intersection turning movement counts made in January 2008, and identifies the

percentage oflrucks in comparison to the total volume of vehicles entering and exiting the freeway at

ini" loc"tion. Trucks identified as entering the freeway are traveling from Rose Avenue to the

northbound or southbound US-101 . Trucks identified as exiting the freeway are using the off-ramps to

exit the northbound and southbound US-101 to access Rose Avenue'

Table 3-7 Truck volumes Entering and Exiting us-i01 at Rose Avenue

Source: lntersection turning movement counts made in January 2008'

NB Trucks Entering Freeway: the number of trucks from Rose Avenue that enter the northbound US-1 01 onramp.

NB Trucks Exiting Freeway: the number of trucks from northbound US-'101 that exit to Rose Avenue'

Truck volumes entering and exiting the US-101 freeway at the Rose Avenue interchange are

comparable to the numbers at the Vineyard Avenue interchange. However, overall traffic volumes at

Rose Avenue are higher than those at Vineyard Avenue, so trucks make up a smaller percentage of the

total traffic entering and exiting the freeway at this location.

US-101 at Rice Avenue

Unlike many of the other interchanges in the project study area, the US-101/Rice Avenue interchange

has not been recently enhanced. The existing interchange is an old design that does not meet current

Caltrans standards for interchange design. The northbound on and off-ramp is constrained by the

proximity of Ventura Boulevard, which runs directly parallel to the northbound US-101 in this location.

Truck access from northbound Rice Avenue to the northbound US-101 freeway is difficult due to the

tight radius of the turn from Rice Avenue to Auto Center Drive and the on-ramp to the freeway. The

southbound on-ramp also has a tight radius turn immediately prior to the freeway merge, limiting the

speed of trucks entering the freeway and potentially resulting in a safety hazard caused by slow-moving
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trucks merging onto the freeway lanes. The capacity of the interchange is further constrained by the

existing n"iro* Rice Avenue overpass, which provides for only one lane of travel in each direction. ln

the exiiting condition, the interchange is not configured to serve heavy volumes of truck traffic.

A project Study Report (PSR) for improvements to the Rice Avenue interchange has been prepared by

Caltrans. The interchange is set to receive funding under the Proposition 18 Trade Corridor

lmprovement Fund (TCIF), which includes about $2 billion for improvements to transportation facilities

that are important goods movement corridors. Construction on the interchange improvements is

scheduled to begin in 2010. The planned improvements would significantly improve the capacity,

safety, and operation of the interchange.

Adjacent land uses include the Auto Center and some light industrial uses to the northwest. The

northeast portion of the interchange is occupied by residential and agricultural uses. Land uses on the

south side of the interchange include commercial office to the southwest and agricultural uses to the

southeast.

Table 3-8 summarizes the volume of trucks observed to enter and exit the US-101 freeway at Rice

Avenue during intersection turning movement counts made in January 2008, and identifies the

percentage oflrucks in comparison to the total volume of vehicles entering and exiting the freeway at

ini" lo"aiion. Trucks identified as entering the freeway are traveling from Rice Avenue to the

northbound or southbound US-101 . Trucks identified as exiting the freeway are using the off-ramps to

exit the northbound and southbound US-101 to access Rice Avenue.

Table 3-8 Truck volumes Entering and Exiting us-101 at Rice Avenue

Source: lntersection turning movement counts made in January 2008.

NB Trucks Entering Freeway: the number of trucks from Rice Avenue that enter the northbound US-1 01 onramp.

NB Trucks Exiting Freeway: the number of trucks from northbound US-101 that exit to Rice Avenue.

Rice Avenue serves the highest number of trucks among the four interchanges profiled in this report'

Trucks also comprise the highest percentage of the total volume of vehicles entering and exiting the US-

101 freeway at the interchange. The data supports the observation that Rice Avenue is a major truck

route in the study area. However, the truck volumes obtained for other interchanges at Vineyard

Avenue and Rose Avenue show that these streets also play an important role in providing access for

trucks to and from the US-101 freeway.
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4 STUDY AREA TRUCK TRIPS (ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS)

There are a variety of sources that generate truck trips in the study area. Prominent uses include the

port of Hueneme, t{gVC, agricultural growers, automobile distributors, and the offshore oil industry. The

daily operations, truck trip volumes, and travel patterns of each use are presented in this section.

4.'I PORT OF HUENEME TRUCK TRIPS

The port of Hueneme is owned and operated by the Oxnard Harbor District. The Harbor District

estimates that about $7 billion in cargo value moves through the Port of Hueneme on an annual basis. A

significant portion of the cargo rouing through the Port of Hueneme is comprised of automobiles and

pe"rishable agricultural gooOJ (e.g. fruits). tne port is not a major cargo port like the Los Angeles and

Long Beach ports tocied in LoJ Angeles County. lnstead, the port is focused on targeted cargo and

gooi. markets such as automobiles and fruits which benefit from the quick access and limited delays

issociated with using a smaller, less congested port facility. The Port serves both fruit imports and

exports. Agricultural goods imported through the Port also include liquid fertilizer. Major users of the

port include Del MontJ Banana Company, Chiquita Banana Company, and Yara Fertilizer'

CITIES OF PORT HU ENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Several automobile manufacturers also import automobiles to the United States through the Port of

Hueneme, including BMW, Volvo, Jaguar, Kia, and Hyundai. While the automobiles are off-loaded at

the port of Hueneme wharf, several of the auto manufacturers or auto distributors lease space on

nearby NBVC property or at off-site locations. ln most cases, automobiles are driven off the cargo ships

in the port, stored on site for a short period of time, and then driven off Port or NBVC property to off-site

auto storage and distribution facilities located along Hueneme Road.

Historic Truck Volume Data

The port of Hueneme provided data on total truck trips and vehicle trips entering the main Port gate for

the period from 19g8 tirrough 2007. The information for the last five years is summarized in Table 4-1'

The full information provided by the Port of Hueneme is included in the Appendix of the report.
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147 449305 163 398124 340 122184 619January
148 424281 148 424121 412 137201 615February

394 139 414287 148131 401 137197 639March
442 146 463161 363 157556 106 381April 206

437414 145163 369 13',l,474 110 463May 147

367118 430 130398 137 391526 127June 163

364140 415 119376 116 352442 148July 130

114 360143 431287 '137 39188 331 83August
109 309352 't17 412278 11681 85 76September
118 334447 127 4201'10 4s2 128102 331October

412 154 337362 132149 408 138119 257November
391 130 290122 305 145136 s45113 471December

415 125 379134 350 139118 377144 445

Average
Annual Daily
ENTERING
Trips

250278268288 236

Average
Annual Daily
Truck Trips
(ENTER and EXIT)

2003

Trucks Autos

2A04

Trucks Autos

2005

Trucks Autos

2006

Trucks Autos

2007

Trucks AutosMonth

Table 4-l Port of Hueneme Main Gate Average Daily Entering Traffic Volumes

Source: Port of Hueneme
Average weekday (Monday through Friday) volumes

The data provided by the Port of Hueneme indicates that the Port generated an annual average of 125

entering truck trips per day in the year 2007, or a total of about 250 entering and exiting trucks per day.

The mJin gate traffic data also suggests that the average daily truck volumes at Port have remained

relatively stable during the previous five years. This pattern appears to reaffirm observations about the

role of iire port of Hueneme as a niche port that serves a defined market for goods, and has not

experienced the increase in cargo volumes displayed at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach'

Port of Hueneme Questionnaire

A questionnaire was developed in consultation with the Study TAC to obtain additional information

regarding the number and type of trucks traveling to and from the Port of Hueneme. The objective of the

qulstionnaire was to collect information directly from truck drivers regarding their origins and

destinations, the routestheyfollowtotravelbetween the Portfacilities and the US-101 freeway, and the

types of cargo that are cor"nmonly carried by the trucks. The questionnaire also provides truck trip
jeneration rates for the Port, allowing for a comparison with the traffic data collected at nearby

intersections and the main gate entry volumes provided by the Port. A sample of the survey is shown in

Figure 4-1. The actual responses collected are provided in the Appendix of this report.
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?t9o,.8 Truck Survey
About thls Survey: Your help in completing this survey is very impottant. Results trom this suruey will be used ior

a truck t|affic study conducted by the Southorn California Association of Governments to improve kaffic flow and

minimze congestion in vicinity of the Poft of Hu6neme. The mor€ accurate the information you provide, the better we

can iclentify measures to reduce congestion. The responses you give are kept strictly conn(iential and are used lor

research purposes onlY.

The purpose of this suruey is lo galhor clata {or route$ you choose to access deslinations in Oxnard and Port

Hueneme or {JS 101 freeway, Please follow tho instructions b€low to complete th€ survey.

Truck ond Roufe lnfiormcfion
please provide the lo1owlng informatlon about the truck you are driving and routes you Wll take today'

I lrucking Compeiny Nolrl.a $f Aop;icable):

2. Truck Size I Gross Weighf (Pleate Select anel

il Light - HeavY {8,500 - 14,000|bs.)

tr Meclium - Hea\ry (14.001 - 33'000 lbs.)

n Hea!^/ - Healy {33,001 lbs. and above)

t] Overs2e Load

3. Number of Axles (Please sded an)

n Single Llnit: Specify Number of ,Axle -,."

n Semi (All tractor-trailer combination): Specify Number of Axle

t] Other Speoii/ the Type and Number of Axle

4. Type of Ccrgo you ore ccrrying fodoy:

Coming From: Going To:

lPbase prov'xle Address /City/ Zp Cocle) {Please provide Adclress lcityi Zip Code}

Roule you followed to reoch Porl of Hueneme
if opplicoble. iPletse Seiecl 4ll Ro.,ies Used/

I Rice Avenue

I Hueneme Road

I noseAvenue

! oxnarcl Boulevatci

I Ventura Roacl

I Victoria Avenue

n otherSpecify: ,

Roule you plon to follow lo cccess l0l
Freewoy if opplicnble. /Pr'ease Serbci Aii Foules trsedl

f] Hueneme Road to Bice Avenue

f] Ventura Road to Channel lslancl 3)ulevard to
Victoria Avenue

fl Ventura Road to Gonzales Road to Oxnard
Boulewrd

I other Specify:

ii.r:)liar,s., l,y: $,anlhem Cattlomla Assooiatlo.l ot Govorrrn€nts (SCaA) iCtty ol Poi Huon€m6 iCity ot OxnarO Port Huen€tn€

Note: Spanish version of the questionnaire is located in the appendix

i qr\).t, 2l/-.)1:

Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard Truck Traffic Study
Figure 4-1

Port of Hueneme Truck Driver Questionnaire
IBI
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The surveys included questions regarding the trucking company, size of truck, type of cargo, origins and

destinations, and the route that the truck driver planned to follow to travel between the Port End the US-

101 freeway. The survey was provided to truck drivers in both English and Spanish versions.

The port of Hueneme truck survey was conducted on weekdays (Monday through Friday) over a two

week period from February 25,2OOB to March 7,2008. The survey was administered by Port of

Hueneme staff with the surveys distributed to truck drivers entering and exiting the Port. Surveys were

conducted from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM each day for a total of 10 days'

port of Hueneme staff collected 1,245 responses over the 10-day survey period, which corresponds to

an average of about 125 surveys per day. Historical truck volume data provided by the Port and

summarizld in Table 4-1 shows that the average number of trucks entering the Port at this time of year

is about 140. Based on this estimated entering truck volume, the daily average of 125 written truck

driver surveys per day corresponds to a response rate of about 90%.

The written truck trip distribution surveys asked a series of questions designed to obtain information

from each driver regarding the following items:

. The typical size of the trucks and types of cargo carried

. The origin point of their trip to the Port of Hueneme

. Their destination after leaving the Port of Hueneme

. The streets they used to travel to the Port of Hueneme

. The streets they planned to travel after leaving the Port of Hueneme

. The data collected for each of the above items is summarized below.

Truck Size. Tvpe. and Garqo

Truck size data was collected for each truck entering the Port of Hueneme. This information is

summarized in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2Truck Size Data and Gross Weight Data

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data

The 1 ,245 responses were collected over a 1 0-day period.

About 84% of the trucks traveling through the Port of Hueneme gate were clasiified as heavy size or

larger (greater than 33,001 pounds). Around 4o/o of lhe trucks reported carrying an oversize load. The

remaining 12o/o of lrucks surveyed were classified as medium or light weight.

Related to the truck size data, information was also collected regarding the number of axles for each

truck. The axle data for the Port of Hueneme survey is summarized in Table 4-3. A significant majority

of the trucks, g1%, were classified semi-trucks. These results are different from the data collected for

the NBVC survey where the proportion of single unit and semi-trucks are similar.
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Table 4-3 Truck Axle Data

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data
fhe 1 ,245 responses were collected over a 1 O-day period'

The type of cargo carried by individual trucks leaving the Port of Hueneme gate was also collected.

Types of cargo were grouped into six categories as summarized in Table 4-4.

Table 4,4 Type of Cargo

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data
The 1,245 responses were collected over a 10-day period.

As expected, perishable goods form the major component of the cargo transported by truck from the

Port of Hueneme. No other cargo category exceeds 10% of the total'

Truck Orioins and Destinations

Truck trip origin and destination data for the Port of Hueneme has been grouped into five primary

categories. Local trips are those starting or ending in Ventura County. Southern California trips include

Los lngeles, San Diego and other points south of Ventura County. Northern and Central California

origins 
-and 

destinations include Santa Barbara, Santa Maria and points north. Locations outside of

Caiifornia were allocated into northern and southern categories based on a reasonable estimate of the

route that the driver would follow to access the lnterstate Highway System. For example, Las Vegas

was categorized as a southern destination since most drivers with this destination reported accessing

tne US-101 freeway to travel south, reaching Las Vegas via Los Angeles. A substantial portion of the

truck trips originate within the vicinity of the Port of Hueneme, whereas trip destinations are evenly

spread acro"J the local area, Southern California and Northern California. The greatest regional trip

destinations are located north of Port of Hueneme inside and outside of California. Table 4-5

summarizes the truck trip origins. Reported truck trip destinations are summarized in Table 4-6.
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766.2%Single

90.7o/o 1,116Semi

393.2YoOther

1,231Responses Received

14Declined to State/Not Available

TrucksNumber of Axles
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67466.5%Perishables

7.8o/" 79Non Perishables

222.2YoAuto

959.4o/oEquipment

605.9%Fertilizer

292.9Yooil
5.4Yo 55Other

1,014Responses Received

231Declined to State/Not Available

Trucks'Iype of Cargo
Percentage of

Total
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56248.}YoLocal

695.9o/oSouthern CA

14612.5o/rNorthern/Central CA

524A%South beyond CA

32427.60/oNorth beyond CA

191.6%Unknown

1j72Responses Received

73Declined to State/Not Available

TrucksTrip Origin Location
Percentage of

Total

Table 4-5 Truck TriP Origins

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data

The 1 ,245 responses were collected over a 1 O-day period

Table 4-6 Truck Trip Destinations

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data

the 1 ,245 responses were collected over a 10-day period.

Truck Routes to and from US'l01 Freewav

Truck drivers were asked to provide information on the streets that they use to travel between the Port

of Hueneme and the US-101 freeway. The objective of this question is to identify the most commonly

used routes by trucks traveling to and from Port of Hueneme. Truck trip distribution for inbound trips to

the port of Hueneme is summarized in Table 4-7. Truck trip distribution information for trips traveling

outbound from Port of Hueneme is reported in Table 4-8.

The survey data collected from the Port of Hueneme truck drivers shows Hueneme Road and Rice

Avenue as the prime routes used to reach the Port main gate and to access the US-101 freeway' The

results also suggest that most trucks traveling to and from the Port utilize the truck routes designated by

the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard'
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22418.7%Northern/Central CA

857.1o/oSouth beyond CA
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62754.0%Rice Avenue

69.1o/o 802Hueneme Road

292.5o/oRose Avenue

272.3%Oxnard Bqulevard

998.SYoVentura Road

827.1o/oVictoria Avenue

806.9%Other
1,161Responses Received

84Declined to State/Not Available

TrucksRoute
Percentage of

Total

Table 4-7 Route Traveled to Access Port of Hueneme

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data

The 1 ,245 responses were collected over a 'l O-day period

Table 4-8 Route Traveled to Access US'l01 Freeway

Source: Port of Hueneme Truck Survey Data

fhe 1,245 responses were collected over a 1O-day period.

Port of Hueneme Truck Trip Distribution

Based on the data collected through the Port of Hueneme Truck Questionnaire, it is estimated that the

port generates an average of 140 entering and 140 exiting trips per day in the spring season. This is

consi;tent with the historic data provided by the Port for this time of year. The questionnaire responses

related to travel routes were used to estimate the typical daily distribution of the Port generated truck

trips through the study area network. The daily Port truck volumes, the total daily truck traffic count

volumes, and the percentage of the total truck trips attributable to the Port of Hueneme on selected

arterials are shown in Figure 4-2.

The data collected for this study suggest that the Port generates approximately 25oh of the truck traffic

on Hueneme Road and Ventura Road in the immediate vicinity of the Port, and this percentage

diminishes rapidly with increased distance from the Port. Most of the trucks traveling to and from the

port of Hueneme utilize Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue, with a small percentage traveling along other

City of Oxnard designated truck routes throughout the study area'
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4.2 NAVAL BASE VENTURA COUNTY TRUCK TRIPS

Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) encompasses Navy operations at both the Port Hueneme site and

the point Mugu site, whicl'r is locate southeast of the project study area. NBVC, Port Hueneme site,

serves as a mobilization site for the Pacific Fleet as a result of good rail and truck access to the Port of

Hueneme. The Port Hueneme site of NBVC is the focus of this study, as the Point Mugu site is located

outside of the studY area.

The Navy currently leases a portion of their Port Hueneme Base property to automobile distribution

operatorJ. ln these cases, some automobiles are delivered to the Base via rail and then driven to off-

.it" ai"tribrtion facil1ies. Very few of the incoming vehicles are loaded onto auto carrier trucks and

driven off-base on the trucks.

NBVC staff provided information regarding peak truck travel times into and out of the Base gates, peak

days of the week for truck traffic and other relevant information. Based on the responses provided, it

was determined that the Victoria Gate, located on the western side of NBVC along Victoria Avenue

served a majority of the heavy trucks traveling to and from the base. Truck trips are typically generated

both by militiry operations and commercial operators that are either delivering goods to military uses on

NBVC or are lLasing space on the base, such as Global Auto Processing Services (GAPS). Navy staff

identified the peaklruck trip generation time period as weekdays between 6:00 AM and 12:00 PM.

Peak days for truck trips to and from NBVC are typically Monday through Thursday.

Naval Base Ventura County Questionnaire

A questionnaire was developed for the NBVC to obtain information from truck drivers regarding the

number and types of trucks traveling to and from Base, as well as their origins and destinations. The

NBVC survey was performed over a three day period from March 4 to March 6, 2008. Surveys were

conducted between 6:00 AM and 6:00 PM each day. The surveys were conducted by a data collection

firm experienced in survey administration and collection. Staff members were stationed at the NBVC

Victoria Gate, and performed oral interviews with the driver as each truck entered for security

inspection. Given the multiple destinations possible for trucks on the base, it was determined in

consultation with Navy staft that administering the survey at the NBVC entrance would be the most

effective method for conducting the survey and ensuring a return of the survey materials'

A total ol 276 responses were collected for NBVC trucks over the three-day survey period, which

corresponds to an averag e of 92 responses per day. lt is estimated that the N BVC survey had about a

90% response rate. Some truck drivers refused to participate due to time conflicts and others declined

on the second and third day of the survey if they were making repeat trips to the base. Repeat trips were

typically made by UPS or FedEx delivery trucks. The NBVC Truck Driver Questionnaire is included as

Figure 4-3.
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20,gg NgY{ Trsck $urv.ry
About this Survey: Your help in completing this suruey is very important. Results from thie suruey will be used for

a tluck traffic stucly conducted by the Southern California Association of Governments lo improve trafflc flow and

minim2a congestion in vicinity of the Port of Huoneme. The more accurate the information you provide. the better we

can identify measures.to reduce congestion. The respon$es you give are kept strictly confidential and are used for

€soarch purpo$6s only,

The purpos6 of this suruey is to gather clata fo. routes you choose to access dostinations in Oxnard and Port

Huenome or US 101 freoway. Ploase follow the instructions below to complete tho sutvoy.

Truck snd Route lnformqfion
please provide the following information about the truck you are drtuing and routes you wlll take today'

I Trucking Company Nome {tf Aolbable):

2. Truck Size / Gross Weight (Please selec! ate)

il Light - Heary {8,500 - 14,000|bs.)

il Medium - Heavy (14,001 - 33,000 ltrs )

tr Heavy - Hearry (33,00 I lbs. and above)

t] Oversize Load

3. Number of Axles {Please Seb* ane)

t] Single Unit: Specify Numbor of Axle

t] S€mi {All lractor-traller combination): Specify Number c.rf Axle

n Other Specify the Type and Number of Axle:

4, Type of Corgo you ore c<rrrying todoy:

I Perishables ft Non-Perishable goocls I Construction n Auto I Otner

Coming lrom {1//hat Ci$): Going To {rrlhat Ci4r, 
"vlnn 

leavi'tg the Base):

Roulo you followsd lo reoch Port of Hueneme
if opplicoble. {Piease Seiect All Sa.tes used)

f] Rice Avenuo

I Huenome Road

f] Rcne Avenue

f] oxnard Boulevard

I VenturaRoad

I Victoria Avenue

I other specify: ,

Roule you plan lo follow io occess l0l
Freewcy if opplicoble. r'Pelse Se,ec'i Arl Roi'ies lrseo)

I Hueneme Road to Rice Avenue

f] V€ntura Road to Channel lsland Boulevard tcr

Victoria Avenue

l-l Ventura Roacl to Gonzales Boad to Oxnatd
Bouleiard

I o*ror Specfu:

' | gouthent Calfornla Assodailon ol coverrm€nts (6CAG] Clty ol Porl Huen€ms Clty ot Oxnard Porl Huslsrn€

Note: Spanish version of the questionnaire is localed in the appendix

t !.rit1t.i ?l})i)

Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard Truck Traffic Study
Figure 4-3

Naval Base Ventura County Truck Driver Questionnaire
IBI
GROUP
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NBVC Truck Trip Generation

An average of 92 surveys responses were collected per day over the three-day survey period.

Assuminglhat each truck ihat enters the NBVC Victoria Gate also exits the base on the same day, an

average-ot tg+ truck trips are generated by NBVC out at the Victoria Gate on a daily basis. This is

slightl! less than the average Oiity trip generation rate observed for the Port of Hueneme. The time of

Oa-y was noted for each NBVC survey response. Table 4-9 summarizes the time period data collected

for truck entry movements to NBVC.

Table 4-9 NBVC Truck Driver Questionnaire Response Times

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
The 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

Of the trucks surveyed, about half entered NBVC between the hours of 6:00 AM and 10:00 AM, with

32% traveting during the AM peak period of 6:00 AM to 8:00 AM. Only 6r% of the trucks surveyed

entered NBVC during the PM peak period between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM'

NBVC Truck Trip Distribution

Most of the trucks traveling to and from the Port of Hueneme are related to goods shipped in and out of

the port. The trucks traveting to and from NBVC have a greater variety of trip purposes ranging from

local package and food deliveries, construction activities, military applications, and goods movement' ln

the case of the NBVC survey, the information collected regarding the trucking company name and the

origins and destinations of each truck become more important in order to draw conclusions about the

typ'es of trucks traveling through the NBVC Victoria Gate. The series of questions designed to obtain

information from each driver included the following items:

. Trucking company name

. The typical size of the trucks and types of cargo carried

. The origin point of their trip to the Base

. Their destination after leaving the Base

. The streets they used to travel to the Base

. The streets they planned to travel after leaving the Base

The data collected for each of these items is summarized in the following section'

IBI
cRotp

320h846:00 AM - 8:00 AM

2OYo528:0't AM - 10:00 AM

11Yo3010:01 AM - 12:00 PM

19%5112:01 PM - 2:00 PM

31 12o/o2:01 PM - 4:00 PM

6Yo174:01 PM - 6:00 PM

265Total Responses

11Unknown Time

Hours
Number of

Trucks
Percent of Total

Trucks
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Truck Companv. Size. Tvpe. and Carqo

The analysis of the types of trucks traveling to and from NBVC included two components. The first

element is a review of ihe trucking company name recorded as part of the survey. This information was

then combined with responses reieived regarding the origin and destination of the truck to determine if

the truck was a local deiivery-related vehicle or truck that was engaged in more of freight-related activity

such as auto transport. The trucks participating in the survey were allocated into two primary groups

based on the company and origins and destinations. Local trucks are considered to be trucks making

local deliveries (ex: FedEx, food and beverage companies, etc). These trips were observed to typically

involve smaller trucks with origins and destinations in the Port Hueneme, Oxnard, Ventura, and

Camarillo area. Regional truckJwere typically larger trucks that were engaged in some form of goods

movement (auto shipping, etc) or were making a larger delivery to NBVC facilities. Table 4-10

summarizes the trucking company data by local and regional sources.

Table 4-{0 Trucking ComPanY Data

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
The 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

The majority of trucks surveyed made regional trips, meaning that the driver reported an origin or

destination outside of the Port Hueneme, Oxnard, and Ventura area'

Truck size data was also collected for each truck entering the NBVC Victoria Gate. This information is

summarized in Table 4-11.

Table 4-11 Truck Size Data

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
The 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

The majority of trucks traveling through the NBVC Victoria Gate were classified as medium size or larger

(greatei than 14,001 pounds). The remaining 20% of trucks surveyed were classified as light weight,

"-nd 
nonu reported carrying an oversize load. These results are different from the data collected from

IBIGtow

35% 94Local Delivery

'16862loRegional/Goods-Freight Related

83o/oUnknown

270Reponses Received

6Declined to State

Type of Trip
Responses
Received

Percentage of
Total

2Qo/o 53Light (8,500 - 14,000 lbs)

10339o/oMedium (14,001 - 33,000 lbs)

10741o/oHeavy (33,001 lbs and above)

00o/oOversize Load

263Responses Received

13Declined to State

Truck Size / Gross Weight TrucksPercentage of
Total
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the port of Hueneme survey, where the significant majority of trucks surveyed were classified as heavy

(over 33,001 pounds).

lnformation was also collected regarding the number of axles for each truck. The axle data for the

NBVC survey is summarized in Table 4-12.

Table 4-12 Number of Axles

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
The 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

Similar to the truck size data, the truck axle data suggests a greater diversity of truck types accessing

NBVC when compared to the Port of Hueneme. The distribution between single unit trucks and semi-

trucks is substantially closer in the NBVC survey results.

Cargo type data was also collected for each truck entering the NBVC VictoriA Gate. The survey

inUr]Oed hve categories, with military cargo allocated to the "Other" category so as to avoid security

issues. The cargo data from the NBVC survey is summarized in Table 4-13.

Table 4-13 Type of Cargo

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
The 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

The NBVC data shows a greater percentage of trucks involved in the transport of autos when compared

to the port of Hueneme. Ferishable goods, which are a major component of truck trips traveling to and

from the port of Hueneme, ar" 
" 

ru"h smaller component of truck trips at NBVC. Additionally, many of

the trucks classified into the perishables category were engaged in delivering items such as groceries or

produce to the base retail outlets rather than shipping the goods as cargo. A substantial majority of the

ireight or goods related cargo accessing the NBVC Victoria Gate were observed to be auto transport

relaled. This observation wbuld be expected given the presence of Global Auto Processing Services

(GAPS) operating on the base under a lease with the Navy

IBI
6ROm

11443%Single Unit

56% 151Semi (all tractor{railer combinations)

31%Other

268Responses Received

8Declined to State

TrucksNumber of Axles
Percentage of

Total

4316ToPerishables

1760/oNon-Perishable goods

1660/oConstruction

7227o/oAuto

11644%Other

264Responses Received

12Declined to State

Type of Cargo TrucksPercentage of
Total
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Truck Orioins and Destinations

Truck trip origin and destination data for NBVC has been grouped into five primary categories' Local

trips are those starting or ending in Ventura County. Southern California trips include Los Angeles, San

OLgo and other points south of Ventura County. Northern and Central California origins and

desiinations include Santa Barbara, Santa Maria and points north. Locations outside of California were

allocated into northern and southern categories based on a reasonable estimate of the route that the

driver would follow to access the lnterstate Highway System. For example, Las Vegas was categorized

as a southern destination since most drivers with this destination reporting accessing the US-101

freeway to travel south, reaching Las Vegas via Los Angeles. Table 4-14 summarizes the truck trip

origins. Reported truck trip destinations are summarized in Table 4-15.

Tahle 4-14 NBVC Truck TriP Origins

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
fhe 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period.

Table 4-15 Truck Trip Destinations

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
the 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

When the NBVC survey data is compared to the survey data collected from the Port of Hueneme truck

survey, some similarities and some differences between truck distribution patterns become apparent'

Similjrities include the percentage of local origins for trucks traveling to each facility' Both surveys

IBI
cRow

10942YoLocal

37% 97Southern California

249%Northern / Central California

I3%South beyond California

177%North beyond California

1% 3Unknown

259Responses Received

17Declined to State

TrucksGoming From
Percentage of

Total

11445%Local

9437o/oSouthern California

2610%Northern / Central California

1% 3South beyond California

42%North beyond California

1560/o[Jnknown

256Responses Received

20Declined to State

Going to TrucksPercentage of
Total
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reported between 40o/o and 50% of trip origins in local (Ventura County) area. ln contrast, NBVC survey

shows that a much higher percentage trucks traveling both to and from the base have an origin or

destination in Southern California (about 37o/ofor both directions of travel). The Port of Hueneme survey

showed a much lower percentage of truck origins from Southern California (about 6%) and destinations

in Southern California (about 21%). Destinations to the north, in Central Galifornia, Northern California,

and beyond the State comprise a significant percentage of truck trips destinations for the Port of

Hueneme (48.6%).

Truck Trip Distribution

Truck drivers were asked to provide information on the streets that they used to travel between the

NBVC Victoria Gate and the US-101 freeway for their trip on the day of the survey. The objective of this

question is to identify the most commonly used routes by trucks, particularly regional cargo trucks,

tiaveling to and trom itgVC. Truck drivers were asked to provide the origin of their trip to NBVC and the

destination that they would be traveling to once they left NBVC. Truck trip distribution for inbound trips

to NBVC is summarized in Table 4-16. Truck trip distribution information for trips traveling outbound

from NBVC is reported in Table 4-17.The total responses for each route add up to more than 100

percent due to truck drivers reporting multiple routes. For example, a driver may follow a route along

iluenere Road and Rice Avenue to access US-101. ln this case, both streets are reported in the

survey.

Table 4-16 Route Traveled to Access NBVC

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
fhe 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period.

Table 4-17 Route Traveled to Access US'101 Freeway

12SYoRice Avenue

5% 13Hueneme Road

52YoRose Avenue

2104Oxnard Boulevard

114%Ventura Road

64o/o 167Victoria Avenue

8232%Other

259Responses Received

17Declined to State

TrucksRoute
Percentage of

Total

145%Hueneme Road to Rice Avenue

13954%Victoria Avenue

73YoVentura Road to Gonzales Road to
Oxnard Boulevard

't034QYoOther

Route TrucksPercentage of
Total

IBI
CNOUP
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257Responses Received

19Declined to State

TrucksRoute
Percentage of

Total

Source: NBVC Truck SurveY Data
The 276 survey responses were collected over a three-day period'

The survey data collected from NBVC shows a much higher rate of use of Victoria Avenue to access the

US-101 freeway compared to trucks traveling to and froh ttre Port of Hueneme. The high percentage of

routes classified as "Othe/' reflects the higher percentage of local trucks accessing the NBVC Victoria

Gate compared to the Port of Hueneme. Many of the local truck trips, remaining in the Port Hueneme,

Oxnard, and Ventura area did not report a specific route on their survey, so it is not possible to allocate

these local trips to a specific corridor. However, the regional truck trips do show strong usage of the

Victoria Avenue corridor for traveling between NBVC and the US-101 freeway.

NBVC Truck Trip Distribution

Based on the data collected through the NBVC Truck Questionnaire, it is estimated that the Base

generates an average of 92 entering and 92 exiting trips per day in the spring season. The

questionnaire responses related to travel routes were used to estimate the typical daily distribution of

tire NBVC generated truck trips through the study area network. The daily Base truck volumes, the total

daily truck iraffic count volumes, and the percentage of the total truck trips attributable to the Base on

selected arterials are shown in Figure 4-4.

The data collected for this study suggest that most of the trucks traveling to and from the Base utilize

Victoria Avenue, and the Base generates approximately 5o/o of the truck traffic volume on Victoria

Avenue. About 40% of the truck traffic generated by NBVC has origins and destinations in the local

area, and may utilize a variety of different truck routes. Less than 1% of the truck volume on Hueneme

Road and Rice Road is estimated to be generated by the Base.

IBI
CROUP
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4.3 TELEPHONE SURVEY RESULTS

private businesses also generate daily truck trips throughout the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard'

Major generators include agricultural.growers and distributors, automobile distributors, off-shore oil

supplyiompanies, and other uses. A small sample of private businesses were surveyed by telephone

toi in;5 study to identify the number of truck trips generated by the businesses, the distribution of the

trips on the surrounding street network and the peak time periods, days, and months of truck activity for

each business.

The private business survey is not intended to be an exhaustive review of every business that generates

truck trips. lnstead, this iniormation is intended to supplement the daily and peak hour traffic and truck

volumes presented earlier in this report. The survey results provide a snapshot of selected land uses

that generate truck trips and seek to provide the reader with an understanding of diversity of truck trip

geneiation rates, the distribution of trucks on major streets in the study area, and the peak time periods

when trucks would travel through the study area'

port of Hueneme staff provided contact information for 16 different private companies that maintain

operations in or near the study area. These companies either typically do business with the Port'

generating truck trips between their base of operation and the Port, or operate businesses (agriculture'

iod farms-, automobile distribution) that generate a substantial number of truck trips on a daily basis.

Several of the businesses generate truck trips that originate at the Port of Hueneme, for example Del

Monte Foods picks up shipments of bananas at the Port and then transports them throughout the

Western United States.

Automobile transport operations can provide one example of how the supply chain works and where

truck trips associated with this activity enter the study area roadway network. Pacific Vehicle
processors is a major auto transport company operating in the study area. This business stores

automobiles that are shipped into the Port of Hueneme at off-site private facilities located along

Hueneme Road. ln this case, automobiles are off-loaded from ships and then driven to the private off-

site storage lot located along Hueneme Road. The trip from the Port to the private storage lot is an auto

trip, not i truct< trip, and is therefore not considered in this analysis. At the off-site storage facility'

automobiles are then loaded onto trucks and transported to various destinations in the Western United

States. The truck trip originates from the off-site facility rather than the Port of Hueneme.

A second example of an off-site business with operations that are interrelated to the Port of Hueneme is

Channel lsland Logistics. This business operates a produce storage and distribution operation located

in study area along Hueneme Road. The operations conducted by Channel lslands Logistics generate

truck t|ips that are-of interest to this study effort. ln this case, the truck trips generated by this business

have two components. The first is a trip between the off-site location and the Port of Hueneme (as well

as the return irip), where the trucks are picking up a load of produce cargo directly from the Port and

transporting to the off-site storage/distribution facility. This trip is accounted for in the Port of Hueneme

gate and 
"ur"y 

data. The second component is the truck trip generated from the off-site facility to a

Iegional destinjtion outside of the study area. This trip would involve a potential greater impact to the

stridy area roadway network since it would involve traveling a greater distance and involve accessing

the US-101 freeway.

Making a distinction between the two types of private business truck trips identified above and those

trips ginerated by the Port of Hueneme and NBVC is important in order to have an understanding of the

variois origin points that truck trips have in the study area. ln this case, the regional truck trips

generated 6y businesses like Pacific Vehicle Processors and Channel lsland Logistics traveling to and

from US-101 do not have origins on Port of Hueneme or NBVC property, but the activities maintained by

the businesses that create thL truck trips are directly related to cargo that enters the study area through

the Port.

IBI
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The third type of private business operating in the study area is an operation that generates a

substantial number of truck trips on a daily basis, but is not related to the Port of Hueneme/NBVC

activities. An example of this type of business is Southland Sod Farms, which maintains a large sod

farm located west of the Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue intersection. Truck trips generated by this

business utilize the same truck routes and roadways as truck trips generated by the Port of Hueneme

and NBVC, but these truck trips have no relationship to the port area. There are numerous other private

businesses in the study area that would also fall into this third category, from small generators such as

grocery stores and big-box home improvement stores to other industrial land uses such as the

distribution centers located along Rice Road in Oxnard'

Representatives from each of the 16 companies were contacted by lBl Group via telephone, and asked

a series of survey questions designed to obtain information regarding the average number of daily truck

trips generated by the business, the distribution of the truck trips, major destinations, and the peak

nours, days, and months for truck operations. Fourteen of the contacted companies agreed to

participate in the survey and provided answers to the survey questions. The companies that

participated in the surveY are:

1. AG RX
2. BMW North America
3. Channel lslands Logistics
4. Chiquita Fresh
5. Del Monte Fresh Produce
6. General Petroleum
7. Hoskins Brothers Trucking
8. OST Trucks and Cranes
9. PacificFruits-Bonita
10. Southland SOD Farms
11. T&T Truck and Crane Service
12. Terminal Freezers
13. Waggoners Trucking
14. Yara North America

The following companies were contacted via telephone about the survey, but declined to participate:

1. Pacific Vehicle Processors
2. Sysco Foods ofVentura

Table 4-18 summarizes the information collected from each of the contacted businesses' Figure 4-5

shows the approximate location of each company contacted for this survey. A sample of the survey is

shown in Figure 4-6. The routes that each company reported to be used by their trucks are identified in

Figures 4-7 lhrough 4-20,

While a variety of routes are used by companies for travel to and from regional origins and destinations,

the most common route used by drivers to access the US-101 is Hueneme Road to Rice Avenue.

Companies also reported various other routes taken by drivers to access the 101 freeway, including

Rose Avenue, Ventura Road, Las Posas Road and Pleasant Valley Road. About half of the companies

reported that their drivers sometimes stop when getting on or off the US-101 freeway at a gas station,

small shopping center or restaurant close to the freeway. On average, companies reported about 50

truck trips peiOay as a high estimate. The number of truck trips per day reported by each company

ranged from 12 trips to a maximum of 100 trips.

IBI
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Table 4-18. Telephone Survey Data Summary

IBI
Gmw

25-30 trucks

70-80 max

50 trucks

12-13 a day

50-60 max

80 trucks
160 total trips

42-56 feet

48-53 feet

8 car hauler

3 axel-80,000
lbs.

18 wheeler

80,000 lbs

8-10 tons,6
tons

8-4,7-8am
loading

and right after

lunch

Afternoon

2am-5am

Before
3:00pm

No

Mon, Tues,
Fri

Mid Morning
(e-1 1 )

Evening (3-
5:30)

No

5 days/week

Sat/Sun not
busy

4am-7am and

early
afternoon

around
3:00pm

Saturday
morning

Friday

No-Mon-Fri

None

None

Nov/Dec-May

May-October
but

Mostly stable

Sept-Dec

Long peak
May-Sept

Mac Valley
oil
(Sturgis/Del
Norte)

Don't know

Las Posas by
us-101

Don't know

No stops

Doughnut
shop
along
Pleasant
Valley right
before
freeway

50% take
Rice

50% take Las

Posas

Hueneme
Road/Rice
Avenue

North and
South-

Hueneme to
Rice,

One truck
takes

Ventura

Rose Avenue

Rice Avenue

North-Rice
Avenue

South-
Hueneme

Road to
Lewis

Western
United States

Western
United States

North-Salinas

Ventura

South- Los
Angeles

Northern

Santa
Barbara

County

Nine

Western
states

Greater LA
area

Agricultural

Fresh Fruit

BMW
automobiles

Mostly Paper

Agricultural

Sod, Fertilizer

Pacific Fruit
Bonita

Channel
lslands
Logistics

Waggoners
Trucking

Hoskins
Brothers

Trucking

Southland
SOD Farms

AG RX

Type of
Cargo

lntermediate
Stops

Peak
Seasonal
Activity

Peak Weekly
Activity

Typical
Truck
Size

Maximum
Number

Daily Truck
Tri

Peak Activity
Time Period

Typical
Route

Origin/
Destination

Business
Gontacted
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20

20 -25

50 trucks

38

70-80 day,
400

week

Slow time-
15/day

Busy time-
70-1 00

Per day

45 foot

refrigerated

trailers

Class 8 semis

5 axel

18 wheeler
semis

53 foot
trailers

45-53 feet
trailers

Tanker, 40
feet,

Single/double

Tanker

No,2417

8am -5pm

8am - 4:30pm

No Peak
Period

2417,6am-
5pm

Depends on
arrival of

shipments

24 hours -
Local cargo
loads

during day
and

regional
cargo at

night.

6amto5pmFriday

No, 7 days

Monday &
Friday

Mon, Tues,
Fri

Mon-Fri,2417

All months

except

September

May to June

(8 weeks)

None

Fall season

Dec-May

Spring,
March-
May/June

MacValley Oil

@
Sturgis/Del
Norte

Gas station
on Rice near
us-101

Hueneme
Road,
Mexican
Rest.
2 miles east
of
Harbor

Shopping
Center
at sthA/ictoria

Don't know

Direct

Rose to 101

15th to Del
Norte

Hueneme
Road to Rice
Avenue

Most trucks -
Hueneme
Road to Rice
Avenue

Hueneme
Road to

Rice Avenue

Ventura to
Victoria

or Hueneme

to Rice

Hueneme
Road to Rice
Avenue

Multiple
Destinations

Multiple
destinations

Western
United States

Throughout
California

Multiple
destinations

Pacific

Northwest

Frozen fruits

and
vegetables

N/A

Agricultural -

bananas

Automobiles

Agricultural

Liquid
Fertilizer

Terminal
Freezers

T&TTruck&
Crane
Service

Chiquita
Fresh

BMW

North
America

Del Monte

Yara North

America

Type of
Cargo

lntermediate
Stops

Peak
Seasonal
Activity

Peak Weekly
Activity

Typical
Truck
Size

Maximum
Number

Daily Truck
Tri

Peak Activity
Time Period

Typical
Route

Origin/
Destination

Business
Contacted
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IBI
GROU}

50 to 60

maximum

I trucks - 16
trips

maximum

50 foot
trailers

3 axel fuel
trucks,

flat bed trucks
5amto5pm

Mon, Tues,
Wed

8amto5pm

Middle of the

week

None

Summer

Don't usually
stop,
only
sometimes at
donut shop

Vineyard/101
near

No stops

Vineyard to
US-101 or
sR-'126

Hueneme
Road to Rice
Avenue

Multiple
Destinations

Central and
Southern
California

Various

Fuel, gasoline,
diesel, chemice

OST

Trucks &
Cranes

General

Petroleum

Peak
Seasonal
Activity

Peak Weekly
Activity

Typical
Truck
Size

Maximum
Number

Daily Truck
Tri

Peak Activity
Time Period

lntermediate
Stops

Typical
Route

Origini
Destination

Type of
Cargo

Business
Contacted
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Business:

Contact Person

Phone Number:

lntroduction: We are working with the City of Hueneme and the Port of Hueneme on a Truck Traffic

Study. As part of the study we are cohducting research o1 frow trucks travel through the area

surrounding'Port of Hueneme. Port of Hueneme has provided your contact. The information you

provide will be used only for the purpose of this study.

L Type of Cargo handled through your facility?

2. Where are Origin / Destination located - local or regional?

3. Typical routes their drivers follow to:

. To access 101 freeway - for outgoing trucks?

To reach their facility - for incoming trucks?

4. Do truck drivers like to stop for refreshments getting on/ off from the 101 freeway? Where?

5. Seasonality? Peak activity period during the year?

6. Peak days of activities during the week?

7. Peak time periods of activities during the day?

8. TypicalTruck Size?

9. Average / maximum number of truck trips in a day?

Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard Truck Traffic Study
Figure 4-6IBI

GROUP Sample Telephone SurveY
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

5 IMPACTS OF TRUCK TRAFFIC THROUGH RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOODS

An established network of truck routes is important to ensure the efficient flow of trucks through a city

and to reduce potential impacts from truck trips on sensitive land uses. The study area includes an

extensive network of truck routes that provide access to the US-101 freeway and land uses that are

generators of truck trips. The survey data collected from the Port of Hueneme, NBVC, and selected

[rivate businesses in the study area suggests that the existing designated study area truck routes are

well utilized by trucks traveling to and from the US-101 freeway.

Figure 5-1 is an excerpt from the City of Oxnard General Plan Land Use Map that shows the large

pe-rcentage of the study area that is zoned for residential use. This truck traffic study includes a review

and evaluation of the impacts of truck traffic on residential neighborhoods in Port Hueneme and Oxnard'

As the two cities continue to grow and develop, new residential development is occurring or is planned

in areas that have historically been used for agricultural or other uses. There are several examples in

both the City of Port Hueneme and the City of Oxnard of new residential developments along identified

major truck routes such as Hueneme Road and Victoria Avenue. These developments will expose more

peopte to the existing traffic on the truck routes, and increase the magnitude of the impacts created

when incompatible land uses are combined.

The Recommendations section of this report identifies selected measures that could be implemented to

further strengthen truck drivers' awareness and use of existing truck routes, along with

recommendations related to land use design for residential or other sensitive land uses that may be

planned adjacent to designated arterial roadway truck routes'

5.1 CITY OF OXNARD RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS ALONG TRUCK ROUTES

Residential development projects proposed or planned along roadways that serve as truck routes

through the study area are noted in this section. Project information was obtained from the City of

Oxnard Planning Division Development Project List dated January 2008'

Victoria Avenue

Victoria Avenue is a north-south designated truck route located along the western edge of the project

study area. lt travels through the City of Port Hueneme, the City of Oxnard, and unincorporated Ventura

County. South of Channel lslands Boulevard, Victoria Avenue is bordered by the Naval Base Ventura

County (NBVC) and Boat Landings Park. There are primarily residential uses adjacent to Victoria

Avenue between Channel lslands Boulevard and 5'h Street, and recreational and agricultural uses

between 5th Street and the US-101 freeway.

There are three residential projects on Victoria Avenue within the City of Oxnard that are currently in the

planning phases or under construction'

r The Seabridge project is being built on the southwest corner of Victoria Avenue and Wooley

Road. lt consists oi ZZA single family dwelling units, 432 multi-family dwelling units, 240 public

docks, and a 16-acre Park.

. The Orbela project includes 105 condominium units on the southeast corner of Victoria Avenue

and Sth Street, and is currently under construction.

. Tucker lnvestments plans to build 112 condominium units on the northeast corner of Victoria

Avenue and Hemlock Street.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Hueneme Road

Hueneme Road is an east-west truck route that is located along the southern edge of the project study

area. lt is bordered by primarily residential uses and undeveloped land between Ventura Road and

Cypress Road, and industrial and agricultural uses between Cypress Road and Rice Avenue.

There are three residential projects and one Specific Plan project on Hueneme Road that are currently

in the planning phases or under construction.

. Paragon Communities is constructing 159 residential condominiums north of Hueneme Road

between Saviers Road and Cypress Road.

o The Westwinds ll project is located a|5482 Cypress Road and includes 48 condominium units'

This approved project involves a General Plan Amendment.

. The proposed Paseo Nuevo project is located north of Hueneme Road and east of Cypress

Road, and includes 60 residential condominiums in multi-family buildings.

. The Hearthside Homes Ormond Beach project site is located on approximately 300 acres north

of Hueneme Road between Edison Drive and Olds Road. The Ormond Beach project includes

the construction of up to 1,293 residential units of varying density, 50,000 square feet of retail, a

commercial self storage facility, an elementary school, a high school, and 39,000 square feet of
parks and community open space.

Pleasant Valley Road

Pleasant Valley Road is an east-west truck route that travels through the southern portion of the study

area between the Naval Base Ventura County and the Highway 1/Rice Avenue interchange. Adjacent

land uses are mainly low and medium density residential, with some general commercial and light

industrial uses. There are two residential projects in the planning stages along Pleasant Valley Road.

. The Villa San Lorenzo project includes 16 condominium units on the southwest corner of

Saviers Road and Pleasant Valley Road. This approved project is currently in the plan check

stage.

. Tucker lnvestments has proposed to build 98 condominium units and 12livelwork units on the

southwest corner of Rose Avenue and Pleasant Valley Road.

Channel lslands Boulevard

Channel lslands Boulevard is an east-west truck route that travels through the center of the prolect

study area. Within the City of Port Hueneme, Channel lslands Boulevard is bordered by commercial and

open space land uses. Between Ventura Road and Rice Avenue in the City of Oxnard, Channel lslands

Boulevard is bordered by residential and commercial uses. The Cervantes Condo complex project is

located south of Channel lslands Boulevard on Cheyenne Way, and includes three residential units.

Wooley Road

Wooley Road is an east-west truck route that travels through the center of the project study area. lt is
bordered by residential land uses between Victoria Avenue and "E" Street, and central business

commercial and industrial uses between "E" Street and Rose Avenue. Shea Homes is constructing the

Cottages project on a 5 acre site near the southeast corner of Wooley Road and Patterson Road. The

Cottages project includes 52 detached condominiums.
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CITIES OF PORT HUENEME AND OXNARD TRUCK TRAFFIC STUDY

Sth Street

Fifth Street is an east-west truck route that travels through the center of the project study area. Oxnard

Airport is located on the north side of Sth Street between Victoria Avenue and Ventura Road. Fifth Street

is bordered by residential land uses between "H" Street and "D" Street, and central business commercial

and industrial uses between "D" Street and Rice Avenue. The proposed Arbor View (Mira Loma) project

includes 103 apartments and 188 townhouses with 51 affordable units on the south side of 5th Street just

west of Ventura Road.

Gonzales Road

Gonzales Road is an east-west truck route in the northern portion of the study area. lt is bordered by

residential and commercial land uses. Shea Properties has proposed the East Village Apartments

project on the southeast corner of Williams Drive and Gonzales Road, which would include 272

apartment units.

Rose Avenue

The portion of Rose Avenue north of Wooley Road within the project study area is designated as a truck

route. Adjacent land use types include residential, industrial, and commercial. The Courts is a proposed

project on the west side of Rose Avenue on Carmelita Court, and consists of 340 apartments, 101

single family dwellings, and 60 condominiums. A total of 362 units would be affordable, including 10

single family dwellings, 340 apartments, and 12 condominiums.

Oxnard BoulevardlHighway 1

Oxnard Boulevard/Highway 1 is a north-south truck route that travels through the center of the project

study area. Adjacent land uses are primarily commercial and industrial, with some residential

developments on the north side of the street between Rose Avenue and Rice Avenue. There are six

residential projects on Oxnard Boulevard/Highway 1 that are currently in the planning phases or under

construction.

r Gateway Walk has been approved for construction at 1250 S Oxnard Blvd. The project consists

of 190 residential units, including 104 town homes, 28 three-story townhouses, 49 single family

homes, and 9 commercial condos with 14 affordable units to be built onsite.

. One single family dwelling unit is under construction at 525 E. First St.

. The proposed Press Courier Lofts project is located at 3000 W Ninth St. and involves the

conversion of an existing 52,000 square foot industrial building into 52 condominiums, including

4 affordable units.

. Two single family homes are proposed for 128 N Hayes Ave. on a vacant lot. The homes would

be 1 ,61 6 and 1 ,522 square feet.

o Habitat for Humanity has proposed an affordable duplex project at 315 Cooper Rd., including

one studio unit and one 1-3 bedroom unit.

The Colonial House mixed use project is proposed at747 and711 N Oxnard Blvd. The project

includes 40 residential units (6 affordable) with 16,000 square feet of commercial.

Ventura Road

Ventura Road is a north-south truck route that travels through the center of the project study area. The

Oxnard Airport is located on the west side of Ventura Road between sth Street and Teal Club Road.
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Other land uses along Ventura Road, are primarily residential with some community commercial and

agricultural uses. Four new single family residences are proposed by Lauterbach and Associates as the

Oneida Courts project on the west side of Ventura Road near Oneida Place.

5.2 TECHNOLOGICAL AND DESIGN PRACTICES TO REDUCE THE IMPACTS OF TRUCK TRAFFIC

THROUGH RESIDENTIAL AREAS

lf a project with a residential component is proposed near an existing truck route, there are design

features that may be implemented to reduce noise and vibration impacts. Roads paved with rubberized

asphalt have been shown to reduce road noise by as much as 12 decibels. Acoustical site design uses

the placement of buildings, open space, nonresidential land uses, and barrier buildings to shield noise

sensitive areas such as residential buildings from busy roadways. The strategic placement of rooms can

also reduce noise impacts within a residential building. Other architectural design features that may be

implemented to reduce noise impacts include:

. Permanent window seals

. Window mountings made of rubber, cork, or felt
r Reduced window sizes
r lncreased window glass thickness
. Double-paned windows
. Window coatings
r Central air conditioning systems
. Sound-dampening insulation
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6 REGOMMENDATIONS
The Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard truck traffic study provides an overview of existing traffic

conditions and truck volumes at selected locations within the designated project study area. The study

effort also included a survey process to obtain information regarding the generation and distribution of

truck trips from the Port of Hueneme and NBVC, as well as a sampling of private businesses that

operate in the studY.

This section of the report identifies a series of recommendations for the Stuiy TAC to consider to

address existing traffic deficiencies present in the study area, improve the identification and use of

existing truck routes, and strategies for future improvements or studies that would be intended to

maintain or enhance traffic operations for both trucks and general traffic in the study area.

The recommendations outlined in this section are presented in the following groupings:

. lntersection and Roadway lmprovements

. Strategies to Address Residential Neighborhood lmpacts

. lmproving Awareness and Use of Designated Truck Routes

. Next Steps

lntersection and Roadway lmprovements

An unacceptable LOS was observed in the existing condition for either AM or PM peak hours at six

intersections. potential measures to improve the LOS have been identified at each intersection. ln the

interest of encouraging trucks to utilize these designated truck routes, it is recommended that traffic

improvements be focused on existing truck corridors to improve trafiic and flow and reduce congestion'

. lntersection of Victoria Avenue and Channel lslands Boulevard operates at LOS D (v/c of 0.898)

during the PM peak hour. Existing northbound geometry at the intersection is dual left turn lanes,

one through and one shared through/ right turn lane. Widening the northbound approach to

provide tw-o tett turn lanes, two thru lanes, and one shared thru right turn lane will improve the

level of service to LOS C (v/c of 0.783)'

. lntersection of Oxnard Boulevard/Saviers Road and Wooley Road operates at unsatisfactory

conditions under both the AM and PM peak hours. The area surrounding the intersection is built-

out and there is no room to construct additional lanes. Discouraging trucks from using this

intersection will improve the LOS in the AM peak hour from LOS F to LOS E and decrease the

volume to capacity ratio from 1.07 to 1.03 (both being LOS F) in the PM peak hour. Note that this

does not restore operations to satisfactory conditions per City of Oxnard standards. Directional

signage can be used along Hueneme Road south of this intersection at Saviers Road to direct

trucks to more preferred routes such as Rice Avenue

. lntersection of Rose Avenue and Gonzales Road operates at LOS D (v/c of 0'882) during the PM

peak hour. The improvements necessary to bring this intersection back to an acceptable level of

service (LOS C or better) would likely result in significant right of way impacts as a fourth

southbound through lane and a third eastbound left turn lane would need to be considered. This

intersection is located in close proximity to the Rice Avenue corridor, which will be significantly

improved as part of the now-funded interchange reconfiguration at the US-'101 freeway.

lmprovements to the Rice Avenue interchange may divert some traffic from Rose Avenue to Rice

Avenue, potentially reducing the impacts to this intersection. The City of Oxnard should

revaluate this intersection after the completion of the Rice Avenue improvements.
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. lntersection of Rice Avenue and Gonzales Road operates at LOS D (v/c of 0.822) during AM

peak hour. By installing overlap signal phasing for existing southbound right turn lane, level of

service would improve to LOS B (v/c of 0.642).

. lntersection of Rice Avenue and US-101 Southbound Ramps operates at LOS E (v/c of 0.912)

during AM peak hour and LOS D (v/c of 0.858) during PM peak hour. Existing northbound

geomLtry at the intersection is one through and one shared through/ right turn lane. A specific

irnprou"r"nt is not identified for this location, as this intersection will be improved as part of the

proposed reconfiguration of the interchange. The proposed reconfiguration was recently

approved for funding through the Proposition 1B Trade Corridors lmprovement Fund.

Order of magnitude cost estimates are identified for each of the proposed improvements identified

above. Costs are capital dollars only and do not include estimates for right-of-way costs. Table 6-'l

summarizes the cost estimate information.

Table 6-1 Order of Magnitude Cost Estimates for Recommended lntersection lmprovements

Strategies to Address Residential Neighborhood lmpacts

Two primary strategies are recommended to address concerns and potential impacts associated with

trucks traveling on major arterial roadways and truck routes located adjacent to residential

neighborhoods. These strategies are:

r Encourage trucks traveling to and from major generators in the study area (Port of Hueneme,

NBVC, private businesses) to utilize the established preferred truck routes on Hueneme

Road/Rice Avenue and Victoria Avenue as much as possible to limit the potential impacts of

high truck volumes on other streets through residential areas such as Ventura Road and

Channel lslands Boulevard. Measures could include the installation of directional signage,

restrictions placed on heavy trucks prohibiting them from traveling certain arterials such as

Channel lslands Boulevard, and capacity or traffic signal improvements to Victoria Avenue,

Hueneme Road, and Rice Avenue to make these corridors more attractive to travel.

. Consider truck volumes on adjacent arterial roadways when designing adjacent residential

neighborhoods. lf residential developments are proposed along the preferred truck routes, the

design of the neighborhoods should consider the potential impacts caused by trucks traveling
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$200,000 to $300,000

Widening the northbound aPProach

to provide two left turn lanes, two
thru lanes, and one shared thru right
turn lane.

Victoria Avenue and Channel
lslands Boulevard

< $10,000 for new signage

No feasible capacity imProvement
possible. lmplement directional
signage to discourage trucks from
traveling through intersection.

Oxnard Boulevard and Saviers
RoadMooley Road

N/A

Future study of the intersection is

recommended after completion of
Rice Avenue/US-1 01 interchange
improvements.

Rose Avenue and Gonzales
Road

$10,000 for signal modifications

By installing overlap signal phasing
for existing southbound right turn
lane, level of service would improve
to LOS B (v/c of 0.642)

Rice Avenue and Gonzales
Road

N/ANot applicable. To be imProved as
part of US-101 interchange project.

Rice Avenue and US-101
Southbound Ramps

Proposed lmprovement Order of Magnitude Cost Estimatelntersection
(Year
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on the adjacent truck route. Strategies to address this issue include larger setbacks for homes

located albng the truck route and/or the construction of walls between the truck routes and the

residential neighborhood to reduce noise impacts.

These strategies are intended to serve as suggestions for the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard to

consider when approving new residential projects near existing truck routes. There are several well-

established truck routesln the study area (Victoria Avenue, Hueneme Road, Rice Avenue), and these

routes will continue to be utilized by truck traffic into the future. Ensuring that land uses developed

adjacent to these corridors incorporate design features that are sensitive to the existing street and traffic

context will be essential to minimize potential impacts associated with truck traffic.

tmproving Knowledge and Use of Designated Truck Routes

The survey data collected from the Port of Hueneme, NBVC, and selected private businesses suggest

that the eiisting designated truck routes in Port Hueneme and Oxnard are well utilized by a majority of

trucks operating in tne study area. However, the survey was not a comprehensive collection of all land

uses that generate truck trips within the study area, and there may be instances of trucks traveling on

routes thaf are not designated as truck routes. To address this condition, a series of recommendations

have been identified to increase the awareness of truck routes for truck drivers traveling through Port

Hueneme and Oxnard, and to implement specific measures to improve traffic flow along designated

truck routes to encourage more use of the corridor by improving traffic flow and travel times. The

recommended improvements are:

. Continue to emphasize the use of Port Hueneme Road/Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue as the

primary truck access corridors to the Port of Hueneme. The existing designation of this route as

the primary access corridor for the Port appears to be very successful in focusing truck traffic in

this corridor. Additional steps should be taken by the Cities of Port Hueneme and Oxnard to

work with local distribution, agriculture, and industrial uses to encourage these businesses to

utilize these roadways to the extent feasible for their operations'

. lnstall directional signage along Port Hueneme Road/Hueneme Road and Rice Avenue

directing trucks exiting the Port of Hueneme main gate to access the US-101 freeway via this

route.

. Explore the feasibility of implementing traffic signal coordination along Port Hueneme

Road/Hueneme Road 
-between 

Ventura Road and Rice Avenue to improve traffic flow and truck

travel times in the corridor.

. Continue to pursue grade separation at Rice Avenue at the Union Pacific rail corridor

immediately north of Fifth Street. The City of Oxnard should continue to pursue this

improvement. Train traffic operating in the rail corridor creates traffic congestion at the Rice

Avenue/Fifth Street intersection, and eliminating this conflict would improve traffic safety and

traffic operations for trucks traveling on Rice Avenue.

. Widen Hueneme Road to a full four lane divided arterial street for the full length between

Ventura Road and Rice Avenue. Portions of this corridor are already improved to four lanes

west of Saviers Road, and the City of Oxnard plans to widen the portion between Arcturus

Avenue and Saviers Road to provide two lanes in each direction. Widening the full corridor

would further improve traffic flow and enhance the connection to Rice Avenue not only for trucks

traveling to and from the Port of Hueneme, but also for trucks origination from the private

distribution, industrial, and agricultural uses located along Hueneme Road.

. Work with Caltrans District 7 to install signage along US-101 identifying Rice Avenue as a
designated access truck route to the Port of Hueneme.
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a Work with Caltrans District 7 to install signage along US-101 identifying Victoria Avenue as a

designated access truck route to NBVC Port Hueneme.

Next Steps

As noted above, the analysis completed as part of this study provides a snapshot of existing traffic

conditions and truck volumes in the study area. Specific recommendations are included to address

existing traffic impacts that occur as a result of truck traffic in Port Hueneme and Oxnard. This study

effort should be seen as a first step to a coordinated plan of action for addressing not only the existing

condition for truck traffic, but potential future increases in truck and automobile trafiic in the study area'

Recommended next steps include the following:

. ldentify potential funding sources and the responsible agencies for implementing the

recommendations identified in this report.

. The recommended improvements identified in this report are tailored towards existing traffic

impacts and deficiencies identified through the review of existing traffic data and truck trips'

Analyze future traffic conditions, truck trip generation rates, and the operation of the future study

area roadway network. The benefit of this approach would be to identify additional

improvements that would supplement the recommendations identified in this report and address

future increases in traffic volumes and truck volumes.

. Explore the feasibility of installing intelligent transportation system (lTS) improvements to track

and direct truck trips between major traffic generators and the US-101 freeway. Funding

sources for these types of improvement could include source tied to goods movement-related

improvements (Proposition 1B Trade Corridor lmprovement Fund), funding tied to Homeland

Security improvements for the Port of Hueneme or NBVC, or local and regional sources (sales

tax measures, regional funding grants, etc).
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VCAPCD ROC emission factor

ROC emissions increase

conversion to metric tonnes

RoC emissions increase Per well

lb RoC/welllday
short tons ROC/well-Year

MT/short ton MT = metric tonnes = 1,000 kg = 2,200 lb

MT ROC/well-year

MT ROC/well year

gas analysis 0711312005

Eas analysis 07113/2005

2

0,355

o.9472
0.3311

oir€ct Plgiect GliG Elhilsiqns number of wells 4

fugltive Methane Emissions estimated ROC emissions

methane content of Produced gas

ROC content of produced gas

ratio of methane emission to ROC

estimated methane emissions per p.oject well

0.3311

67Yo

22%

3.04
r,.01

estimated project methane emissions

fugitive CO2 Emissions estimated RoC emissions

ROC content of produced 6as

CO2 content of Produced gas

ratio of CO2 emissions to ROC

estimated CO2 emissions Per well

estimated project CO2 emissions

Flare Emisslons Average heat input

CO2 emission factor{or methane combustion

CO2 emission factor for non methane (Roc+ethane)

combustion

flare maximum CO2 emission rate (combustion)

Maximum produced gas fuel ftow rate through flare

Produced CO2 flow rate through flare

conversion factor {at STP)

total flare CO2 emission rate

estimated flare CO2 emissions increase

lb CO2/MMBtu
]lc.caZ/hr
cubic feetlhour
cubic feet C02lhr
lb Co2/cubic foot CO2

''.CAZlhr
MT Co2lyear

lb total hydrocarbons,/MMBtu (AP-42 Table 13.5-1)

lb methane/lb THC emissions

lb CH4/MMBtu
lb CH4lhr

CH4/year

tb Roc/lb rHC
lb ROCIMMBtu

lb ROC/hr

lb Roc/day

139,0 lb CO2lMMBtu
6,325.4 lb Co2lhr
4L,906 cubic feet/hour
0.0 cubic feet Co2lhr

0.1235 lb CO2lcubicfoot CO2

6,325.4 rb CO2lhr

25,186.4 MT Co2lyear

0,3311

22%

o%

0.00

0.00

0.45

117.0

139.0

56.9

377

0.0

0.1235
(ao

226.4

MT CH4/well'year
CH4/year

MT ROC/well'year

Bas analysis 07/13/2005
gas analysis 07113/2005

MT CO2lwell-year

MT CO2lyear

MMBtu/hr
lb COzlMMBtu

California average CH4 emissions per

well {2005 data}

1,27 MT CH4/well year

0.79 ratio of project (worst

case) to average

Max input MMBtu/hr
lb CO2lMMstu

51.0

II7,O

THC emission factor (uncombusted flare fuel)

methane traction of total hydrocarbons (THC)

flare combustion methane emission factor

flare combustion methane emission rate

estimated flare methane emissions increase

ROCfraction ofTHC

flare combustion ROC emission factor
ROC emission rate

estimated flare combustion ROC emission increase

0.14

0.944
0.13

0.061

0.0s5
0.0078

0.0036
0.085

o.24

Global Warming
Potentlal of

Methane
Total Project Ditect CO2e {CO2 + CH4}

Emissions lnoease lMTlYear)

25 333

28 346

34 372

36 380

72 534

86 593

100 6s3



Flare Potential and Estlmated NOx Emissions

Flare rated heat inPut

NOx emission factor

Maximum flare hourly emission rate

Maximum flare dailY emission rate

Heating value of Produced gas

2014 gas throughPut
2014 heat inPut

Average daily heat inPut

Average daily NOx emission rate

51 MMBtu/hr (permit/inspection file)

0.068 lb Nox/MMBtu IAP-4zTable 13.5-1)

3.468 lb Nox/hr
83.232 lb Nox/daY

1217 MMBtu/MMdscf
3.3 MMcf

40t6.1MMBtu
1,1.0 MMBtu/day 0,46 MMBtu/hr

0.75 lb Nox/day

Maximum hourly NOx for exempt flare (less

than 1 MMBtu/hr heat inPut) 0.068 tb trtOx/hr

1.632 lb NOx/day



Produced gas mole percent to mass percent conversion

Mole % data from capco Analyticalservices gas analysis dated 07/13/05

Constituent
Oxygen

Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide

Methane
Ethane

Propane

lso-Butane

n-Butane

Neo-Pentane

lso-Pentane

n-Pentane

Hexane plus *

Molar Mass

0

d.toe
0

73.57

L,903

1.746
0.453

0.866

0

0.361

0.375

0.661

2A.Z

mass %

o.o0%

1.52Yo

0.00%

67,O3%

9.40%

8.630/o

2.24Yo

4.28%
O.OOlo

L.78o/o

7.85Yo

3,27Yo

1.00

Moleculate Weight Mole %

31.9988 0.00

28.0134 1.10

44.01 0.00

16.043 84.55

30,07 6.33

44.097 3.96

58.124 0.78

58.t24 r.49

72.!5L 0

72.15L 0.s0

72.15L 0.52

86.178 0.767

Total molar mass

ROCt% 22.O5o/o

* Used molecular weight of hexane since expect it to be main component

i For this calculation, ROC is non-methane, non-ethane hydrocarbons

pounds of CO2 emitted per million British thermal units (Btu) of energy for various fuels:

Coal (anthracite) 228.6

Coal {bituminous) 205.7

Coal(lignite) 2L5.4

Coal {subbituminous} 214.3

Dieselfuel and heating oil 161.3

Gasoline t57,2
Propane 139

Natural gas 1L7

Source: httn://www.eia.sovltools/fass/fao.cfm?id=73&t=11
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2.2 Overall Operational
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Date'. ZE|2A17 10:49 AM
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Date'. 21612A17 1 0:49 AM

3,1 Mitigation Measures Construction

3.2 Demolition - 20{7
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3.2 Demolition - 2017
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3.3 Site Preparation - 2017
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3.3 Site Preparation - 2017
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3.4 Grading - 2017
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3.4 Grading.2017
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3.5 Building Construction '2017
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3.5 Building Construction - 20J7
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3.6 Paving - 2017
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3.6 Paving - 2017
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3.7 Architectural Coating - 20'17

lrnmttlsalcd.ge-n-8-tructlenQn€lts
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3.7 Architectural Coating' 2017
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4.0 Operational Detail 'Mobile
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4.2 llip Summary lnformation

4.3 Trip Type lnformation

4.4 Fleet Mix
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5.0 Energy Detail

Histotical EnergY Use: N

5.1 Mitigation Measures EnergY
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5.2 Energy by Land Use 'Naturalcas
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5.3 Energy by L.nd Use - Eleclricity
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6.2 Area by SubCategory
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NOx Flaring Emissions Estimates
Spreadsheet for 2006'2016

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Case No. PL14-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)



Renaissance Petroleum
NOx Emissions from flaring
2005-2016

I Otal = 1390051.2 125625.8 7264425.4

2006-2016

Average pounds

per day NOx

emissions =

% of gas sold - 91.0

9636.00

2.40

(involves

production from 9

wells at
Rosenmund and

Naumann)

Year
Gas Production

{McF}

Gas volume
flared (MCF)

Gas volume sold
(McF)

Energy factor
(MMBTU/MCF)

Energy generated

by flaring
{MMBTU)

NOx emission

factor {Pounds

oer MMBTU)

NOx emissions

due to flaring
(Pounds)

2016 47991.4 7256.6 40734.8 r-728 8185.4 0.068 556.6

2015 62601.7 1516.3 61085.4 r.724 t7to.4 0.068 116.3

2014 85980.7 3373.3 82607.4 1.128 3805.1 0.068 258.7

2013 1s838s.0 8770.0 149515.0 1.128 9892.6 0.068 672.7

2072 229516.5 14648.5 214868.0 L,L28 16523.s 0.068 1123.6

20L1 301283.0 3L974.O 269309.0 L.L28 36066.7 0.068 2452.5

2010 173183.3 37034.7 t42r48.6 t.L28 35007.1 0.068 2380.5

2009 135427.8 10959.2 t24468.6 L.L28 72362.0 0.068 840.6

2008 81837.8 3446.2 78391.6 t.L28 3887.3 o.058 264,3

2007 62769.8 9338.2 53431.5 1..L28 10533.5 0.068 716.3

2006 51474.2 3308.8 47765.4 L.728 3732.3 0.068 253.8
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NOx Off-site Mobile Sources Emissions Spreadsheet

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Case No. PLl4-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)



Renaissance Petroleum
NOx Emissions from off-site mobile sources

NOx emission rates from CalEEMod v2OL6.3.2*

CommuterVehicle: 0.00045

Heavy Heavy DutYTruck: O.tL25

lb NOx/vehicle-mile
lb NOx/vehicle-mile

Commuter Emissions

Daily staff
Daily trips
Trip length

Commuter Em

miles

lb NOx/day

2

4
10

0.018

Produced Water Haul Truck Emissions

Crude Oil Haul Truck Emissions

Traffic Source

Avg. Daily

One-Way

Truck Trips

Trip
Lengthf
(miles)

NOx

Emissions

(lb Nox/day)

Existing Production 1.6 30 5.4

Proposed Project

lncrease (4 wells) 0.73 30 2.5

Permitted Rosenmund

lncrease (7 wells) 1.3 30 4.4

Cumulative lncrease
(11wells) 2.0 30 6.8

* CalEEMod assumptions:

Ventura County APCD

Summer

Operational Year 20L7
t Distance from project site to US 101 as it enters the San Fernando Valley, leaving the SCC air basin

t Current water haultruck emissions (to local injection well) plus crude oil haul truck emissions

TOTAL+
Oil + Water NOx

Emissions (lb

NOx/day)

6.8

3.1

5.5

8.5

Traffic Source

Avg. Daily

One-Way

Truck Trips

Current
Trip Length

(miles)

NOx

Emissions

(lb Nox/day)

Maximum
PotentialTrip

Length (miles)t

Maximum
NOx

Emissions (lb

NOx/day)

Existing Production 3.3 3.8 1.4 30 tt.1
Proposed Project

lncrease (4 wells) 1.5 3.8 0.6 30 5.1

Permitted Rosenmund

lncrease (7 wells) 2.5 3.8 1.r 30 8.4

Cumulative lncrease
(11wells) 4.0 3.8 r.7 30 13.5
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VCAPCD Memorandum
(Estimate of Drilling Emissions)

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Gase No. PLl4-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)



VENTURA COUNTY
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

Memorandum

'ro:

FROM:

Brian Baca

Planning/RMA

*/'
Chuck Thomas, Manager C''l
Planni nglRu lesi I ncentives

DATE: September 6,2017

SUBJECT: Renaissance Petroleum Projecl (PLl4-0103)

As you requested, we've estimated daily air emissions from drilling one generic oil welland

l5 daily ernployee commute trips associated with the proposed Renaissance Petroleutn

Prqiect near C)xnard.

Oit Well Drilling: 90 lbs/day {NOx + ROG)

Assurnpticns: Tier 3 diesel engine: 3.0 gramslBHP-hr

I,000 gallons diesel fuelldaY 
.

l5 Daily Ernployee Cornmute Trips: 0.06 lhs/day NOx;0.06 lbs/day ROC

Assirrnptiorrs: l5 employees, 30 one*way tripslday; l0 mileslone-way trip

lf ycu have any ques{ions, please contact me at e Lrrchg{lglpCd.{}'g or 8051645-1427

s: Mike Villegas, VCAPCI)
Kerby Zazula, VCAPCD
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Mitigated Negative Declaration Addendum

Attachment 12

APCD Memoranda on Health Risk

1. October 3, 2018 Health Risk Assessment

2. October 4,2018 Summary of Health Risk Representation and
Health Risk Assessment

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Case No. PLl4-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)



VENTURA COUNTY
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

Mernorandum

TO Mikc Villegas

Ali (.ilrirscrr ri.7/lt r*.
[)ivision Mr(tag{
l)lanning, I{ulcs" & lnccntivc Programs

DATE; Oclcber 3, 2018

FROM

SUBJECT: I lcalth ltisk Asscssment ftrr Nauntann llrill Sitc

{VtlAPelD l}ennit No. 0l3lt3)

'l'hc Naurlaln Drill Site is opcraicd by Renaissance Pclreilcum, l-l,Cl (ltcnPcl). 'l'hc

tacility is locatecl tzl32l4 l.)tting l{nad, ahout onc-third of a nrilc soulhcasl o1'thc Cily ol'
{)xnard, near the intersection ol'Pleasant Valley l{oad and I"lighrvay l. in thc
uninccrpt;ratcd arca cl'Vcntura Collty. 'l'he laeility is in an agrioul{ural area wilh lhe

nearesl sites bcing a grecnhonsc building, a rcsidencc, ancl thc Oxnard Pacifie Mobilc
l)statcs, aboul 138,210. and 570 melers northu'esl ol'the lacility. respeclively.

"fhc litcility eurrcntly has ono aetivc oil wcll. twa 500 barrel-capacity oil slor*gc tanks,

one 50{) barrel-capacily l)roducecl Wuter'l'ank (l'}W'l'), one r;il loacling operalion, anc
l,iquid I'etrcleurrr Oas {1,|'}{i) loading operatiort, t-rne enlergettcy l'lare, and one 0.25

MMll'l{Jllll{ glycol rcboilcr. 'fhc facility is proposing tei inslall t'our additional oil wells
and rcplace the lwer 5{)0 barrcl-eapacity oil storage tanks wilh lwo 1000 barrill-capacily
oil slorage tanks"

Accorcling lo thc Venlura {-lounly Air Quality Assessmcrtt Cuidclincs {AQACJ, irt order
t{} assess rvhetlrer a project may have a signilicanl adverse inrpnct on air quality in
Vcntura County, stalThas to nrakc the air cluality itnpaet assessntents for both eriteria ancl

tcxics air corrtamirrauls. 'l'hc operntion li'onr this lacitity will cmit a nuntbcr oI'toxic
corrrponnds that are carcinogenic and thal have chranic anel acule noncancer adverse

health ell'ccts. 'l'hc impact from toxics air co*tanrirrants {'l"ACs) may hc cstirnatcd by

pcrlbnning a hcalth risk asscssnlent {llltA). I'cr AQA{}.lhc signil"ican{ tlrresholds {cr
'l'ACls arc specified helow:

'l oxics:
I Carrcer f{isk > l0 in a rnillicn
); Non-(lanser llisk (Cbronic & Acutc) Ilazatdous lnclex {l{l) >l

Stalf has pcllirrnrcd a I IItA using Alll{MOII and l.lolsputs Analysis :ind Re porling
Prt:gram vcrsiein 2 (l'lAItP2). llAltPz will calculate all lirur OlitlllA 'l'iers and bcth thc

Uerivetl t{isk Caleulations {as designated by OtlHI-lA) and CARI}'s l(isk Managcnettl
Policy Inhalation Rates for Residcntial tlancer ltisk Calsulations. 'l'he rcsidcntial cancer

risk assun:ed a 30-year exposure and it includcd thc fbllowing pathways: inhalation,

home gmwn preieluce. dennal absorption, soil ingcstion, and molher's milk. A depcsiti*n
vclocity oi'0.02 m/s was assuntecl {br non-inhalation pathways. T'lre llRA also assutnetl



ile l?rult valucs in I lAltP2 li;r all patltways. -l'he "ltM[' Using thc l)crived Mctltod" risk
calculaticn option was uscd lbr cstirnating canccr risk at residenlial tcccpteirs. 'I'o

estimale chronic non-cilncer risks at residential/worker rcceptors the "Ol'll lllA l)erived
Method" risk ealeulaliein opliorr wns uscd. 'l'he worker cancer risk assurncel a 2.5-year
cxposurc and it inclirrlctl 1hc inhalation, dcrmal absorption and seril ingcstion pathrvays,

0.02 m/s dcposition vclocity, and detault values in I-lAltl)2.

Slaft'has also cstimatcd thc facilily's emissions bascd on maximurtr ratecl eapaeity ol'thc
equipmcnt a*d/or maximum allawable pcrntit limits.

Bascd on the above inlbrnraticx and llltA lcsulls, the Mnxirnurn l:ixpcseel individual
Ilcsidential (Mtillt) cancer risk was oalculated to be 0.903 in a rnillion at n rcsidcntial
receptor 210 nrelers northrvcst of ths pnlperty. 'l'he Maximum F)xposcd Inrlividual
Worker (MEIW) canccr risk was ealeulated to be 0.125 in a nrillion a1 a worker reccplor
((irccnhousc Building), I 38 nrcte rs noilhwcst of the property. 'l'hc naximurn chrcnic
noncancer hazard indcx was 0.125. ancl the maximum acute non-cancer hazard inclex was
0.577 whiclr both occuned al rcceptor (#56). Receptor #56 is located ll melers I'rorl tlrc
castcrn boundary of CUP 4384 {scc attachcd map}.

!+rjpuelt. llmirsiq Affunplior$

VCAPUD Permit tr: Opcralc No. 01383 currcntly lirnits ll':is laeility lo a maxinrum olonc
{ I ) oil well and an annual oil production lirnit o1' 365,000 harrels ol'oil per year { 1 ,000
barrels o1'oil pcr day). As de*riled below, thc "fulure prc;rosed" scelrario asstunes a tctal
of fivc (5) oil wells with r cruclc oil production lirnit remaining at 365,000 barrels pcr
year. Also, it should be noled that the fircility's r$tqal crucle oilthroughput in 2017 was
approxinratcly 23,000 barrcls of oil per year, which rcpresenls aberut 6 perccnl ol'its
nraximum protluctiur ratc.

Irt.rr llris praiect, the l'aeility's criteria ernissicns were ealculated using thc lacility's permit
limits and/cr nraximum cquipment capacity. l'he eurrcni l)crmii to Operatc ineludcs one
(l) oil well, two 500 barrcl-capacity $lorirgo tanks. and a crucle oil production limit o1'

365,000 tran'els per y€ar. Flowever, the emissions ealculalions werc basecl on fivc (5) oil
wells aml two 1000 banei-capacity stcrage tanks. I'he enrergcncy flare eombustion
crnissions were calculatsel bascd on the pernrii linrit of 50.2 MMCF pcr ycar of annual
gas burned. 'l'his represents approximatcly l3 percent of'the emcrgcncy llare 's ratcd
annuetl capaeity of 5 l " l MMII'1'{J's per hour, at S,T60 hours per year, using a natural gas

hcating valuc ol I 128 BTIJ pcr cr"rbic lbcl. Thc glyecl rcboilcr combuslion crnissions
wcre cnlculated bascd on li:ll*time operation of 24 hours per day and 365 days per year
(8,76tt hours per year) at thc glycol retroiler' s pernrilted capacity ol'{}.25 MMI}'l'1.1's per
hour. ll has tlso accoultcd 1'ol thc lugitivc eurissiorrs li'oln ihe glycol dehydrator portiou
o{' the glyool reboiler"

'I'he ail toxies enrissions wele caleulatcd using the "proposed" ernissiuns ol'VCAI'(ll)
Itcrmit {o Operatc No. 0 i 383, basccl an thc infornralion rcce iverl lium thc (lourrty ul'
Venlura l'lanning llivisicn. 'l'hc "proposed" I)ermit to {)pcrate includes livc (5) oil wclls
and larger 1,000 barel-capacity storagc tanks. As discussed below. no changes are



propossd to {hc crurle oil produe tion linrit ol'365,000 barre ls of oil pcr ycar and thc linrit
o1'50.2 MMCI; annual gas burncd in *nrcrgcncy f1arc. lior llris prnjccl, stall'has also

aecountecl lor thc lirgitivc cmissicns finnr thc glycol elehydratnr portion o1'lhe glycol
rcboilcr.

'l'he air toxics emission lhctors lor the ltgitive etnissions, the glycol reboiler, and

l:n.ri:rgency l1are w{:re baseel on the San.loatluin Valley Air l}ollution (lonlrcl l)islrict

{l,i"l VAP(:I )) A}1-2519tl I Io{ Spots Air !'exist!1ptlq. {atiaclted).

Ftx'tlrc lirgitivc cnrissions, S.tVAP(lD'lirxic llrofilc lD 204 rvas uscd lirr bcnzctrc,

lolucnc, arrd xylcncs. Ilascd orr tlrc na{ural gas tcsting at thc Nautnanr"r Drill Silc.

lrydrcgcn sulfidc cnrissions wcrc nol detcctcd rnd were not includccl in this *:llctllation,

"l'o caleulste lhe enrissieins li'orn theconrbustion o1'ttittural gas in thc glycol rcboilcrand
clilcrgt:nsy flarc, S.IVAPCI)'l-oxic llrul-ilc Il) 9 was uscd 1or acctalilchydc, acrolcin,
bcrrzcnc, ethyl bcnzene, fbrnraldchycle, hexanc, uaphtlt*lene, PAII's, prttpylcne,lolucnc,
and xylcnes. 'l'hc sumrnary ol'devices and their ertrissions are listecl in'l'able-l below:

Table-l: S o{' Dcvices and [r.n":issrcus

DEV
ID

PROC DESC POLLUTANT
Annual

f,mireions
(lbdyr)

Maximum
IIour$

Emlsslons
Obs/hr)

1 Oll. Wlil,l,$ {.5 wclls) lJenzene 12.78 0.0015
'lirlucne 12.41 0.0014

Xylene 25.55 0.0029

2 ?-I00t) lllll. s'l'oltAcli ]'ANKS IJenzene 3.64 0.0004
'l'oluene 3.54 0.0004

Xylcnc 7.29 0.0008

-) t-500 BBl. l,\V'l' Rcr"rzcrtc 0.13 0.0000

T't;lucne 0.13 0.0000

Xylene 0.26 0.0000

4 OII" I,OADINC IJNCII,I'I'Y IJenzene 14.74 0.00 t7

l'aluene 14.2t1 0.$0 t 6

Xylenc 29.40 0"0034

6 5 I . I MMtt'l'tjll il{ }'l.Alili Acetaldeltyde 2.1{) 0.0019

Acrolcin 0.50 0.000s

lJenzene 7.911 0.{}472

lithyl bonz.enc 77.?8 0.0652

I;onnaldchydc 58"73 0.0530

llcxanc 1.46 0.0013

Naplrthalcnc 0.5s 0.0005

PAIIs. Total 0,15 0.0001

Ilropylcnc 122.48 0.1 1 05



Xylene 1,46 0"0013

7 LPO TI{UCK LOADTNC Ben:eene 1.32 0.000?
Toluene 1.29 0.0001

Xylene 2.65 0.0003

I CLYCOI, DBT{YDRA'TOR Benzene 0.57 0.0001

Toluene 0.55 0.0001

Xylene l.t4 0.0001

I .25 MMIII"UIHR CLYCOI, RHI]OII,ER Acetaldehyde 0.09 0.0000

Acrolein 0.02 0"0000

Benzene 0.33 0.0000
Ethyl benzene 3.00 0.0r)03

Formaldehyde 2.44 0.0003

["lexane 0.06 0.0000
Naphthalene 0"02 0"0000
PAHs,:lbtal 0.01 0.0000
l'rapylcne 5.09 0.0006
'lbluene Q.12 0.0000
Xylene 0.06 0.000CI

"l-oluene 2.91 0.0026

Steqk Parameters

"l'he f'ugitive emissions, the tanks, and the loading racks are mocleled as volume $ources"
The ftel burning equipment was modeled as point $ources. 'l"he fallawing stack
parameters were used for each emission source.

Wells- Volume

Tanks-Volume

Rack-Volume Source

Release heieht 0 ket
lnitial lateral dimension 3.49 feet
lnitial vertical dimension 6.98 feet

Release lreisht 16 feet
Initial lateral dimension 14.S5 feet
Initial vertical dimension 29.3 feet

It"elsase heieht 3.5 tbet
lnitial lateral dimension 0.97 tuet
lnitial vertical dimension 1.64 feet

Release heieht 25 feet
Stack diameter 0"25 feet
Stack {as veloc.itv 3213 feet/min

Poinl Source



15000 Iiurg

I I feetItelesse heiqht
?.44lbetlnitial lateral dimensiou
5. l4 fcet/rninlnitial vertical dinrenstcn

(; Reboiler-Volume

Se{ing

Thc fucility is locatcd in an agricultural arca, Thsre arc no r:carby schools, hospitals, or

other sensitive reeeptors. '['lrere is one residential propefty, a greenhouse building, and

the Oxnard Pacific Mobile Estates located near the facilify troundarics.

Receplor Locatic)lls

'l"he cancer and non-cancer risks were calculated ai gridded receptors located every l{}0

nrclcrs arouncl the facility to a distance of 1000 mcters, and at the receptors on tlre ncarcsl

residence, grecnhousc building, and the Oxnard Pacific Mobile Estates.

Meteorolosieal Dala

'I'he Oxnard Airport meteorological data was used in tbe health risk assessment,

Risk Results

't'he Calif'nrnia Air Resources Iloard l-lARP2-Hmission Invenlory, Air llispcrsion, and

risk modules were used for emission inventory, dispersion modeling, and risk assessment.

The I-1ARP2 model implemcnts the OEHHA Air"foxics l"lot Spots ltisk Assessment

Guidelines and CIARI]'s Risk Management I'olicy Inhalation ltates lbr Residential

Canccr Risk Calculalions.

J'he rummary of the results is listed below:

The calculated risk impacl due to the proposed proiect does aot exceed the Ventura

County Air Quatity Assessment Cuideline {AQA{i} signilicance thresholds tbr cancer or

non-canoer risk. l'herefare, based on the above results, the toxics emissions resulted

from this projcct would not rcsult in a significant adverse impact.

Receptor l,ocation Liletirne Excess
Cancer Risk

Chronic Noncanccr
Hazard Indcx

Acutc Noncancer
Haz*rd lndex

Maximum Workplace

{138 m)
0.125 in a million 0.005 {}.123

Maximum Nearest
Residence {?10 n}

0.903 in a rnillion 0.002 0.069

0xnard Pacilic Mobile
Estates (570 m)

0.222in a million 0.0003 0.034



TO

VENTURA COUNTY
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

Memorandum

Kim I-. Prillhart
Director, Ventura County Planning Division

DATE: Octobcr 4, 2018

FROM Michael Villegas n/
Air Pcllution Conlrol Oflicer

SUBJECT: Summary of Health Risk Representaiion and Flealth Risk Assessment for

Renaissance Petroleum, LLC * Naumann Drill Site. Venlura County APCD

Pemit to Operate No. 01383

Ventura Coulty APCD stafTconduoted a health risk reprcsentatitln using the fbcility

prioritization procedures fbr the air toxic emissions associated with Permit tc Operale No" 01383

issued ro the Renaissance Petroleum,l,LC - Naumann Drill Site oillield facility. 'l'his fbcility

prioritization was conduoted using tlre updated Calilbrnia Air Toxic l{ot Spots Progmm Facility

Prioritization Guidelines (CAPCOA Prioritization Cuidelines, August 2016) developed by the

Calilbrnia Air Pollution Control Of-ficers Association (CAPCOA), T'his prccedurc is consistenl

with the revised Ventura County At'}CD Air'toxics "l{o1 Spots" Prioritization Procedures, whiclr

were approved by the Air lrollution Contrnl Board on Novenrber 8,2016.

Pursuant to the Ventura County APCD Prioritization ltrocedures and CAPCOA Priclritizalian

Cuidelines, opet?tors of lbcilities with a "low" prioiitization scorc (less than one) cr an

intermediate prioritizaticn score (more than I and less than l0), are not subject to ihe

requirement to perform a health risk assessment. Operalors of fbcilities with a prioritization

score *f 10 or more are required to prepare a detailed health risk assessment. 'Ihis is because

prioritization results are cnly a conseryative risk representalion and a detailetl health risk

assessment would pravide a more accurate representation with likely lower risk results.

'1'he following "fulure" priority scores were calculated fior the facility as proposed (lbur new eiil

wells and larger storage tanks) for cancor risk, non-carcinogenic shotl-lerm (acule) health risk,

and :ron-carcinogenic long-term (chronic) health risk (Reference: Memo of September 28. 2018"

from Michael Villegas to Kirn Prilihart):

'oFulure/Proposed"PriorityScore CancerRisk Chronic Risk Aeute Risk

Fugitive Emissions 1.84 0,0489 0.0525

Total: 3.76 CI.0970 0.6270



Merno Kim Prillhart - Renaissance Petroleuln Prioritizatinn
October 4. 2018
Page: 2

The results above indicate that all priority scores are less than ten; therefare, this facility is not
ccxsidsred to be a high priority facility and is not required to perform a detailed health risk
assessmenl. According ta the Ventura County APCD Air Toxics "Hot Spots" Prioritization
Procedure, a prioritization score of l0 or greater is considered to be a high score that rcquires a

detailed health risk assessment. Prioritization scores below ten indicate that the facility is not
considered likely to have the patential to pose a signifieant health risk.

To illustrate why it is the standard practice of the APCD to not perform a detailed Health Risk
Assessment {HRA) for a facility with a prioritization score of less than 10, staffprepared a HRA
fur the proposed u'filtureo'facility. This HRA is descibed in the memo of October 3, 2018 hom
Ali Chaserni to me. The HRA provides results showing the maximum cancer risk is 0.903 in a
million (well below the significance threshold of 10 in a million) and the maximum non-cancer
hazard index {acute) is 0.123 (well below the significance threshold of 1.0}.
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VENTURA COUNTY OIL FIELDS . 2AM ANNUAL PRODUCTION . WELL STATISTICS
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89,147

1,349,444
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100,508

245,265

370,368

38,901

102,575

43,504

994,771

358,583

0

943,296

1,675

WATER
(BARRELS)

570,291

70,884

57,007

2,515
'r,618

29,112
4,578

20,591

20,459

1,160,865

6,638

63,265

856,089

1,278,743

768,140

49,834

3.274,861

5,330,210

195,452

26,434

92,605

436,194

313,685

0

1,256,708

6,269

olL
(BARReLS)

170,049

28,992

24,378

1,319

1,550

2,138

583

18,383

3,477

572,639

1,846

17.116

147,570

264,477

336,359

42,709

292,997

4s1,169

53,044

15,871

39,774

477,032

81,063

0

741,363

9,283

oPERATOR(S)

VPC, Vaquero, Thompco

Vintage Production California LLC (VPC)

Renaissance Petroleum, LLC

Hammond Canyon #2lnc.
Goncordia Resources lnc.

TEG Oil and Gas USA lnc.

PRE Resources

Mirada Petroleum lnc.

DCOR, LLC

Vintaoe Production California LLC

Thompco lnc.

Vintaoe Production California LLC

Vintage Production California LLG

Numerous Operators

Numerous Operators

Numerous Operators

VPC, RILP, LBTH, INC

Vintaqe Production California LLC

Vintage Production California LLC

Vintaoe Production California LLC

VPC. Peak Ooerator

Seneca, Vaquero, Chemassist, TB Prop

VPC. Joro, Chemassist

Seneca, C. Barnett

Numerous Operators

Vintaqe Production California LLC

FIELD

BARDSDALE

BIG MOUNTAIN

GABRILLO
CANADA LARGA

CHAFFEE CANYON

EUREKA CANYON

FILLMORE

HOLSER

HOPPER CANYON

MONTALVO, WEST

II'OORPARK, WEST

OAK PARK

OAKRIDGE

OJAI

OXNARD

RAMONA

RINCON

SAN MIGUELITO

SANTACLARAAVE
SANTA SUSANA

SATICOY

SESPE

SHIELLS CANYON

slMl
SOUTH MOUNTAIN

TAPO CANYON. SOUTH

Page 1
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8,593,807
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56,340

212,112

6,581

152,427

46,939,666

11,817

63,272,746

528

4,580

72,793

31,586

1 18,353

5,089,921

9,239

9,121,781

Vintaqe Production California LLC

Berco Oil

Am Resources DCOR

VPC, Ridgeway Corp.

Vintaoe Production California LLC

LLC

Production California LLC

VENTURA COUNTY

TAPO RIDGE

TAPO. NORTH

TEMESCAL

TIMBER CANYON

TORREY GANYON

VENTURA

WEST MOUNTAIN

2015

Page2
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1'O

VENTURA COUNTY.
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

i\4etnoranclutn

Blian llaca
Planningi ItM,'\

DA'l"F: Septetnber 5, 2017

FROM Chuck l'hi:rnas, l\4i:nager

Planni n glRu les/l ncentives

r,..1

SI lB.tE{l'l-: 2016 Venrrrra Counry* Air Quality \'lanagemetlt Plan Base Year Etnissions

ltrven fory and h-lrrr issions liorec asts

Attache{ irre'fable A-7 antl A-B {ilrn Apltendix A, Ventura Couttty blntissiotts lnvetrtory

Docurnentation, of thc 2016 Ventura County Air Quality Managenent Pian {AQkiP}

{FebrLrarv Z0l7t. The 2016 AQ\,IP presents Ventura Counly's stratggy to att;rin the 2008

I'ecteral 8'ltour ozone s{anriar<i" as requiretl b}' the ibcleral Ciearr Air Acl Anrendrnents of
I990. phorochernical air qualiti,- mocleling conclucted by lhe South Coast Air Quality

Management Dislrict inclicates thar Ventura County will attain the 2008 federal S-ltour ozone

standa|cl by 2020 using local, stirl.e, att<J tbderal elean air progral]rs.

I'he 2016 AQV1P was arlopted b1 tlre Ventula Couuty Air llollrrtiorl (lontrol lloat'd on

Febrr-rary 14. 201 7 aniby the Calilbrnia Air ltesout'ces Board on March 23,2017' Plan

approvirl b;, the U'S. Envirotrtttental Prolectitrn Agency" is pendirtg'

l-able A-7 presents the 20 l2 base yetrl and f'utureyear etrtissiiiirs by sulnmarl'. categor-v fbr

re?lcrive,:rganicgases(RO$).'l'ableA-Bpreserrfs20l2base;-carattcicmissionsl-orecastsby
summary 

"ut*gory 
fbr rritrogen oxicies (NOx). Itoc anii NOr emissions ehernioaily fciut irl

the atrngsphelu to fbrnr ozol.lu, Veniura Cotrnty's tntlst seriotts air ;:ollution problern'

'lhe base 1,ear ornissir:tts ittvetlior;, of ROC] irn,J NOx tblins the basis ior all future year

entission projec:tions atld also establi,shes the rctni'ssiott levels iigainst rvhich progress itl

enrission recluctions are l1leflsuted. Forecastecl inventories arc a projeciion ot'the base year

inventor,v- 1hal reflects expected growth trsnds for each erlissit'rns s0urce category arld

emissiott recluct-icrns due t'o adoptecl control measures, Enrissiorr inventories and projectiorrs

o1. an area,s R.OG and NOx emissi()ns are fuurianterrtal coll'lllonenls of atr ozone clean air platt

and are the primary iltput lt'r air quality nrodels used to assess future year ozone levels and

denronstraie attainment ol the I'ederal oeone stattdard'

For.ecasts of l-t rture year ROC anrJ NOx erlissiorrs are a llroduct 0f two principal colllponcnls;

grou.,tlt {hctors aird contt'ol lbctors. 'l"he fbrecast rnethodology involves epplying gro$Ih alrd

sontrol {hctorsto20l?baseyearernissionsby'1:ollutant-emittingprocesscategory' Crowth

and control factors ale calculated b1'analyzing the 2012 ac'trral emissions, i-t"ttttrc

sociocconornic as.runrptions, and the fiLttttc impact oidistlict, slate, and lederal contu'ol



3, Baca\2015 AQMP Ernission lnventory

Septernber 3,2*77
Page 2

strategies. Devellpnrent oi'the Venlura Clcurrtv base ycar etnissions inventory and forecasts

ii:r the 20 t6 AeMP was a.ioinr effart o{'the Air Distriet and the California Air Resources

Board.

'l'able A-7 slrows that countywide ROC emissions vvere 37 ,76 tons per day in 2012 and a|e

pr.crjecteri tobe32.27 tons per day in 2035 ( 11.5%redustion). Sirnilarl-v-, Tabrle A-8 shows

ihai countywitle NOx errisslons were 40.55 tons per day in 2012 and are projected to be

23.9j rons per ciay in Z0l5 {4i% reductitrn). Emissions in tlte Outer Continental Shell(OCS)

air basin are included in these total elnissions'

Counr.vwide ROC ernissions associated r.vith onshore oil and gas prodr.lctiorl were 1 48 tons

per <la,y i;t 20l2and are prciecled to bc L05 tons per day i1 2035 {29Yo tetluction)'

Counl-vwide NOx ernissions associatecl with onshore oil and gas productioll were 0.17 tons

perday in2012and are projecteclto be ().12lons perday in 2035 (297ir |eduction).

C*urrtlwide ROC enrissions associated r.vith heavy-heav)'c1uty diesel trucks of lhe type that

transporr produced crude oil atrtl water were 0'16 tons per da;' itt2012 and are projec'ted to lre

0.03 tons per day in 2035 (817o leductiott).

C.ourrtyrvicle NOx errissions associated u'itlt lreavy-heavy duty diesel tlucks olthe type thai

transport produced c.ruile oil and \Yaier were 2,69 tons pef day in 2Al2 and are projected to be

0.73 totts t-''er da)' in 2{)35 (73% reduction)'

lf you have any qitestions regarding lliis issue. feel fi'ee to contact bv elnail at

rl-rssL-q.$;rj&d.t{g or by teleplrone at (805) 645-1427 '

e: lvlike Villegas, VCAPCD
Alarr Ballard, VCz\PCD



Base Year and Forecast Emissions Summaries

TaSles A-7 ancl A-8 contain silmmaries of 2012 base year and tbrecasf -v-eal ROG and NOx

planning day emissions by sumntar,v categoL'y and air basin'

Table A-7

ROG Planning Emissions Forecast by Summary Category and Air Basin

Ventura County ROG (tonslsummer daY)

2A12 2018 2020 2025 2030 ?035
EIC Summ arv Cateoorv mo

SCC AIR BASIN
STA'IIONARY SOIJR(]E$

Fucl Conrblstion
f,lectric lJtilitiei
Cogcncratiott
Oil And tias Production (L--cnrbustion)

Pctrolcum Rclinirr g 1(ionbirstiorr)
b{a:t Lt (ar:iuring And lrtdtrsLrial

lj-ood :\nd Agricultural Proccssing

Scrlicc Anrl Conttttcrcia{
()ther' (! uel Conrhtlstion)

I'otal f uel Conrbustiott
lYasie Oisposril

ServLige i'reatttlenl
Lartlfills
Incitrct'ators
Soil Runedialion
Orhcr' {Wasle DisPosall
'lirtirl Waste l)isPosal

Clcnning .{nd Srrrfncc Cottings
Launtlclilg
lltgleasirtg
{.)oalings Anii Rclated Ptlrcess Solvcnts

Printing
Adhcsivcs And l-eaiants

i)11tcr ( (. I earr ing i\ rid Sur'{ilce (ioutin gsi

Totrrl Clcrning And Surface Coatings

Petroleum Prorluction And Marketing
Oil AnrJ Cas Production

l)ett olertttt llrii ning
[)ctt'olcurll Vlarlteting
() Lhr:r ( 1'e1 rr.llerint l) rodu ctittn And i!'ltrlkct irt g)

'Iottl Petrolcrrrn Production And Marketing

Itdustritl Processes

Chcrrtical
' l"o<.,ti Artd Agr'it:uitute

Vlinelal Pttcesscs
Metal Processe-s

Wood Arrd PaPer

Illcclronics
Otiter' ( lndrrslt jal llroccsses)
-l-otal 

I ndustrirrl Processes

tl.0 i

0. t3
0.i)0
0.00
{t.i.)
0.93

0.0 i

0. 16

0.00
i). {) {.}

0, ii?

$.99
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2. rB
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{J.(t1

.r.88
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0. {2
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1,3 I
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0,,1l
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0. t0
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0,00

0.0?
r).0i
0.01
0{I
0.22
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0. l1

fi,Q0

0,0{)

o14
0.81

{.}.{i4

1.81

0.lt5

lt.L t

0,40
0.58

4,01

t.45
0.i)0
I,3B

0.0u
2.83

{}. ittt
0.00
{t.02

0.00
0.0?

0.02
0,03
0,0 r

0,20

0,09
0.r10

0.{n
{1.00

t/ ( ].J

0"02

0.{)3

0.0 r

0,t0

0.0r)
{i,()0

0.i)2
{}.il0
001
0.02

0.04
rl.0 I

0.;0

0.01

iJ.1 4
0.f]ri
0.00
0.80
0.96

{t.0ti
0.0(l
{}.02

f .{li}
l} 0:l

,.(,?"

0.i14

0.{ll
$.20

009
t).{xi
0.02
0.ix)
{) 03

0.02
004
0,0 t

0.1I

0.0 I

(l,1
0.00
0,00

0.8'1

1.02

0,0 t

0. l3
r).00

0.00
0.78
0.91

().4)5

2.05

l,() 1

i!.3J
tJ.44

lJ. ().1

1.52

i) 05

l.l I

l.{xr
0.38
0.15

0.65

4.1{)

r.l6
0.00

t03
0.i10

2.19

1.23
0,01)

I .{l(i

0,00
tt()

l.t3
0.00
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{r.00
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004
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Table A-7 (Cont.)

ROG Planning Emissions Forscast by Sumrnary Category and Air Basin

Ventura Gounty ROG (tons/summer daY)

Elc Cateoorv Name 20,12 2018 2020 2025 2030 2035

ARB.{WIDE SOI"iRCES
Solvent bv:rPcrntion

Cottsuttter l)rcdrrcls

Arclt itecrura I Coal in gs An d ltclated l:'rrlct'ss Sol vc:r{ s

Pcsl i ci des/ r'.erti I i zcrs

Aspholt Favirrs / l{oofing

. Total Solvent EvtPoration
Mist:ellaneous llrotesses

I{esidential Fur:l C)otnl,'usLion

['ar-nr in g t) l-ret'zrtions
Corrslrucliotr Ar.ltl [)cmolitlctl
i)avr:d Road iJust
tinpirvcd lioa<l Drrst

fr*gitivi Windbklvn I)r.rst

liircs
Managed Bttrning AIrd l)isPor-al
(iroking
Othcr t\'1 

j sccl lan*otis Processes)

Tctal Miscellarteclus Processes

'TOTAI, AREAWIDE. SOURC}iS

MOI}ILE SOURCES
On-Iload Slrrtor Vehiclcs

Liglx Dut)' f'asscnqcr (LD:\)
Ligbl t)ut-v 'l rticks ' I il,,)'1'l )

l,ighl Llrtt-v'frLrcks - 2 (Lll'l'2)
Mediurn lluty'l'rucks {\'1DV)
Lrght Henvy Drity Cas Irucks - I (LllDV l)
Lighl Hcavy Dut;' Ga1 Trucks - 2 (LIll)V2 I

klediu*r I leavv l)rrty Gas 'l-iucks tl\'ll-{llv i
llsav! He?ivy Duty fiirs lrucks il.llli)\r)
l.rghi lltrav,r'tluty Ditse{ l rLrcks' I {l'l ll)\'l}
t-igltr lleav-v- l)ul1 |)icscl "l'rucks - I il-lIDV:i
lr4ediunr Ileav;' l)uiy lliesel l'r'ucks (i\4lll)V)

I leavy l{tavy l)uty Dicsul Tluek:- i}lt{DV)
Motrrr'cyglcs IMCYi
lleav), Drtlv Dicscl l-lrbrrn Brrses iLiB)
lleavl' Dutr {ias lJil-ratr llusts 1L}13)

School Birses - tlas {SAO)

School Brrses - Diescl {SBD)
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Otliet'Buses - MolorCcrach - Diesel (OBtl)

All Othcr Br.tses - Dicscl {{lBD)
Motor tkrnres iMl"l)
Other {C}n-Roacl f'lotor Vehisles)

4.64
2-3 t

.;.--r5

0.58
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4.39

L.)+
n ,{l

r0.20

4.68
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1 )t
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0.0 t
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al t5
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Table A-7 (Cont.)

ROG Planning Emissions Forecast by Summary Gategory and Air Basin

Ventura County ROG {tons/summer daY)

Elc Cateuorv Name 2012 201s 2020 2025 2030 2035

Othcr' i\ilobile Sourcss
Aircrail
Trains
()ccan Coing Vessels

Cornmercial I larbor Crati
llecrcaiional Boats

OtliRoad ]{r:cteational \tchir--lus

O{l-Road EquiPrnent

l:ar-n [qtriPutent
Fuel Storap:e And l{andLing
'I'otal Othcr Mobilc Scurcss

l'0'Ir\ L MOll I LB S0 U RC--ES

TO'TAL SCC ATR BASIN

ERC Balance

TOTAL SCC AtR BASIN

OCS AIII BASIN
STA'TIOIVARY SOI]RCNS

Iiuel Combustion
{.ogcnct'ation
{ril And Cas })roductiorr i{ionrbustion)
Selvicrc,fu td Cotllttet ciirl

Total Frrel Combrrstion
Wrste l)isPosal

Inr.:iile|atot s
'l'otal Waste OisPosal

Clenning Alrd Stlrl'ace Coaiings
Cloalings And Relaled Process Solvtltts
'Irotal Clelning Alrd Srrrfncc Cottings

l>ctroleum Production An d l\'larketirg
rJil And (i:is I'rr'durtion
i)elt'ttleum \4aLkering

Total Pefroleum Production And *l*rketing
'I'O'fA I. S'TA'TIONARY SOU RT]ES

}IOBILE SOURCES
Othe r Mobile Sources

Ailclall
Ships Artd Cnniurcrcial Bcats

Ocetu Coiug Vesscls

Cotrtnerc ial I-lrrlbor L}'at
'l'otal Other tr{obile Sources

TOTAL MOBILD SOURCES

TOTAL OCS AIR I}ASIN
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Table A-8

NOx Planning Emissions Forecast by Summary Category and Air Basin

Ventura County NOx (tonslsumrner day)
2018 2A20 2525 2030 2035EIC Sum mary Category Name 2012

SCC AIR BASIN
S.TA.TIONARY SOTIRCES

Fuel Conrbustion
Electric ()tiliti{rs

Cogcnet'atiot-t

Oil And Gtr Plotitrction {Contbustion)
Petlr:rleutn Reiining (t'otnbusticrt)
i\4anulircturang And IndUslriirl

Food And AgricirltLrral ['roccssing

Servicc Anrl t--ommerc i a I

()rhcr iFuel l-trmblstion)
'I'otal Fuel Cotnblstion
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I ncinet*tor$
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Table A-8 (Cont.)
NOx Planning Emissions Forecast by Summary Category and Air Basin

Ventura County NOx {tone/summer daY}

EIC Summa rv Cateoorv Name 2A12 2C1g 2A20 2A25 2030 2035

ARI|A}VIDR SOlJRCES
Solvent Evn poration

Clonsunter Pruducts
Architcctural i..loatings AnJ llelaled l)rocess Srrlvenfs

Pr:st i c idcsi F eriil i zers

Asphalt I'aving i Roofing
Totll Solvent livlporation

ill isccllancous Processes
Resitlenlial l"uel C.ombustion

Frrrnring Opr.rations
{.lolstlur.'tiort Anrl D,;molition
Pav*rl Road Dusl
l,lnpavcd Roacl Dust

Furgitive Wintl[r lorvn Du-ct
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lr4araged llurnirrg Arrd [)isposal
{,trrcking
Othcr {\4isccllattcotrs l)rocesscs}
'I'otal Mistell:t letlus lrocesses

TOTAL AREAWIDE SOURCES

!IOBILE IiOURCNS
On-Itond'Motor Vthiclcs

l.ight Duty Pass*rrgor il.l)Ai
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Orhcr (On-Road Motttr Vthir:les)
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Board of Supervisors Hearing
July 23,2019

Mitigated Negative Declaration Addendum

Attachment 15

VCAPCD Permit To Operate No. 01383

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Case No. PLl4-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)



PERITTIT TO OPERATE
Number 01"383

valid .Tanuary 1, 2Al9 to December 31, 20L9

This Perrnit IIas Been Issued To The sollowing:

Pernission IE Hereby Granted To Operate The Followingr

1 - Oil Well (No. L)
2 - 500 Barrel Crude oi1 Storage Tanks (ID # l- & 2)
l- * Oi1 Loading Facility. Loading facility may also be used to

handle oil production from the Rosenmund Site, PO No. 47448
1 - 500 Barrel Produced Water Tank (#3)
1 - L5000 Gallon (357 bb1) Liquid Petrol"eum Gas (LPG) Pressure

Vessel, collects gas liquids knocked oul during sales processing
(preesure vessel exempt from permitting requirements)

1 - I,iquid Petrol-eum Gas (I,PG) Truck Loading Facility, equipped
wittr a balance type vapor recovery system with vapors from the
truck returnj-ng to t,he pressure vessel

L - Emergency F1are, rating estimated at 5L.L MMBTU/Ir,.height;
25,, flare tip exhaust diameter! 3'r, electronic ignition,
equipped with totalizing gas flow meLer

l- - o:25- lm{eru/hr Glycol Reboiler, part of Glycol Dehydrator
system rated at b.2 MMSCF per day wiLh g1ycol vent piped Lo a
nitura] drafL condenser and then directly to vapor recovery
system, or to Emergency Flare if necessary. Utilizing triethylene
glycol (EEG) .

ThiE PermLt Has Been Iesued Subject To The FoLlowing Conditions:

1. Permitted Emissions Tons/Year Pounds/Hour

company Name / Address:

Renaissance Petroleum, IrIJC
P.O. Box 20456
Bakersfield, CA 93390

Reactive Organics
Nitrogen oxides
Particulate Matter
Sulfur Oxides
Carbon Monoxide

Facility Name / Address:

Naumann Drill Site
3140 Etting Rd.
Oxnard, CA 93030

7
3
0
0

L8

4.73
2 .03
0. r_5

0. 08
10.57

.08

.49

.26

.1_5

.93

2 Annual crude oil throughput sha1l not exceed 355,000 BOPY combined
for the s00 bbl C.O.S.T.- (No. 1) and the 500 bb1 C.O.S.T. (No. 2);
and 365,000 BOPY at the oil loading facility. In order to comply
wit.h this condition, the permittee sha11 mainlain nonthly records
of crude oil throughputs. The monthly records shall be summed for
t.he previous l-2 months. crude oil throughput total? fot any of
thesL t-2 month periods in excess of the specified l-imit shall be
considered a violation of Lhis condition. Prior to exceeding these
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VCAPCD Permit To Operate Number 01383
Issued To Naumann Dri11 Site
Valid ,January 1, 20L9 to December 3l-, 2Ot9

limits, the permittee shall apply for, and receive, a permit
modif icat,ion.

3 . Gas consumption at the flare shall not exceed 50.2 million cubic
f eet (t\o{cFj per year for any planned f }aring events. There is no
limit for emergency use. Emergency use is defined as the disposal
of process gases in the event of unavoidable.process upsets. A
pla-nned ffaiing event includ,es, bu! is not limited to, routine
tlaring to eomply with Rule 7L.Li or flaring due t,o.planned
maintenance performed on we1Is, equS-pment, or pipelines by the
operator or performed by another operator accepting the produced
g|s. rf a process upsel (emergency use) cannot be rectified in a
ieasonable amount of time, the use of the flare may be deterrnined
to be a planned flaring evenL.

In order to demonstrate compliance with this condition, the
permittee shal1 maintain monthl-y records of llare gas consumption.-the permittee shall maint,ain records which differentiate between
emergency usage and planned flaring ewents. The monthly records
sha1l be summed for Lhe previous 12 months. Flare gas combusLion
totals for planned flaring events .for any of these 12 month rolling
period.s in Excess of the specified limit shall be considered a
violation of this Permit" '

4. Throughput at bhe I,PG loading facllity sha11 not exceed 1"5,000
barreis-per year. Prior to exceeding this limit, the permittee
sha1l appty !or, and receive, a permit modificaEion.

fn order to compty with this condition, the permittee shall
maintain monthly records of LPG t,hroughput. The monthly records-
shall be summed for the previous L2 months. T,PG throughput totals
for any of these 12 month periods in excess of the specified limit
shall- be considered a vi-olation of this condition.

5. The following we11s shall- be free flowing or operated on electric
motor driven artificj-al lift equipment,: Naumann No. 1". This
condition is applied as best available conLrol technology (BACT).

6. Tanks shall comply with Rule 7L.1, I'Crude Oil production and
Separation'r. TLi; includes, but is not limited to, the following
requirements:

a) pursuant to Rule 71-.1.8.1.a, tanks not listed above as being
exempt from vapor recovery shaIl be equipped with a properly 

-instilled, maintained, and operaled vapor recovery system' The
vapor disposal portion of the vapor recovery syste,m shall
coirsist of a system that directs all vapors to a fuel gas
system, a sales gas system, or to a permj-tted flare or a flare
rlted at less thln r.b0 I\s'lBTU per hour that combusts reactive
organic compounds.

b) Pursuanl Lo Rule 7t.1.D.2, for tanks not listed above as being
exempt from vapor recovery, the vapor recovery requirements of
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VCAPCD Permit To operate Number 01383
Issued To Naumann Dril1 Site
Valid .lanuary 1, 2OI9 to December 31, 2OL9

Rule 7L.t.B.l.a eha1l not apply during maintenance operation on
vapor recovery systems or tank batteries if the District
Enforcement Siction is notified verbally at least 24 hours prior
to lhe maintenance operation, and if Lhe mainEenance operation
will take no more than 24 hours to complete.

c) A tank's hatches and other inlet and outlet piping connections
are components subject to the leak reguirements of Rule 74.L0'
t'Compon6nts at Crude Oil- and Natural Gas Production and
Processing Facilities'''

7 . The permit,tee shall comply with Rule_ 7!.3 , I'Transfer of Reactive
Orgairic Compound. f,iquids'. ?his includes, but is noE linited to,
the following requirements:

a) pursuant t,o RuLe 7]-.3,8.2.a, no person shall transfer ROC

liquids into any Roc delivery vessel withouL utilizing -a
bo{tom-loaded vlpor recovery system that prevents lhe displaced
vapors during toaaing from being released j-nto the atmosphere.
fh-e vapor recovery system sha1l be capable o! coLlecting all RoC

vapors, and shatl-have a vapor return or eondensation system
that connects to a gas pipeline recovery and distributj-on,system
or to a vapor disposal sy€rtem with a control efficiency of at
least 90 Percent bY weight.

b) Pursuant to Rule 71.3.8.2.b,2, no person shal1 trangfer ROC

liquids into any Roc delivery vessel without, utilizing a
cofibination of overfill devices and/or proceduree, submitted in
writing to the APCD, that is at least ab effective in preventing
overfill spillage as the system in Rule ?1.3.8.2.b.L. The
permittee has submitted an alternative primary and secondary
bverfill protection system and shall comply with RuIe
7L.3,8.2.b.2 as discuesed below.

c) Pur6uant to RuIe 7L.3.8.2.c, no pereon ehall transfer ROC

Iiquids into any ROC liquid delivery vessel, without utilizing
eit-her a block ind bleed valve system or other connectors with
equivalent spill prevention characteristics.

d) pursuant to Rule 7L.3.D.1, permittee shall annually moniEor one
complete loading operation for leaks and for proper operation of
the loading equlpment and delivery vessel vapor recovery and-
overfill plotecUion syst,ems. Permittee ehall maintain records
of the tolding inspeclion as reguired by Rule 71.3.F.1' These
records shall-be mlintained at the faciLity for the previous two
years and made available to APCD personnel upon request.

8. In order to comply with the prinary and secondary ov_erfil1
liotection systam-requiremenls of nule 7L.3, ilTransfer of Reactive
brganic Compbund tiqriidsu, permittee has submitted an alternative
uyit"* and ifratl corfrply with RuLe 71.3.8.2.b.2 by utilizing only
Oitivery vesselg equlppea with a resettable turbine meter and the
following procedure:
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VCAPCD Permit To Operate Number 01383
Issued To Naumann Drill Site
Valid January 1, 20L9 to December 31, 2aa9

a) DeEermine the gravi-ty of the oiI.

b) calculate the weight of the oil per barrel (use Apt Table 8) '

c) Calculate the maximum net weight of the cargo, in barrels, that
can legally be transported. ?his weight s!al.l-not exceed the
capaciEy or weight limitation of any liquid delivery vegsel.

d) Continuously observe the turbine meter in order to cease
transfer at the calculated number of barrele.

e) Time each loading operation to determine an average time t,o,.
fill a d.elivery ieslel to legal weight. Utilize this time limit
in conjunction with the turbine met,er to prevent overfill'

g . All loading of LPG shall comply with Rule 71.3 | 'rTransfer of
ReacLive Olganic Compound f,i(uidsu. This lncludes, but is not
limited to, the following requirementg:

a) The r_,PG facilit,y shall be bott,om loaded. (Ru1e 7l-.3.8.1-)

b) The LpG facility sha11 utilize a bottom-loaded vapor recovery
system tha prevents the displaced vapors during loading from
Ueing released into the atmosphere. The vapor recovery system
shall be capable of collecting a1-1 ROC vapors, and shall have a
vapor return or condensatj-on system that routes vapors back t,o
tha 15, 000 gallon pressure vessel. (Ru1e 7L,3 , B.2 . a)

c) The LpG loading sha1I be conducted into a transport vessel with
a sight glass lnetering system that is gradualed in ga11ons. The
operator-sha]l monitor the loading at all times until the
lbading is complete in order to prevent overfill. {Rule
7t.3 .8.2 .b)

d) The LPG loading facility sha1l be equipped wiLh a block and
bleed system for spil1 prevention. (Rule 7L.3.8.2.c)

e) pursuant t,o Rule 7l-.3.D.1, the permittee shalt annually monitor
one complete loading operatlon of leaks and for proper operation
of the ioading equipment and delivery vessel vapor recovery and
overfill protection systems. Permittee shall maintaj-n records
of the toiaing inspeclion as required by Rule 7l-.3.F.1-. These
records sha1l-be mlintained at the faciS-ity for the previous two
years and made available to APCD personnel upon request.

l-0. A11 hatches on Lhe LPG loading vessel sha1l be closed during
transfer operaEions.

l-j.. The LpG truck loading systemrs inlet and outlet, piping connections
are components subject to the leak requirements of RuIe 74.L0,
"ComponLnts at Crule Oil and Natural Gas production and Processing
Facilities'r.
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VCAPCD Permit To Operate Number 0L383
Issued To Naumann Dri1l Sit,e
Valid ,January 1-, 2AL9 to December 31, 2OL9

L2.Theflare(s)shallbeequippedwithatotalizinggasmeter.The
meter shal1 be accurate to ptus or minus five (5) percent as
certified by the manufacturer in writing.

l-3. The flare stack shall be equipped with a continuous pilot or a

funcLional, operating piloCless electronic ignit,ion syst'em when
operating as i portioJof the vapor recovery system or when
cbntrolling produced gas as required by Rule 7t'7'

14. permittee shall test the flare's ignit,ion system monthly and shall
maintain a monthly record of the flare's ignition system tests and
maintenance activities, incLuding the test date and,operaforrs
initials.

15. Flare Oxides of sulfur (sox1 Emission Requirements:

a) The sulfur content of the gas entering the f1are.shall not
exceed 20 ppmvd, calculated as hydrogen sulfide (H2s) at
standard conditions.

b) Any flare gas hyd.rogen sulfide (H2S) pre-treatment syetem shal1
be operated whenever the flare is operated.as necessary to
comply with the 20 ppmvd lirnit above.

c) ennirai testing for sufgur compounds in the flare -gas shall be _-
conducted using H2S det,ector tubes, SCAQMD Method 307-94, or EPA

Mebhod 16, as aPPlicable.

These conditionGt are applied pursuant to Rule 54, rrsulfur
Compoundst'. The recordkeeping and other requirementg of Rule 54.C
are not required if complilnce with these conditions is maintained.

16. The glycol reboiler shall be fired on naEural gas 9nly. This
condLcion is applied as Best Available Control Technology {BACTi.

L7, No natural gas consumption l-imit appJ-ies to the G1ycol Reboiler..
?he permitt;d emissions represtent the theoretical maxj"mum usage,
therefore natural gas consurnption records for the Glycol Reboiler
are not required.

18. Permittee shall comply with all provisions of RuIe 7l-.5, "Glycol
DehydraLorsr, This ii:c1udes, bul is not limited lo, the followi'ng
requirements:

a) The gas dehydration system'q regenerat,or vents shal1 be
contiolled Lo reduce Lfre emissj-ons of RoC (Reaetive Organic
Compounds). Permittee has chosen to direct all glycol vent
emi-ssions into the vapor recovery system, or !o the Emergency
Flare if necessary.. Upon entry into the tank vapof recovery
sysLem, the glyeol vent emissions are subject Eo Rule 7L.L,
"Lrude Oil Production and Separationt'.

b) The condensed hydrocarbon liquid stream from the gIyco1
dehydration venl sha1l be stored and handled in a manner t'hat
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VCAPCD Permil To Operate Number 01383
Issued To Naumann Drill- Site
Val-j-d ,January 1, 2AL9 to December 31-, 2OL9

will not cause or a1low evaporation ROC into the atmosphere as
required by Rule 7l-.5 .8.2.

c) The glycol unit's emission control system shall be maintained
in a leak-free condition as reguired by Rule 71.5.8.3.

d) Maintain a current file of g1ycol dehydrator information as
required by Rule 7t . 5 . D. l- .

l-9. Pursuant to Rule ?1.5.8.1-.b, Lhe flare that controls the'ROC
emissions from Lhe g1yco1 dehydrator shalL have all of the
following features, as a minimum:

a) Operate continually in a smokeless mode.

b) Electronic controlled ignition system with a malfunetion alarm
system if the pilot flame fails.

c) Liquid knock out system to condense any condensable vapors.

d) Sight glass ports, if Lhe flame is not visible.

2A. permittee sha11 maintain records of monthly oil throughput at the
crude oil storage tank(s). These records shaIl be maintained at
the facitiLy for the previous two years and made available to APCD
personnel upon request.

2L. permitt.ee sha1I maintain records of monthly oi1 throughput at Lhe
crude oil loading facility(s). These records shall be maintained
at the facility ior the previous two years and made available to
APCD personnel uPon request.

ZZ. Permittee shall maintain monthly records of l-,PG throughput at the
truck toading rack. The permittee shall also maintain records of
loading facility inspections and reactive organic compound liquid
transfers as detailed in Rule 71".3.F. These records shall be
maintained at the facility for the previous two years and made
available to APCD personnel upon request.

23. permittee shall maintain monthly and rolling twelve month records
of the volume (ttg{Cf or MCF) of gas combusted in the f 1are. Monthly
and twelve month rolling records shall be maintained for total
flare usage and for planned flaring evenLs (non-emergency use).
Emergency use and pl-nned flaring are defined above. The permittee
shall maintain records which differentiate between emergency usage
and planned flaring events. These records shaI1 be maintained at
the facility for the previous two years and made available to APCD
personnel upon request.

24. Permittee shall comply with all provisj-ons of Rule 74.La,
rComponents at Crude Oil production and. Natural Gas Product,ion and
Processing Facilitiest'. PermitLee shal1 eubmit an Operator
Managemeni plan to the District Compliance Division for approval
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VCAPCD Permit To Operate Number 01-383
Issued To Naumann Drill Site
Valid 'January 1, 2Ol9 to December 31, 2OL9

and shal1 submit revisions to the plan as necessary, Permittee
sha1l conlinue to implement the leak inspect,ion and repair
requirements of the Operat'or Management Plan-

25. permittee shalI comply r^rith all applicable requirements of the
California ARB "Greenhouse Gas gmission Standards for Crude Oil and
Natural Gas Facilj-tiesrr (CARB Oi1 and Gas Regulation) .

The vapor recovery and produced gas requirements of Rule 7L.3- ate
more slringent than thi; CARB Oil and Gas Regulatiol and remain in
effect. tutiny components, including components found on tanks,
separators, weLlsl and pressure vessels thal are subject to t'he
leat< detecbion and repair requirements of Rule 74.10 are exempt
from the leak detecLion and repair reguirements of this CARB Oil
and Gas Regulation.

PursuanL to Section 956?4 (b) (2) of Lhe CARB Oil and Gas
RegulaLion, permit,tee shall register the subject equipment at each
ta-itity wirh CARB as specified in Appendix a Table A6. Updates to
the facility registration must be filed wit.h CARB no later lhan
,January f ol the calendar year after the year in which any
informition required by the CARB Oi1 and Gas Regulation has
changed.

within 30 days after receipt .of this permit, the permittee may petition
the Hearing itoard to review any new or modified condition (RuIe 22).

This permit,, or a eopy, shall be posted reasonably close to the subject
equipirent and shall be accessible- to inspection personnet (Rule 19) .

ftiis- permit is not transferable from one location to another unless the
equipirent is specificaS-l-y listed as being portable (RuIe 20) .

This permit to Operate shal1 not be construed to allow any emission unit
to operate in violation of any stabe or federal emission standard or any
rule of the District.
\t.l
\1 ,'t*. For:
lL --t-- u.
Kerby E. Zozula, Manager
Engineerlng Division

Michael Villegas
Air Pollution Control Officer
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Board of Supervisors Hearing
July 23,2019

Mitigated Negative Declaration Addendum

Attachment 16

Noise lmpact Assessment
6-20-13 Sespe Consulting, lnc. Report

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Gase No. PL14-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)

' **Note: This assessment was included in the materials submitted in support of an
application for modification of CUP 3543, and is part of the public record.
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CONSULTING, INC Confidential - Attorney Client
Privileged Work Product468 Poli Street Sulte 2E . Ventura, CA 9300L

Ofiice {805} 275-75L5 . Fax {805) 667-8104

June 2O 2013

Kate Neiswender
Law Office of K. M, Neiswender
PO Box 24617
Ventura, CA 9300?

Noise lmpact As$essment
Mirada Petroleum Corporatlon - Agnew Lease

Dear Ms, Neiswender:

This letter summarizes the Noise lmpact Assessment {NlA) prepared fcr Mirada Petroleum Corporation's

{Mirada) Agnew Lease (Facility) located off of Koenigstein Rd in unincorporated Ventilra County. This NIA has

been prepared in support of an application for Minor Modification of Conditional Use Permit {CUP} 3543, which

proposes to extend the CUp and allow the drilling of six (6) new oil wells over the next ten {10} years. This NIA

addresses the potential noise impacts associated with the future oil well dritling activities at this FacilitY - it doei
not address ongoing oll production operations.

Prgie$
The Facility is an active oil and gas production operation located approximately 1..5 miles north of the

intersection of Koenigsteln Road and Highway 150 in unincorporated Veotura County' The attached Figure 1

shows the location of the FacilitY;

The proposed Minor Modification requests two primary changes to CUP 35431

- Extend the CUP, which is currently set to expire in November ?013, for an additional 25 years; and

- Allow for the drilling of six {6} new oil wells over the next ten {10} years.

The proposed wells will be drilled on the existing well pad, near the existing wells' When drilling a new well, lt

will be necessary for the Applicant to conduct drilling operations 24 hours per day, This NIA addresses the
potential noise impacts from these future drilling activlties during the day, evening, and nighttirne. This NIA

analyzes a hypothetical drilling operation that is r"neant to conservetively represent all six {6} future well drilling

operations. ln addition, a general mitSation is proposed that will be required for all six {6} of the future drilling

astivities.

1

2
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Confidential- Attorney Cllent Privileged Work Product

Mlrada Petroleum CorPoration Noise Irnpact Assestrnent

June 20, 2013

Eaclrrog[dllqigl tttlI&gring
itinfrU on Tuesday May 7 , 2g!3, a Z4-haur ambient noise measurement was obialned in order to characterize

backgrcund noise levels in the vicinity of ihe Facility. The location of the measurement is shown on Figure 2'

The locatlan ofthe measurement ilas chosen to best represent the noise environrnent at the nearby resldences.

The measurement war obtained with a Type 2 Quest Soundpro SE,/DL sound levcl meter set to record noi:e

levels wlth a slow response and A-weightlng. The noise nreasurements were logged in l-manute increments and

the nclse mcter was calibrated lmrnedlately pfior to use. The nolse measuremert log is attached.

Table I surnmarlzes the background noise levels ln the vicinlty of the Facility.

Tabtc t - Sacktround Noisc Lcvclr {dBA}

Paramatcr Dry Evcning nlight Overall

Average Noise Level {L"r} 47.5 38.1 38.1 45.2

Peak Hsur Nolse tev€l {l*qLfl} 51.5 46.6 45.0 51.5

CNEt 48,8

The abbreviations and terms employed in Table l and elsewhere in this NIA are defined below:

r Tirnefrarnes- Forthe purposes of thls NlAl
. Day is 5 a.m, tc 7 P.m,
o Evenin8 ls 7 p,m. to 10 p.m'

r Night is 10 P.m; to 6 a'm.

o A-Weighted Sound Level {dBA) - Saund pre$sure level measured using the A-weiShting network, a filter

which discriminates agpinsl low and very high frequencles in a manner similar to the human hearing

mechanism at moderate sound levels. The A-weighted sound level is generally used when discussing

envlronm€ntal noise imPacts'

r Eguivalcnt Contlnuous'Nolse Level {L*o) - The average nolse level over a specifled tlme period"

o One Hour Equivalent Continuous Noise Level {L"olH} 'The av€rege noise level over a one hour time

period.

r Communlty Notse Equivalent Level {CNEL} - The long-telm time averate sound level, welghted as

follows;
. Daytime noise is not wetghted;
e Evening noise is weighted by +5 dB; and
. Nlghttlme nolse ls welghted by +l'0 dB'

2

a
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Mirada Petroleum Corporatlon Noise lmpact Assessment
lune 20, 2013

Slrulficancc Threrholds
iheVenturo Caunty generql Plan {June 28, 2011} includes the following standards for noise generators

proposed to be lacated near any noise sensitive use:

Noise generatars, proposed to be located near any noke sensitive use, shall incorparate noise control

meosures so that ongolng outdoor noise levels received by the nolse seftsitlve receptor, {neqsured ot the

exteriof watl of the bullding, does not exceed ony ol the fallawing standards:

a, L*IH of 55dB(A) or ambient noise level plus 3d8(A], whlchever ls greoter durlng ony hourfrom

6:0A d-ftt. ta 7:00 p.m.

b, L"rlH af SudB{A) or ambient naise level plus 3d8(A}, whlchever ls greater during ony hour from
7:0a p.m. ta 10:00 p,m.

s. LetTH af 4Sd8{A) or ambient naise level plus 3d8{A), whlchever is greater during ony hour from
LO:OO P.m. to 6:AAo.m.

Since drilllng is a temporary activlty, it rnay be appropriate to utilize the construdion noise thresholds in the

CauntyolVentursConstructionNaisefhresholdCriterlaandControl Plan(July,2010l' Thedaytirneconstruction

thresholds, which allow for higher noise leve ls for shorter duration csnstruction activlties, are presenled in

Table?. Notethattheeveningandnightconstructionthresholdsarethesameasthe€eneralPlaneveningand
night thresholds.

Table 2: Daytime Construction Nnise Thresholdr

Caffitructlon Durttion Nolrc Thrcrholdr tl.olH, dBAl

b to 3 days 75 or Ambl€nt + 3 dBA

4 to 7 days 70 or Ambient + 3 dBA

1to 2 weeks 55 or Ambient + 3 dBA

2 to I we€ks 60 or Afibient + 3 dBA

Longer than 8 weeks 55 or Ambient + 3 dBA

While the exact duratlon of a well drllllng event depends on rnany factors, it generally takes about 2 week to

drill a wcll. The Applicant proposes to drlll 6 addltional wells, resulting in a total drilling duration of 12 weEks

spread over the next 10 years. As shown in Table 2, for dsrations over I week, the daytime construction nolse

threshold is equivalent to the General Plan daytirne threshold.

Table 3 presents the noise thresholds applicable to this Facility. Since the arnbient noise ls/els are below ihe

fixed noise thresholds in all cases, the slgnlflcance thresholds are not adjusted for ambient noise levels.

feble 3r Proiact Nolsc Thre*slds (dBAl

Peramet€r D8y Evening Nfihr

Peak hour il*olH) 55 50 45

3

4
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Mirada Petroleum CorPoration Noise lmpact Assessrnent
June 20. 2013

Nqlre SouFe (haractcr!.atlon
A drili"g ;'g iniludes many noise producing components and each drilling rig can have different types and

quantities of these components. As such, this NIA utilizes conservative assumptions to detefmine an overall
jdlllng rlg noise level that is representatlve of the dlfferent rlgs that may be used at the Facility. For example, it

is assumed that diesel generato$ are used ta power the drilling rig rather than grld electricity' This results in a

larger estlffate ol drilling rig noise because large diesel Senerators produce high noise levels.

This NlL relies on the extensive drilling rig noise characterization done for the Whlttier Moin Oil Field Proiect

Environffientol tmpact Report {Whittier ElR, June 2011} to calculate noise impacts' The Whlttler ElR, prepared by

Marine Research SpeCialists, utlllzed a hypothetical drilling rig component list to determine the overall noise

associated with the rig. Each component of the drllling rig was assigned a sound level and a usage fraction, The

sound levels were based on a variety of sourcei, including other nolse studles, manufacturer specifications, and

government agency guldance. The usage fractions were assumed to be 90% for the maJority of essential

iorpon"ng, iOWtor components associated with the crane, 500 one-second impulses per day for rnetal on

metal noise, and 1,250 twcFsecond impulses per day for other lnciderrtal noises (voices, backup alarms,

annunciators, and drawline brakes). Table 4 shows the drilllng rlg components, sound levels, and usage fractlons

for the hypoihetical drlll rig in the Whittier ElR, For more information, including the source of each sound level

assurnptlon, refer to th€ Whittier EIR Noise Section'

Tablc rt: orillin6 Rlg Componont Btcakdown

When these sources were combined ln a computer mcdel, the overall noise level is 85 dBA at 50 feet away from

the rig {Whittier EIR}. This noise level ls uxd as the basls for calculatlons ln this NlA. This noise level ls

conservative when compared lo other estimates of drilllng rlg nolse levels found in e varlety of sources:

r 13 dBA at 50 feet in the Bureau of land Management's Draft RMPA/EIS for federol Fluld

Minerols Leqsing and oevelopment in sierra dnd otero counties {2001}.

o 82 dBA at 50 feet in Arup Acoustics' ?lains Exploratloa and Production Company, lnglewoad Oil

Field, Noise lmPdct StudY (7004}'.

c 7? to 82 dBA at 50 feet in Los Angeles county': Ealdwln Hills Fl8 {2009},

r Z5 dBA at 50 feet in the Bureau of land Management's Noise Anolysis for the Pinedale Anticllne

Oil qnd 6as Exploratian and Development Proiect {7999l''

4

A

Component Usage Frattion
Sound Level
at 5d {dBAf

Vertlcal location

Mud Mixer 0.9 76 Ground Level

Mud Pumps and Diesel Eneines (2) 0.9 69 6round Level

Shac,kers {2} 0.5 69 €round Leve

60-ton Cranc 0,2 81 Ground Level

Backup Alarms, Voices, Annunciators 0.030 g4 Ground Level

MetaFon-Metal Noise 0.006 100 Ground Level

0.006 100 Rle Floor i-2d)
Metal-on-Metal Noise 0-006 100 Eoardi {'50'

Cuttinc Convevor 0,9 69 Floor

Dritl Rlc lnslne 0.9 84 Ground Level

Drawworks Engine 0,9 74 Ris Floor {-?d
0.030 80 lic Floor f-2(

Note: Based on lhe Whittier Main oit Field Proiect tnvlronmental tmpoct Report lwhittier ElR, June 20111. Currently

available at: http:,//www.cityotuhlttl€r.oreldepit/cd/CIher?llffo/eidrsfg

N[02-Mirada Petro{eum-Noise.docx Sespe Consultlng lnc.
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Mirada Fetraleum Corporatign Noise tmpact Assessment

June 20, 2013

Noise lmplst Cabsltdgtr
N"ir" irprctr *sr.irted wlth well drilling have been calculated utiliring the source data descrlbed abovc and a

propagation calculation that determines how much the noise level is attenuated between thesoulce and the

i*."pior. The propagation calculattan assumes that noise levels are reduced by 5 dBA per doublin8 of distance,

wftich is the nolse attenuatlon assoclated wth hemlspherlcal propagation. This ls the lndustry standard

propagation calculation and is included in the Counfy o/ Ventura Construction Nolse Threshald Crlteria snd

Cantro! Plan. See the attached Noise lmpacl Calculations for more information'

ln addition to the nolse attenuatlon frorn propagatlon, a separate terraln attenuation factor ls included in the

calculatlons, This prlmarily represents the shielding provided by the terraln, as rhown bythe cross sections ln

Figure 3, However, it i5 al$o meantto encompas$ attenuation du€ to atmospherlc absorption, weather, ground

inipedance, and vegetatlon. A terrain attenuation of 15 dBA is assumed for Receptor 1 because the source is

shielded up to a hetght of at least 20 feet by the intervening tefrain. A terraln attenuation of 5 dBA is assumed

for Receptors Z and 3 becruse the source is only partially shielded from the perspective of these receBtors,

These estlmates of attenuation are consenratively low for the high degree of shielding and other fqrms of

attenuatlon present. For comparlson, the Federal Hlghway Admlnistration's AJolse &affier Design Handbook

indkates that an attenuatlon of 10 - 15 dBA ls expected frorn a well-de:lgned noise barrier. The vegetated hill

shleldlng the drllliry rig for this Facilltv ls expected to provlde more attenuatlon than a noise barrier.

gased on the calculations described ahove and attached to this NlA, Table 5 Fresents the unmitiSated noise

impacts from drllling at the nearby receptors. The results are compared to the nighttime signlflcance thresholds

because they are the most conservative and bbcause nighttime drillin6 will be necessary'

Trble 5: Unmltl6ated Drllllng Noisc lmpac$

Patameter Rec.ptor 1 Receptor 2 Eeceptor 3

Noise lmpact 44.4 54.9 55,0

Nighttlme Sign ificance Threshold 45.0 45.0 45.0

Slgnlflcant? No Ycs Yes

Required Mitigation None 9.9 10

c

fi
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Mirada Petroleum CorPoration Nolse lmpact Assessment
June 20,2013

luitsltion
nr ttrorn in Table 5, 10 dBA of mltigation ls required to reduce the nighttime impact at Receptors 2 and 3 to less

than signlficant. Therefore, the following rnltlgatlon measure is provldedr

NO-l: priorto lnltiatinr well drilling operations, a sound barrier will be erected around the drilling rig.

The Eound barrier will be ln place for the entire duration ol drllling rig actlvitles. The sound

barrler must be sufflciently tall and appropriately located to break line of sfte between the

primary drillin6 rig noise sources and the nearby residences. Fsr the purposes of this mltlgatlon,

the primary drilllng ri6 noise sources are assumed to be located between ground level {0 feet}

afid the drilling rig floor (about 20 feet). lt is not practical or necessarY ta provide shielding for

the upp€r reaches of the drilling rlg rnast.

Mltigation measure N0-1 is expected to provide .t lelrt 10 dBA of noisc att€nuation for Receptors 2 and 3 (see

above estlmate of noise barrier attenuallon from the Norse Eanier Oeslgn Hondbook)' Table S. presents the

mltigated impacts and compares them to the nighttlme threshold.

Table 6: Mitigrtcd'Drilllng l{oise lmpcs

Partmeter Rc€eptor 1 Seceptor 2 Rlceptot 2

Mitlgated Noise lmPact 44.4 <44.3 <45.0

Nighttlme Slgnlficance Threshold 45.0 45.0 4s.0

Slnnifical*? No No Itlo

CgSqlq$on
ftris flfA iinas that the drllllnS activities proposed by this Project will have significant, b'ut mltigable irnpacts on

nearby receptors.

Wlth mitigation, the noise impacts from drilling op€rations are les3 than siBnificant when compared to the day,

evenlng, ind nighttime thresholds. Also, it should be reiterated that the drilling noise impacts will be infrequent

i6 wells over 10 ycrrs) and short duratlon {about 2 weeks each well}'

please callJohn Hecht or me at {S05} 275-1515 lf you have any questions or lf you need additional information.

submitted.

Garrett Zuleger, P,E.

Project Manager l- Engineering
Serpe Conrultlng, lnc.

Attachments 1. Figures

. Figure 1: Vlcinlty MaP

Figure 2: Topographlc MaP
Flgure 3: Source-Receptor Cross Sections

2. Noise Measunsment log
3. Noise lmpact Calculatlons

6
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FIGURE

$ite Location Map
Mirada Petroleurn

Agnew Lease
Ventura County, Califomia
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Nolse Measurement Summary
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Mirada Petroleum Corporation Noise lmpact Assesgrnent

Oil Well Drtlling - Iloise lmpact Calculatlons

Unfifftat€dt{ois€
kld {dsAl
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ferrain lf,trrltationr
{d8A}
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60.0
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Dkroncefrom
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s}5
E85

Rccepbt

Receotor L

Receptor 2

Receptor 3

Note: The propogation cakula€on is based on 6 dBA per doubling of distance, per the Ventura County &nsfr.rctio n Noise Threshod Critera atd Cootrol Plan ("luly 201O)'

Thir guidance d'rffers from the Venfir ra Cowty Initial Study Assessment Guidelines , whlch recommends a propogation attenwtion c* 5 dBA per doubling of distance-

The 6 dBA per doublinE 6f distance is used because h is the actual propo8ation loss for hemispherical propogation and it is used throughout the lndustry.

+Theterrainattenuatlonesftmteprimaflyrepresentstheshteldingprovidedbytheterraln{seeFlgure3}. Ho.rever,atmosphericabsotption,attenuationduetoweather,

ground lmpedancg and attenatbn due to veg€fation also provlde additional attenuatlon that ls inclilded in this estimate.
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Board of Supervisors Hearing
July 23,2019

Mitigated Negative Declaration Addendum

Attachment 17

5-21-19 Evaluation of GHG Emissions of Well Drilling

Renaissance Petroleum Project
Case No. PL14-0103

(Minor Modification of CUP 4384)



Baca, Brian

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From:

Attachments:

Tyler Harris <tyler@vcapcd.org >

Tuesday, May 21,201912:07 PM

Baca, Brian

Nicole Collazo; aghasemi; Tyler Harris; Villegas, Michael

lExternall OilWell Drilling GHG Emissions

GHG emissions from drilling one generic oilwell.pdf
Subject:

CAUTION: This emait contains an attachment. lf it looks suspicious or is not expected, DO NoT open and

im m ed iately forwa rd to Spam' M a n ager@ventu ra.org.

Brian,

per your request, please see below a summary of greenhouse gas tGHG) emissions from the drilling of a single generic

oil well. The calculations are based on the assumption outlined in a memo to you from Chuck Thomas dated September

6, 2o!7,i.e. drilling will require combustion of 1,000 gallons of diesel fuel per day. Per our conversation, it will take 60

days to drill a single well. Emission factors and global warming potential (GWP) values obtained from EPA Emission

Factors for Greenhouse Gas lnventories modified 9 March 2018.

For a single well, I estimate 615 metric tonnes (MT) of GHG expressed as carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e). For a

project *ith forr wells, the total GHG emissions are estimated at 2,450 MT CO2e from the drilling operations. I have

attached a PDF showing the calculations used to reach these estimates.

Commuter trip emissions are expected to be insignificant compared to the emissions from drilling equipment.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Best regards,
Tyler

Tyler S, Harris
Air Quality Engineer
Ventura County Air Pollution Control District
669 County Square Drive 2nd Floor
Ventura, CA 93003
Phone: (805) 645-1407
Fax: (805) 645-1444
tyler@vcapcd.org

please note my work schedule is Monday through Thursday 7:00 AM - 5:30 PM (4hO schedule, off on Fridays). I

telecommute on Wednesdays and monitor my email and voice mail regularly.

1



Emissions to drill one generic oilwell

Fuel burned

Average time to drill one well

Total fuel burned

CO2 emission factor

CH4 emission factor

N20 emission factor
Co2 emissions

CH4 emissions

N20 emissions

CH4 GWP

N2O GWP

1,000 gal diesel per day (per Sept. 6,20t7 Memo from Chuck Thomas)

60 days

60,000 gallons diesel fuel

10.21 kg CO2lgallon burned

0.00041 kg CH4lgallon burned

0.00008 kg N2O/gallon burned

612,5 MT Co2lwell 1MT = 1000 kg

0.0246 MT CH4lwell

0.0048 MT N2O/well

25 MTCO2e/MT CH4

298 MT CO2e/MT N2O

Single well GHG emissions 515 MT CO2e per well drilled

Emission factors and GWP from EPA Emission Factors for Greenhouse Gas lnventories modified 9 March 2018

httns,//www.gpa.goylsiteslproduction/files12018-Q3ldocuments/emissign-factors mar 2018 0.ndf
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